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Abstract
Cyber-physical systems and the Internet of Things raise various challenges concerning
the modelling and analysis of large modular systems. Models for such systems typically
require uncountable state and action spaces, samplings from continuous distributions,
and non-deterministic choices over uncountable many alternatives. In this thesis we fo-
cus on a general modelling formalism for stochastic systems called stochastic transition
system. We introduce a novel composition operator for stochastic transition systems that
is based on couplings of probability measures. Couplings yield a declarative modelling
paradigm appropriate for the formalisation of stochastic dependencies that are caused
by the interaction of components. Congruence results for our operator with respect to
standard notions for simulation and bisimulation are presented for which the challenge
is to prove the existence of appropriate couplings. In this context a theory for stochastic
transition systems concerning simulation, bisimulation, and trace-distribution relations
is developed. We show that under generic Souslin conditions, the simulation preorder
is a subset of trace-distribution inclusion and accordingly, bisimulation equivalence is
finer than trace-distribution equivalence. We moreover establish characterisations of the
simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence for a broad subclass of stochastic
transition systems in terms of expressive action-based probabilistic logics and show that
these characterisations are still maintained by small fragments of these logics, respectively.
To treat associated measurability aspects, we rely on methods from descriptive set theory,
properties of Souslin sets, as well as prominent measurable-selection principles.
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1 Introduction
Modelling, control, analysis, and verification of cyber-physical systems and the Internet
of Things represent key challenges of the 21st century in the areas of computer science,
mathematics, and engineering [EG16]. Mathematical challenges arise when the formal
models include uncountable state and action spaces, discrete and continuous dynamics,
samplings from continuous distributions, and non-deterministic choices over uncountable
many alternatives. The article [HH15] provides an excellent overview of prominent classes
of models. For instance, dynamics obtained by interaction of digital sensors with the
continuous environment lead to hybrid systems [Hen96, BBM98, Pla08]. Communication
and interaction of complex and heterogenous systems motivate distributed and composi-
tional approaches of hybrid systems [AH97, AH99] as well as stochastic extension thereof
[WSS97, LSV03, HHHK12, Pla12].
This thesis investigates a general model for modelling complex systems called stochastic
transition system (Part I). We develop a theory on simulation, bisimulation, and trace-
distribution relations (Part II), provide action-based probabilistic logics characterising the
simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence (Part III), and present a composition
operator not imposing that stochastic transition systems to be composed behave stochastic-
ally independent (Part IV). Discussions and concepts referring to stochastic systems with
uncountable state spaces are inspired by the pioneering works on labelled Markov pro-
cesses [BDEP97, Des99, DEP02, DGJP03, Pan09], the contributions on non-deterministic
labelledMarkov processes [DTW12,Wol12, DLM16], aswell as the investigations for simple
stochastic transition systems in [CSKN05, Cat05]. Considering the world of countable-state-
space systems, this thesis is in the spirit of [SL94, Seg95, LSV07] studying probabilistic
automata and of [D’A99, BD04, DK05] investigating stochastic automata.
Part I: stochastic transition systems. We focus on a general stochastic model, called
stochastic transition system (STS), which consists of three basic ingredients: a state space,
an action space, and a transition relation. Both the state and the action space of an STS
may be uncountable, more precisely, are required to form Polish spaces. A state intuitively
represents the configuration of the modelled system at a certain moment of its execution,
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e.g., the recent performancemode of a hardware component or the current value of variables
referring to physical quantities such as temperature, velocity, or pressure. An action stands
for an observable process activity, e.g., the switch of a performance mode affecting the
energy consumption or the adjustment of systemparameters influencing controlled physical
quantities. Besides this, the sojourn time in a performance mode can be also reported by
means of specific actions. The transition relation finally specifies how the execution of
an action changes the system state and includes arbitrary (continuous) distributions over
action-state pairs.
There are two views on operational systems concerning time: the linear and path-based
[Pnu77] as well as the branching notion of time [EC82, Mil82, HJ94], see also [vG90, vG93,
GSS95]. Simulation and bisimulation notions [vB76, HM80] relate states on the basis of
their branching-time structure and provide prominent formalisms that have been adapted in
many flavours. Whereas bisimulation equivalence assures the equivalence of the branching-
time structure, simulation preorders aim to identify states where a state arises from the
other by means of an abstraction. In the context of this thesis, we consider probabilistic
simulation and bisimulation [LS91, Den15]wherewe focus on a purely action-based setting,
i.e., the set of all actions represents the relevant set of basic atomic observables.
Intuitively, if the state sb of an STS simulates the state sa, then sb can mimic the behaviour
of sa. Given a third state sc that in turn simulates sb, one naturally expects that sc also
simulates sa. Thus, it is desired that simulation and also bisimulation yield transitive
relations on the corresponding state space of the STS under consideration. The following
theorem summarises the main contribution of Part I of this thesis:
Theorem A. For every STS the following two statements hold:
(1) The simulation relation  is a preorder on the state space.
(2) The bisimulation relation ' is an equivalence on the state space.
In particular, both relations  and ' are transitive. y
The challenging part of the proof for this theorem is to justify the transitivity of the
induced relations of simulation and bisimulation. The complete argument can be found in
Section 3.4. Theorem A covers already established transitivity results for instances of STSs
such as labelled Markov processes [FKP17] (see also [Des99, DEP02, DGJP03]) and their
conservative extension of non-deterministic labelled Markov processes including internal
non-determinism [DTW12, Wol12].
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An STS may involve non-deterministic choices over a possible uncountable number of
successor distributions in a state. Thus, reasoning about probabilities of sets of (infinite)
paths requires the resolution of this non-determinism in terms of schedulers, also referred to
as policies, adversaries, or strategies. Here, we follow standard concepts for discrete systems,
e.g., [Seg95, BK08], and continuous systems, e.g., [CSKN05, Cat05, WJ06, Pan09, Wol12].
A trace is obtained by projecting a path in an STS on the sequence of the basic atomic
observables, i.e., the actions. Hence, every scheduler also induces a distribution over
traces. In the linear-time setting for stochastic models, two systems are considered to be
equivalent if they induce the same trace distributions over sequences of observables. While
the coinductive nature of bisimulations often facilitates elegant arguments about states and
their transitions, reasoning about trace distributions is typically more involved as we also
see in Part II of this thesis.
Part II: simulations and trace distributions for Souslin systems. In the non-stochastic
setting, it is well known that bisimulation equivalence is finer than trace equivalence (see,
e.g., [BK08]). A corresponding statement for stochastic models involving trace distri-
butions has been shown, e.g., for models with discrete state spaces such as probabilistic
automata [Seg95], continuous-timeMarkov decision processes [NK07], labelled concurrent
Markov chains [DGJP10], and for simple STSs in the case of a global notion of bisimulation
[Cat05]. The main objective of Part II is to investigate the mentioned connection between
the bisimulation equivalence and the trace-distribution equivalence for STSs where our
main contribution can be summarised as follows:
Theorem B. For every Souslin STS the Souslin-simulation preorder is a subset of the trace-
distribution preorder and accordingly, the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence is finer that the trace-
distribution equivalence, i.e., for every states sa and sb the following two implications hold:
(1) sa sou sb implies sa tr sb.
(2) sa 'sou sb implies sa =tr sb.
y
A proof of this theorem is finally established in Section 4.6. The sketched result provides
important sufficient criteria for proving trace-distribution preorder and equivalence of
STSs. The latter are often intricate as one has to consider infinite paths or more precisely,
probability measures on the set of all infinite paths. We show, roughly speaking, that local
reasoning about states and their outgoing transitions suffices to determine whether there
exists a simulation or a bisimulation relating given states of an STS. Theorem B is associated
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with the following scheduler synthesis problem: given two states sa and sb such that sb
simulates sa and an sa-scheduler, the task is to generate an sb-scheduler inducing the same
trace distribution. The challenging part in the proof of this theorem originates from the
fact that schedulers are required to form Borel functions.
Theorem B includes two requirements referring to Souslin sets. First of all, the STS
under consideration is supposed to be Souslin, meaning that the corresponding transition
relation forms a Souslin set. It even turns out that the theorem does not hold any longer
if one drops this Souslin assumption on the STS. Besides this, an existing (bi)simulation
relating the states under consideration is required to constitute a Souslin set. These Souslin
requirements enable the applicability of measurable-selection principles from the literature
[Wag80, HPV81, AB06, Bog07] that yield a key ingredient for our proof of Theorem B for
the construction of specific schedulers. The potential of measurable-selection principles
has been already discovered in the context of stochastic control problems [DIY79, BS96],
optimisation problems [Rie78] and stochastic relations [Dob07].
Measurability considerations constitute an essential element in the study of systems
that involve uncountable state spaces or uncountable action spaces. For instance, known
techniques for proving the logical characterisation of (bi)simulation for labelled Markov
processes [Des99, DEP02, DGJP03, DDLP06, Pan09, FKP17] and non-deterministic labelled
Markov processes [DTW12, Wol12] heavily exploit the measurability requirements on the
underlying stochastic model and rely on argumentation principles from measure theory.
The proof in [NK07] showing that bisimulation preserves continuous stochastic logic
for continuous-time Markov decision processes is also substantially based on measure
theory. Furthermore, the articles [CSKN05, Cat05, WJ06] study measurability questions
associated to schedulers and executions of STSs. In general, the challenge is to find generic
measurability assumptions that are satisfied by a large and important class of stochastic
systems while ensuring strong structural properties for theoretical arguments.
Despite the Souslin assumptions, TheoremBhas various important consequences. Indeed,
the logical characterisations of the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalences
to investigated in Part III of this thesis yield a powerful subclass of Souslin STSs where the
Souslin-simulation preorder and the simulation preorder are the same and accordingly,
where the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence and the bisimulation equivalence collapse.
This class includes probabilistic automata [Seg95], Markov decision processes [Put94],
labelledMarkov processes [Des99, DGJP03, Pan09], image-finite non-deterministic labelled
Markov processes [DTW12, Wol12], and continuous controlled Markov processes [DIY79,
BS96, ZEM+14, TMKA16].
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Independently of the latter mentioned results, many prominent modelling formalisms
known from the literature turn out to admit a semantics in terms of Souslin STSs, e.g.,
stochastic automata [D’A99, BD04,DK05], probabilistic rectangular hybrid automata [Spr01,
KNSS02, Spr11, ZSR+12, Spr15], and o-minimal hybrid automata for common o-minimal
theories [LPS00, BM05, BBC06]. There are also tight connections to the semantical model
for the prominent modelling language Hmodest [BDHK06, HHHK12]. Besides Hmodest,
instances of Souslin STS can be also analysed with the software tools HyTech [HHWt97],
Phaver [Fre08], Faust2 [SGA15], and KeYmaera [Pla08, Pla10, Pla15]. There are other
prominent approaches for the analysis of stochastic systems with uncountable state spaces,
e.g., based on (stochastic) satisfiability modulo theories [FTE10, EGF15], statistical model-
checking techniques [ZBC12, EGF15], or counterexample-guided abstraction refinement
approaches [NDN+16].
Theorem C. For every deterministic purely stochastic Souslin STS the Souslin-bisimulation equi-
valence and the trace-distribution equivalence are the same, i.e., for every states sa and sb it holds:
sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb iff sa =tr sb.
In particular, the relation =tr is a bisimulation. y
For arbitrary STSs two states whose associated sets of induced trace distributions coincide
are not bisimilar to each other in general. However, by Theorem C, the corresponding result
holds for a subclass of STSs. This theorem is presented in Section 4.8 of this thesis (see
also Section 7.2). Although our proof showing that the trace-distribution equivalence =tr
forms a bisimulation is technical at some places, the argument only uses basic concepts
from measure theory. The transition relation of a purely stochastic STS is completely
determined by a control law that assigns to every state a uniquely determined successor
distribution over action-state pairs. From this it directly follows that simulation preorder
and bisimulation equivalence coincide for this model. To this end, Theorem C is presented
from the bisimulation perspective only. Intuitively, a purely stochastic STS is deterministic
provided in every state s the execution of an action act almost surely leads to a uniquely
determined successor state. It turns out that (deterministic) purely stochastic Souslin STSs
yield an interesting subclass of STSs as they already cover powerful modelling formalisms
from the literature such as stochastic timed automata [BBB+14, BBCMar], semi Markov
processes [Whi80, LHK01, BHHK03, GJP06], and discrete-time stochastic hybrid automata
[AKLP10, AKM11, SA13].
For further related work concerning Part II of this thesis we also refer to [HJS07, KK12]
and [JS09, SS11, JSS15] where a coalgebraic framework on a trace semantics for stochastic
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systems is developed. Moreover, the article [FKS16] investigates algorithmic questions for
discrete Markovian models referring to trace distributions. For instance, it is shown that
the following general trace-refinement problem is undecidable: given two discrete Markov
decision processes and a scheduler for one of them, the general trace-refinement problem
asks whether there exists a scheduler for the other system such that the corresponding
trace distributions coincide.
Part III: action-based probabilistic temporal logics. The main objective of Part III in
this thesis is to provide a characterisation of simulation preorder and bisimulation equi-
valence for a large subclass of (Souslin) STSs in terms of respective temporal action-based
probabilistic logics. For bisimulation we consider an expressive logic called APCTL to
formalise constraints for probabilities for possibly complex path properties with conditions
on the accumulated reward. The second logic for bisimulation called APCTL is in the spirit
of probabilistic Hennessy-Milner logic [HM85] where the Boolean fragment is restricted
to conjunctions. Indeed, APCTL includes the until modality and hence, is convenient
for specifying conditions on infinite behaviours such as liveness properties (e.g., repeated
reachability) and safety properties (e.g., infinite-horizon invariants). In contrast to that,
properties formulated by APCTL only concern conditions on direct successors in a state.
For the characterisation of the simulation preorder we consider the two temporal logics
9APCTL and APCTL. Again, while 9APCTL constitutes a comparable expressive logic
capturing, e.g., the until modality, the second logic APCTL yields an inexpressive sublogic
of 9APCTL similar to APCTL.
The temporal logic APCTL is in the spirit of PCTL [HJ94, Bd95], PCTL [ASB+95], and
CSL [ASSB00, BHHK03] that extend the classical branching-time logic CTL [EC82] with
probabilities and discrete respective continuous time. Besides this, APCTL also includes an
accumulation modality in the spirit of the non-probabilistic logics in [BKKW14, BCHK14]
and of the extension of CSL given by CSRL [HCH+02, Clo06]. In view of the action-
based setting, we are influenced by the action-based variant of CTL in [DV90]. Intuitively,
9APCTL is given by the existential fragment of APCTL where in addition every form
of negation is absent. The logics APCTL and APCTL yield very restricted fragments
of APCTL and are in particular inspired by the modal logics in [BDEP97, Des99, DEP02,
Pan09] for labelled Markov processes and [DTW12, Wol12] for non-deterministic labelled
Markov processes.
Theorem D. We consider an STS augmented with an action event family and a reward function.
Assume the STS is non-blocking, image-finite, and Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. Then
the simulation preorder, the Souslin-simulation preorder, as well as the preorders induced by the
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temporal logics APCTL and 9APCTL are the same. Accordingly, the bisimulation equivalence,
the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence, as well as the equivalences induced by APCTL and APCTL
coincide. Thus, for every states sa and sb one has:
(1) sa  sb iff sa sou sb iff sa  sb iff sa 9 sb.
(2) sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb iff sa ' sb iff sa ' sb.
y
As a consequence of the logical characterisation of bisimilarity in terms of the full logic
APCTLweget that bisimilar states are indeed equivalent for awide range of propertieswith
possibly complex temporal and reward-bounded constraints. By the logical characterisation
in terms of the small sublogic of APCTL, non-bisimilar systems can be distinguished by
comparably simple formulas. The same discussion applies for the simulation preorder
and the corresponding logics 9APCTL and APCTL. Besides this, Theorem D identifies
a large class of STSs where the simulation preorder and the Souslin-simulation preorder
as well as the bisimulation equivalence and the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence are the
same, respectively. As every STS in the presented theorem is Souslin, we can thus apply
Theorem B to obtain the following corollary referring to the trace-distribution relations:
Corollary E. We consider an STS that is non-blocking, image-finite, and Borel concerning the hit
sigma algebra. For every states sa and sb the following two implications hold:
(1) sa  sb implies sa tr sb.
(2) sa ' sb implies sa =tr sb.
y
To show that the properties formulated by APCTL and 9APCTL are preserved by
simulation and bisimulation, respectively, we can basically rely on slight extensions of
the techniques developed in Part II of this thesis. To show that non-bisimilar states can
be distinguished by an APCTL state formula, we follow the argumentation scheme in
[FKP17] that relies on Dynkin’s p-l theorem and the unique structure theorem. Replacing
these two main ingredients by corresponding new ones [FKP17], the same technique also
applies for the characterisation of the simulation relation.
The approach in [FKP17] heavily exploits the countability of the logic. In our setting
with uncountable action spaces, however, we cannot rely on this argumentation with a
naive definition of the logics APCTL and APCTL, i.e., where all the individual actions
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serve as the basic atomic building blocks. Our main idea to treat this problem is as follows:
instead of focusing on individual actions, the logics APCTL and APCTL use a countable
number of certain Borel subsets of the action space as the basic atomic observables. These
subsets are required to satisfy some natural conditions that are formalised by the notion of
an action event space. As a consequence, Theorem D also covers STSs whose action spaces
may be uncountable.
We also provide a variant of Theorem D showing that the provided logical charactersa-
tions in particular hold for image-finite non-deterministic labeled Markov processes with
countable action spaces [DTW12, Wol12]. Consequently, the contributions of Part III of
this thesis cover labelled Markov processes with countable action spaces [Des99, DEP02,
Pan09], stochastic automata [D’A99, BD04, DK05], probabilistic guarded-command lan-
guage [MM04], and a subclass of stochastic hybrid systems [FHH+11, Hah13].
Part IV: parallel composition based on spans and couplings. A major objective in
defining compositional frameworks is to separate concerns into components (specifying
the operational behaviour) and composition operators (addressing the communication
and interaction of the components). Compositionality has its roots in the theory of process
calculi, i.e., CCS [Mil82], CSP [Hoa85], and ACP [Bae05]. There are various investigations
in the stochastic setting concerning, e.g., variants for CCS [HJ90, Yi91, YL92, GJS94, Tof94,
Yi94] and CSP [Low91, DHK99] as well as process algebras for performance modelling
and evaluation [Hil96], stochastic automata [D’A99, DK05], and interactive generalised
semi-Markov processes [Gly89, BG02, Bra04, GJP04]. A process-algebraic approach to
model and analyse software applications can be found in [ABC10]. There are also parallel
operators for probabilistic automata [Seg95], simple STSs [CSKN05, Cat05], stochastic
hybrid systems [Str05, BDHK06, HHHK12], and weighted Markov decision processes
[DH13a]. A unifying approach is proposed, e.g., in [BNL13]. There are many variants
and approaches for describing the interaction and communication of components within
models for distributed systems, e.g., input/ output automata [LT87, LS89] where the set
of actions is partitioned into input, output, and internal actions. The latter model has
been extended to timed and hybrid systems [WSS97, LSV03] and probabilistic variants
thereof [ML07, DLM16]. A related approach is given by interface automata, e.g., [dAH01].
Interface automata yield an automata-based formalism convenient for the specification of
temporal aspects referring to the communication of components.
Within the above approaches for stochastic systems, the composition operator relates
probability distributions of the individual components to be composed in terms of the
product measure. Therefore, these operators are based on the assumption that components
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interact stochastically independent. However, there are situations where multiple compon-
ents of a system are governed by a common context that yields stochastic dependencies,
e.g., common cause failures. Such failures originate from the same cause and affect multiple
components at the same time. A common source might be given by, e.g., a manufacturing
defect inherent in components of the same type or common external influences the com-
ponents are exposed to. In these situations it is not adequate to rely on the assumption that
components behave stochastically independent.
In Part IV of this thesis we focus on a compositional framework convenient for the
declarativemodelling of stochastic dependencies in, e.g., common cause situations and other
compositional scenarios including stochastic dependencies. Relying on specific couplings
of probability measures, a new parallel operator for stochastic systems is introduced where
stochastic dependent transitions are combined. In this way we can incorporate stochastic
dependencies referring to the effect of actions in certain situations. The operator is moreover
indexed by a span. Intuitively, spans allow for arbitrary sets and associated projections
functions to specify the global state space of the STSs to be composed.
A coupling relates two a priori unrelated probability measures in the same space. As a
consequence, couplings yield a flexible and declarative modelling formalism convenient for
expressing stochastic dependencies between components. The potential of couplings has
been already recognised in many different areas. For instance, couplings enable elegant ar-
gumentation techniques in probability and optimal-transport theory [Lin92, Lin99, LPW09,
Vil09]. These proof schemes have been applied by the formal-verification community for
proving differential privacy [BEG+15, BGG+16a, BGG+16b, BGHS17]. Simulations and
bisimulations using weight functions also rely on couplings. An overview on different
applications of couplings in computer science can be also found in [DD09].
Theorem F. Under some generic side constraints, for every simple STSs Ta1, Ta2, Tb1, and Tb2
simulation and bisimulation are congruences with respect to the span-coupling composition operator
denoted by k, i.e., the following two statements hold:
(1) Ta1  Tb1 and Ta2  Tb2 implies Ta1 k Ta2  Tb1 k Tb2.
(2) Ta1 ' Tb1 and Ta2 ' Tb2 implies Ta1 k Ta2 ' Tb1 k Tb2.
y
In the context of process calculi, an important aspect of (bi)simulation is the compatibility
with syntactic operators in the process calculus. Theorem F provides a generic congruence
result for the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence with respect to our
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newly introduced composition operator. The precise formulation of this result is presented
in Section 6.6. While Theorem F is usually trivial for standard composition operators, the
challenge towards a proof is the construction of suitable couplings representing given
stochastic dependencies. For the latter we exploit the disintegration theorem. Intuitively,
the disintegration theorem provides a way to decompose couplings into its components
and their dependencies.
A congruence result with respect to trace-distribution relations already fails for subclasses
of STSs (see Example 7.4.1 in [Seg95] and also [LSV07]). That is why, Part IV of this thesis
only concentrates on relations induced by simulations and bisimulations.
Publications of the author in the scope of this thesis. Thematerial of Part IV concerning
the composition operator for STSs is published in the proceedings of the 43rd International
Colloquium on Automata, Languages and Programming (ICALP) [GBK16]. The journal
version of [GBK16] has been submitted [GB17] and additionally covers Part II on simulation,
bisimulation, and trace-distribution relations. Part III of this thesis has been accepted for
publication in the proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Hybrid Systems:
Computation and Control (HSCC) [GB18]. In fact, the logical characterisation of the
simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence provided in this thesis goes beyond
[GB18] as the cited paper only covers purely stochastic Souslin STSs.
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This chapter recalls concepts from the literature towards a self-contained framework about
Polish spaces, on which we rely on throughout this thesis. We also present observations
as well as auxiliary lemmas that, to the best of our knowledge, extend existing literature.
However, whose proofs usually do not involve fundamental new insights.
First, we provide a brief overview of important terms and notions regularly used in this
thesis and sketch their significance.
Polish spaces. Common sets (equipped with their natural metrics) occurring in mod-
elling stochastic systems are covered by Polish spaces, e.g., every countable set, the real
numbersR, the non-negative real numbersR0, and the set of all evaluations of a countable
set of real-valued variables. The notion of a Polish space enables an advanced mathematical
theory [Kec95, Arv98, AB06, Sri08, Gao08], providing powerful results such as the disin-
tegration theorem or measurable-selection principles for set-valued functions. Besides this,
Polish spaces constitute the key ingredient of descriptive set theory where certain classes
of subsets of Polish spaces are studied, e.g., the class of all Borel sets as well as the class of
all Souslin sets (see also [Kan95]). It turns out that Polish spaces yield a convenient and
common setting for the study of stochastic system including uncountable state and action
spaces (see also [Dob07, Pan09]).
Souslin sets. Concepts related to Souslin sets provide a crucial mathematical tool in this
thesis. Souslin sets (also called analytic sets) are special subsets of Polish spaces that enjoy
many favourable closure properties [Kec95, Bog07], in particular, the image of a Souslin
set under a Borel function also constitutes a Souslin set. Since every Borel set is also a
Souslin set, the notion of a Souslin set yields a powerful mathematical formalism for the
subsequent chapters of this thesis. For instance, we investigate a Souslin condition for
stochastic transition systems in Chapter 4. Thanks to the rich theory on Souslin sets, this
requirement is general enough to cover many powerful modelling formalisms from the
literature while maintaining strong mathematical properties for theoretical arguments.
Measurable-selection principles. At various points in this thesis the existence of certain
Borel functions with appropriate properties is required, for instance, in the construction of
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schedulers for stochastic transition systems inducing a given trace distribution. In such
a situation we typically rely on a measurable-selection principle [Wag80, HPV81, AB06,
Bog07]. Such a principle provides sufficient conditions on a set of functions represented by
a set-valued function that guarantees the existence of a Borel function in that set. The task
of showing the existence of a specific Borel function then reduces to provide an appropriate
set of functions and to show that this set satisfies the requirements of a measurable-selection
principle. This procedure has been also successfully employed in many applied areas, e.g.,
concerning stochastic optimal control [DIY79, BS96].
Barycentres and convex hulls. Consider a set P of probability measures on some Polish
space. Intuitively, the convex hull of P consists of exactly those probability measures that
are obtained by, roughly speaking, a reweighting of probability measures in P. More
precisely, such a reweighting is given by a barycentre of a probability measure that forms a
distribution over the probability measures in P. Our notions regarding barycentres and
convex hulls are inspired by [DM88] (see also [MS00]). It turns out that building the
convex hull of sets of probability measures yields a closure operator when focusing on
Souslin sets. The mathematical challenge is to prove that taking the convex hull of a set of
probability measures twice gives the same result as if it would have been taken once. We
provide a direct argument for this statement without a detour on related results in [DM88]
for locally convex topological vector spaces.
Couplings of probability measures. A coupling is a probability measure on a product
space that relates two probability measures in the same space. The crux is that besides a few
exceptions there are various couplings between probability measures such that the probabil-
ity measures under consideration can be related from different perspectives. The latter fact
enables many elegant proof techniques in probability theory [Lin92, AGS05, LPW09, Vil09].
Besides this, couplings have versatile applications in different areas of (theoretical) com-
puter science. For instance, a weight function in the context of simulation and bisimulation
is a coupling being compatible with relation (see below). Besides this, behavioural metrics
relying on the Kantorovich lifting for stochastic systems exploit couplings (see also [DD09]
for a survey). Couplings haven beenmoreover recently employed for the formal verification
of differentially private algorithms [BEG+15, BGG+16b, BGG+16a, BGHS17].
Weight functions. Intuitively, a coupling that is additionally compatible with a given
relation is called a weight function for this relation. The concept of weight functions is
not new and has been studied in both the mathematics and computer-science community.
For instance, the series of articles [Str65, KKO77, Edw78, Kel84, Ska93] study sufficient
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and necessary conditions for the existence of probability measures with given marginal
distributions from a purely mathematical point of view. These contributions have many ap-
plications concerning, among others, stochastic inequalities, distances between probabilities
measures, and comparisons of stochastic processes. Interestingly, in the computer-science
community weight functions also play a key role for the comparison of the branching-time
behaviour of stochastic systems by means of simulations and bisimulations. This discussion
is postponed to the next chapter where we introduce stochastic transition systems and
related notions. The concept of weight function also appears in the thesis [Jon90] in the
context of probabilistic power domains.
Smooth and weakly smooth relations. Intuitively, considering smooth relations from
the perspective of descriptive set theory where one studies the complexity of the definition
of subsets of Polish spaces, a smooth relation are precisely those relations that are Borel
reducible to the diagonal relation of some Polish space [Kec95, Sri08]. As diagonal relations
are comparable simple relations, smooth relations enjoy many strong structural properties.
For smooth as well as weakly smooth relations we prove a characterisation for the existence
of specific weight functions the thesis benefits at various points. More precisely, we provide
a characterisation of the corresponding weight lifting in terms of a lifting used, e.g., in
the context of simulation and bisimulation for labelled Markov processes [Pan09]. Our
argumentation for the mentioned characterisation requires no essential new mathematical
ideas and basically uses Strassen’s theorem on stochastic domination [Str65, KKO77, Kel84,
Les10] as well as the techniques developed in the recent paper [FKP17]. Our investigations
on smooth as well as weakly smooth relations also yield important links to related work as
we discuss later in Chapter 7.
2.1 Setting the mathematical framework
This section introduces the overall mathematical framework of this thesis, in particular,
recalls basic definitions and results for Polish spaces and related notions. The reader is
supposed to be familiar with standard concepts from measure and probability theory as
well as elementary material concerning metric and topological spaces [Bil95, Bil99, Fre01,
Kal02, Bog07, Sch08]. The first chapters in [Pan09] provide an introduction to these topics
adapted for computer scientists. We briefly elaborate on the basic elements of measure
theory first, i.e., sigma algebras, (probability) measures, and measurable functions.
Sigma algebras. The notion of a sigma algebra is fundamental in measure theory, e.g.,
for specifying measurable information of sets, for defining measures quantifying these
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available information, and for declaring the events of interest in probability theory. Recall,
a sigma algebra on a set X is a family B of subsets of X such that B is not empty, B is
closed under complementation, and B is closed under countable unions. A measurable
space is a set that is endowed with a sigma algebra. Elements of a sigma algebra are called
measurable sets. In many situations a sigma algebra on a set X is specified by a family of
subsets of X. More precisely, for every family G of subsets of X there exists a uniquely
determined sigma algebra B on X such that G  B and so that for every sigma algebra B0
on X it holds B  B0. In other words, B is the smallest sigma algebra on X that contains
every set in G . In this context, the family G is called a generator of the sigma algebra B and
we say that the sigma algebra B is generated by G .
Probability measures. As sketched before, a measure assigns a real value to every
measurable set and hence, quantifies the available information specified by the sigma
algebra. To be more precise, consider a measurable space X and denote the associated
sigma algebra by B. A measure on X with respect to B is a sigma additive function
m : B ! [0, 1] such that m(?) = 0. Note, we only work with measures where the domain
is given by [0, 1], however, in general the domain may be the extended real number line
R [ f ¥,+¥g. For every measurable set B 2 B the value m(B) intuitively represents the
information content of B concerning the measure m. For instance, for every x 2 X the very
simplemeasureDirac[x], called Diracmeasure concentrated at x, quantifies the information
whether x is contained in a given measurable set or not. Indeed, for every measurable set
B  X it holds Dirac[x](B) = 1 if x 2 B and Dirac[x](B) = 0 if x 62 B. In the context
of probability theory, a probability measures assigns the likelihood of the occurrence of
the events specified by the sigma algebra. Recall, a measure m on a measurable space X
is a probability measure provided m(X) = 1. The set of all probability measures on a
measurable space X is denoted by Prob[X].
Carathéodory uniqueness and extension theorem. We present two results named after
Carathéodory topic of every basic measure theory course. Let X be a measurable space
whose sigma algebra is denoted by B and pick a generator G of B. The precise statement
of Carathéodory uniqueness theorem is as follows (see, e.g., Satz 5.1.1 in [Sch08]): if the
generator G is closed under finite intersections, then for every measures m : B ! [0, 1] and
m0 : B ! [0, 1] one has m = m0 precisely when for every B 2 G it holds m(B) = m0(B).
Hence, to justify that two probability measures are the same, it suffices to consider selected
subsets of the whole sigma algebra. As generators of sigma algebras often admit rich
structural properties, Carathéodory uniqueness theorem allows for various applications
in many contexts. Carathéodory extension theorem is in the same spirit as the result
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before (see, e.g., Satz 5.3.3 in [Sch08]): for every sigma additive function m˜ : G ! [0, 1]
with m(?) = 0, there exists a measure m : B ! [0, 1] such that m(B) = m˜(B) for every
B 2 G provided the following two conditions hold: the generator G is closed under finite
intersections and moreover, for every B1, B2 2 G there are a natural number n 2 N n f0g
and pairwise disjoint sets B01, . . . , B0n 2 G such that B1 n B2 = B01 [ . . . [ B0n. Here, the
measure m hence yields an extension of the function m˜ to the whole sigma algebra B.
Example 1. Let X1 and X2 be two measurable spaces. Define X = X1  X2. The set X
equipped with the product sigma algebra forms a measurable space. It is well-known
that the product sigma algebra is generated by the family G consisting of all the sets
A1  A2 where A1  X1 and A2  X2 are measurable. According to Carathéodory
uniqueness theorem, for every m 2 Prob[X1  X2], m1 2 Prob[X1], and m2 2 Prob[X2]
it holds m = m1 
 m2 iff for every measurable sets A1  X1 and A2  X2 one has
m(A1  A2) = m1(A1)  m2(A2). Here, m1 
 m2 denotes the product measure of m1 and
m2. Moreover, it is easy to see that the family of sets G also satisfies the requirements of
Carathéodory extension theorem. Define m˜ : G ! [0, 1] by m˜(A1 A2) = m1(A1)  m2(A2)
for every measurable sets A1  X1 and A2  X2. Then, the product measure m1 
 m2 can
be defined as the uniquely determined extension of m˜. Here, the argument that m˜ is indeed
sigma additive is part of every basic measure theory course. y
Polish spaces. A metric on a set X is a function dist : X  X ! R0 that intuitively
assigns a distance to every pair of elements in X, i.e., the smaller the value dist(x1, x2)
is, the closer the distance of the elements x1 and x2 are. With that intuition in mind, the
conditions on a metric are natural requiring the identity of indiscernibles, symmetry, and
the triangle inequality. Every metric gives rise to a topological space. More precisely, the
topology on X induced by a metric dist on X is defined as the topology on X generated by
the basis consisting of all open balls in X with respect to dist.
A Polish space is a complete and separable metric space [Kec95]. In particular, by the
separability of a Polish space X with respect to the metric dist, there exists a countable
dense subset Dense of X, i.e., for every # 2 R>0 and x 2 X there is x0 2 Dense with
dist(x, x0) < #. Given a topological space X with topology O, we say that O is Polish
provided O is separable and there is a complete metric on X that induces O. In this thesis
we rarely work directly with the defining properties of Polish spaces. In fact, the precise
definitions of the underlying metrics of given Polish spaces are often irrelevant. Instead,
many of our mathematical arguments are heavily based on the developed mathematical
theory for Polish spaces and thus, the notion of Polish spaces can be used as a black box.
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Fortunately, those metric spaces that appear in our studies of stochastic systems with
uncountable state and action spaces are Polish:
Example 2. The following itemisation provides examples for Polish spaces:
(1) Every countable set Q with the discrete metric yields a Polish space. Here, the
distance between elements q1 and q2 of Q is one precisely when q1 6= q2. The
induced topology is the largest topology containing all the subsets as open sets.
(2) The real number line R with the Euclidean metric, i.e., dist(r1, r2) = jr1   r2j for
every r1, r2 2 R, forms a Polish space. The separability of R follows from the
well-known fact that the rational numbers Q are countable and dense in R.
(3) Every closed and every open subset of a Polish spacewith the corresponding subspace
metrics constitutes a Polish space. The closed and the open unit interval, i.e., the
metric spaces [0, 1] and (0, 1), respectively, and the non-negative real numbers R0
hence provide examples for Polish spaces.
(4) Let (Xi)i2Index be a family of pairwise disjoint Polish spaces with Index being a
countable set. The union of these sets with the disjoint-union topology forms a Polish
space where a subset O is open iff for every i 2 Index the set O \ Xi is open in Xi.
Hence, Q [R0 is a Polish space where Q is a countable set disjoint from R0.
(5) Let (Xi)i2Index be a family of Polish spaces such that Index is a countable set. Then
the Cartesian product with the product topology constitutes a Polish space. It in
particular follows that the Cantor space f0, 1gw and the Baire spaceNw are a Polish
spaces that have an important role in descriptive set theory [Kec95].
(6) For every Polish space X the set Prob[X] of all probability measures on X constitutes
a Polish space (see Theorem 17.23 in [Kec95]). The latter statement is not trivial and
relies, e.g., on convergence properties of probability measures given by the prominent
Portmanteau theorem (see Theorem 17.20 in [Kec95]).
y
Relying on the previous examples and closure properties of Polish spaces, we think
that the setting of Polish spaces is general enough for the study of stochastic systems with
uncountable state and action spaces (see Section 3.1 and also [Dob07, Pan09]). In particular,
by Example 2 (5) and (6), if the state space Sta and the action space Act of a stochastic
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system form Polish spaces, the set Prob[Act Sta] of probability measures over action-state
pairs yield a Polish space.
Borel sigma algebras. There is a natural sigma algebra associated to topological spaces.
Throughout this thesis every topological space is equipped with the associated Borel sigma
algebra if not stated otherwise. Recall, given a topological space X whose topology is
denoted by O, the Borel sigma algebra on X, which we denote by Borel[X] or Borel[O], is
generated by the family of sets O. As sigma algebras are closed under complementation,
Borel sigma algebras are also generated by the family of the closed subsets of X. The
elements of a Borel sigma algebra are called Borel sets. A function f : X ! Y between
metric spaces X and Y is called Borel provided the function f is measurable with respect
to the Borel sigma algebras on X and Y, i.e, the preimage f 1(BX) is a Borel set in Y for
every Borel set BX  X.
Example 3. We revisit the Polish spaces presented in Example 2 and investigate the associ-
ated Borel sigma algebras.
(1) The Borel sigma algebra of a countable set Q is the largest sigma algebra on Q
containing all subsets of Q as Borel sets. It is easy to see that this sigma algebra is
generated by the family ffqg ; q 2 Qg consisting of all the singleton sets.
(2) We consider the Borel sigma algebra of the real number line R. It is well-known
that this sigma algebra is for instance generated by the family consisting of all the
intervals [q1, q2) with rational endpoints q1, q2 2 Q.
(3) Let X be a Polish space and C  X be a closed set. The Borel sigma algebra of the
Polish C and the induced subspace sigma algebra on C in X are the same, i.e., one
has the identity Borel[C] = fB 2 Borel[X] ; B  Cg (see Lemma 6.2.4 in [Bog07]).
The same observation applies for the open subsets of X.
(4) Let X and Y be disjoint Polish spaces. Then Borel[X [ Y] is equal to the disjoint-
union sigma algebra of Borel[X] and Borel[Y], i.e., a subset B  X [Y is contained
in Borel[X [Y] iff one has B \ X 2 Borel[X] and B \Y 2 Borel[Y].
(5) For every two Polish space X and Y one has that Borel[X  Y] and the product
sigma algebra of Borel[X] and Borel[Y] are the same (see Lemma 6.4.2 in [Bog07]).
In particular, Borel[X  Y] is generated by the family of all sets BX  BY such that
BX 2 Borel[X] and BY 2 Borel[Y] (see also Example 1). The same holds for Cartesian
products of a countable number of Polish spaces.
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(6) Let X be a Polish space. The Borel sigma algebra on Prob[X] and the Giry sigma
algebra on Prob[X] are the same (see Theorem 17.24 in [Kec95]). Recalling [Gir82],
the Giry sigma algebra on Prob[X] is defined as the smallest sigma algebra on Prob[X]
such that the function probevalB : Prob[X] ! [0, 1], probevalB(m) = m(B) becomes
measurable for every Borel set B  X, i.e., the Giry sigma algebra is defined as an
initial sigma algebra.
y
The presented examples of Polish spaces and their corresponding Borel sigma algebras
are essentially the same from a measure-theoretic point of view: for every uncountable
Polish spaces X and Y there exists a bijective function Iso : X ! Y such that both functions
Iso and its inverse Iso 1 are Borel functions (see Corollary 6.8.8 in [Bog07]). In this context,
we refer to the function Iso as Borel isomorphism (between X andY). Two Polish spaces are
hence Borel isomorphic iff they have the same cardinality. In particular, as the real number
line R is Polish, every uncountable Polish space has the cardinality of the continuum.
This classifies all the Polish spaces up to Borel isomorphism. Moreover, to prove purely
measure-theoretic results for Polish spaces, it suffices to consider a specific Polish space as
a representative.
Remark 4. The Borel sigma algebra of every Polish space X is generated by a family G of
subsets of X that satisfies the following three properties:
(1) G is countable.
(2) G is closed under complementation and finite intersections.
(3) G separates the points of X, i.e., for every x1, x2 2 X one has
x1 = x2 iff for every B 2 G it holds x1 2 B iff x2 2 B.
Provided the Polish space X is countable, the family G = fB  X ; B or X n B is finiteg of
all finite and cofinite subsets of X satisfies the stated requirements. Assuming X = [0, 1],
the family of all finite unions of intervals in [0, 1] with rational endpoints fulfills the given
properties. As every uncountable Polish space is Borel isomorphic to [0, 1], we obtain a
generator with the desired properties for every Polish space. y
Giry sigma algebras revisited. Inspecting Example 3 (6) again, the definition of the Giry
sigma algebra on Prob[X] does not involve any topological properties of the Polish space X.
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Hence, we can safely endow the set of all probability measures on an arbitrary measurable
spaces (that is not necessarily induced by a Polish space) with the corresponding Giry
sigma algebra.
Remark 5. Let X and Y be measurable spaces and f : X ! Prob[Y] be a function. Let GY
be a generator of the sigma algebra onY that is additionally closed under finite intersections.
For every measurable set B  Y define the function fB : X ! [0, 1], fB(x) = f (x)(B).
Then the following three statements are equivalent:
(1) f is measurable.
(2) fB is measurable for every measurable set B  Y.
(3) fB is measurable for every B 2 GY.
The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from properties of initial sigma algebras. In fact, the
Giry sigma algebra is the initial sigma algebra with respect to the functions probevalB for
every measurable set B  X. Here, the function probevalB is defined as in Example 3 (6).
The equivalence of (2) and (3) can be proven by a standard application of Dynkin’s p-l
theorem (see, e.g., Theorem 136B in [Fre01]). y
Example 6. Let X and Y be measurable space. Then the function f : X ! Prob[X],
f (x) = Dirac[x]
and the function g : Prob[X] Prob[Y]! Prob[XY],
g(mX, mY) = mX 
 mY
are measurable. The latter can be shown relying on the characterization provided by
Remark 5. We illustrate this by showing the claim for the function g. For every meas-
urable sets BX  X and BY  Y the function gBXBY : Prob[X]  Prob[Y] ! [0, 1],
gBXBY(mX, mY) = mX(BX)  mY(BY) is measurable by the definition of the Giry sigma
algebra and as the point-wise product of measurable functions yields a measurable func-
tion. The family consisting of all the sets BX  BY with measurable BX  X and BY  Y
generates the sigma algebra on XY (see also Example 1) and hence, Remark 5 justifies
that function g is Borel. y
Sections of relations. When considering probability measures on product spaces, the
following notion for sections of sets turns out to be useful. Let X and Y be Polish spaces
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and B  XY be a set. For every x 2 X define
Section[B, x, ] = fy 2 Y ; hx, yi 2 Rg
and similarly, for every y 2 Y let
Section[B, , y] = fx 2 X ; hx, yi 2 Rg.
Clearly, if one has B = BX  BY for some subsets BX  X and BY  Y, for every x 2 X it
holds Section[B, x, ] = BY if x 2 BX and Section[B, x, ] = ? if x /2 BX . If the set B is Borel
in XY, then the sets Section[B, x, ] and Section[B, , y] are Borel in X and Y, respectively,
for every x 2 X and y 2 Y (see also Lemma 9.6.4 in [Sch08]).
Semi-product measures. Example 1 provides an overview on product measures. In
turns out that product measures are an instance of the more general notion of semi-product
measures. Let X and Y be measurable spaces, m 2 Prob[X] be a probability measure, and
f : X ! Prob[Y] be a measurable function. Recall, Prob[Y] is equipped with the Giry sigma
algebra. The semi-product measure (of mX and f ) is given by the probability measure
mX o f 2 Prob[XY] defined as follows (see Lemma 1.38 in [Kal02]): for every Borel set
B  XY let
mX o f (B) =
Z
f (x)(Section[B, x, ]) dm(x).
Thus, for every Borel sets BX  X and BY  Y we obtain
mX o f (BX  BY) =
Z
BX
f (x)(BY) dm(x).
If X and Y are moreover countable, the integral is simplified as follows:
mX o f (BX  BY) = å
x2BX
å
y2BY
mX(fxg)  f (x)(fyg).
We write f n mX to indicate the analogously defined probability measure on Y X. Note,
provided mY 2 Prob[Y] is a probability measure such that f (x) = mY for every x 2 X, we
obtain the identity mX o f = mX 
 mY.
Post operator. As before, let X and Y be measurable spaces, mX 2 Prob[X] be a probab-
ility measure, and f : X ! Prob[Y] be a measurable function. One can also think of the
Borel function f as taking the measure mX into a measure onY. We formalize this by means
of the following notion. Define the probability measure Post[mX, f ] on Y as the marginal of
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the semi-product measure mX o f concerning Y, i.e., we have Post[mX, f ] 2 Prob[Y] such
that for every Borel sets BY  Y,
Post[mX, f ](BY) = mX o f (X BY) =
Z
f (x)(BY) dmX(x).
Disintegration theorem. Relying on the notion of semi-product measures, one can easily
define probability measures on product spaces. Vice versa, the question which measures
on a product space can be represented as a semi-product measures arises naturally. To be
more precise, let X andY be measurable spaces and m 2 Prob[XY]. Denote the marginal
of m concerning X by mX, i.e., we have mX 2 Prob[X] and mX(BX) = m(BX  Y) for all
measurable sets BX  X. Does there exists a measurable function f : X ! Prob[Y] such
that m = mXo f ? The disintegration theorem (see Exercise 17.35 in [Kec95] or Theorem 5.4
in [Kal02]) states that this question can be answered positively provided X and Y are
Polish spaces, i.e., there indeed exist a Borel function f : X ! Prob[Y] with m = mX o f .
Moreover, this function f is almost surely uniquely determined: assuming a second Borel
function f 0 : X ! Prob[Y] with m = mX o f 0, there exists a Borel set BX  X such that
mX(BX) = 1 and f (x) = f 0(x) for every x 2 BX.
The following example illustrates the disintegration principle for countable sets and
also sketches a connection to the concept of conditioning. Note that disintegration and
conditioning typically appear together in the literature (see, e.g., Chapter 5 in [Kal02]).
Example 7. Let X and Y be countable sets and m 2 Prob[XY]. To simplify the following
discussion, assume that m(fxg Y) > 0 for every x 2 X. As before, let mX 2 Prob[X] be
the probability measure defined by mX(fxg) = m(fxgY) for every x 2 X. We provide a
Borel function f : X ! Prob[Y] such that m = mX o f . Define f : X ! Prob[Y] as follows:
for every x 2 X and y 2 Y let
f (x)(fyg) = m(X fyg j fxg Y),
i.e., f (x)(fyg) is the conditional probability of Xfyg given the event fxgY. For every
x 2 X and y 2 Y we therefore obtain
f (x)(fyg) = m((X fyg) \ (fxg Y))
m(fxg Y) =
m(fxg  fyg)
mX(fxg) .
Since X is countable, the function f is obviously Borel and moreover, it is easy to see that
m = mX o f . Indeed, for every x 2 X and y 2 Y we have
mX o f (fhx, yig) = mX(fxg)  f (x)(fyg) = m(fhx, yig).
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This confirms the disintegration theorem for the trivial case where the involved Polish
spaces are countable. y
Fubini’s theorem. Every integral with respect to a probability measures on a product
spaces can be computed using iterated integrals applying the prominent Fubini’s theorem
for Markov kernels (see Exercise 17.36 in [Kec95] or Theorem 5.4 in [Kal02]). The precise
statement is as follows. Let X and Y be Polish spaces, mX 2 Prob[X] be a probability
measure as well as f : X ! Prob[Y] and g : XY ! [0, 1] be Borel functions. First of all,
according to Fubini’s theorem, for every x 2 X the function g[x] : Y ! [0, 1],
g[x](y) =
Z
g(x, y) d f (x)(y).
is Borel. Moreover, for every Borel sets BX  X and BY  Y Fubini’s theorem provides the
identity below:Z
BXBY
g(x, y) d(mX o f )(x, y) =
Z
BX
 Z
BY
g(x, y) d f (x)(y)

dmX(x).
Note that the integral on the righthand side is indeed well-defined since, as mentioned
before, the function g[x] is Borel for every x 2 X.
Pushforward functions. Every probability measure on a domain of a measurable func-
tion can be transferred to the codomain by invoking the concept of a pushforward function.
Let X and Y be measurable spaces. The pushforward function of a measurable function
f : X ! Y is defined as the function f] : Prob[X] ! Prob[Y] given as follows: for every
probability measure m 2 Prob[X] and measurable set BY  Y let
f](m)(BY) = m( f 1(BY)).
It is easy to see that f](m) forms indeed a probability measure. In this context, one refers to
the probability measure f](m) as a pushforward measure or as an image measure.
Remark 8. Let X and Y be measurable spaces and f : X ! Y be a measurable function.
Then the following statements hold for pushforward functions:
(1) The function f] is Borel.
(2) Assuming X and Y are Polish spaces and if f is surjective, then f] is also surjective.
Whereas statement (1) is an easy consequence of Remark 5, a proof for statement (2) is
much more involved (see Theorem 15.14 or Corollary 18.24 in [AB06]). y
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The notions are as before, i.e., X and Y are measurable functions, mX 2 Prob[X] is a
probabilitymeasure, and f : X ! Y is a measurable function. At various points throughout
this thesis, we rely on integration by substitution yielding a powerful tool to transform
integrals with respect to pushforward measures (see Satz 9.4.1 in [Sch08]): for every Borel
set BY  Y and Borel function g : Y ! [0, 1] it holds
Z
BY
g(y) d f](mX)(y) =
Z
f 1(BY)
g( f (x)) dmX(x).
Whereas the integral of the left hand side refers to the measurable space Y, the integral on
the right hand side refers to the measurable space X.
Outer measures. A measure on a measurable space constitutes a function mapping
every element of the corresponding sigma algebra to some real number between zero
and one. Suppose a measurable space X and a measure m on X. Given an arbitrary (not
necessarily measurable) set M  X, the expression m(M) hence makes no sense. However,
one can regard the outer measure of M concerning m instead. Relying on the concept of
outer measures (see Section 1.5 in [Bog07]), every measure can be naturally extended to a
function whose domain is given by the whole powerset. The idea is to over-approximate a
subset of X by measurable sets in X. More precisely, the outer-measure function (of m) is
defined by the function mout : 2X ! [0, 1],
mout(M) = inffm(B) ; B  X measurable set such that M  Bg,
i.e., mout(M) is the greatest lower bound of all mmasses of measurable sets in X subsuming
the given setM. Note, as the setX is measurable and m(X) = 1, the outer-measure function
indeed assigns a real number between zero and one to every every subset of X. It is easy
to see that m(B) = mout(B) for all measurable sets B  X and therefore, the function mout
yields an extension of m to the whole powerset. However, the outer-measure function may
be not sigma additive and hence, constitutes no measure anymore (with respect to the
powerset sigma algebra). For instance, it is well-known that there does not exist a measure
on the powerset of [0, 1] that extends the Lebesgue measure defined on the Borel sets of
[0, 1]. Recall, every Lebesgue measure is translation invariant and it is not possible to define
a translation-invariant measure on [0, 1] (see, e.g., the proof of Theorem 2.9 in [Pan09]).
However, the outer-measure function still enjoys the property of sigma subadditivity.
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2.2 Souslin sets in Polish spaces
The 1905 paper [Leb05] of Lebesgue contains a mathematical mistake that may add to
the list of the most interesting ones in the history of mathematics: it is claimed that a
projection of a Borel subset in the plane RR onto the real line R yields again a Borel
subset. However, Souslin found a counterexample for this statement. Among others this
had contributed to the development of the descriptive set theory and the accompanied
notion of so-called analytic sets, which were later also called Souslin sets. Detailed historical
information and facts on this and related topics are nicely presented in [Kan95].
This section recalls the notion of Souslin sets and presents results from the literature
required for this thesis. Our exposition mainly follows Chapter 14 in [Kec95] and Chapter 6
in [Bog07]. In the latter part of the following material, observations referring to the outer
measures of Souslin sets are proven. However, these lemmas could be skipped at a first
reading and might be checked in detail later on demand.
Definition 9. Let X be a Polish space. We call the set M  X Souslin if M = ? or there
exist a Polish space Z and a continuous function g : Z ! X such that g(Z) = M, i.e., the
set M can be represented as an image of a Polish space under a continuous function. y
To obtain a feeling for Souslin sets, we solve one part of Exercise 14.3 in [Kec95] that
requires a proof for the following statement: a subset M of a Polish space X is Souslin
provided there exist a Polish space Y and a Borel set B  XY such that
M = fx 2 X ; there exists y 2 Y with hx, yi 2 Bg,
i.e., the set M is obtained by the projection of the set B onto the Polish space X. Let us see
why. The following argument moreover illustrates the usefulness of Polish spaces as well as
their strong (topological) properties. Suppose the Polish space Y, the Borel set B  XY,
and the set M  X are given as above. Our task is to show that M is Souslin in X. Denote
the topology on XY by OX,Y. By Theorem 13.1 in [Kec95], there exists a topology O on
XY such that the following three statements hold:
O is Polish, OX,Y  O, and B is closed concerning the topology O.
Define the set Z = B. The set Z is equipped with the induced subspace topology of O. As
a consequence of the two facts thatO is Polish and B is closed inO, the topological space Z
forms a Polish subspace of XY (see Example 2 (3)). Introduce the function f : Z ! X,
f (x, y) = x. It is easy to see that f (Z) = M. Since OX,Y  O, it moreover follows that
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the function f is continuous. Putting things together, the set M is Souslin in X. Among
other useful properties of Souslin sets, the following remark even shows that the proven
sufficient criterion for a Souslin set is even necessary:
Remark 10. The following itemisation provides important properties of Souslin sets:
(1) Let X be a Polish space. A set M  X is Souslin iff there exists a Polish space Y and
a Borel set B  XY such that M = fx 2 X ; there exists y 2 Y with hx, yi 2 Bg.
(2) Let X be a Polish space. Every Borel set in X is also Souslin in X. Vice versa, provided
X is uncountable, there are Souslin sets in X that are not Borel in X.
(3) For every n 2 N let Mn be a Souslin set in the Polish space Xn. Then the Cartesian
product M0 M1  . . . is Souslin in the product space X0  X1  . . . .
(4) Let X be a Polish space. Like the family of all Borel sets in X, the family of all Souslin
sets in X is closed under both countable intersections and countable unions.
(5) Let X andY be Polish spaces and f : X ! Y be a Borel function. For every Souslin set
MY  Y the preimage f 1(MY) is Souslin in X and for every Souslin set MX  X
the image f (MX) is Souslin in Y.
(6) Let X and Y be Polish spaces and f : X ! Y be a function. Then the function f is
Borel iff the set Graph[ f ] is Borel in X  Y iff the set Graph[ f ] is Souslin in X  Y.
Here, we define Graph[ f ] = fhx, yi 2 XY ; f (x) = yg.
The characterisation of Souslin sets in (1) can be found in Exercise 14.3 in [Kec95]. Here, a
proof for the difficult implication is presented in the discussion before the remark. State-
ment (2) yields a combination of the Theorems 13.7 and 14.2 in [Kec95]. Statement (3)
follows easily from the definition of Souslin sets and closure properties of Polish spaces
(see Example 2 (5) and also Lemma 6.6.5 in [Bog07]). The closure properties stated in
(4) and (5) can be derived from Proposition 14.4 in [Kec95]. The characterisation of Borel
functions in statement (6) is proven by Theorem 14.12. in [Kec95]. y
According to the characterisation of (1) of the previous remark, Souslin sets are precisely
those subsets that arise by the projections of a Borel subsets in product spaces or, in other
words, that can be represented by means of an existential quantification over a Polish space.
In fact, taking up our introductory discussion concerning a famous mistake of Lebesgue,
statements (1) and (2) together justify the existence a Borel set B in the plane RR such
that its projection onto the real line R is not Borel. Inspecting (4), one might ask whether
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the family of all Souslin sets in a Polish space forms a sigma algebra. This is not the case in
general as Souslin sets are not closed under complementation. In fact, one can show that
a subset B of a Polish space X is Borel precisely when both B and its complement X n B
are Souslin in X (see Corollary 6.6.10 in [Bog07]). Recall, the image of a Borel set under a
Borel functions is not Borel in general. However, the corresponding result for Souslin sets
holds by statement (5). Summarising the previous discussions, Remark 10 provides many
strong closure properties of Souslin sets.
Remark 11. Let X be a Polish space, m 2 Prob[X] be a probability measure, and M  X
be a Souslin set. Then there are Borel sets Bl , Bu  X with
Bl  M  Bu and m(Bl) = m(Bu).
The statement can be found in Theorem 7.4.1 in [Bog07]. This cited theorem uses notions
investigated by Definition 1.5.1 and Corollary 1.5.8 in [Bog07]. y
Intuitively, Remark 11 states that every Souslin set can be approximated by a lower and
an upper Borel set with respect to a given probability measure. The powerful connection
between Souslin sets in a Polish space and the corresponding Borel sets appear at various
points throughout this thesis.
Outer measures of Souslin sets. Recalling Remark 10 (2), a Souslin set may be not Borel
and hence, it is not appropriate to evaluate a probability measure m on some Polish space X
concerning a Souslin set M, i.e., the expression m(M)makes no sense in general. Instead,
one can however regard outer measures of Souslin sets (see Section 2.1). The remainder
of this sections studies properties of outer measures of Souslin sets. One may skip the
following material at a first reading of this section.
Lemma 12. Let X be a Polish space, M  X be a Souslin set, and m 2 Prob[X] be a probability
measure. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
(1) mout(M) = 1.
(2) There is a Borel set B  X with B  M and m(B) = 1.
Proof. It is easy to derive statement (1) from statement (2). The reverse implication follows
directly from Remark 11. Indeed, according to this remark, there are Borel sets Bl , Bu  X
such that Bl  M  Bu and m(Bl) = m(Bu). Assuming mout(M) = 1, we obtain m(Bu) = 1
and therefore, it holds m(Bl) = m(Bu)1.
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Lemma 13. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and f : X ! Y be a Borel function, MX  X be a
Souslin set, and m 2 Prob[X]. Define the probability measure n 2 Prob[Y] by
n = f](m)
as well as the set MY  Y by
MY = f (MX).
Then the following statement holds:
mout(MX) = 1 implies nout(MY) = 1.
Proof. According to Remark 10 (5), the set MY is Souslin in Y. Thanks to Remark 11, there
hence exist Borel sets BY,l , BY,u  Y with
BY,l  MY  BY,u and n(BY,l) = n(BY,u).
It moreover holds
MX  f 1( f (MX)) = f 1(MY)  f 1(BY,u).
Assuming mout(MX) = 1, it hence follows m( f 1(BY,u)) = 1 and therefore,
n(BY,l) = n(BY,u) = m( f 1(BY,u)) = 1.
From this one easily derives nout(MY) = 1.
Roughly speaking, the previous lemma yields a result to transfer Souslin sets from
one Polish space to another Polish space using a Borel function while preserving specific
properties referring to a given probability measure.
Lemma 14. Let X be a Polish space and M  X be a Souslin set. Then the set P is Souslin in
Prob[X] where
P = fm 2 Prob[X] ; mout(M) = 1g.
Proof. Since M is a Souslin set in X, there are a Polish space Z as well as a Borel function
f : Z ! X such that f (Z) = M. Relying on Remarks 8 (1) and 10 (5), it suffices to show
the identity
P = f](Prob[Z]).
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For the remainder of this proof let m 2 Prob[X].
Assume m 2 f](Prob[Z]) first. Let n 2 Prob[Z] be a probability measure with m = f](n).
It clearly holds n(Z) = 1. Relying on Lemma 13, we thus obtain mout( f (Z)) = 1. By
Lemma 12, there hence exists a Borel set B  X with B  f (Z) and m(B) = 1. Since
f (Z) = M, it follows B  f (Z) = M and therefore, one has mout(M) = 1. This shows the
first inclusion f](Prob[Z])  P.
The rest of this proof is devoted to the more intricate inclusion P  f](Prob[Z]). To
this end assume m 2 P, i.e., it holds mout(M) = 1. Our task is to argue that there exists a
probability measure n 2 Prob[Z] such that f](n) = m. According to Remark 11 and as we
additionally have the identity mout(M) = 1, there are Borel sets Bl , Bu  X with
Bl  M  Bu and m(Bl) = m(Bu) = 1.
Define
Z0 = f 1(Bl) and X0 = Bl
as well as the function f 0 : Z0 ! X0, f 0(z0) = f (z0). It is easy to see that f 0 is well-defined,
i.e., f (z0) 2 X0 for all z0 2 Z0. The sets X0 and Z0 are equipped with the sigma algebras
BX0 and BZ0 , respectively, where BX0 is the induced sigma algebra of X and accordingly,
BZ0 is the induced sigma algebra of Z. It follows that f 0 is measurable (with respect to the
selected sigma algebras BX0 and BY0).
As X0 and Z0 are also Borel sets in X and Z, respectively, we moreover obtain that X0
and Z0 form standard Borel spaces (see Definition 12.5 and Corollary 13.4 in [Kec95]). By
the definition of standard Borel spaces, there exists a metrics on X0 such that the resulting
metric space is even a Polish spaces whose induced Borel sigma algebra coincide with the
sigma algebra BX0 . Analogously, there is a metric on Z0 such that Z0 becomes a Polish space
whose induced Borel sigma algebra agrees with the sigma algebra BZ0 .
Summarising the previous discussions, the sets X0 and Z0 constitute Polish spaces and
the function f 0 with domain X0 and codomain Z0 is Borel.
Observing the statement Bl  M = f (Z), it is easy to see that the function f 0 is surjective.
By Remark 8 (2), the pushforward function of f 0 is also surjective. As a consequence, there
exists n0 2 Prob[Z0] such that
m0 = ( f 0)](n0).
Here, m0 2 Prob[X0] denotes the restriction of the probability measure m onto X0, i.e., it
holds m0(B0) = m(B0) for every Borel set B0  X0 (that also yields a Borel set inX). We have
m0(X0) = m(X0) = 1 and thus, the function m0 represents indeed a probability measure.
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Since Z0 = f 1(X0) = ( f 0) 1(X0), it holds
n0(Z0) = n0(( f 0) 1(X0)) = m0(X0) = 1.
We can thus extend n0 to a probability measure n 2 Prob[Z] in a natural way: for every
Borel set BZ  Z define
n(BZ) = n0(BZ \ Z0).
It remains to show f](n) = m. For every Borel set B  X we have
f 1(B) \ Z0 = f 1(B \ Bl) = ( f 0) 1(B \ Bl)
and therefore, we obtain
f](n)(B) = n0( f 1(B) \ Z0) = n0(( f 0) 1(B \ Bl)) = m0(B \ Bl) = m(B \ Bl).
As m(Bl) = 1, for every Borel set B  X it holds f](n)(B) = m(B).
Let X be a Polish space. Relying on properties of a Giry sigma algebra (see Section 2.1),
it is straightforward to prove that the set fm 2 Prob[X] ; m(B) = 1g is Borel in Prob[X]
for every Borel set B  X. Lemma 14 provides an adaption of this statement for Souslin
sets involving the concept of outer-measure functions. The given proof of Lemma 14 relies
on the powerful notion of standard Borel spaces. Here, a measurable space X with sigma
algebra B is called a standard Borel space provided there exists a metric on X such that
the resulting metric space is Polish and the associated Borel sigma-algebra agrees with B
(see Definition 12.5 in [Kec95]). An important and useful aspect is that this existing metric
is not uniquely determined in general and can be often chosen in such a way that certain
additional properties are fulfilled (see Section 13.A in [Kec95]). This fact also underlies
Corollary 13.4 in [Kec95], which is essential for the previously presented proof.
Lemma 15. Let X and Y be Polish spaces, f : X ! Prob[Y] be a Borel function, m 2 Prob[X] be
a probability measure, and M  XY be a Souslin set. The two statements below are equivalent:
(1) (mo f )out(M) = 1.
(2) There exists a Borel set BX  X such that
m(BX) = 1 and ( f (x))out(Section[M, x, ]) = 1 for all x 2 BX.
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Proof. Define the probability measure n 2 Prob[XY] by
n = mo f .
(1) implies (2). Assume nout(M) = 1. According to Lemma 12, there exists a Borel set
B  XY with
B  M and n(B) = 1.
The set Section[B, x, ] is Borel in Y for all x 2 X (see Section 2.1). It holdsZ
f (x)(Section[B, x, ]) dm(x) = n(B) = 1
and therefore,Z
1  f (x)(Section[B, x, ]) dm(x) = 0.
Relying on a basic result from measure theory (see Lemma 8.2.8 in [Sch08]), there hence
exists a Borel set BX  X with
m(BX) = 1 and f (x)(Section[B, x, ]) = 1 for all x 2 BX.
Since B  M, for every x 2 X it holds Section[B, x, ]  Section[M, x, ] and therefore, for
every x 2 BX one has ( f (x))out(Section[M, x, ]) = 1.
(2) implies (1). Suppose a Borel set BX  X as in statement (2). Applying Remark 11,
there are Borel sets Bl , Bu  XY with
Bl  M  Bu and n(Bl) = n(Bu).
For every x 2 X one has Section[M, x, ]  Section[Bu, x, ] and therefore, for every x 2 BX
it holds
f (x)(Section[Bu, x, ]) = 1.
As m(BX) = 1, we obtain
n(Bl) = n(Bu) =
Z
f (x)(Section[Bu, x, ]) dm(x) = 1.
It follows nout(M) = 1 and hence, we are done.
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Consequently, the outer measure of the setM, which is a subset of the plane XY, is one
precisely when the vertical outer measures of the one-dimensional slices Section[M, x, ]
are almost surely one. The characterisation of the previous lemma is also in the spirit of
the disintegration theorem (see Section 2.1). Moreover, the usefulness of Lemma 15 also
results from the disintegration theorem. Indeed, thanks to the disintegration theorem,
every probability measure n on the product space XY can be represented in terms of a
semi-product measure, i.e., there are a probability measure m 2 Prob[X] as well as a Borel
function f : X ! Prob[Y] such that n = mo f .
2.3 Measurable-selection principles
At various points throughout this thesis we are confronted with the task of showing
the existence of Borel functions with specific properties. To do so, we typically rely on
measurable-selection principles [Wag80, HPV81, AB06, Bog07]. The general approach
concerning the application of a measurable-selection principle is illustrated by means of
the following example investigating a basic mathematical problem.
Example 16. Suppose two Polish spaces X and Y as well as a surjective function g : Y ! X.
Of course, using the surjectivity, it is easy to provide a right inverse of the function g
(accepting the axiom of choice), i.e., a function f : X ! Y with g( f (x)) = x for all x 2 X.
The problem becomes more difficult if one wants a right inverse that is Borel in addition as
the property of being a Borel function refers to specific subsets of X and Y. To overcome
this issue, one may proceed as follows. First of all, we introduce a set-valued function F
mapping every element in X to a subset of Y such that for every x 2 X,
F(x) = fy 2 Y ; g(y) = xg.
Intuitively, for every x 2 X the set F(x) consists of all the possible values of a function
f : X ! Y evaluated at x such that g( f (x)) = x. We have that there exists an Borel right
inverse of g precisely when F admits a Borel selection, i.e., a Borel function f : X ! Y such
that f (x) 2 F(x) for all x 2 X. At this point, measurable-selection principles come into
play as they provide conditions on F guaranteeing the existence of such a Borel selection.
Obviously, a necessary condition on F is that the set F(x) is not empty for all x 2 X which
is, however, fulfilled in our example since the function g is required to be surjective. y
For every Polish spaces X and Y we use F : X Y as a shorthand notion for F : X ! 2Y,
i.e., F is a set-valued function assigning a subset ofY to every element ofX. Every set-valued
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function F : X ! 2Y induces a relation Rel[F] over X and Y as follows:
Rel[F] = fhx, yi 2 XY ; y 2 F(x)g.
Vice versa, every relation R over X and Y can be translated into a set-valued function FR
such that Rel[FR] = R. The presentation of measurable-selection principles in the literature
typically involves set-valued functions rather than relations. The reason becomes clear
below when discussing prominent measurable-selection principles below.
Definition 17. Let X and Y be Polish spaces and F : X Y be a set-valued function. We
call a function f : X ! Y a Borel selection of F provided f is a Borel function and
f (x) 2 F(x) for all x 2 X,
i.e., it holds Graph[ f ]  Rel[F]. Moreover, for every probability measure m 2 Prob[X] a
function f : X ! Y is called a Borel m-selection of F provided f is a Borel function and there
exists a Borel set B  X such that
m(B) = 1 and f (x) 2 F(x) for all x 2 B,
i.e., one has Graph[ f ] \ (BY)  Rel[F]. y
Our brief survey on measurable-measurable selection principles starts with the most
prominent theorem in this area:
Theorem 18 (Theorem 6.9.3 in [Bog07], Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski). Let X and Y be
Polish spaces and F : X Y be a set-valued function. Then there exists a Borel selection of F if the
following two statements hold:
(1) The set fx 2 X ; F(x) \OY 6= ?g is Borel in X for every open setOY  Y.
(2) The set F(x) is not empty and closed in Y for every x 2 X.
y
Remark 19. In fact, the theorem of Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski is even stronger
than the previously stated theorem (see Corollary 6.9.3 in [Bog07]). Consider two Polish
spaces X and Y and a set-valued function F : X Y that satisfies conditions (1) and (2)
of Theorem 18. Then there exists a sequence ( fn)n2N of Borel functions such that for every
x 2 X the following statement holds:
the set f fn(x) ; n 2 Ng is dense in F(x),
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i.e., the set F(x) and the topological closure of the set f fn(x) ; n 2 Ng in X are the same,
in particular, for every n 2 N the function fn yields a Borel selection of F. In this context,
the sequence ( fn)n2N is also called a Castaing representation of F. For every x 2 X such that
the set F(x) is finite we have the identity F(x) = f fn(x) ; n 2 Ng. y
Defining an appropriate sigma algebra on the powerset ofY, condition (1) in Theorem 18
provides a measurability requirement on the set-valued function F. To be more precise,
define the hit sigma algebra on the powerset 2Y as the smallest sigma algebra on 2Y con-
taining the set fMY  Y ; MY \ OY 6= ?g for every open set OY  BY. Intuitively,
fMY  Y ; BY \OY 6= ?g consists of those subsets of Y that hit the given setOY. Then,
condition (1) is equivalent to the requirement that F is measurable with respect to the hit
sigma algebra. Indeed, for every open setOY  Y it holds
F 1(fBY  Y ; BY \OY 6= ?g) = fx 2 X ; F(x) \OY 6= ?g.
Condition (2) in Theorem 18 constrains the possible image sets of a set-valued functions.
As a sanity check consider a set-valued function F : X Y such that the set F(x) is a
singleton for every x 2 X, i.e., F can be viewed as a function f : X ! Y, in particular, it
holds F(x) = f f (x)g for every x 2 X. As the open sets in Y generate the Borel sigma
algebra on Y (see Section 2.1), it is easy to see that F satisfies condition (1) precisely when
the function f is Borel. Consequently, F has a Borel selection iff f is a Borel function. In
this sense, the conditions (1) and (2) can be seen as adequate measurability notions for set-
valued functions. Moreover, the conditions in Theorem 18 are similar to the requirements on
the stochastic model called non-deterministic labelled Markov processes [DTW12, Wol12]
that we precisely discuss in Chapter 7.
Example 20. We continue our discussions of Example 16. Relying on Theorem 18, we
present a condition on a surjective function g such that there exists a Borel right inverse.
Recall, the domain and the codomain of the function g are given by Y and X, respectively.
For every open setOY  Y it holds
fx 2 X ; F(x) \OY 6= ?g = fx 2 X ; g(y) = x for some y 2 OYg = g(OY).
Since the function g is surjective, basic knowledge of an undergraduate analysis course
suffices to show that the set fx 2 X ; F(x) \OY 6= ?g is Borel in X provided both the
topological space Y is compact and the function g is continuous. Moreover, for every x 2 X
one has
F(x) = g 1(fxg).
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and consequently, the set F(x) is closed in Y provided the function g is continuous. Thanks
to the Theorem 18, summarising our previous discussions, every surjective continuous
function with compact domain admits a Borel right inverse. y
In the context of this thesis, we almost only work with Borel selections with respect to a
probability measure. In fact, the probability measure of interest is naturally given in many
situations and moreover, known measurable-selection principles involve surprisingly weak
assumptions on the given set-valued function.
Theorem 21 (Theorem 6.9.5 in [Bog07]). Let X and Y be Polish spaces, m 2 Prob[X] be a
probability measure, and F : X Y be a set-valued function. Then there exists a Borel m-selection
of F if the following two properties hold:
(1) The set Rel[F] is Souslin in XY.
(2) There is a Borel set B  X such that
m(B) = 1 and F(x) 6= ? for all x 2 B.
y
At the end of this section we provide some more detailed comments on Theorem 6.9.5
in [Bog07], which acts as a reference for Theorem 21. Observe, provided there exists a
Borel m-selection of a given set-valued function, condition (2) in Theorem 21 is necessarily
fulfilled. Thanks to the rich theory on Souslin sets and their various closure properties (see
Section 2.2, in particular, Remark 10), condition (1) of the previously stated measurable-
selection principle fits well with the mathematical framework of this thesis. The theory to
be developed throughout the next chapters shows that this Souslin requirement appears
natural in the context of modelling and analysis of stochastic transition systems.
Example 22. We continue our discussions concerning Example 16. Assume that the given
function g is Borel. According to Remark 10 (6), the set Graph[g] is Souslin in Y  X.
Since Rel[F] = Graph[g] 1, we have that the set Rel[F] is Souslin in X  Y. Thanks to
Theorem 21, for every m 2 Prob[X] there exists a Borel function f : X ! Y and a Borel set
B  X such that m(B) = 1 and g( f (x)) = x for all x 2 B. Consequently, summarising
the previous discussions, every surjective Borel function admits a Borel right inverse with
respect to a given probability measure. y
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Remark 23. Consider Polish spaces X and Y and let F : X Y be a set-valued function. If
F satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 18, then the set Rel[F] is Borel in XY by
Theorem 18.6 in [AB06], in particular, the set Rel[F] is Souslin in XY by Remark 10 (2).
Consequently, every set-valued function satisfying the requirements of Theorem 18 also
fulfills the conditions of the measurable-selection principle given by Theorem 21.
Following the introductory discussions of Chapter 18 in [AB06], a set-valued function F
may not satisfy condition (1) of Theorem 18 even if the two conditions below are fulfilled:
the setRel[F] is Borel inXY and the set F(x) is closed inY for every x 2 X. Consequently,
themeasurability assumptions on F in Theorem 21 are strictly weaker than the requirements
in Theorem 18 (see also Examples 2.1 (i) and (ii) in [Wag80]). y
In view on Remark 23, we also refer to the article [Iof79] that studies necessary and
sufficient conditions on a set-valued function F : X Y such its induced relation Rel[F]
forms a Souslin set in XY.
Comments on Theorem 21. We summarise concepts and references to derive Theorem 21
in the stated form. In fact, the argument needs some care as well as insights concerning
functions that are measurable with respect to sigma algebras generated by Souslin sets. We
emphasis that Theorem 21 is a very important tool throughout this thesis that is why the
following discussion is conducted carefully.
The precise formulation of Theorem 6.9.5 in [Bog07] is recalled first. For this purpose let
X and Y be Polish spaces. Moreover, denote the sigma algebra on X that is generated by
all the Souslin sets in X by BX,Sou. In general, recalling the discussions in Section 2.2, the
family consisting of all Souslin sets in an uncountable Polish space does not form a sigma
algebra. Consider a set-valued function F0 : X Y such that Rel[F0] is Souslin in X  Y
and F0(x) 6= ? for every x 2 X. Then Theorem 6.9.5 in [Bog07] states the existence of a
function f 0 : X ! Y satisfying
f 0(x) 2 F0(x) for every x 2 X
and
( f 0) 1(BY) 2 BX,Sou for every Borel set BY  Y.
In what follows we derive Theorem 21 from Theorem 6.9.5 in [Bog07]. To this end let X
and Y be Polish spaces and F : X Y be a set-valued function such that Rel[F] is Souslin
in XY. Moreover, let m 2 Prob[X] be a probability measure and B  X be a Borel set so
that m(B) = 1 and F(x) 6= ? for all x 2 B.
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The first step is straightforward. Let y be an arbitrary element ofY and define F0 : X Y,
F0(x) =
8<:F(x), if x 2 B,fyg, if x /2 B.
We have Graph[F0] = (Graph[F] \ (BY)) [ ((X n B) fyg). According to Remark 10,
since Graph[F] is Souslin in XY, it follows that Graph[F0] is Souslin in XY. Moreover,
for every x 2 X the set F0(x) is not empty. We can hence apply the previously recapitulated
Theorem 6.9.5 in [Bog07] and thus, there exists a function f 0 : X ! Y with f 0(x) 2 F0(x)
for every x 2 X and such that for every Borel set BY  Y it holds ( f 0) 1(BY) 2 BX,Sou. To
finish the argument, it suffices to show that there are a Borel function f : X ! Y and a
Borel set B0  X such that m(B0) = 1 and f (x) = f 0(x) for every x 2 B0. Indeed, it then
follows m(B \ B0) = 1 and f (x) 2 F(x) for every x 2 B \ B0, i.e., f is a Borel m-selection
of the set-valued function F.
Let BX,m be the smallest sigma algebra on X that consists of all sets M  X with
the following property: there are Borel sets Bl , Bu  X such that Bl  M  Mu and
m(Bl) = m(Bu). According to Remark 11, the sigma algebra BX,m consists of every Souslin
set in X and therefore, it holds BX,Sou  BX,m. The function f 0 is hence measurable with
respect to the newly introduced sigma algebra BX,m
Without loss of generality we can safely assume that Y = R. Indeed, if Y is countable,
the elements of Y can be easily identified by a real number and moreover, provided Y is
uncountable, one can rely on the fact that every uncountable Polish space is Borel isomorphic
to R (see Section 2.1). Since Y = R, we are in the setting of Proposition 2.1.11 in [Bog07]
(see also Definitions 1.5.1 and 2.1.10 and Corollary 1.5.8 in [Bog07]): as a consequence,
there exists a Borel function f : X ! Y and a Borel set B0  X such that m(B0) = 1 and
f (x) = f 0(x) for every x 2 B0. From this we can finally derive Theorem 21.
2.4 Barycentres and convex hulls
In the context of stochastic transition systems introduced in the next chapter, the material
of this section yields the basis for the definition of the combined-transition relation that
in turn provides the basic ingredient for the notion of schedulers. Assume a measurable
space X as well as probability measures m0, m1, m2, . . . on X. A convex combination of these
probability measures is typically defined point-wise. More precisely, a probability measure
m on X is called a convex combination if there are real numbers r0, r1, r2, . . . between zero
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and one such that
r0 + r1 + r2 + . . . = 1
and so that every for measurable set B  X it holds
m(B) = r0  m0(B) + r1  m1(B) + r2  m2(B) + . . . .
The following material goes one step further and provides a generalisation of the sketched
concept. In fact, we want to consider convex combinations of a potentially uncountable
number of probability measures. Based on this extended notion, we introduce the concept
of convex hulls of sets of probability measures and show that this notion yields a closure
operator on the family of all Souslin sets. In particular, it is shown that taking the convex
hull of a Souslin set of probabilitymeasures twice yields the same result as if the convex-hull
operator was applied once.
The following material is inspired by the notions and results of Chapters X.29 and
XI.33 in [DM88]. Inspecting the setting in [DM88], the mentioned results are not directly
applicable for our purposes as the cited book concentrates on locally convex topological
vector spaces. In fact, relying on deep and fundamental results from functional analysis, one
can identify the set of all probabilitymeasuresProb[X] on a Polish spaceXwith a convenient
topological vector space (see Section 15.1, in particular, Theorem 15.1, in [AB06]). Using
this identification of spaces, one can then transfer notions and results from vector spaces
to our setting. This indeed yields an alternative and equivalent approach to the following
material. However, to make the result of this thesis more accessible and self-contained,
our presentation avoids this involved machinery and develops direct arguments sufficient
for our mathematical setting. Interestingly, the proof of this section’s main result uses a
measurable-selection principle (see Section 2.3).
Definition 24. Let X be a measurable space. Define the function
Barycen : Prob[Prob[X]]! Prob[X]
as follows: for every b 2 Prob[Prob[X]] and measurable set B  X let
Barycen(b)(B) =
Z
m(B) db(m).
For every b 2 Prob[Prob[X]] we refer to Barycen(b) as the barycentre of b. y
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The barycentre Barycen(b) of a probability measure b 2 Prob[Prob[X]] is intuitively
derived by the following two-step experiment: in a first step a probability measure m is
sampled according to b and in a second step an element of X is sampled according to m.
The notion in Definition 24 is well-defined. To see this, we first observe that for every Borel
set B  X the function probevalB : Prob[X]! [0, 1], probevalB(m) = m(B) is Borel (see the
definition of the Giry sigma algebra in Section 2.1). Moreover, for every probability measure
b 2 Prob[Prob[X]] the definition of Barycen(b) indeed yields a probability measure on X.
The latter is a consequence of the monotone convergence theorem (also known as Beppo
Levi’s theorem, see Folgerung 8.2.4 in [Sch08]).
Example 25. Let X be a Polish space and m0, m1, m2, . . . 2 Prob[X] be probability measures.
Consider real numbers r0, r1, r2, . . . 2 [0, 1] with r0 + r1 + r2 + . . . = 1. Define the
probability measure b 2 Prob[Prob[X]] by
b(fm0g) = r0, b(fm1g) = r1, b(fm2g) = r2, . . . .
Then for every Borel set B  X it holds
Barycen(b)(B) = r0  m0(B) + r1  m1(B) + r2  m2(B) + . . . .
Consequently, Barycen(b) corresponds to the introductory sketched point-wise definition
of convex combinations of a countable number of probability measures. y
The previous example shows that Definition 24 yields a conservative extension of the
classical notion of a convex combination. The convex hull of a subset in an Euclidean space
is defined as the set of all convex combinations of points in that subset. The corresponding
notion for sets of probability measures uses the previously introduced notion of barycentres:
Definition 26. Let X be a measurable space. For every set P  Prob[X] the convex hull of P
is defined by
Conv[P] = Barycen(fb 2 Prob[Prob[X]] ; bout(P) = 1g),
i.e., the convex hull consists of precisely those probability measures that can be represented
as an appropriate barycentre. A set P  Prob[X] is called convex if P = Conv[P]. y
One typically expects that the notion of a convex hull forms a closure operator, i.e., an
operator that is extensive, monotonically increasing, and idempotent. In the remainder of
this section we show that all these properties are fulfilled for the notion as introduced in
Definition 26 when restricting to the Souslin subsets of the Polish space under consideration.
Our main theorem is as follows:
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Theorem 27. Let X be a Polish space. The convex hullConv[Q] of every Souslin setQ  Prob[X]
is Souslin in Prob[X]. Moreover, the following three statements hold:
(1) Q  Conv[Q] for every Souslin set Q  Prob[X].
(2) Q  Q0 implies Conv[Q]  Conv[Q0] for every Souslin sets Q,Q0  Prob[X].
(3) Conv[Q] = Conv[Conv[Q]] for every Souslin set Q  Prob[X].
In particular, the notion of convex hulls of probability measures induces a closure operator on the
Souslin subsets of Prob[X]. y
Statements (1) and (2) can be easily derived from the definitions and even hold for arbit-
rary subsets of Prob[X]. Indeed, for every set Q  Prob[X] and probability measure m 2 Q
the probability measure b 2 Prob[Prob[X]] with b = Dirac[m] satisfies bout(Q) = 1 and
thus, we derive m 2 Conv[Q], which immediately yields statement (1). Themonotonicity of
the outer-measure function directly shows statement (2). Moreover, putting (1) and (2) to-
gether, we also obtain the first inclusion in (3), i.e., the inclusionConv[Q]  Conv[Conv[Q]]
for every set Q  Prob[X]. The reverse inclusion is intricate and our proof below indeed
needs the Souslin requirement for the subset of probability measures under consideration.
Let Q  Prob[X] be a Souslin set. To show the inclusion Conv[Conv[Q]]  Conv[Q], the
challenging task is to argue that for every b 2 Prob[Prob[X]] with
bout(Conv[Q]) = 1
there exists b0 2 Prob[Prob[X]] with
(b0)out(Q) = 1 and Barycen(b) = Barycen(b0).
The desired probability measure b0 intuitively represents a reweighting of the elements in
Q that is additionally compatible with the given b by means of their respective barycentres.
At this point of the proof, we need the Souslin assumption on the set Q to rely on the
measurable-selection principle given by Theorem 21 for a specific set-valued function
depending on Q.
Proof of section’s main result. For our proof of Theorem 27 we need the following basic
observation referring to the function introduced in Definition 24.
Lemma 28. For every Polish space the function Barycen is Borel.
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Proof. Let X be a Polish space. Applying Theorem 15.13 in [AB06], for every Borel set
B  X the function fB : Prob[Prob[X]]! [0, 1],
fB(b) = Barycen(b)(B)
is Borel. The claim thus immediately follows from Remark 5. We remark that the referred
Theorem 15.13 in [AB06] even shows that for every Polish space Y and Borel function
f : Y ! [0, 1] the function g f : Prob[Y]! [0, 1],
g f (mY) =
Z
f (y) dmY(y)
is Borel.
Proof of Theorem 27. Let Q  Prob[X] be a Souslin set. Applying Lemmas 14 and 28 as
well as Remark 10 (5), the set Conv[Q] is Souslin in Prob[X]. Given the discussions after
the statement of Theorem 27, it remains to show the inclusion Conv[Conv[Q]]  Conv[Q].
To this end let m 2 Prob[X] be a probability measure such that m 2 Conv[Conv[Q]]. Our
task is to show m 2 Conv[Q]. By the definition of convex hulls, there exists a probability
measure b 2 Prob[Prob[X]] with
bout(Conv[Q]) = 1 and m = Barycen(b).
Define the set-valued function F : Prob[X] Prob[Prob[X]],
F(m0) = fb0 2 Prob[Prob[X]] ; Barycen(b0) = m0 and (b0)out(Q) = 1g.
Then there exists a Borel b-selection of F. Indeed, the assumptions of Theorem 21 are
fulfilled that is shown in the next two proof paragraphs.
Let us first justify that the set Rel[F] is Souslin in Prob[X] Prob[Prob[X]]. According
to Lemma 28, the function Barycen is Borel. By Remark 10 (6), the set Graph[Barycen] is
hence Borel in Prob[Prob[X]]  Prob[X]. Moreover, thanks to Lemma 14, the set fb0 2
Prob[Prob[X]] ; (b0)out(Q) = 1g is Souslin in Prob[Prob[X]]. Putting things together, the
set Rel[F] is Souslin in Prob[X] Prob[Prob[X]].
Exploiting bout(Conv[Q]) = 1, Lemma 12 yields a Borel set P0  Prob[X] such that
P0  Conv[Q] and b(P0) = 1. For every m0 2 P0 the set F(m0) is not empty that can be
seen as follows: since m0 2 P0 and P0  Conv[Q], there exists b0 2 Prob[Prob[X]] with
(b0)out(Q) = 1 and Barycen(b0) = m0.
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We are hence in the situation of Theorem 21. Consequently, there exist a Borel function
f : Prob[X]! Prob[Prob[X]] and Borel set Pb  Prob[X] such that
b(Pb) = 1 and f (m0) 2 F(m0) for all m0 2 Pb.
For the following definition recall the concept of the post operator from Section 2.1. Intro-
duce the probability measure b0 2 Prob[Prob[X]],
b0 = Post[b, f ],
i.e., for every Borel set P  Prob[X] we have
b0(P) =
Z
f (m0)(P) db(m0)
To conclude m 2 Conv[Q], it remains to show Barycen(b0) = m and (b0)out(Q) = 1. We
attend the latter claim first.
Let P  Prob[Prob[X]] be a Borel set such that Q  P. For every m0 2 Pb it holds
( f (m0))out(Q) = 1 that in turn implies f (m0)(P) = 1. Since b(Pb) = 1, it follows
b0(P) =
Z
f (m0)(P) db(m0) =
Z
Pb
1 db(m0) = b(Pb) = 1.
This yields (b f )out(Q) = 1.
It remains to show Barycen(b0) = m. Let B  X be a Borel set. Applying Fubini’s
theorem (see Section 2.1), we obtainZ
m0(B) db0(m0) =
Z  Z
m00(B) d f (m0)(m00)

db(m0).
From this we directly derive
Barycen(b0)(B) =
Z
Barycen( f (m0))(B) db(m0).
For every m0 2 Pb it holds f (m0) 2 F(m0) and therefore, one has Barycen( f (m0)) = m0.
Using b(Pb) = 1, we consequently obtain
Barycen(b0)(B) =
Z
m0(B) db(m0) = Barycen(b)(B) = m(B).
This finally completes our argument.
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2.5 Couplings of probability measures
Intuitively, a coupling places two a-priori unrelated probability measures in the same
probability space by exhibiting an adequate witness distribution over pairs:
Definition 29. Let X and Y be measurable spaces and mX 2 Prob[X] and mY 2 Prob[Y]
be probability measures. A probability measure m 2 Prob[X  Y] is called a coupling of
(mX, mY) if the following two statements hold:
(1) m(BX Y) = mX(BX) for every measurable set BX  X.
(2) m(X BY) = mY(BY) for every measurable set BY  Y.
Obviously, the productmeasure ofmX andmY, i.e., themeasure given bymX
mY, represents
a coupling of (mX, mY) to which we refer as the independent coupling of (mX, mY). y
It is important to realise that the requirements for a coupling do not explicitly constrain
the probabilities of the form m(BX  BY) where BX  X and BY  Y are measurable sets
such that BX 6= X and BY 6= Y. This fact basically constitutes the crux of many applications
of couplings. Intuitively, conditions (1) and (2) in the previous definition only require that
the marginals of a coupling coincide with the given probability measures. In other words,
defining the two Borel functions rX : X  Y ! X, rX(x, y) = x and rY : X  Y ! Y,
rY(x, y) = y, a probability measure m 2 Prob[X  Y] is a coupling of (mX, mY) precisely
when it holds
(rX)](m) = mX and (rY)](m) = mY.
In case the sets X and Y are countable, a probability measure m is a coupling of (mX, mY) iff
for every x 2 X and y 2 Y one has the following two identities
å
y02Y
m(fxg  fy0g) = mX(fxg) and å
x02X
m(fx0g  fyg) = mY(fyg).
Example 30. Consider two (unfair) coins CoinX and CoinY. We assume that CoinX lands
on its head with probability pX and accordingly, thatCoinY lands on its head with probabil-
ity pY. The latter informal description is formalised by means of the two measurable spaces
X = fHeadX, TailXg and Y = fHeadY, TailYg as well as the corresponding probability
measures mX 2 Prob[X] and mY 2 Prob[Y] with
mX(fHeadXg) = pX and mY(fHeadYg) = pY.
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Clearly, it follows mX(fTailXg) = 1  pX and mY(fTailYg) = 1  pY.
We consider the experiment of tossing these coins simultaneously now. For the moment,
there are no further information concerning the interplay of the given coins. In particular,
the events stating that the coins CoinX and CoinY land on their heads, respectively, may
be not (stochastically) independent of each other. If only this information is given, every
coupling of (mX, mY) represents a convenient mathematical model for the sketched random
experiment. Indeed, if m is a coupling of (mX, mY), then it holds m(fHeadXg  Y) = pX
and m(X fHeadYg) = pY, i.e., the occurrence of the event that CoinX lands on its head
happens with probability pX and accordingly for the second coin CoinY.
In the present case, exploiting the finiteness of the sets X and Y, a probability measure m
on XY forms a coupling of (mX, mY) precisely when the following four identities hold:
a+ b = pX, c+ d = 1  pX, a+ c = pY, b+ d = 1  pY
where a, b, c, d 2 [0, 1] are defined by
a = m(fHeadXg  fHeadYg), b = m(fHeadXg  fTailYg),
c = m(fTailXg  fHeadYg), d = m(fTailXg  fTailYg).
For instance, assuming pX  pY, one can consider a coupling of (mX, mY) such that the
event fhHeadX TailYig happens with probability zero intuitively meaning that it is never
the case that CoinX lands on its head while CoinY lands on its tail. The coins are in
particular not tossed independently of each other here. Using the notions as before, the
following assignment for a, b, c, and d yields the uniquely defined coupling:
a = pY, b = pX   pY, c = 0, d = 1  pX.
Note, b  0 is implied by the assumption pX  pY. y
The previous example clarifies that even for discrete spaces the number of existing coup-
lings may be uncountable. A coupling of two probability measures is uniquely determined
by the corresponding product measure provided one of the two given probability measures
is a Dirac distribution:
Remark 31. Let X and Y be measurable spaces as well as mX 2 Prob[X] and mY 2 Prob[Y]
be probability measures. Suppose y 2 Y with mY = Dirac[y]. Then there is precisely one
coupling of (mX, mY), namely the product measure mX 
 mY. This can be seen as follows.
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Let m be a coupling of (mX, mY). For every measurable sets BX  X and BY  Y such that
y /2 BY it holds m(BX  BY) = 0 since
m(BX  BY)  m(X BY) = mY(BY) = Dirac[y](BY) = 0.
Moreover, for every measurable sets BX  X and BY  Y where y 2 BY we obtain
m(BX  BY) = mX(BX) as
m(BX  BY) = m(BX  X)  m(BX  (Y n BY)) = m(BX  X) = mX(BX).
Putting things together, for every measurable sets BX  X and BY  Y we derive the
identity m(BX  BY) = mX(BX)  mY(BY) that justifies the claim m = mX 
 mY. y
We finish this section with the following prominent application of couplings in the area of
optimal transport that goes beyond the content of this thesis. The example below provides
another view on couplings also useful for an illustration of the concept of weight functions
in the next section:
Example 32. Let X and Y be measurable spaces mX 2 Prob[X] and mY 2 Prob[Y] be
probability measures, and cost : X  Y ! [0, 1] be a measurable function. In the study
of optimal transportation and allocation of resources, the set X may refer to produced
products, the set Y stands for consumers, and the value cost(x, y) can be interpreted as the
cost of moving one unit of a product to the consumer. Given the distributions mX and mY on
X andY, respectively, the objective is to find a transference plan such that the transportation
costs are minimised. Every transference plan is given by a coupling of (mX, mY) that leads
to the following formulation of the Monge-Kantorovich minimisation problem considering
an infimum over expected costs (see [Vil09] for an excellent overview on historical notes
and related literature):
inf
n Z
cost(x, y) dm(x, y) ; m is a coupling of (mX, mY)
o
.
In the theory of optimal transport one is interested in conditions such that the infimum is
attained and moreover, such that the minimising coupling, also called optimal transference
plan, satisfies certain side constraints. One also investigates conditions under which an
existing optimal transference plan is uniquely determined. y
2.6 Weight lifting of relations
The weight lifting of a relation to be defined next extends a relation R  X  Y over
measurable spaces X andY to a relation Rwgt  Prob[X]Prob[Y] over the corresponding
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sets of probability measures Prob[X] and Prob[Y]. Intuitively, two probability measures
mX and mY are related by the relation Rwgt provided there exists a coupling for (mX, mY)
that is additionally compatible with the relation R. In this context such a coupling is called
a weight function:
Definition 33. Let X and Y be a measurable spaces and R  X  Y be a relation. For
every probability measures mX 2 Prob[X] and mX 2 Prob[Y] we call a probability measure
W 2 Prob[XY] a weight function for (mX,R, mY) if the following two statements hold:
(1) W is a coupling of (mX, mY).
(2) There exists a measurable set R0  XY with R0  R andW(R0) = 1.
The weight lifting (of R) is the relation Rwgt  Prob[X] Prob[Y] defined as follows: for
every mX 2 Prob[X] and mY 2 Prob[Y],
hmX, mYi 2 Rwgt and there is a weight function for (mX,R, mY).
y
The relation Rwgt can be indeed seen as a lifting of R since for every x 2 X and y 2 Y
we have the following equivalence (see also Remark 31):
hx, yi 2 R iff hDirac[x],Dirac[y]i 2 Rwgt.
The latter statement also shows that for every relation Rw  Prob[X] Prob[Y] such that
Rw is a weight lifting of some relation overX andY there exists exactly one R  XYwith
Rwgt = Rw and moreover, it holds R = fhx, yi 2 X  Y ; hDirac[x],Dirac[y]i 2 Rwg.
Thus, the definition of the weight lifting Rwgt relies on no other information other than the
given relation R.
In Definition 33 the relation R is not required to be measurable in X  Y. That is why
condition (2) involves the existence of a measurable set in XY that is a subset of R. If
the set R is measurable in X Y, then condition (2) is obviously fulfilled precisely when
one hasW(R) = 1. According to Lemma 12, assuming that X and Y are Polish spaces and
that the set R is Souslin XY, condition (2) can be replaced by the requirement
Wout(R) = 1.
Provided the set X is countable, the condition (2) is equivalent to the following statement:
for every x 2 X and y 2 Y,
W(fhx, yig) > 0 implies hx, yi 2 R,
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i.e., the support of the probability measureW is subsumed by the relation R.
Assuming the set R is Borel in X  Y, the existence of a weight function can be also
characterised in terms of the Monge-Kantorovich minimisation problem briefly introduced
in Example 32 (see also [DD09]). Define the Borel function costR : X  Y ! [0, 1] as
follows: for every x 2 X and y 2 Y let
costR(x, y) = 0 if hx, yi 2 R and costR(x, y) = 1 if hx, yi /2 R.
Intuitively, the defined cost function states that a pair in XY causes no costs provided
it is contained in the relation R and cost one otherwise. For every probability measures
mX 2 Prob[X] and mY 2 Prob[Y] it holds hmX, mYi 2 Rwgt precisely when there exists a
couplingW of (mX, mY) such thatZ
costR(x, y) dW(x, y) = 0,
in particular, this also means that the infimum of the Monge-Kantorovich minimisation
problem is attained.
The remainder of this section regards the case where X = Y. However, notions and
observations can be adapted for the case where X and Y are not the same. Throughout
this thesis, we are typically confronted with the following question: given a relation R over
some measurable space X and two probability measures ma and mb on X, does there exist a
weight function for (ma,R, mb)? In what follows we provide simple necessary conditions
for the existence of a corresponding weight function. For this let us recall the following
standard notions first. Let X be a set and R  X  X be a relation. A subset B  X is
called upper R-stable provided
R \ (B X)  X B.
Similar, a subset B  X is called R-stable if
R \ (B X) = R \ (X B),
i.e., the set B is both upper R-stable and upper R 1-stable. If R is a preorder, an upper
R-stable set is also called an upward closed set or simply an upset. Assuming the relation
R constitutes an equivalence on X, a set B  X is R-stable precisely when B can be written
as an union of equivalence classes concerning R. The latter is equivalent to the requirement
B =
S
x2B[x]R where for every x 2 B the equivalence class concerning R that contains x is
denoted by [x]R.
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Remark 34. Let X be a measurable space, ma, mb 2 Prob[X], and R  X X be a relation
such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. Then the following two statements hold:
(1) ma(B)  mb(B) for every upper R-stable Borel set B  X.
(2) ma(B) = mb(B) for every R-stable Borel set B  X.
The argument is straightforward. LetW be a weight function for (ma,R, mb). Moreover,
suppose a Borel set R0  X X with R0  R andW(R0) = 1. For every Borel set B  X
with R \ (B X)  X B it also holds R0 \ (B X)  X B and therefore,
ma(B) = W(B X) = W(R0 \ (B X)) W(X B) = mb(B).
This justifies statement (1). Statement (2) follows analogously since for every set B  X
with R \ (B X) = R \ (X B) one has R0 \ (B X) = R0 \ (X B). y
Example 35. Let X be a Polish space. Consider the diagonal relation Diag on X, i.e.,
Diag = fhxa, xbi 2 X X ; xa = xbg.
By Theorem 6.5.7 in [Bog07] and Remark 4, the set Diag is Borel in X X. It holds
Diagwgt = fhma, mbi 2 Prob[X] Prob[X] ; ma = mbg,
i.e., the weight lifting Diagwgt and the diagonal relation on Prob[X] are the same. Let us
provide arguments for that claim. Consider two probability measures ma, mb 2 Prob[X].
Define the Borel function x : X ! XX, x(x) = hx, xi. Provided ma = mb, it is easy to see
that x](ma) yields a weight function for (ma,Diag, mb). Therefore, the diagonal relation on
Prob[X] is a subset of the weight liftingDiagwgt. Every Borel set B  Xa isDiag-stable and
therefore, assuming hma, mbi 2 Diagwgt, we obtain ma(B) = mb(B) by Remark 34. Hence,
Diagwgt is a subset of the diagonal relation on Prob[X]. y
2.7 Smooth and weakly smooth relations
Inspecting Remark 34 again, one may ask whether the proven necessary conditions give
rise to a characterisation of the weight lifting of a relation. More precisely, the following
question arises naturally: considering probability measures ma and mb in Prob[X] such that
ma(B) = mb(B) for every R-stable Borel set B  X, does there exist a weight function for
(ma,R, mb)? This section presents a condition on R for which the latter question can be
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answered positively. More precisely, we focus on smooth relations [Dob07, Sri08, Gao08]
(also known as countably-separated relations) as well as the closely related concept of
a weakly smooth relations. Intuitively, smooth as well as weakly smooth relations can
be represented by means of a countable number of sets that can be viewed as test sets to
determine whether two elements are in the relation or not:
Definition 36. Let X be a Polish space. A relation R  X  X is called weakly smooth
provided there exists a countable family C of Borel subsets of X such that
R = fhxa, xbi 2 X X ; xa 2 B implies xb 2 B for every B 2 Cg.
In this context, we refer to C as a witness of the weakly smoothness of R. Similar, a relation
R  X X is called smooth if there exists a countable family C of Borel subsets of X with
R = fhxa, xbi 2 X X ; xa 2 B iff xb 2 B for every B 2 Cg.
Here, C is called a witness of the smoothness of R. y
Every weakly smooth relation is necessarily a preorder and accordingly, every smooth
relation is an equivalence. As the notions suggests, every smooth relation is also weakly
smooth. Indeed, considering a smooth relation R  X  X over some Polish space X
as well as a family of sets C serving as a witness, it is easy to see that the family of sets
C [ fX n B ; B 2 Cg constitutes awitness of theweakly smoothness of R. The definition of a
smooth relation is borrowed from Section 5.1 in [Sri08] (see also [Dob07, Gao08]). Besides
this, Definition 36 is also inspired by the general technique for relating (bi)simulation
and logic for labelled Markov processes [Des99, DEP02, DGJP03, DP03, FKP17] (see also
Chapter 5 of this thesis). The usefulness of the introduced notions heavily originates from
the fact that the family C of Borel subsets is required to be countable. Roughly speaking,
although the cardinality of a (weakly) smooth relation may be uncountable, the relation
under consideration is uniquely determined by a countable number of test sets.
Remark 37. Let X be a Polish space and R  X  X be a relation. Then R is smooth
precisely when there are a Polish space Y and a Borel function f : X ! Y such that
R = fhxa, xbi 2 X X ; f (xa) = f (xb)g.
Although the claimed equivalence is folklore (see, e.g., Exercise 5.1.10 in [Sri08]), let us
present the standard argument. Assume that the relation R is smooth and let C be a family of
subsets of X that serves as a witness. Let B0, B1, . . . be Borel sets such that C = fB0, B1, . . .g.
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Consider the Polish space Y = f0, 1gw (see Example 2 (5)). Define the Borel function
f : X ! Y as follows: for every x 2 X and n 2 N let
f (x)[n] = 1 if x 2 Bn and f (x)[n] = 0 if x /2 Bn.
It is easy to see that for every xa, xb 2 X it holds hxa, xbi 2 R iff f (xa) = f (xb).
LetY be a Polish space and f : X ! Y be a Borel function such that the following identity
holds: R = fhxa, xbi 2 X  X ; f (xa) = f (xb)g. Consider a countable generator GY of
the Borel sigma algebra on Y that separates the points of Y (see Remark 4). Define the
countable family C of Borel subsets of X by
C = f f 1(BY) ; BY 2 GYg.
It is easy to see that for every xa, xb 2 X it holds hxa, xbi 2 R precisely when for every
BY 2 GY one has xa 2 f 1(BY) iff xb 2 f 1(BY). Hence, the relation R is smooth. y
By the previous remark, a relation R over a set X is smooth provided there is a Borel
assignment f of every element in X to an element of some Polish space Y such that two
elements of X are related by R precisely when they are assigned to the same element in Y.
Viewing the diagonal relation on some Polish space as a rather simple relation, we obtain
another indication for the usefulness of smooth relations. In fact, many properties of a
diagonal relation on a Polish space can be transferred to smooth relations.
Remark 38. Let X be a Polish space and R  X X be a relation. Provided R is smooth
or weakly smooth, the set R is Borel in X  X (and hence also Souslin in X  X by Re-
mark 10 (2)). It suffices to prove this claim for weakly smooth relations. Assume that the
relation R is weakly smooth in X and let C be a witness of the weakly smoothness of R.
Since the family C is countable and as we have
R =
\
B2C
 
(X B) [ ((X n B) X),
it directly follows that the set R is Borel in X X. y
The remainder of this section provides characterisations of the weight liftings of smooth
aswell as ofweakly smooth relations corresponding to the introductory sketchedmotivation
of this section.
Theorem 39. Let X be a Polish space, ma, mb 2 Prob[X] be probability measures, and R  XX
be a weakly smooth relation. Let C be a witness of the weakly smoothness of R such that C is closed
under finite intersections and finite unions. The three statements below are equivalent:
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(1) hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
(2) ma(B)  mb(B) for every upper R-stable Borel set B  X.
(3) ma(B)  mb(B) for every B 2 C .
y
A precise proof can be found below. Remark 34 (1) shows that statement (2) of the
previous theorem is necessarily fulfilled for every hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. The reverse direction,
i.e., the implication from (2) to (1), is an application of Strassen’s theorem on stochastic
domination [Str65, KKO77, Kel84, Les10]. The difficulty we had is that Strassen’s theorem
on stochastic domination focuses on relations that yield closed sets in the product space.
However, as in Polish spaces Borel functions can be turned into continuous ones (see
Chapter 13 in [Kec95]), one can adapt the topology on the Polish space X in an appropriate
way such that the relation R under consideration is closed in the product topology induced
by this new topology. One can then apply Strassen’s theorem on stochastic domination to
finish the argument showing that (1) is implied by (2).
The crux of statement (3) in the previous theorem is that the family C is countable, in
particular, it suffices to consider a countable number of test sets, namely those contained
in C, to determine whether there exists a weight function for (ma,R, mb). To show the
equivalence of (2) and (3), we extract a clever argument from the recent paper [FKP17]
using the positive monotone class theorem and the positive unique structure theorem (see
Section 5.1 in [FKP17]).
Theorem 40. Let X be a Polish space, ma, mb 2 Prob[X] be probability measures, and R  XX
be a smooth relation. Moreover, let C be a witness of the smoothness of R such that C is closed under
finite intersections. Then the following three statements are equivalent:
(1) hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
(2) ma(B) = mb(B) for every R-stable Borel sets B  X.
(3) ma(B) = mb(B) for every B 2 C .
y
The previous theorem for smooth relations is exactly in the same shape as Theorem 39
with the important difference that the family is only required to be closed under finite
intersection. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows directly from Theorem 39. To prove the
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equivalence of (2) and (3), we again adapt an argument from the paper [FKP17] relying
on Dynkin’s p-l theorem and the unique structure theorem (see Section 4.1 in [FKP17]).
The following corollary can be also found in [Lov12b] (see also [Lov12a]):
Corollary 41. Let X be a Polish space and R  X  X be a relation. Suppose a Polish space Y
and a Borel function f : X ! Y with R = fhxa, xbi 2 X  X ; f (xa) = f (xb)g. For every
probability measures ma, mb 2 Prob[X] the following equivalence holds:
hma, mbi 2 Rwgt iff f](ma) = f](mb).
In particular, the relation Rwgt is smooth.
Proof. For every Borel set BY  Y it is easy to see that the set f 1(BY) is R-stable. Thus,
according to Theorem 40, the identity f](ma) = f](mb) follows from hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
We regard the reverse implication. Assume f](ma) = f](mb). Let CY be a countable
generator of the Borel sigma algebra on Y that is closed under finite intersections and
separates the points of Y (see Remark 4). Define
CX = f f 1(BY) ; BY 2 CYg.
Then the family CX is countable, a subset of the Borel sigma algebra on X, and closed under
finite intersections. As CY separates the points in Y, it is easy to see that CX is a witness
of the smoothness of R. It moreover holds ma(BX) = mb(BX) for every BX 2 CX. Putting
things together, we can apply Theorem 40 and hence, it holds hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
Since Prob[X] yields a Polish space (see Example 2 (6)) and as the pushforward function
is Borel (see Remark 8 (1)), it moreover follows that the relation Rwgt is smooth.
Proof of section’s main results. It remains to prove Theorems 39 and 40.
Lemma 42. Let X be a Polish space and R be a weakly smooth relation. Then there are a Polish
space Y, a partial order E on Y being a closed set in Y  Y, and a Borel function f : X ! Y
satisfying the following identity
R = fhxa, xbi 2 X X ; f (xa) E f (xb)g.
Proof. The argument is basically the same as in Remark 37. Consider a witness C of the
weakly smoothness of R. Let B0, B1, . . . be Borel subsets of X such that C = fB0, B1, . . .g.
Define the Polish space Y = f0, 1gw (see Example 2 (5)). The partial order E on Y is
defined point-wise: for every ya, yb 2 Y let
ya E yb and for every n 2 N it holds ya[n]  yb[n].
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It is easy to see that the setE is closed in Y Y. Define the Borel function f : X ! Y as
follows: for every x 2 X and n 2 N let f (x)[n] = 1 if x 2 Bn and f (x)[n] = 0 if x 62 Bn.
Then for every xa, xb 2 X one has hxa, xbi 2 R iff f (xa) E f (xb).
Proof of Theorem 39. (1) iff (2). Remark 34 yields the implication from (1) to (2). Our
argument for the reverse implication, i.e., (2) implies (1), exploits a result from probability
theory concerning the existence of probability measures on product spaces with given
marginals: the following argument relies on Theorem 11 in [Str65] (see also Theorem 1 in
[KKO77], Proposition 3.12 in [Kel84], and Theorem 2.5 in [Les10]).
By Lemma 42, there are a Polish space Y, a partial orderE being a closed set in YY,
and a Borel function f : X ! Y such that R = fhxa, xbi 2 X X ; f (xa) E f (xb)g. Note,
as the relationE is reflexive, the set R is not empty.
We introduce a suitable topology O on X such that the set R is closed in the product
topology O 
O. Denote the Polish topology on X by O0. By Theorem 13.11 in [Kec95],
there is a Polish topologyO on X such that Borel[O0] = Borel[O] andO0  O as well as so
that function f is continuous with respect toO. Defining the function g : X X ! YY,
g(xa, xb) = h f (xa), f (xb)i, it follows R = g 1(E). From this we derive that the set R is
closed in O 
O as, using the inclusion O0  O, the function g is continuous with respect
to the product topology O 
O.
Putting things together, we are in the situation of Theorem 11 in [Str65]. Indeed, using
this theorem and as Borel[O0] = Borel[O], there exists a weight function for (ma,R, mb) if
for every upper R-stable Borel set B  X one has ma(B)  mb(B). Statement (1) hence
follows from (2).
(2) iff (3). As C is a witness of the weakly smoothness of R, it is easy to see that every
B 2 C is upper R-stable. Therefore, statement (3) immediately follows from (2). The
remaining implication from (3) to (2) uses the argument for Theorem 17 in [FKP17]. More
precisely, we rely on Theorems 15 and 16 in [FKP17] called positivemonotone class theorem
and positive unique structure theorem, respectively. We rely on the following additional
notion. By SigmaLattice[C] we denote the smallest family of subsets of X that contains
every set of the family C and moreover, that is closed under both countable unions and
countable intersections.
The implication from (3) to (2) is shown by contraposition. To this end consider an
upper R-stable Borel set B0  X such that ma(B0) > mb(B0). As the family C is countable
and a witness of the weakly smoothness of R, we can apply Theorem 16 in [FKP17] that
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yields B0 2 SigmaLattice[C]. Introduce the familyM of Borel subsets of X by
M = fB  X Borel ; ma(B)  mb(B)g.
Since every measure is continuous from above and below, it follows thatM is a monotone
class on X, i.e., the family M is closed under unions of increasing chains and under
intersections of decreasing chains. As C is closed under finite intersections and finite unions,
we are in the situation of Theorem 15 in [FKP17] providing the following implication:
C  M implies SigmaLattice[C] M.
Since B0 2 SigmaLattice[C] and B0 /2 M, we hence obtain C 6 M. As a consequence,
there exists B00 2 C such that ma(B00) > mb(B00). Putting things together, this shows to
contraposition of the implication from (3) to (2).
Proof of Theorem 40. (1) iff (2). Remark 34 justifies the implication from (1) to (2). As R is
smooth, the relation R is in particular weakly smooth. Moreover, since R is a symmetric
relation, every upper R-stable Borel set in X is R-stable. The implication from (2) to (1)
hence follows immediately from Theorem 39.
(2) iff (3). Since C is a witness of the smoothness of R, every B 2 C satisfies the identity
R\ (BX) = R\ (X B) and therefore, statement (3) immediately follows from (2). As
in the proof of Theorem 39, the remaining implication from (3) to (2) exploits the argument
for Theorem 13 in [FKP17]. To be more precise, we use Theorems 11 and 12 in [FKP17]
called Dynkin’s p-l theorem and unique structure theorem, respectively. Here, the former
theorem is a prominent theorem in basic-measure theory (see also, e.g., Theorem 136B in
[Fre01]). In what follows, SigmaAlgebra[C] denotes the smallest sigma algebra on X that
contains every set in C .
The implication from (3) to (2) is proven by contraposition. Consider a R-stable Borel
set B0  X such that ma(B0) = mb(B0). As the family C is countable and a witness of the
smoothness of R, Theorem 12 in [FKP17] justifies B0 2 SigmaAlgebra[C]. Introduce the
family D of Borel subsets of X by
D = fB  X Borel ; ma(B) = mb(B)g.
It follows that D is a Dynkin system, i.e., D is not empty, closed under complementation,
and closed under unions of a countable number of pairwise disjoint sets. As C is closed
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under finite intersections, we are in the situation of Theorem 11 in [FKP17] stating the
following implication:
C  D implies SigmaAlgebra[C]  D.
As B0 2 SigmaAlgebra[C] and B0 /2 D, we hence obtain C 6 D. There hence exists B00 2 C
with ma(B00) 6= mb(B00). This finally justifies the contraposition of the implication from (3)
to (2).
It would be interesting whether one could drop or weaken the requirements on the
relation R in Theorems 40 (and also Theorem 39) for the relation under consideration.
In this context we remark that personal communications with the authors of [BBLM14]
yield that (the proof of) Proposition 13 in [BBLM14] is flawed. More precisely, it turns
out that a function constructed in the proof in [BBLM14] is not well-defined. Moreover,
adapting a counterexample provided in the article [Swa96], Proposition 13 in [BBLM14] is
actually false for arbitrary measurable spaces. However, the claim might be still true for
the interesting Polish-space case. In fact, the mentioned proposition for the Polish-space
case would yield a strong improvement of Theorem 40.
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The main model considered in this thesis is called stochastic transition system (STS) and
can be seen as a conservative generalisation of the generative stochastic model in the
classification of [GSS95] for discrete probabilistic systems and of probabilistic automata
[Seg95]. However, while [GSS95, Seg95] focus on systems with countable state spaces, we
investigate stochastic systems with uncountable state and action spaces. The definition of
STSs is closely related to the model in [CSKN05, Cat05]. Indeed, the formalism studied
in the latter cited articles corresponds to the notion of simple STSs in this thesis. Further
prominent models with uncountable state spaces are given by labelled Markov processes
[BDEP97, Des99, DEP02, Pan09] and non-deterministic labelledMarkov processes [DTW12,
Wol12]. These models as well as stochastic automata [D’A99, DK05] and other classes of
stochastic hybrid systems are covered by STSs. For more details on this subject, however,
we refer to Chapter 7 since a profound discussion should include those subclasses of STSs
that are studied in later chapters of this thesis.
One challenge we had to address for the definition of simulation and bisimulation is to
conservatively extend the notion of generative bisimulation in [GSS95] (see also [Tin07]) to
our setting addressing STSs with uncountable state and action spaces. Relying on the action-
lifting of a given relation, we indeed obtain suitable notions for simulation and bisimulation.
In Chapter 7 we argue that these notions and corresponding standard definitions for, e.g.,
(non-deterministic) labelled Markov processes, are the same. Moreover, based on a two-
step view on sampling an action-state pair, we obtain an intuitive characterisation of the
introduced concepts.
As a main result of this chapter we provide a proof of Theorem A presented in Chapter 1
stating that the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence form transitive
relations. Our argument proceeds as follows: it is shown that the composition of two simu-
lations also yields a simulation and accordingly, that the composition of two bisimulations
constitutes again a bisimulation. The proof of the latter statement requires the construction
of a weight function that intuitively represents a merging of two given weight functions.
For this we exploit the gluing lemma (see, e.g., Lemma 5.3.2 in [AGS05] or Section 1 in
[Vil09]), which states that two given probability measures on product spaces can be glued
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together along a common marginal. The assumption that the state space and the action
space are Polish turns out to be crucial for our argument, in particular, as the gluing lemma
does not hold for arbitrary measurable spaces [Swa96].
The main result of the early contribution [BDEP97] on labelled Markov processes is
the result that bisimulation indeed yields an equivalence equivalence relation where the
definition of bisimulation relies on categorical ideas and zig-zag morphisms. In a later
article [DEP02] the authors provide a complete logical characterisation for the latter men-
tioned notion of bisimulation that directly implies transitivity of the induced bisimulation
relation. In [DGJP03] the authors recapitulate this early approach. The recent contribution
[FKP17] shows that simulation preorder on labelledMarkov processes is also transitive that
extends a corresponding result in [Des99] for a subclass of labelled Markov processes. The
chapter’s main contribution continuous this research for a much broader class of models
and moreover, as we describe in Chapter 7, covers the previous mentioned results. Whereas
in [Des99, DEP02, DGJP03, FKP17] the transitivity follows directly from the logical charac-
terisation, our proof does not involve any logical characterisation of the simulation preorder
or the bisimulation equivalence.
To reasoning about the linear-time behaviour of STSs, trace distributions as well as
the associated concepts of schedulers and path measures are introduced. Intuitively, in
every state a scheduler chooses a probability measure that can be represented as a convex
combination of enabled distributions in that given state. The latter is precisely formalised by
the notion of combined-transition relation. Relying on the theory developed in Section 2.4,
we show that the combined-transition relation is closed under combining probability
measures under a side constraints that fits to the thesis setting as we see in the subsequent
chapters. This contribution provides a generalisation of Proposition 4.2.1 in [Seg95] where
a corresponding statement is shown for discrete probabilistic automata.
3.1 Modelling stochastic transition systems
The state and the action space of the basic stochastic model investigated throughout this
thesis are Polish spaces. We refer to Section 2.1 for a brief overview on Polish spaces and
their rich mathematical theory. However, for the moment, it suffices to recall Example 2
where important Polish spaces appearing in modelling stochastic systems are presented
such as countable sets as well as countable Cartesian products of the real number line.
Definition 43. A stochastic transition system (STS) is a triple
T = (Sta,Act,!)
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consisting of the following elements:
(1) Sta is a Polish space (state space),
(2) Act is a Polish space (action space), and
(3) !  Sta Prob[Act Sta] is a relation (transition relation).
y
Before we present examples for STSs, let us introduce the following notions associated to
an STS T = (Sta,Act,!). As usual, for every s 2 Sta and j 2 Prob[Act Sta] we write
s! j rather than hs, ji 2 !. Accordingly, for every s 2 Sta, act 2 Act, and m 2 Prob[Sta]
we use s!hact, mi as an alternative notation for s!Dirac[act]
 m. For every state s 2 Sta
we moreover define the set
Enabled[s] = fj 2 Prob[Act Sta] ; s! jg.
Similar, for every state s 2 Sta and action act 2 Act let
Enabled[s, act] = fm 2 Prob[Sta] ; s! hact, mig.
For every s 2 Sta and act 2 Act, to indicate the STS under consideration, we also write
Enabled[T , s] and Enabled[T , s, act] instead of Enabled[s] and Enabled[s, act], respectively.
The STS T is called non-blocking if for every s 2 Sta the set Enabled[s] is not empty. Sim-
ilar, we call the STS T point-wise non-blocking if for every s 2 Sta and act 2 Act the set
Enabled[s, act] is not empty. The STS T is said to be image-finite if for every state s 2 Sta the
set Enabled[s] is finite. Moreover, T is called point-wise image-finite provided for every state
s 2 Sta and action act 2 Act the set Enabled[s, act] is finite.
We refer to the STS T as simple provided for every transition s! j there exists an action
act 2 Act such that j(factg  Sta) = 1. In other words, every transition in a simple STS
involves only one single action: for every every transition s! j and every action act 2 Act
one either observes the action act with probability one, i.e., j(factg  Sta) = 1, or with
probability zero, i.e., j(factg  Sta) = 0. Note, the model of simple STSs conservatively
extends the concept of simple probabilistic automata [Seg95].
Real-valued variables. We use variables in order to represent states of an STSs with a
descriptive name. Besides this, in compositional modelling, variables serve as a commu-
nication mechanism since different STSs may reference to the same shared variable. Let
Var be a finite and non-empty set of real-valued variables. Denote the set of all evaluations
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over Var by Eval[Var], i.e., the set Eval[Var] consists of all the functions e with domain Var
and codomain R. Intuitively, if e 2 Eval[Var] and v 2 Var, then e(v) represents the value
of the variable v. Obviously, Eval[Var] can be identified with a finite Cartesian product of
the real number line and hence, Eval[Var] is a Polish space according to Example 2 (5).
Considering a finite non-empty subset V  Var, for every e 2 Eval[Var] the variable
evaluation ejV 2 Eval[V] is defined by ejV(v) = e(v) for all v 2 V, i.e., ejV denotes the
restriction of e onto V. Similar, for every probability measure h 2 Prob[Eval[Var]] the
restriction of h onto V is given by the probability measure hjV 2 Prob[Eval[V]] defined
as follows: for every Borel set E  Eval[V] let hjV(E) = h(fe 2 Eval[Var] ; ejV 2 Eg).
Thus, hjV is the pushforwad measure of h with respect to the Borel function assigning
e 2 Eval[Var] to ejV 2 Eval[V] (see also Section 2.1).
Let n 2 N n f0g and v1, . . . , vn be variables such that Var = fv1, . . . , vng. The set of
all conditions over Var is denoted by Cond[Var]. More precisely, Cond[Var] is the smallest
family of subsets of Eval[Var] that is closed under all boolean connectives and that consists
of every subset cond of Eval[Var] with the following property: there are rational numbers
q1, . . . , qn, q 2 Q and a comparison operator ./ 2 f<,,=,,>g with
cond = fe 2 Eval[Var] ; q1  e(v1) + . . .+ qn  e(vn) ./ qg.
Here, the set cond is usually represented in a symbolic way by q1  v1 + . . .+ qn  vn ./ q.
Clearly, the family Cond[Var] is countable and consists only of Borel subsets of Eval[Var].
For every conditions cond1 and cond2 we write cond1 ^ cond2 rather than cond1 \ cond2
and accordingly, for the other boolean connectives (negation :, disjunction _, implication
!, . . . ). We write e j= cond if the variable evaluation e 2 Eval[Var] satisfies the condition
cond 2 Cond[Var], i.e., when it holds e 2 cond. For instance, if n  2, then for every
variable evaluation e 2 Eval[Var],
e j= (v1  2.718) ^ (v2  3.141) iff e(v1)  2.718 and e(v2)  3.141.
We finally remark that the set Cond[Var] separates the points of Eval[Var], i.e., for every
e1, e2 2 Eval[Var] where e1 6= e2 there exists a condition cond 2 Cond[Var] such that
e1 j= condwhile e2 6j= cond. Indeed, if e1 6= e2, then there exists v 2 Varwith e1(v) 6= e2(v)
and thus, there is ./ 2 f<,>g and q 2 Q such that e1(v) ./ q ./ e2(v). Summarising
facts, the family Cond[Var] forms a generator of the Borel sigma algebra on Eval[Var] that
satisfies the conditions in Remark 4 (see also Example 3 (5)).
Example: simple cooling system for a server. As examples for describing stochastic
systems with STSs, we provide different refinement of an STS modelling a simple cool-
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ing system for a server. The following presentation is inspired by [HH15] providing a
classification of modelling formalisms concerning their expressive power.
sfail soff sselect
son1
son2
repair
fail[ 110 ]
on[ 910 ]
select1
select2
off
off
Figure 3.1: Simple cooling system for a server.
Example 44. To maintain the functionality of hardware components of a server, the cooling
system dissipates the heat produced. In order to save energy costs, a cooling system can
be switched on in phases where the server is busy and off when the server is idling. With
a small probability, a switching on the system may fail. Moreover, to be adaptive for
different uses of the server, the cooling system implements two cooling strategies. The STS
(Sta,Act,!) depicted in Figure 3.1 models the simple described cooling system where the
state space is given by
Sta = fsfail, soff, son1, son2, sselectg
and the action space is formalised by
Act = ffail, off, on, repair, select1, select2g.
Intuitively, the state where the cooling system is off is represented by the state soff. When
switching on the cooling system in this state, a failure occurs with the small probability
1/10, i.e., the state sfail is entered and a repair is necessary before trying to turn on the
system the next time. Switching on the cooling system in state soff is successful with
probability 9/10where state sselect is entered. Thus, to be precise, we have
soff! j where j(ffail, sfailig) = 110 and j(fon, sselectig) =
9
10
.
The illustrated STS is hence not simple. In the state sselect there is a non-deterministic choice
between two cooling strategies. Depending on the user’s choice, the system either enters
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the state son1 or the state son2, i.e.,
sselect! hselect1,Dirac[son1]i and sselect! hselect2,Dirac[son2]i.
Both states son1 and son2 represent the phase where the cooling system is working, i.e.,
where the heat produced by the server is dissipated. After a while, to safe energy costs, the
cooling system switches off itself depending on the selected cooling strategy. y
The STS in the previous example has a finite state space and a finite action space. Including
additional features for a refinement of the model such as timing behaviour leads to a more
complex STS where the action space may be uncountable:
Example 45. The discussions of Example 44 are continued by including information con-
cerning the timing behaviour. In particular, we want to include the fact that the time
between entering and leaving the state son1, i.e., the time where the cooling system dissip-
ates the heat produced, is exponential distributed with rate r1. Accordingly, the sojourn
time in state son2 is exponentially distributed with rate r2. For this purpose, we extend the
underlying action space as follows:
Act0 = R0 Act
where Act is as in Example 44. Note, the set Act0 forms a Polish space by Example 2 (5).
Intuitively, executing the action ht, offi in state son1 means that the cooling system switches
off itself after it has dissipated heat for t time units. The transition relation!0 for the
new STS needs also be adapted. For instance, there is the transition son1 !0 j1 where
j1 2 Prob[Act0  Sta] is determined by the exponential distribution with rate r1 and thus,
for every interval interval [t, t]  R0,
j(([t, t] foffg) fsoffg) =
Z t
t
r1  e r1t dt = r1  (e r1t   e r1t),
i.e., the real number j(([t, t] foffg) fsoffg) indicates the probability of entering state
soff with a delay of at least t and at most t time units. In all the other states of the cooling
system, there are no further timing information available. Thus, there is a non-deterministic
choice in the corresponding states e.g., for every t 2 R0 we have the transition
soff! jt where jt(fhht, faili, sfailig) = 110 and jt(fhht, oni, sselectig) =
9
10
.
This means that the cooling system may be switched off for an arbitrary amount of time.
Note that the set Enabled[soff] is uncountable. y
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The action space of the STS presented in the previous example is uncountable. Moreover,
the example requires sampling from continuous distributions as well as non-deterministic
choices from an uncountable number of alternatives. However, the state space is still finite.
Including dependencies in the model caused by variables representing physical quantities
such as the internal temperature of the server leads to STSs with uncountable state spaces.
This is illustrated by the following example:
Example 46. We proceed our discussions concerning Examples 44 and 45. Assume that
the cooling system is equipped with a sensor measuring the internal temperature of the
server. We include a variable representing the actual internal temperature of the server. The
continuous evolution of this variable can bemodelled by differential equations or differential
inclusions for the different modes of the server and the cooling system. Guards for actions
can be also included, e.g., specifying that the cooling system can be only switched on if
the temperature increases above a certain threshold. Using invariants in locations, it can
be moreover modelled that the cooling system needs to be switched off if the temperature
decreases below a given threshold. These features lead to the model of hybrid systems
called hybrid automata. We refer to [Hen96] for an excellent survey on hybrid automata, in
particular, including a nice and simple example of a thermostat that can be easily adapted
for the running example of this thesis. y
Tomodel temperature fluctuations and sensor inaccuracies, the formalism sketched in the
previous example can be further extended by including, e.g, stochastic jumps and stochastic
differential equations. STSs obtained by a (stochastic) hybrid automaton as sketched in the
previous example in particular include uncountable state spaces representing actual values
of real-valued variables. To model and analyse such complex stochastic systems, a general
modelling formalism as introduced by Definition 43 is hence necessary.
3.2 Simulation and bisimulation using weight functions
Two states sa and sb are bisimilar to each other if they exhibit the same stepwise behaviour
with respect to the basic observables given by the set of actions. A state sb simulates another
state sa provided sb can mimic all the stepwise behaviour of sa, however, there are may
transitions of sb that cannot be performed by sa. Simulation and bisimulation yield local
notions to reason about the branching-time structure of states in the sense that only states
and their successor distributions are taken into account.
For the following material it is appropriate to recall the definition for the weight lifting
of a relation from Section 2.6. STSs include distributions over action-state pair that is why
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we need the following additional notion. For every Polish spaces Sta and Act as well as
every relation R  Sta Sta the action lifting (of R concerning Act) is given by the relation
RAct  (Act Sta) (Act Sta) defined as follows: for every actions acta, actb 2 Act and
states sa, sb 2 Sta,
hhacta, sai, hactb, sbii 2 RAct iff acta = actb and hsa, sbi 2 R.
The relation R is extended to a relation overAct Sta by exploiting the diagonal relation on
the action space Act. Intuitively, the definition of the action lifting of a relation guarantees
that probability measures ja, jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] with hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt admit the
same observable. To be more precise, let aa and ab be the probability measures on Act
obtained by projecting ja and jb on the action space Act, respectively, i.e., for every Borel
set A  Act one has aa(A) = ja(A Sta) and ab(A) = jb(A Sta). By the definition
of the action lifting, for every set A  Act it is easy to see that the set A  Sta is RAct-
stable. According to Remark 34, it hence holds aa = ab provided hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt.
This discussion is deepened in Section 3.3 where we consider the relation (RAct)wgt from
another point of view.
Definition 47. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS. We call a relation R  Sta  Sta on
the state space a simulation (for T ) provided for every states sa, sb 2 Sta and probability
measure ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] the following implication holds: if
hsa, sbi 2 R and sa! ja,
then there exists a probability measure jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that
sb! jb and hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt.
A relation R  Sta Sta is said to be a bisimulation (for T ) provided both relations R and
its inverse R 1 are simulations. y
sa R sb
#
ja
can be completed to
sa R sb
# #
ja (RAct)wgt jb
Figure 3.2: Condition for a simulation R.
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The condition on a simulation is illustrated by Figure 3.2. An analogous illustration
can be given for a bisimulation. The notions of simulation and bisimulation induce the
following relations over the state space of the STS under consideration. Consider an STS
T = (Sta,Act,!). The simulation preorder (for T ) and the bisimulation equivalence (for T )
are the binary relation  and ' on the state space Sta, respectively, given as follows: for
every states sa, sb 2 Sta,
sa  sb iff there exists a simulation R with hsa, sbi 2 R,
sa ' sb iff there exists a bisimulation R with hsa, sbi 2 R.
Note that the simulation preorder is the coarsest simulation for T , i.e., the relation is a
simulation for T andmoreover, every simulation for T is a subset. An analogue statement
holds for bisimulations. The latter two claims follow directly from the easy observation
that the concepts of action and weight liftings induce a monotonically increasing operator
on the subsets of Sta Sta, more precisely, for every relations R1 and R2 over Sta we have
that R1  R2 implies ((R1)Act)wgt  ((R2)Act)wgt.
Remark 48. Let Sta and Act be countable sets, R  Sta Sta be a relation, as well as
ja, jb 2 Prob[Act Sta]. For every state s 2 Sta define [s]R = fs0 2 Sta ; hs, s0i 2 Rg.
Moreover, let C be the smallest family of subsets of Sta consisting the set [s]R for every s 2
Sta and that is additionally closed under finite intersections and finite unions. Obviously, if
the relation R is an equivalence, then the family C and the family of all the finite unions
of equivalence classes concerning R are the same. With the introduced notions we have
following two statements:
(1) Assuming the relation R is a preorder, the following equivalence holds:
hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt iff for every action act 2 Act and every S 2 C,
ja(factg  S)  jb(factg  S).
(2) If the relation R is an equivalence, then we have the statement below:
hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt iff for every action act 2 Act and every S 2 C,
ja(factg  S) = jb(factg  S).
We provide a proof for claim (1). The following argument relies on Theorem 39. For
this purpose define C 0 = ffactg  S ; act 2 Act and S 2 Cg. Since the sets Act and
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Sta are finite, it easily follows that the family C 0 is countable. Moreover, assuming the
relation R be preorder, it is easy to see that for every action-state pairs s0a, s0b 2 Act Sta
it holds hs0a, s0bi 2 RAct iff for every S0 2 C 0 we have that s0a 2 S0 implies s0b 2 S0. Putting
things together, the relation RAct is weakly smooth and the family C 0 yields a witness.
Consequently, claim (1) follows directly from Theorem 39. A proof for statement (2) can
be obtained in the same way using Theorem 40 instead of Theorem 39. Moreover, assuming
the relation R is an equivalence, it suffices to consider the quotient space of the relation R
instead of the family C in statement (2) by Theorem 40. y
In the introduction of this chapterwementioned that STSs can be seen as an generalisation
of the generative stochastic model in the classification of [GSS95]. In this context, the
previous remark shows that Definition 47 yields a conservative generalisation of generative
bisimulation defined in [GSS95] (see also [Tin07]).
Remark 49. Let Sta and Act be Polish spaces, R  Sta  Sta be a relation, as well as
ja, jb 2 Prob[Act Sta]. Consider acta, actb 2 Act and ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta] with
ja = Dirac[acta]
 ma and jb = Dirac[actb]
 mb.
Then we have the following equivalence:
hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt iff acta = actb and hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
The claim is an immediate consequence of Remark 31 as well as Example 35. y
According to the previous remark, the notion of simulation in Definition 47 can be
rephrased as follows for a simple STS T = (Sta,Act,!). A relation R is a simulation
precisely when for every states sa, sb 2 Sta, action act 2 Act, and probability measure
ma 2 Prob[Sta] such that
hsa, sbi 2 R and sa! hact, mai
there exists mb 2 Prob[Sta] with
sb! hact, mbi and hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
A similar characterisation can be given for bisimulation. Consequently, the classical notions
for simulation and bisimulation for simple STSs can be derived from our approach using
the action-lifting of relation.
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3.3 Two-step view on distributions over action-state pairs
As the transition relation of STSs include proper distribution over action-state pairs, we
rely on the action lifting RAct of a relation R in order to obtain appropriate simulation and
bisimulation notions. Recall, probability measures ja, jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] are related in
terms of the relation R provided one has hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt. We present an alternative
approach of relating ja and jb next. It is then shown that this alternative approach enables
a characterisation of the introduced simulation and bisimulation notions. The following
discussion can be seen as additional material providing a deeper understanding for the
action lifting of a relation.
To explain the starting point of the following discussions, let T be an STS whose state and
action space are given by Sta and Act, respectively. Moreover, pick a probability measure
j 2 Prob[Act Sta]. Sampling an action-state pair according to j in an execution of T can
be also intuitively realised by the following two-step procedure: first of all, an action act is
sampled according to a where the probability measure a is obtained by projecting j onto
the action space, i.e., for every Borel set A  Act it holds a(A) = j(A Sta). After that,
a successor state s0 is sampled according to f (act)where, roughly speaking, the probability
measure f (act) onSta results from j by conditioningwith respect to the previously sampled
action act (see disintegration theorem in Section 2.1 and also Example 7). More precisely, f
is a Borel function with domain Act and codomain Prob[Sta] such that j = ao f , i.e., for
every Borel sets A  Act and S  Sta one has
j(A S) =
Z
A
f (act)(S) da(act).
This procedure is illustrated by means of the following simple example:
s
s01 s
0
2 s
0
3
s
 
s01 s
0
2 s
0
3
act1[ 13 ]
act2[ 16 ]
act2[ 12 ]
1
1
4
3
4
act1[ 13 ] act2[
2
3 ]
Figure 3.3: Two illustrations of the same probability measure on Act Sta.
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Example 50. Consider the sets Sta = fs, s01, s02, s03g and Act = fact1, act2g as well as define
the probability measure j 2 Prob[Act Sta] by
j(fact1g  fs01g) = 1/3,
j(fact2g  fs02g) = 1/6,
j(fact2g  fs03g) = 1/6.
The left-hand side of Figure 3.3 provides an illustration of this distribution on Act Sta.
Let a 2 Prob[Act] be the probability measure obtained by projecting j onto the action
space, i.e.,
a(fact1g) = 1/3,
a(fact2g) = 1/6+ 1/2 = 2/3.
Assuming f : Act! Prob[Sta] is a function such that j = ao f , then the following three
identities hold (see also Example 7):
f (act1)(fs01g) = j(Act fs01g j fact1g  Sta) = 1,
f (act2)(fs02g) = j(Act fs02g j fact2g  Sta) = 1/4,
f (act2)(fs03g) = j(Act fs03g j fact2g  Sta) = 3/4.
The right-hand side of Figure 3.3 sketches the two-step view on the probability measure j
where an action is sampled with respect to the probability measure a first and then a state
is sampled with respect to a probability measure determined by the function f . y
Definition 51. Let Act and Sta be Polish spaces, R  Sta Sta be a relation, as well as
ja, jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] be probability measures. Let aa, ab 2 Prob[Act] be probability
measures and fa : Act! Prob[Sta] and fb : Act! Prob[Sta] be Borel functions with
ja = aa o fa and jb = ab o fb.
We say that probability measures ja, jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] are related by R from the two-step
point of view, denoted by hja, jbi 2 (RAct)two, if the following two statements hold:
(1) aa = ab.
(2) There are a Borel set A  Act such that
aa(A) = 1 and h fa(act), fb(act)i 2 Rwgt for every act 2 A.
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y
A representation of the probability measures ja and jb in terms of a semi-product
measure, i.e., ja = aa o fa and jb = ab o fb, always exists thanks to the disintegration
theorem (see Section 2.1). Recall, the disintegration theorem also yields that the functions
fa and fb are almost surely uniquely determined, i.e., provided f 0a : Act! Prob[Sta] is a
Borel function with ja = ma o f 0a, there exists a Borel set Aa  Act such that aa(Aa) = 1
and fa(act) = f 0a(act) for every action act 2 Aa. The same fact applies for the function
fb. Roughly speaking, instead of requiring a single weight function for (ja,RAct, jb) as
in the last section, Definition 51 relates ja and jb with two steps that correspond to the
previously sketched two-step view on distributions over action-state pairs. Indeed, the
distributions aa and ab on the action space are compared in a first step. After that, all the
relevant distributions on the state space are considered. With regard to this discussion, we
think that Definition 51 is intuitive. Fortunately, the approaches of this and the previous
section fit together as the following theorem shows:
Theorem 52. LetAct and Sta be Polish spaces, ja, jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] be probability measures,
and R  Sta Sta be a Souslin set. Then we have the following equivalence:
hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt iff hja, jbi 2 (RAct)two.
y
This theorem completely characterises the weight lifting of the action lifting of a relation
that yields a Souslin set in the product space. This Souslin condition is in particular fulfilled
if the Polish space Sta is countable. The next chapters of this thesis moreover show that
Souslin sets yield a convenient setting for the analysis of stochastic systemswith uncountable
state and action spaces. The statement hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt refers to the existence of one
single weight function being a probability measure on (Act  Sta)  (Act  Sta). In
comparison to that, the statement hja, jbi 2 (RAct)two includes multiple weight functions
yielding probability measures on Sta Sta. Roughly speaking, whereas the proof of one
direction of the equivalence requires the merging of a possible uncountable number of
weight functions, the argument for the other direction is accompanied by a decomposition
of one weight function into a number of weight function.
Proof of section’s main result. Our argument for Theorem 52 requires the following
two auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 53. Let X and Act be Polish spaces and R  X X be a Souslin set. Then the relation
RAct is Souslin in (Act X) (Act X).
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Proof. Since Act is required to be a Polish space, the diagonal relation on Act, i.e., the
relation defined by fhacta, actbi 2 ActAct ; acta = actbg, is Borel and hence Souslin in
ActAct (see also Remark 10 and Example 35). From this the claim is obtained easily.
Lemma 54. Let X and Y be Polish spaces, R  X X be a Souslin set, and fa : Y ! Prob[X]
and fb : Y ! Prob[X] be Borel functions. Moreover, let mY 2 Prob[Y] be a probability measure
such that there exists a Borel set BY  Y with
mY(BY) = 1 and h fa(y), fb(y)i 2 Rwgt for every y 2 Y.
Then there exists a Borel function g : Y ! Prob[X  X] and a Borel set B0Y  Y such that the
following two properties are fulfilled:
(1) mY(B0Y) = 1.
(2) g(y) is a weight function for ( fa(y),R, fb(y)) for every y 2 B0Y.
Proof. The claim follows by a standard application of the measurable-selection principle
stated in Theorem 21. Indeed, defining the set-valued function F : Y Prob[X X],
F(y) = fW 2 Prob[X X] ;W is weight function for ( fa(y),R, fb(y))g,
it suffices to justify that there exists a BorelW-selection of F.
Thanks to the assumptions of the lemma, there exists a Borel set BY  Y such that
mY(BY) = 1 and F(y) 6= ? for all y 2 BY. By Theorem 21, it remains to show that the set
Rel[F] is Souslin in Y Prob[X X]. For reasons of clarity abbreviate
Z = Prob[X] Prob[X] Prob[X X].
Define the Borel function z : Y Prob[X X]! Z,
z(y,W) = h fa(y), fb(y),Wi.
Introduce M  Z by
M = fhma, mb,Wi 2 Z ;W is a weight function for (ma,R, mb)g
It is easy to observe the identity
Rel[F] = z 1(M).
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Define the Borel functions za : X  X ! X, za(xa, xb) = xa and zb : X  X ! X,
zb(xa, xb) = xb. Thanks to Lemma 12, for every probability measures ma, mb 2 Prob[X]
andW 2 Prob[X X] we have thatW is a weight function for (ma,R, mb) precisely when
the following three statements hold:
hW, mai 2 Graph[(za)]], hW, mbi 2 Graph[(zb)]], and Wout(R) = 1.
By Remarks 8 (1) and 10 (6), the set M is hence Souslin in Z. According to Remark 10 (5),
we finally obtain that the set Rel[F] is Souslin in Y Prob[X X]. As pointed our earlier,
this completes a proof.
Proof of Theorem 52. Throughout this proof let aa, ab 2 Prob[Act] be the probability meas-
ures defined as follows: for every Borel set A  Act let
aa(A) = ja(A Sta) and ab(A) = jb(A Sta).
Moreover, let fa : Act! Prob[Sta] and fb : Act! Prob[Sta] be Borel functions such that
ja = aa o fa and jb = ab o fb.
According to the Disintegration theorem (see Section 2.1), functions fa and fb with the
stated properties indeed exist.
Implication from left to right. Assume that hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt. Thanks to Remark 34, for
every Borel set A  Act it holds aa(A) = ab(A) as the set A is RAct-stable. This yields
the identity aa = ab. It remains to show statement (2) of Definition 51. For this purpose
let W be a weight function for (ja,RAct, jb). Moreover, introduce the Borel function
z : (Act Sta) (Act Sta)! Act (Sta Sta),
z(acta, sa, actb, sb) = hacta, sa, sbi.
Define the probability measureW 0 2 Prob[Act Sta Sta] by
W 0 = z](W).
It is easy to see that for all Borel sets A  Act it holds W 0(A  Sta  Sta) = aa(A).
According to theDisintegration theorem (see Section 2.1), there hence exists a Borel function
g : Act! Sta Sta such that
W 0 = aa o g.
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We prove that there exists a Borel set Aaa  Act such that the following two properties
hold: aa(Aaa) = 1 and for every action act 2 Aaa the probability measure g(act) is a
weight function for ( fa(act),R, fb(act)). This then shows statement (2) of Definition 51.
The following argument proceeds in three steps.
Let G be a countable generator of the Borel sigma algebra on Sta that is additionally
closed under finite intersections (see Remark 4). Suppose G = fS0, S1, S2, . . .g for some
Borel sets S0, S1, S2, . . .  Sta.
Step (a). We first prove that there exists a Borel set A0  Act with aa(A0) = 1 and so
that for every act 2 A0 and Borel set S  Sta one has fa(act)(S) = g(act)(S Sta).
For every n 2 N and Borel set A  Act one easily derives the identity
ja(A Sn) = W((A Sn) (Act Sta)) = W 0(A (Sn  Sta))
and therefore, it holdsZ
A
fa(act)(Sn) daa(act) =
Z
A
g(act)(Sn  Sta) daa(act).
By a basic result from measure theory (see Folgerung 9.2.5 in [Sch08]), for every n 2 N
there exists a Borel set A0n  Act such that aa(A0n) = 1 and fa(act)(Sn) = g(act)(Sn Sta)
for all act 2 A0n. Define the Borel set A0  Act by A0 =
T
n2N A0n. It follows
aa(A0) = 1
and moreover, relying on Carathéodory extension theorem (see Section 2.1), for every
action act 2 A0 and every Borel set S  Sta it holds
fa(act)(S) = g(act)(S Sta).
Step (b). This proof step is similar to (a). More precisely, using an analogous argument
as in (a), we show that there exists a Borel set A00  Actwith aa(A00) = 1 and such that
for every act 2 A00 and Borel set S  Sta one has fb(act)(S) = g(act)(Sta S).
Using that the probability measureW is a weight function for (ja,RAct, jb), there exists
a Borel set R0  (Act Sta) (Act Sta) such that
W(R0) = 1 and R0  RAct.
For every hhacta, sai, hactb, sbii 2 R0 one has acta = actb. Consequently, one easily derives
that for every n 2 N and Borel set A  Act it holds ((Act Sta) (A Sn)) \ R0 =
((A Sta) (Act Sn)) \ R0 and therefore, we obtain
jb(A Sn) = W((Act Sta) (A Sn)) = W 0(A (Sta Sn)).
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For every n 2 N and Borel set A  Act one thus hasZ
A
fb(act)(Sn) daa(act) =
Z
A
g(act)(Sta Sn) daa(act).
As in (a), relying on a basic result from measure theory (see Folgerung 9.2.5 in [Sch08]),
for every n 2 N there exists a Borel set A00n  Act such that aa(A00n) = 1 and fb(act)(Sn) =
g(act)(Sta Sn) for all act 2 A00n . Let A00  Act be the Borel set given by A00 =
T
n2N A00n .
It follows
aa(A00) = 1
and moreover, exploiting Carathéodory extension theorem (see Section 2.1), for every
action act 2 A00 and every Borel set S  Sta one has
fb(act)(S) = g(act)(Sta S).
Step (c). In this proof step, we show that there exists a Borel set A000  Act satisfying
the following two properties: aa(A000) = 1 and for every act 2 A000 there is a Borel set
R0act  Sta Stawith g(act)(R0act) = 1 and R0act  R.
As in step (b), let R0  (Act Sta) (Act Sta) be a Borel set such that
W(R0) = 1 and R0  RAct.
Define the Borel function x 0 : (Act Sta) (Act Sta)! Sta Sta,
x 0(hacta, sai, hactb, sbi) = hsa, sbi
We justify (W 0)out(Act x 0(R0)) = 1 next. For every Borel set B  Act (Sta Sta)
such that Act x 0(R0)  B it holds R0  x 1(Act x 0(R0))  x 1(B) and therefore, one
has the identity
W 0(B) = W(x 1(B)) W(R0) = 1.
This shows (W 0)out(Act x 0(R0)) = 1.
By Remark 10 (5), the set Act x 0(R0) is Souslin in Act (Sta Sta). According to
Lemma 15, there hence exists a Borel set A000  Actwith
aa(A000) = 1
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and such that for every act 2 A000 it holds
(g(act))out(x 0(R0)) = 1.
According to Lemma 12, for every action act 2 A000 there exists a Borel set R0act  Sta Sta
such that g(act)(R0act) = 1 and R0act  x 0(R0)  R.
Finishing the argument. Putting the three steps (a), (b), and (c) together, for every action
act 2 A0 \ A00 \ A000 the probability measure g(act) constitutes indeed a weight function
for ( fa(act),R, fb(act)). Since aa(A0 \ A00 \ A000) = 1, we finally derive the implication
from left to right of the equivalence to be proven.
Implication from right to left. Assume that hja, jbi 2 (RAct)two. It follows aa = ab.
Let A  Act be a Borel set and g : Act ! Prob[Sta  Sta] be a Borel function as in
Definition 51 (2), i.e., aa(A) = 1 and for every act 2 A the probability measure g(act) is
a weight function for ( fa(act),R, fb(act)). Introduce the Borel function x : Act (Sta
Sta)! (Act Sta) (Act Sta),
x(act, sa, sb) = hact, sa, act, sbi.
DefineW 2 Prob[(Act Sta) (Act Sta)] by
W = x](aa o g).
We prove thatW is a weight function for (ja,RAct, jb).
It is shown that W is a coupling of (ja, jb) first. For every Borel sets A  Act and
S  Sta it holds
W((A S) (Act Sta))
=
Z
A
g(act)(S Sta) daa(act)
=
Z
A
fa(act)(S) daa(act)
= ja(A S).
For every Borel set B  Act  Sta it follows W(B  (Act  Sta)) = ja(B) thanks to
Carathéodory uniqueness theorem (see Section 2.1). Using the fact aa = ab, one analog-
ously obtains the corresponding identityW((Act Sta) B) = jb(B) for every Borel set
B  Act Sta.
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Thanks to Lemmas 12 and 53, it remains to show Wout(RAct) = 1. To this end let
R0  (Act Sta) (Act Sta) be a Borel set such that RAct  R0. We justifyW(R0) = 1.
For every action act 2 Act define the relation R0act  Sta Sta by
R0act = fhsa, sbi 2 Sta Sta ; hact, sa, act, sbi 2 R0g.
For every act 2 Act, as R0act can be viewed as a sections of the relation R0, it directly follows
that the set R0act is Borel in Sta Sta (see Section 2.1). Moreover, for every act 2 Act it
holds R  R0act and Section[x 1(R0), act, ] = R0act. We hence obtain
W(R0) =
Z
g(act)(R0act) daa(act) = 1.
From this we finally derive the claim.
3.4 Transitivity of simulation and bisimulation relations
We show that simulation preorder and bisimulation equivalence indeed form transitive rela-
tions. The latter facts are fundamental for convenient notions in the context of abstractions
and equivalences of stochastic systems. The main result of this section is as follows:
Theorem 55. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS. Then the following two statements hold:
(1) The relation  is a preorder on Sta.
(2) The relation ' is an equivalences on Sta.
In particular, both relations  and ' are transitive. y
We emphasise that Theorem 55 holds for every STS, i.e., the result does not involve
any measurability restrictions. As already pointed out in the introduction of the chapter,
the challenging part of the proof is to establish the transitivity of the relations under
consideration. Our argument for transitivity shows that the product of two simulations
and of two bisimulations also yields a simulation and bisimulation, respectively. To be
more precise, let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS and consider two simulations Rab and Rbc.
Define Rac  Sta Sta as the composition of the two relations Rab and Rbc, i.e., for every
states sa, sc 2 Sta it holds
hsa, sci 2 Rac iff there is sb 2 Stawith hsa, sbi 2 Rab and hsb, sci 2 Rbc.
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Obviously, if Rac is a simulation, then it directly follows that is transitive. To show that Rac
is a simulation, pick states sa, sc 2 Sta such that hsa, sci 2 Rac. Let ja 2 Prob[Act Sta]
be so that sa! ja. Relying on the definition of Rac and since the relations Rab and Rbc are
simulations, there are a state sb 2 Sta and probability measures jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] and
jc 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that the following four statements are fulfilled:
sb! jb, hja, jbi 2 ((Rab)Act)wgt, sc! jc, hjb, jci 2 ((Rbc)Act)wgt.
To conclude that Rac is a simulation, it suffices to argue that there exist a weight function for
(ja, (Rac)Act, jc). For this we exploit the so-called Gluing lemma (see, e.g., Lemma 5.3.2
in [AGS05] or Section 1 in [Vil09]): the intuitive idea is to glue together weight functions
for (ja, (Rab)Act, jb) and (jb, (Rbc)Act, jc) along the common marginal given by jb. This
is sketched in detail below.
Proof of section’s main result. Let Xa, Xb, and Xc be Polish spaces. For every relations
Rab  Xa  Xb and Rbc  Xb  Xc the composition (of Rab and Rbc) is given by the relation
Rab  Rbc over Xa and Xc as follows: for every xa 2 Xa and xc 2 Xc,
hxa, xci 2 Rab  Rbc iff there is xb 2 Xb with hxa, xbi 2 Rab and hxb, xci 2 Rbc.
Lemma 56. Let Xa, Xb, and Xc be a Polish space as well as Rab  Xa  Xb and Rbc  Xb  Xc
be Souslin sets. Then the set Rab  Rbc is Souslin in Xa  Xc.
Proof. The argument is standard: defining the Borel function z : Xa  Xb  Xc ! Xa  Xc,
z(xa, xb, xc) = hxa, xci, we immediately obtain the identity
z((Rab  Xc) \ (Xa  Rbc)) = Rab  Rbc
and hence, Remark 10 (5) yields the claim.
Example 57. Take the notions from Lemma 56 and assume that Rab and Rbc are even Borel
sets in Xa  Xb and Xb  Xc, respectively. Interestingly, it turns out that the set Rab  Rbc is
not Borel in Xa  Xc in general. To see this let us investigate the following simple example.
Suppose a Borel set R  RR such that the set M is not Borel in R (see Remarks 10 (1)
and (2)). Here, the relation M is defined as the subset of R obtained by projecting R onto
its first component, i.e., it holds M = fra 2 R ; there is rb 2 R with hra, rbi 2 Rg. Define
Xa = Xb = Xc = R, Rab = R, and Rbc = RR.
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For every ra, rc 2 R it holds
hra, rci 2 Rab  Rbc iff there is rb 2 R with hra, rbi 2 R iff ra 2 M,
and therefore, Rab  Rbc = MR. The set Rab  Rbc is hence not Borel in RR. y
Let us recapitulate the gluing lemma next (see, e.g., Lemma 5.3.2 in [AGS05] or Section 1
in [Vil09]). For this purpose consider three Polish spaces Xa, Xb, and Xc and moreover, let
Wab 2 Prob[Xa  Xb] andWbc 2 Prob[Xb  Xc] be two probability measures. Provided
the projections ofWab andWbc onto Xb coincide, i.e., for every Borel set Bb  Xb,
Wab(Xa  Bb) = Wbc(Bb  Xc),
the gluing lemma guarantees the existence of a probability measure on Xa  Xb  Xc that
is compatible with Wab and Wbc in terms of the respective projections. More precisely,
there exists a probability measure m 2 Prob[Xa  Xb  Xc] such that for all Borel sets
Bab  Xa  Xb and Bbc  Xb  Xc it holds
m(Bab  Xc) = Wab(Bab) and m(Xa  Bbc) = Wbc(Bbc).
Intuitively, the probability measure m is obtained by gluing together the probability meas-
uresWab andWbc along their common marginal.
The gluing lemma as presented before is a standard application of the disintegration
theorem (see Section 2.1). For the sake of completeness let us present this argument.
SupposeXa,Xb,Xc,Wab, andWbc are given as before so thatWab(Xa Bb) = Wbc(BbXc)
for all Borel sets Bb  Xb. Define mb 2 Prob[Xb] as follows: for every Borel set Bb  Xb let
mb(Bb) = Wab(Xa  Bb).
For every Borel set Bb  Xb we obviously have
mb(Bb) = Wbc(Bb  Xc).
According to the disintegration theorem, there exist Borel functions gba : Xb ! Prob[Xa]
and gbc : Xb ! Prob[Xc] such that
Wab = gba n mb and Wbc = mb o gbc.
Define g : Xb ! Prob[Xa  Xc] by
g(xb) = gba(xb)
 gbc(xb).
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By Example 6, the function g is Borel. Hence, we can safely define m 2 Prob[Xa  Xb  Xc]
as follows: for every Borel sets Ba  Xa, Bb  Xb, and Bc  Xc let
m(Ba  Bb  Bc) = mb o g(Bb  Ba  Bc).
Here, m is well-defined according to Carathéodory extension theorem (see Section 2.1).
Moreover, for every Borel sets Ba  Xa and Bb  Xb it holds
m(Ba  Bb  Xc) = mb o g(Bb  Ba  Xc) = mb o gba(Bb  Ba) = Wab(Ba  Bb)
and similar, for every Borel sets Bb  Xb and Bc  Xc one has
m(Xa  Bb  Bc) = mb o g(Bb  Xa  Xc) = mb o gbc(Bb  Bc) = Wbc(Bb  Bc).
Thus, Carathéodory uniqueness theorem completes a proof for the gluing lemma.
It is interesting to note that the gluing lemma does not hold for arbitrary measurable
spaces: the article [Swa96] provides an example including measurable spaces Ya, Yb, and
Yc as well as probability measures on Ya Yb and Yb Yc that have a common marginal,
however, that cannot be glued together. For the following arguments involving the gluing
lemma, it is hence essential to work with Polish spaces.
Theorem 58. Let Xa, Xb, and Xc be Polish spaces as well as Rab  XaXb and Rbc  XbXc
be relations. Then, the following two statements hold:
(1) (Rab)wgt  (Rbc)wgt  (Rab  Rbc)wgt.
(2) (Rab)wgt  (Rbc)wgt  (Rab  Rbc)wgt if the two sets Rab and Rbc are Souslin in Xa  Xb
and Xb  Xc, respectively.
Proof. Denote the relation product of Rab and Rbc by Rac, i.e., Rac = Rab  Rbc. Moreover,
suppose probability measures ma 2 Prob[Xa] and mc 2 Prob[Xc].
Ad (1). Suppose a probability measure mb 2 Prob[Xb] satisfying hma, mbi 2 (Rab)wgt and
hmb, mci 2 (Rbc)wgt. LetWab andWbc beweight functions for (ma,Rab, mb) and (mb,Rbc, mc),
respectively. Moreover, let R0ab  Xa  Xb and R0bc  Xb  Xc be Borel sets such that
R0ab  Rab, R0bc  Rbc, Wab(R0ab) = 1, and Wbc(R0bc) = 1.
In what follows we provide a weight function for (ma,Rac, mc). For this purpose define
the Borel functions zab : Xa  Xb  Xc ! Xa  Xb, zac : Xa  Xb  Xc ! Xa  Xc, and
zbc : Xa  Xb  Xc ! Xb  Xc as follows: for every xa 2 Xa, xb 2 Xb, and xc 2 Xc let
zab(xa, xb, xc) = hxa, xbi,
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zac(xa, xb, xc) = hxa, xci,
zbc(xa, xb, xc) = hxb, xci.
Relying on the gluing lemma (see Lemma 5.3.2 in [AGS05] or Section 1 in [Vil09]), there is
a probability measure m 2 Prob[X] with
(zab)](m) = Wab and (zbc)](m) = Wbc.
Introduce the probabilityWac 2 Prob[Xa  Xc] by
Wac = (zac)](m).
We claim that Wac is a weight function for (ma,Rac, mc). It is easy to see that Wac is a
coupling of (ma, mc): for all Borel sets Ba  Xa,
Wac(Ba  Xc) = m(Ba  Xb  Xc) = Wab(Ba  Xb) = ma(Ba)
and similar, for all Borel sets Bc  Xc,
Wac(Xa  Bc) = m(Xa  Xb  Bc) = Wbc(Xb  Bc) = mc(Bc).
Define the Borel set B  Xa  Xb  Xc by
B = (R0ab  Xc) \ (Xa  R0bc).
Since m(R0ab  Xc) = Wab(R0ab) = 1 and m(Xa  R0bc) = Wbc(R0bc) = 1, we obtain
m(B) = 1. By Lemma 13, there exists a Borel set R0ac  Xa  Xc withWac(R0ac) = 1 and
R0ac  zac(B). Since
R0ac  zac(B)  R0ab  R0bc  Rab,
it finally follows thatWac is a weight function for (ma,Rab, mc).
Ad (2). Assume that Rab and Rbc are Souslin sets in Xa  Xb and Xb  Xc, respectively.
Let hma, mci 2 (Rab)wgt. Our task is to provide a probability measure mb 2 Prob[Xb] with
hma, mbi 2 (Rab)wgt and hmb, mci 2 (Rbc)wgt. To this end, letWac be a weight function for
(ma,Rab, mc) and suppose a Borel set R0ac  Xa  Xc such that
R0ac  Rac and Wac(R0ac) = 1.
Introduce the set-valued function F : Xa  Xc Xb,
F(xa, xc) = fxb 2 Xb ; hxa, xbi 2 Rab and hxb, xci 2 Rbcg.
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It is easy to see that set Graph[F] is Souslin in (Xa  Xc) Xb. In addition, since R0ac 
Rac = Rab  Rbc, for every hxa, xci 2 R0ac it holds F(xa, xc) 6= ?. SinceWac(R0ac) = 1, we
can apply Theorem 21. Therefore, there exists a BorelWac-selection of F, say f .
Define the Borel function f 0 : Xa  Xc ! Prob[Xb],
f 0(xa, xc) = Dirac[ f (xa, xc)].
Introduce the Borel function z : Xa  Xc  Xb ! Xa  Xb  Xc,
z(xa, xc, xb) = hxa, xb, xci.
Define m 2 Prob[Xa  Xb  Xc] by
m = z](Wac o f 0).
Moreover, define mb 2 Prob[Xb] as follows: for all Borel sets Bb  Xb let
mb(Bb) = m(Xa  Bb  Xc).
To justify (2), it suffices to prove hma, mbi 2 (Rab)wgt and hmb, mci 2 (Rbc)wgt. For reasons
of symmetry it is enough to show hma, mbi 2 (Rab)wgt.
In the remainder let zab, zac, and zbc as in the first part of this proof, i.e., zab(xa, xb, xc) =
hxa, xbi, zac(xa, xb, xc) = hxa, xci, and zbc(xa, xb, xc) = hxb, xci for all xa 2 Xa, xb 2 Xb,
and xc 2 Xc. Define
Wab = (zab)](m).
We claim thatWab is a weight function for (ma,Rab, mb).
It is easy to see thatWab is a coupling of (ma, mb). Indeed, for all Borel sets Ba  Xa,
Wab(Ba  Xb) = m(Ba  Xb  Xc) = Wac(Ba  Xc) = ma(Ba)
and moreover, for every Borel set Bb  Xb,
Wab(Xa  Bb) = m(Xa  Bb  Xc) = mb(Bb).
To conclude thatWab is a weight function for (ma,Rab, mb), it suffices to show the identity
(Wab)out(Rab) = 1 applying Lemma 12. As f is a BorelWac-selection of F, there exists a
Borel set R f  Xa  Xc such that
Wac(R f ) = 1 and f (xa, xc) 2 F(xa, xc) for all hxa, xci 2 R f .
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Moreover, define M  Xa  Xb  Xc by
M = (Rab  Xc) \ (Xa  Rbc).
Observe, the set z 1(M) constitutes a relation between the sets Xa  Xc and Xb. Moreover,
for every hxa, xci 2 Xa  Xb we have
Section[Rab, xa, ] \ Section[Rbc, , xc] = Section[z 1(M), hxa, xci, ].
For all hxa, xci 2 R f we have f (xa, xc) 2 F(xa, xc) and also, hxa, f (xa, xc)i 2 Rab and
h f (xa, xc), xci 2 Rbc. Therefore, for all hxa, xci 2 R f We obtain
f (xa, xc) 2 Section[z 1(M), hxa, xci, ]
and hence,
( f 0(xa, xc))out(Section[z 1(M), hxa, xci, ]) = 1.
Since Wac(R f ) = 1 and as the set M is Souslin in Xa  Xb  Xc, Lemma 15 yields the
identity (Waco f 0)out(M) = 1. From this we conclude m(M) = 1. According to Lemma 13,
we obtain (Wab)out(zab(M)) = 1. As zab(M)  Rab, it finally follows (Wab)out(Rab) = 1.
This completes our argument.
We solely need the gluing lemma in our proof for Theorem 58 (1). Our argumentation
for Theorem 58 (2) involves the measurable-selection principle stated in Theorem 21 for the
construction of the probability measure mb. In order to fulfil the assumptions of Theorem 21,
we need the Souslin requirements for the given relations Rab and Rbc. It would be interesting
whether Theorem 58 (2) still holds if one drops these additional Souslin requirements.
However, this discussion does not affect the main result of this section as its proof relies
only on the first part of Theorem 58:
Proof of Theorem 55. Thanks to Example 35, it is easy to see that the diagonal relation on
Sta, i.e., Diag = fhsa, sbi 2 Sta Sta ; sa = sbg, forms a bisimulation. As a consequence,
the relations and' are reflexive. Moreover, it is easy to see that relations is symmetric.
It remains to show that the relations under consideration are transitive.
We justify the transitivity of . Let sa, sb, sc 2 Sta be states such that sa  sb and sb  sc.
Our task is to justify sa  sc. Let Rab and Rbc be simulations satisfying hsa, sbi 2 Rab and
hsb, sci 2 Rbc. Denote the relation product of Rab and Rbc by Rac, i.e., Rac = Rab  Rbc. In
the remainder of this proof, we argue that Rac is a simulation. Note, as we have hsa, sci 2
Rac, it follows sa  sc and thus, we obtain the transitivity of .
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Let hsa, sci 2 Rac and ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] be such that sa! ja. Suppose sb 2 Stab
with hsa, sbi 2 Rab and hsb, sci 2 Rbc. As the relations Rab and Rbc are simulations, there
are jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] and jc 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that the following four statements
are fulfilled:
sb! jb, hja, jbi 2 ((Rab)Act)wgt, sc! jc, hjb, jci 2 ((Rbc)Act)wgt.
Since (Rab)Act  (Rbc)Act  (Rac)Act, Theorem 58 (1) yields
((Rab)Act)wgt  ((Rbc)Act)wgt  ((Rab)Act  (Rbc)Act)wgt  ((Rac)Act)wgt
and therefore, hja, jci 2 ((Rac)Act)wgt. We conclude that the relation Rac is a simulation.
Transitivity of the relation ' can be shown analogously.
The transitive closure of relations. We conclude this section with a further application
of Theorem 58 referring to transitive closures of relations. Inspecting the definitions for
a simulation or bisimulation in Section 3.2 again, we require no additional assumptions
on the relations under consideration compared to, e.g., [Seg95, Des99]. More precisely,
given an STS T with state space Sta, it is neither required that a simulation is a preorder
relation on Sta nor that a bisimulation is an equivalence relation on Sta. However, relying
on the transitive closure of relations, these properties can be assumed without restricting
the generality. Recall, for every relation R  X X over some set X the transitive closure
is given by
TransClosure[R] =
\fR0  X X ; R  R0 and R0 is transitiveg.
As the universal relation X  X is transitive and an arbitrary intersection of transitive
relations is transitive again, the relation TransClosure[R] is indeed transitive and satisfies
the inclusion R  TransClosure[R].
Proposition 59. Let T be an STS with state space Sta. Define the relation Diag  Sta Sta by
Diag = fhsa, sbi 2 Sta Sta ; sa = sbg. Then, the following two statements hold:
(1) For every simulation R the relation TransClosure[Diag[ R] is a simulation that contains
the relation R and is a preorder on Sta.
(2) For every bisimulation R the relation TransClosure[R[ R 1] is a bisimulation that contains
the relation R and is an equivalence on Sta.
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Proof. Ad (1). Let R be a simulation. Define the relation
R0 =
[
n2N
Rn
where
R0 = Diag[ R and Rn = Rn 1  Rn 1 for every n 2 N n f0g.
Observe, for every n 2 N it holds Rn  Rn+1. An easy induction over the naturals together
with Theorem 58 (1) yield that Rn is a simulation for all n 2 N. Here, thanks to Example 35,
it directly follows that R0 forms a simulation. It follows that the relation R0 is a simulation.
This completes our proof as TransClosure[Diag[ R] = R0.
Ad (2). The argument is analogous to the first part of this proof: simply replace the defin-
ition for the relation R0 by R0 = R [ R 1. Again, if R is a bisimulation, then Example 35
justifies that R0 yields a bisimulation.
The insight of Proposition 59 is also of practical relevance: it may be difficult or ex-
pensive to determine a (bi)simulation that is transitive or also to check whether a given
(bi)simulation is transitive for some given STS. However, the proven proposition provides
a way to transform a (bi)simulation into a coarser one that is transitive in addition.
3.5 Combined-transition relation
This section basically revisits the mathematical theory in Section 2.4 in the context of
stochastic models concerning barycentres and convex hulls of probability measures. So it is
advisable to briefly recall ideas and definitions of the previously mentioned section. More
precisely, the following material studies the induced combined-transition relation of an
STS, which becomes a crucial ingredient of the definition of schedulers in the next section.
A combined transition in an STS is obtained by a combination of a possible uncountable
number of transitions relying on the concept of barycentres. Intuitively, every assignment
of probabilities to enabled distributions in a picked state induces a combined transition at
that state. The precise definition is as follows:
Definition 60. For every STS T = (Sta,Act,!) the combined-transition relation
)  Sta Prob[Act Sta]
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consists of exactly those pairs hs, ji 2 Sta Prob[Act Sta] that satisfy the following
statement: there are b 2 Prob[Prob[Act Sta]] and a Borel set P  Prob[Act Sta] with
P  Enabled[s], b(P) = 1, and j = Barycen(b).
y
The introduced notion of a combined transition is a conservative extension of the form-
alism presented in Section 4.2.2 in [Seg95] where one focuses on systems with countable
state spaces only and Definition 8.2 in [Cat05] where one regards simple STSs only. As for
the transition relation of an STS, we write s) j rather than hs, ji 2 ). For every state
s 2 Stawe moreover define the set CombEnabled[s]  Prob[Act Sta] by
CombEnabled[s] = fj 2 Prob[Act Sta] ; s) jg.
Example 61. Consider an STS T = (Sta,Act,!) and a state s 2 Sta. Let j0, j1, . . . 2
Prob[Act  Sta] be probability measures such that Enabled[s] = fj0, j1, . . .g. Pick a
distribution function f : N ! [0, 1], i.e., it holds f (0) + f (1) + f (2) + . . . = 1. Intuitively,
the function f assigns a probability to every element in Enabled[s]. Define the probability
measure j 2 Prob[Act Sta] by
j(B) = f (0)  j0(B) + f (1)  j1(B) + f (2)  j2(B) + . . . .
Thanks to Example 25, we obtain s) j. As the set Enabled[s] is countable, every combined
transition enabled at s is induced by a distribution function in the presented way. y
The following theorem provides a generalisation of Proposition 4.2.1 in [Seg95]. Indeed,
the mentioned result in [Seg95] only covers STSs where for every state s the set Enabled[s]
of enabled distributions over action-state pairs is countable
Theorem 62. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS and s 2 Sta be such that the set Enabled[s] is
Souslin in Act Sta. Then we have the following identity
Conv[Enabled[s]] = CombEnabled[s] = Conv[CombEnabled[s]].
Proof. According to Lemma 12, we have
CombEnabled[s] = Conv[Enabled[s]].
Thanks to Theorem 27, it also holds
Conv[Enabled[s]] = Conv[Conv[Enabled[s]]].
These two identities yield the claim.
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The previous result in particular shows that the set CombEnabled[s] of distributions
on Act Sta is convex. The significance of this insight is illustrated below. Inspecting
the definition of the combined-transition relation, for every j 2 Prob[Act Sta] it holds
j 2 CombEnabled[s] provided j can be written as a barycentre of probability measures
contained in Enabled[s], i.e., j is a combination of measures enabled in s. Theorem 62
shows that j is also contained in CombEnabled[s] in case where j can be represented as a
barycentre of probability measures contained in CombEnabled[s]. In other words, the set
CombEnabled[s] is closed under combining probability measures.
3.6 Schedulers, path measures, and trace distributions
The intuitive behaviour of an STS T = (Sta,Act,!) can be summarised as follows: as-
suming the current state of T is given by s, a probability measure j with s! j is chosen
non-deterministically in a first step. After that, an action-state pair hact, s0i is sampled
according to the previously obtained j. Intuitively, the action act is executed and the system
enters the successor state s0. In other words, while the action act is taken, the internal sys-
tem state changes from s to s0. The sketched procedure comprising of a non-deterministic
choice followed by a probabilistic choice is repeated continuously. In this way one obtains
infinite sequences of action-state pairs called paths that is precisely formalised as follows.
Reasoning about probabilities of sets of paths of a given STS requires the resolution of the
non-determinism in terms of schedulers. In fact, every scheduler induces a path measure
assigning probabilities to Borel sets of paths.
Finite and infinite paths. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS. For every n 2 N the set of
all finite paths (of length n) is given by
Pathn = Sta (Act Sta)n,
i.e., it holds Path0 = Sta. The empty path is denoted by . The union of the sets fg and
Pathn, where n ranges overN, is denoted by Path<w, i.e.,
Path<w = fg [
[
n2N
Pathn.
The set of all infinite paths is given by
Path = Sta (Act Sta)w.
By Example 2, when equipped with the corresponding natural topologies, the set Pathn
constitutes a Polish space for every n 2 N and the same holds for Path<w and Pathw. For
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every n 2 N let Lastn : Pathn ! Sta be the function that maps every finite path of length
n to its last visited state, i.e., Lastn(pˆ) = sn for every finite path pˆ = s0 act1 s1 . . . actn sn.
Obviously, Lastn is a Borel function for every n 2 N.
Schedulers and pathmeasures. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS as before. We consider
a function
S : Path<w ! Prob[Sta] [ Prob[Act Sta]
such that
S() 2 Prob[Sta] and S(pˆ) 2 Prob[Act Sta] for all pˆ 2 Path<w n fg.
For every n 2 N let Sjn : Pathn ! Prob[Act Sta], Sjn(pˆ) = S(pˆ). The function S is
Borel iff for every n 2 N the functionSjn is Borel. Assuming the functionS is Borel, for
every n 2 N the probability measure Prn[S] is inductively defined as follows:
Pr0[S] = S() and Prn+1[S] = Prn[S]oSjn for every n 2 N,
i.e., for every Borel sets Pˆn  Pathn, A  Act, and S  Sta it holds
Prn+1[S](Pˆn  A S) =
Z
Pˆn
Sjn(pˆ)(A S) dPrn[S](pˆ).
Intuitively, the probability measure Prn+1[S] results from Prn[S] by averaging over the re-
spective outcomes of the functionSjn with respect to Prn[S]. Relying on the Kolmogorov’s
measure extension theorem (see Corollary 7.7.2 in [Bog07]), the sequence of measures
Pr0[S],Pr1[S], . . . uniquely determine a probability measure Pr[S] on the set of all infinite
paths Path such that for all n 2 N and Borel sets Pˆn  Pathn,
Pr[S](Pˆn  (Act Sta)w) = Prn[S](Pˆn).
We refer to Pr[S] as path measure (induced by S). Accordingly, for every n 2 N the
probability measure Prn[S] is called finite-path measure (of length n induced byS).
The functionS does not involve any information concerning the transition relation of
the STS T so far. Denote the combined-transition relation of the STS T by). For every
probability measure m 2 Prob[Sta] we callS a m-scheduler (for T ) provided the following
two properties are fulfilled:
 S is a Borel function.
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 S() = m and for every n 2 N there exists a Borel set Pˆn  Pathn with
Prn[S](Pˆn) = 1 and Lastn(pˆ))S(pˆ) for every pˆ 2 Pˆn.
Here, if m = Dirac[s] for some state s 2 Sta, we also refer toS as an s-scheduler rather than
a Dirac[s]-scheduler. Consequently, schedulers may randomise over enabled transitions in
terms of combined transitions and may access an infinite amount of memory. The Borel
requirement on a scheduler yields an important mathematical foundation concerning the
definition of the respective path measure.
Trace distributions. Given a probability measure m 2 Prob[Sta], every m-scheduler
induces a probabilitymeasure onActw whenprojecting paths onto the consecutive sequence
of taken actions. Formally, define the Borel function Trace : Path ! Actw as follows: for
every infinite path s0 act1 s1 act2 s2 . . . 2 Path,
Trace(s0 act1 s1 act2 s2 . . .) = act1 act2 . . . .
It is easy to see that the function Trace is Borel. For every probability measure m 2 Prob[Sta]
and every m-schedulerS we can hence safely define the trace distribution (induced byS) as
PrTrace[S] = Trace](Pr[S]),
i.e., for every Borel sets A1, A2, . . .  Actwe have
PrTrace[S](A1  A2  . . .) = Pr[S](Sta (A1  Sta) (A2  Sta) . . .).
The trace-distribution preorder tr  Sta Sta is defined as follows: for every sa, sb 2 Sta,
sa tr sb iff for every sa-scheduler there is an sb-scheduler
such that PrTrace[Sa] = PrTrace[Sb].
Trace-distribution equivalence is the relation =tr  Sta Sta given by =tr = tr \ (tr) 1,
i.e., for every states sa, sb 2 Sta it holds
sa =tr sb iff for every sa-scheduler there is an sb-scheduler
such that PrTrace[Sa] = PrTrace[Sb]
and vice versa, for every sb-scheduler there is an sa-scheduler
such that PrTrace[Sa] = PrTrace[Sb].
It is easy to see that tr and =tr form a preorder and an equivalence, respectively.
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Souslin systems
The main object of this chapter is to show that for Souslin STSs the Souslin-simulation
preorder is a subset of trace-distribution preorder and the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence
is finer that trace-distribution equivalence, i.e., we provide a proof of Theorem B (see
Chapter 1). Our proof strategy of the introductory sketched theorem is basically the same
as for the standard result for non-stochastic discrete systems [BK08]. The easy, however,
crucial observation in the setting of [BK08] is that every simulation can be inductively
extended to a relation between paths, i.e., given states sa and sb where sa is simulated by sb
as well as a path pa starting from sa, there exists a path pb starting from sb that is statewise
related to pa. The corresponding in our setting includes schedulers and their respective
induced path measures:
LemmaG. Let sa and sb be states of a Souslin STS and R be a Souslin simulation with hsa, sbi 2 R.
For every sa-schedulerSa there exists an sb-schedulerSb such that for all n 2 N the finite-path
measures Prn[Sa] and Prn[Sb] are related concerning the relation R, i.e.,
hPrn[Sa],Prn[Sb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt.
y
A detailed proof of the sketched key lemma can be found in Section 4.5. In what follows
we elaborate on the mathematical challenge for the lemma under consideration. To obtain a
proper mathematical framework for defining path measures and trace distributions, every
scheduler is required to form a Borel function (see Section 3.6 and also [CSKN05, Cat05]
as well as [WJ06, Wol12]). In fact, it is not straightforward how to use the measurability
properties of the sa-scheduler Sa in a proof of the previous lemma for the construction
of an sb-scheduler Sb. The intuitive reason is that the notion of simulation involves no
measurability conditions concerning enabled transitions and hence, one cannot expect that
measurability properties ofSa are preserved: in Section 4.6 we even see an STS involving
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states sa and sb such that sb simulates sa, however, while there exists an sa-scheduler there
exists no sb-scheduler at all.
Indeed, the latter discussion motivates our definition of Souslin STSs as here, assuming
the STS is additionally non-blocking, there exists an s-scheduler for every state s. The
high-level proof idea for this property of Souslin STSs is basically the same as for Lemma G:
we introduce an appropriate set-valued function intuitively representing a set of candidates
for a suitable scheduler. Relying on the given Souslin assumptions, we then show the
applicability of the measurable-selection principle given by Theorem 21 that finally entails
a convenient scheduler from the candidates. We remark that this approach does not yield
an explicit construction for schedulers and only shows the existence of a scheduler with
specific properties.
As we see in Section 4.7, it turns out that Theorem B yields non-trivial generalisation of
Theorem 9.19 in [Cat05]. Moreover, in combination with the logical characterisation of the
simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence to be investigated in the next chapter,
Theorem B has various consequences that are summarised in Chapter 7. For instance,
we see that labelled Markov processes [BDEP97, Des99, DEP02, Pan09] as well as image-
finite non-deterministic labelled Markov processes [DTW12, Wol12] with countable action
spaces and continuous controlled Markov processes [DIY79, BS96, ZEM+14, TMKA16] are
Souslin STSs for which the Souslin-simulation preorder and the simulation preorder are the
same and accordingly, where the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence and the bisimulation
equivalence collapse. Consequently, we also obtain a trace-distribution result for these
prominent subclasses of STSs.
Besides the latter mentioned applications of Theorem B concerning uncountable-state-
space models, the result also applies for STSs whose state space is countable. This includes
probabilistic automata [Seg95], discrete Markov decision processes [Put94], continuous-
timeMarkov chains [BHHK03, DP03], continuous-timeMarkov decision processes [NK07],
interactive Markov chains [Her02], Markov automata [EHZ10], and stochastic automata
[D’A99, BD04, DK05]. Continuous-time Markov decision processes serve, e.g., as a se-
mantical model for stochastic Petri nets [CMBC93].
4.1 Souslin stochastic transition systems
Our basic stochastic model of STSs also permits non-deterministic choices over enabled
distributions in a state. To reason about probabilities of Borel sets of paths, the non-
determinism needs to be resolved by schedulers. Recall, schedulers are Borel functions
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assigning every state to an enabled distribution over action-state pairs. However, since the
notion of STSs is very generic in the sense that there are no (measurability) restrictions on
the transition relation, there are examples of STSs that admit no schedulers even if the STS
under consideration is non-blocking. In other words, it is possible to given an STS such that
there exists no function that is both Borel and compatible with the underlying transition
relation at the same time. The latter fact has been already observed in [Cat05] We recall
the corresponding example first:
s
Leb
[0 1]
s00 s˜00
Bern
act1
act2 act2
act3 act3
Figure 4.1: There exists no s-scheduler.
Example 63 (Example 9.2 in [Cat05]). In what follows the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] is
denoted by Leb. The Lebesgue measure of an interval [r1, r2] contained in [0, 1] is its length
given by r2  r1. Let Bern be a Bernstein set, i.e., Bern is a subset of [0, 1] such that for every
Borel set B  [0, 1] the following property holds (see Theorem 5.4 in [Oxt71]):
B  Bern or B  [0, 1] n Bern implies Leb(B) = 0.
In fact, the stated condition for the set Bern is a consequence of the actual definition of a
Bernstein set given in [Oxt71]. However, the presented requirement is sufficient for the
following purposes. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be the STS illustrated by Figure 4.1 (see also
Figure 9.2 in [Cat05]). To be more precise, it holds
Sta = fsg [ [0, 1] [ fs00, s˜00g and Act = fact1, act2, act3g.
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Moreover, for every r 2 [0, 1] the following two equivalences are satisfied:
r! hact2,Dirac[s00]i iff r 2 Bern,
r! hact2,Dirac[s˜00]i iff r /2 Bern.
The remaining transitions of T are given as follows:
s! hact1,Lebi, sa! hact3,Dirac[s00]i, sb! hact3,Dirac[s˜00]i.
Consequently, the STS T is non-blocking. However, there does not exist an s-scheduler. In
what follows we present a detailed formal argument. Towards a contradiction assume that
there is an s-scheduler, sayS. Define the two Borel sets Pˆa, Pˆb  Path2 by
Pˆa = fsg  fact1g  [0, 1] fact2g  fs00g,
Pˆb = fsg  fact1g  [0, 1] fact2g  fs˜00g.
As the sets Pˆa and Pˆb form a partition of Path2, we obtain Pr2[S](Pˆa) + Pr2[S](Pˆb) = 1.
It follows Pr2[S](Pˆa) > 0 or Pr2[S](Pˆb) > 0.
Consider the case Pr2[S](Pˆa) > 0. Then, as S is an s-scheduler, there is a Borel set
B  [0, 1] with the following three properties: B  Bern, Pr1[S](fsg  fact1g  B) = 1,
and r! S(s act1 r) for every r 2 B. Inspecting the STS T , for every r 2 B it holds
S(s act1 r) = Dirac[hact2, s00i]. From this we conclude
0 < Pr2[S](Pˆa) = Pr2[S](fhs, act1, r, act2, sai ; r 2 Bg) = Leb(B).
This yields a contradiction as we also have Leb(B) = 0 relying on the properties of a Bern-
stein set. One analogously derives a contradiction from the remaining case Pr2[S](Pˆb) > 0.
We conclude that there does not exist an s-scheduler. y
Considering the STS T in Example 63 again, every path starting at s admits exactly
the same trace act1 act2 actw3 . It is hence natural to expect that there exists an uniquely
determined trace distribution at s given by the probability measure Dirac[act1 act2 actw3 ].
However, Example 63 shows that there is no measurable resolution of the non-determinism
and hence, the STS T with s being the initial state admits no observable behaviour in
terms of trace distributions. As a consequence of this discussion, the STS T may be seen as
artificial and may be judged as a flawed model. We present a (syntactical) requirement for
STSs that ensures the existence of schedulers to rule out such pathological models.
Definition 64. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS. We say that T is Souslin if the set! of
all transitions is Souslin in Sta Prob[Act Sta]. y
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The underlyingmotivation behind the notion of a Souslin STS is to enable the applicability
of measurable-selection principles (see Section 2.3) for showing the existence of schedulers.
To be more precise, the transition relation of every STS T = (Sta,Act,!) can be naturally
rephrased in terms of the set-valued function F : Sta Prob[Act Sta],
F(s) = Enabled[s].
Assuming an initial distribution m 2 Prob[Sta] on the states, every choice of a m-scheduler
S in the first step corresponds the Borel m-selection of F, i.e.,Sj0 is a Borel m-selection of
F. Indeed, provided f is a Borel m-selection of F, there exists a Borel set B  Stawith the
following two properties:
m(B) = 1 and s! f (s) for every s 2 B,
i.e., f is compatible with the transition relation. To guarantee the existence of a Borel
m-selection of F, we rely on the measurable-selection principle stated in Theorem 21 and
thus, it suffices to assume that the set Rel[F] is Souslin in Sta Prob[Act Sta]. However,
the latter holds precisely when the STS T is Souslin. The idea of using measurable-selection
principles in the context of Souslin STSs can be extended to a step-by-step construction of
schedulers that is demonstrated by the proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 65. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a non-blocking Souslin STS. Then for every probability
measure m 2 Prob[Sta] there exists a m-scheduler. In particular, for every state s 2 Sta and
j 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that s! j there exists an s-schedulerS withS(s) = j.
Proof. The theorem is an application of a measurable-selection principle. More precisely,
we derive it from Theorem 21. For every n 2 N we introduce the set-valued function
Fn : Pathn Prob[Act Sta],
Fn(pˆ) = fj 2 Prob[Act Sta] ; Lastn(pˆ)! jg.
For every n 2 N, using that the STS T is Souslin and as the function Lastn is Borel,
the set Rel[Fn] is Souslin in Pathn  Prob[Act Sta]. Moreover, using that the STS under
consideration is not blocking, it also follows that the set Fn(pˆ) is not empty for every finite
path pˆ 2 Pathn. Thus, we are in the setting of Theorem 21. Therefore, for every n 2 N
and cˆn 2 Prob[Pathn] there exists a Borel cˆn-selection of Fn.
Let m 2 Prob[Sta] be a probability measure. Relying on an easy inductive argument,
there exist a sequence (cˆn)n2N of probability measures cˆn 2 Prob[Pathn] and a sequence
(Sn)n2N of Borel functionsSn : Pathn ! Prob[Act Sta] with the following properties:
cˆ0 = m and cˆn+1 = cˆn oSn for every n 2 N
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and
Sn is Borel cˆn-selection of Fn for every n 2 N.
LetS : Path<w ! Prob[Sta] [ Prob[Act Sta] be the function such thatS() = m and
so that for every n 2 N and pˆ 2 Pathn it holdsS(pˆn) = Sn(pˆn). It easily follows thatS
is a Borel function and moreover, for every n 2 N one has Prn[S] = cˆn. From this one
can easily derive thatS is a m-scheduler.
Let s 2 Sta and j 2 Prob[Act Sta] be such that s! j. The remaining claim of the
theorem follows exactly in the same way when replacing the set-valued function F0 by the
function F00 : Sta! Prob[Act Sta], F00(s0) = fjg.
With the insight of Theorem 65, the requirement that the transition relation constitutes
a Souslin set rules out pathological examples of STSs as depicted in Figure 4.1. The argu-
mentation scheme for Theorem 65 occurs at various points throughout this thesis: in order
to obtain convenient Borel functions, the basic approach is to introduce an appropriate
set-valued function that fulfills the requirements of the measurable-selection principle
stated in Theorem 21.
Example 66. We continue our discussions concerning Example 63. The STS T depicted
in Figure 4.1 is not Souslin by Theorem 65. Let us also provide a simple direct argument
for that observation without using the section’s main theorem. Towards a contradiction
assume that T is Souslin. Since
!\ ([0, 1] fDirac[hact2, sai]g) = Bern fDirac[hact2, sai]g,
the set Bern fDirac[hact2, sai]g is Souslin in Sta Prob[Act Sta]. By Remark 10 (1),
the set Bern is therefore Souslin in [0, 1]. However, it is well-known that Bernstein sets are
not Souslin [Oxt71]. This can be seen as follows. Towards a contradiction assume that Bern
is Souslin in [0, 1]. Thanks to Remark 11, there are hence Borel sets Bl , Bu  [0, 1] with
Bl  Bern  Bu and Leb(Bl) = Leb(Bu).
Relying on the properties of a Bernstein set, it follows Leb(Bl) = 0 and hence, Leb(Bu) = 0.
We therefore obtain Leb([0, 1] n Bu) = 1. However, as we have [0, 1] n Bu  [0, 1] n Bern, it
also holds Leb([0, 1] n Bu) = 0 that yields a contradiction. We conclude that the set Bern is
not Souslin in [0, 1] and thus, we finally derive that the STS T is not Souslin. y
This section is finished with the following two remarks yielding basic observations for
Souslin STSs.
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Remark 67. For the following important property of Souslin STSs it is appropriate to recall
the notion of barycentres and convex hulls in the context probability theory from Section 2.4
(see also Section 3.5). Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an Souslin STS. Then for every state s 2 Sta
the set Enabled[s] is Souslin in Prob[Act Sta], in particular, it holds
Conv[Enabled[s]] = CombEnabled[s] = Conv[CombEnabled[s]].
The argument for that claim is easy. Consider a state s 2 Sta. It holds
!\ (fsg  Prob[Act Sta]) = fsg  Enabled[s].
As the STS T is Souslin, the set fsg  Enabled[s] is Souslin in Sta Prob[Act Sta]. Con-
sequently, by Remark 10 (1), the set Enabled[s] is Souslin in Prob[Act Sta]. Theorem 62
directly yields the remaining claim now. y
Remark 68. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a reactive STSs. Abbreviate
X = StaAct Prob[Sta].
Then the following two statements are equivalent:
(1) T is Souslin.
(2) The set fhs, act, mi 2 X ; s! hact, mig is Souslin in X.
The argument is easy: defining the function x : X ! Sta Prob[Act Sta],
x(s, act, m) = hs,Dirac[act]
 mi,
we obtain
! = x(fhs, act, mi 2 X ; s! hact, mig).
By Example 6, the function x is Borel and hence, the claimed equivalence is a direct con-
sequence of Remark 10 (5). y
4.2 Weakly Souslin stochastic transition systems
Theorem 65 states that every Souslin STS admits a scheduler. In fact, inspecting the proof
again, we provide a deterministic scheduler, i.e., a scheduler that does not randomise
over different enabled distributions in a given state. A priori this insight is not trivial
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because of the measurability requirements for schedulers and can be proven by a standard
application of a measurable-selection principle. However, later on in this chapter, we are
confronted with the problem of constructing schedulers that are not necessarily determ-
inistic, i.e., schedulers that may be not compatible with the transition relation but with
the induced combined-transition relation. Recalling Section 3.5 and also Section 2.4, the
combined-transition relation results from the transition relation by combining the enabled
distributions in a state using appropriate barycentres of probability measures. To rely again
on a measurable-selection principle as in the proof of Theorem 65, we need the fact that the
combined-transition relation is Souslin. This motivates the following definition:
Definition 69. We call an STS T = (Sta,Act,!) weakly Souslin if the set) is Souslin in
Sta Prob[Act Sta] where) denotes the combined-transition relation of T . y
The previous definition is exact in the same spirit of Definition 64 for Souslin STSs. As
the notions suggests, every Souslin STS is also weakly Souslin. However, the proof for this
insight is not trivial and yields the main contribution of this section:
Theorem 70. Every Souslin STS is weakly Souslin. y
Let us give the key idea for our argument before we present the precise technical details.
For this purpose pick a Souslin STS T = (Sta,Act,!). The basic observation is that every
transition s! j can be identified with the probability measure f (s, j) = Dirac[s]
 j in
Prob[Sta (Act Sta)]. As a consequence of this identification, the transition relation!
can be viewed as a subset f (!) of Prob[Sta (Act Sta)]. The advantage is now that one
can regard the convex hull Conv[ f (!)] of f (!). Relying on Theorem 27, it follows that
the set Conv[ f (!)] is Souslin in in Prob[Sta (Act Sta)]. In a last proof step, roughly
speaking, we see that every probability measure in Conv[ f (!)] is of the formDirac[s]
 j
for some state s 2 Sta and probability measure j 2 Prob[Act  Sta] such that s) j.
Intuitively, the combined-transition relation can be extracted from the set Conv[ f (!)].
From this it finally follows that the STS T is weakly Souslin.
One might ask whether the reverse implication of Theorem 70 holds, i.e., whether every
weakly Souslin STS is also Souslin. We believe that this is not the case but have no counter-
example for our feeling. However, the latter question is neither relevant for practical
purposes nor for the following material. Indeed, throughout this thesis, we solely need
Theorem 70 within theoretical arguments. To show that a concretely given STS is indeed
Souslin, e.g., an STS resulting from the unfolding of a modelling formalism from the lit-
erature, we directly focus on the given transition relation rather than the more complex
induced combined-transition relation (see Chapter 7).
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Proof of the section’s main result. It is appropriate to recall the precise definition of
barycentres and convex hulls in the context of probability measures from Section 2.4. The
following sufficient criterion for showing that a probability measure constitutes a Dirac
measure is routine and follows from basic results from measure theory.
Lemma 71. Let X be a measurable space and G  2X be a generator of the sigma algebra on X
that is closed under finite intersections and complements. Suppose m 2 Prob[X] and x 2 X. If
m(B) = 0 for all B 2 G with x /2 B, then we have m = Dirac[x].
Proof. Applying Carathéodory extension theorem (see Section 2.1), we have m = Dirac[x]
iff m(B) = Dirac[x](B) for all B 2 G . Assume m 6= Dirac[x]. Thus, there exists B 2 G such
that m(B) 6= Dirac[x](B). In case where Dirac[x](B) = 0, it follows x /2 B and m(B) 6= 0.
In the case where Dirac[x](B) = 1, we have X n B 2 G , x /2 X n B, and m(X n B) 6= 0. We
are done putting things together.
Proof of Theorem 70. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS and denote the corresponding
combined-transition relation by). Introduce the Polish space
X = StaAct Sta
and define the function f : Sta Prob[Act Sta]! Prob[X],
f (s, j) = Dirac[s]
 j.
The function f is Borel by Example 6. For every s 2 Sta let fs : Prob[Act Sta]! Prob[X],
fs(j) = f (s, j).
For every s 2 Sta it is easy to see that fs is a Borel function.
By Remark 10 (5) and since the STS T is Souslin, the set f (!) is Souslin in Prob[X].
According to Theorem 27, the set Conv[ f (!)] is Souslin in Prob[X]. Invoking again Re-
mark 10 (5), the set f 1(Conv[ f (!)]) is Souslin in Sta Prob[Act Sta]. To conclude the
theorem, it hence suffices to show the identity
) = f 1(Conv[ f (!)]).
To this end let s 2 Sta and j 2 Prob[Act Sta].
Inclusion from left to right. Assume s) j first. Our task is to justify f (s, j) 2 Conv[ f (!)],
i.e., Dirac[s]
 j = Barycen(b˜) for some b˜ 2 Prob[Prob[X]] with b˜out( f (!)) = 1. Re-
call, the set Enabled[s] is Souslin in Prob[Act Sta] by Remark 67. Since we have s) j,
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Lemma 12 thus yields the existence of some b 2 Prob[Prob[Act Sta]] satisfying
j = Barycen(b) and bout(Enabled[s]) = 1.
Define b˜ 2 Prob[Prob[X]] by
b˜ = ( fs)](b).
As fs(Enabled[s])  f (!), Lemma 13 entails b˜out( f (!)) = 1. To conclude f (s, j) 2
Conv[ f (!)], it hence suffices to show the identityDirac[s]
 j = Barycen(b˜). Let S  Sta
and B  Act Sta be Borel sets. It holds
Barycen(b˜)(S B) =
Z
fs(j0)(S B) db(j0) =
Z
Dirac[s](S)  j0(B) db(j0).
Using the identityZ
Dirac[s](S)  j0(B) db(j0) = Dirac[s](S) 
Z
j0(B) db(j0),
we hence obtain
Barycen(b˜)(S B) = Dirac[s](S)  Barycen(b)(B) = (Dirac[s]
 j)(S B).
It follows Barycen(b˜) = Dirac[s] 
 j applying Carathéodory extension theorem (see
Section 2.1). This justifies the first inclusion)  f 1(Conv[ f (!)]).
Inclusion from right to left. Assume f (s, j) 2 Conv[ f (!)]. Then there exists a probability
measure b˜ 2 Prob[Prob[X]] such that
b˜out( f (!)) = 1 and Dirac[s]
 j = Barycen(b˜).
Our task is to show s) j. For this purpose define the Borel function z : X ! Act Sta,
z(s0, act, s00) = hact, s00i.
Moreover, define b 2 Prob[Prob[Act Sta]] by
b = (z])](b˜).
Thanks to Lemma 12, it remains to show Barycen(b) = j and bout(Enabled[s]) = 1.
The first claim Barycen(b) = j can be seen as follows. For every Borel set B  Act Sta
it holds
Barycen(b)(B) =
Z
g(Sta B) db˜(g) = Barycen(b˜)(Sta B) = j(B).
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It remains to show bout(Enabled[s]) = 1. We prove b˜out( fs(Prob[Act Sta])) = 1 first.
Let G  2Sta be a countable generator of the Borel sigma-algebra on Sta that is closed under
finite intersections and complements (see Remark 4). For every B 2 G with s /2 B we have
0 = Dirac[s]
 j(B Prob[Act Sta])
and therefore,
0 = Barycen(b˜)(B Prob[Act Sta]) =
Z
g(B Prob[Act Sta]) db˜(g).
Thus, relying on a standard result from measure theory (see, e.g., Lemma 8.2.8 in [Sch08]),
for every B 2 G with s /2 B there exists a Borel set PB  Prob[X] such that
b˜(PB) = 1 and g(B Prob[Act Sta]) = 0 for all g 2 PB.
Define P  Prob[X] by
P =
\
B2G with s/2B
PB.
Since G is countable, the set P is Borel in Prob[X] and moreover, it holds b˜(P) = 1. Ac-
cording to Lemma 71, we have g(B Prob[Act Sta]) = Dirac[s](B) for all Borel sets
B  Sta and g 2 P. Thus, for every g 2 P there exists j0 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that
g = Dirac[s]
 j0. It follows P  fs(Prob[Act Sta]) and therefore, we finally obtain the
identity b˜out( fs(Prob[Act Sta])) = 1.
Let P  Prob[Act Sta] be a Borel set so that Enabled[s]  P. If we show b(P) = 1,
then it follows bout(Enabled[s]) = 1 and we are done. As Enabled[s]  P, we obtain
f (!) \ fs(Prob[Act Sta])  z 1] (P).
As the outer-measure function is monotonically increasing, it follows
b(P) = b˜(z 1] (P)) = b˜
out(z 1] (P))  b˜out( f (!) \ fs(Prob[Act Sta])) = 1.
The latter equal sign follows from b˜out( f (!)) = 1 and b˜out( fs(Prob[Act Sta])) = 1.
4.3 Souslin simulation and bisimulation
A (bi)simulation is a relation over the state space of an STSs ensuring the equivalence of the
branching-time structure of related states. There are no explicit measurability conditions for
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the relation under consideration so far, in particular, it is not required that a (bi)simulation
forms a Borel or Souslin set. The following material introduces simulations and bisimu-
lations that constitute Souslin sets in addition. Based on these new notions we develop a
theory on equivalences and abstraction of Souslin STSs throughout the subsequent sections.
Definition 72. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS. A simulation R is called Souslin if the set
R is Souslin in Sta Sta. Accordingly, we refer to a bisimulation R as Souslin provided the
set R is Souslin in Sta Sta. y
As for the original definitions of simulation and bisimulation, the introduced notions
in Definition 72 also induce relations over the state space of an STS T . Denote the state
space of T by Sta. The Souslin-simulation preorder and the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence are
the binary relations sou and 'sou on Sta, respectively, given as follows: for every states
sa, sb 2 Sta,
sa sou sb iff there is a Souslin simulation R with hsa, sbi 2 R
sa 'sou sb iff there is a Souslin bisimulation R with hsa, sbi 2 R.
We observe that the relationsou is indeed a preorder on Sta and that the relation'sou is an
equivalence on Sta. The proof for this insight is analogous to our argument for Theorem 55.
Indeed, Lemma 56 and Theorem 58 (1) together yield the claim.
For every states sa, sb 2 Sta we obviously have that sa sou sb implies sa  sb as well
as sa 'sou sb implies sa ' sb. When studying different applications of the mathematical
theory of this chapter (see, e.g., Chapters 5 and 7), we see that for many subclasses of STSs
(from the literature) the relations sou and  as well as 'sou and ' are the same.
4.4 Combined simulation and bisimulation
Whereas the requirements for a (Souslin) simulation and bisimulation solely focus on the
transition relation, the notions of schedulers, path measures, and trace distributions also
include the combined-transition relation, which properly extends the transition relation
(see also Sections 3.5 and 3.6). The material of this section closes a gap that arises in our
investigations throughout the next sections where connections between the (bi)simulation
relation and the trace-distribution relation are investigated. To be more precise, the fol-
lowing question raises for states sa and sb of an STS where sb simulates sa: Is it the case
that every combined transition in sa can be matched by a combined transition in sb? In
other words, we ask whether a simulation R for an STS T also yields a simulation for
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the STS T 0 where T 0 is defined as T expect for the transition relation that is given by the
combined-transition relation of T instead. The main achievement of this section is that
the latter question can be answered positively when considering Souslin STSs and Souslin
simulation and bisimulation.
Definition 73. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS and denote its combined-transition relation
by). A relation R  Sta Sta is called a combined simulation if for every states sa, sb 2 Sta
and ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that
hsa, sbi 2 R and sa) ja,
there exists jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] with
sb) jb and hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt.
A relation R  Sta Sta is said to be a combined bisimulation if both relations R and its
inverse R 1 are combined simulations. y
sa R sb
+
ja
can be completed to
sa R sb
+ +
ja (RAct)wgt jb
Figure 4.2: Condition for a combined simulation R.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the condition for a combined simulation. The definition of a com-
bined (bi)simulation is completely analogous to Definition 47, however, focusing on the
combined-transition relation rather than the transition relation. Many concepts related to
simulations and bisimulations can be thus easily adapted for the newly introduced notion.
For instance, a combined simulation R is called Souslin provided the set R is Souslin in
Sta Sta and analogously for combined bisimulations. The Souslin-combined-simulation
preorder and the Souslin-combined-bisimulation equivalence are the relations sou,c and 'sou,c
over the state space Sta, respectively, defined as follows: for every states sa, sb 2 Sta,
sa sou,c sb iff there is a Souslin combined simulation R with hsa, sbi 2 R,
sa 'sou,c sb iff there is a Souslin combined bisimulation R with hsa, sbi 2 R.
An easy adaption of our proof for Theorem 55 shows that both relations c and sou,c are
preorders on Sta and that the relations 'c and 'sou,c form equivalences on Sta. The main
result of this section is as follows:
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Theorem 74. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS. For every states sa, sb 2 Sta the following
two statements hold:
(1) sa sou sb implies sa sou,c sb.
(2) sa 'sou sb implies sa 'sou,c sb.
Moreover, it even holds that every Souslin simulation is a Souslin combined simulation and accord-
ingly, that every Souslin bisimulation is a Souslin combined bisimulation. y
We present our proof of Theorem 74 immediately after the following discussions. One
cannot expect a simple argument for Theorem 74. Roughly speaking, the mathematical
difficulty arises from the fact that an uncountable number of transitions may be put together
into one single combined transition relying on the notion of barycentres for probability
measures. However, in contrast, the notions of a simulation or bisimulation focus only
on single individual transitions. Roughly speaking, we hence need a technique to extend
properties of the transition relation to the corresponding combined-transition relation.
sa
j0a
sb
f (j0a)
ba f](ba)
R
(RAct)wgt
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the main idea for our proof of Theorem 74.
Using the schematic overview in Figure 4.3, we sketch the main idea for our proof of
Theorem 74. This also provides a feeling for the use of the involved Souslin requirements.
Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS, sa, sb 2 Sta be states, and R be a Souslin simulation
such that hsa, sbi 2 R. The main idea is to provide a Borel function
f : Prob[Act Sta]! Prob[Act Sta]
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that yields a Borel assignment of elements in Enabled[sa] to elements in Enabled[sb] while
respecting the relation R. Formally, there exists a Borel set P0a  Prob[Act Sta] such that,
among others, P0a  Enabled[sa] and so that for every j0a 2 P0a one has
f (j0a) 2 Enabled[sb] and hj0a, f (j0a)i 2 (RAct)wgt.
The existence of the function f follows basically from the fact that R is a simulation. How-
ever, to guarantee that f can be chosen to be a Borel function, the measurable-selection
principle stated in Theorem21 is invoked. Thanks to the Souslin assumptions for the STS and
the relation under consideration, it is straightforward to introduce an appropriate set-valued
function for the intended purpose. The remaining argument for Theorem 74 proceeds as fol-
lows. Suppose probability measures ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] and ba 2 Prob[Prob[Act Sta]]
that, among others, satisfy
sa) ja and ja = Barycen(ba).
Defining jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] by
jb = Barycen( f](ba)),
it is then argued that
sb) jb and hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt.
This finally shows that every combined transition in sa can be matched by a combined
transition in sb and therefore, the relation R forms a combined simulation. The function f
thus formalises the intuitive idea of transferring properties of combined transitions enabled
at state sa to the state sb.
One might ask whether the corresponding reverse implications of Theorem 74 also
hold, i.e., whether a combined simulation also forms a simulation and accordingly for
bisimulations. However, the answer for this question is no in general. It is indeed easy to
provide an STS with finite state space that serves as a counterexample.
Proof of the section’smain result. In the remainder of this sectionwe provide the details
for the previously sketched proof of Theorem 74. For this we prove the following two
auxiliary lemmas first whose proofs are straightforward.
Lemma 75. Let X be a Polish space and R  X X be a Souslin set. Then the relation Rwgt is
Souslin in Prob[X] Prob[X].
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Proof. Define the Borel functions za : X  X ! X, za(xa, xb) = xa and zb : X  X ! X,
zb(xa, xb) = xb. Moreover, introduce the function z : Prob[X X]! Prob[X] Prob[X],
z(W) = h(za)](W), (zb)](W)i.
According to Remark 8, the function z is Borel. By Lemma 12, we moreover have
Rwgt = z(fW 2 Prob[X X] ;Wout(R) = 1g).
This yields the claim applying Remark 10 and Lemma 14.
Lemma 76. Let X be a Polish space, R  X  X be a relation, f : X ! X be a Borel function,
and B  X be a Borel set such that
Graph[ f ] \ (B X)  R.
For every m 2 Prob[X] such that m(B) = 1 it holds
hm, f](m)i 2 Rwgt.
Proof. Let m 2 Prob[X]. Introduce the Borel function z : X ! X X,
z(x) = hx, f (x)i.
and the probability measureW 2 Prob[X X],
W = z](m).
We claim thatW is a weight function (m,R, f](m)). It is easy to see thatW is a coupling
of (m, f](m)). Recall, Graph[ f ] is Borel in X  X (see Section 2.1). It is easy to see that
W(Graph[ f ]) = m(X) = 1. Assuming m(B) = 1, it moreover holdsW(B X) = 1 and
therefore,W(Graph[ f ] \ (B X)) = 1. Since Graph[ f ] \ (B X)  R, we conclude that
W is a weight function for (m,R, f](m)).
Proof of Theorem 74. It is sufficient to show statement (1) of Theorem 74 as a proof for (2)
is completely analogous. Throughout this proof, the symbol) denotes the combined-
transition relation of the STS T . Let R be a Souslin simulation. Our task is to show
that R is even a combined simulation. For this purpose let sa, sb 2 Sta be states and
ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] be a probability measure such that
hsa, sbi 2 R and sa) ja.
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Moreover suppose ba 2 Prob[Prob[Sta]] and a Borel set Pa  Prob[Act Sta] such that
Pa  Enabled[sa], ba(Pa) = 1, and ja = Barycen(ba).
In what follows we provide a probability measure jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] satisfying the
two properties sb ) jb and hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt. Our construction of this probability
measure jb relies on the measurable-selection principle in Theorem 21. Define the set-
valued function F : Prob[Act Sta] Prob[Act Sta],
F(j0a) = fj0b 2 Prob[Act Sta] ; sb! j0b and hj0a, j0bi 2 (RAct)wgtg.
By Lemmas 53 and 75, the set Rel[F] is Souslin in Prob[Act Sta] Prob[Act Sta] since
we have
Rel[F] = (RAct)wgt \ (Prob[Act Sta] Enabled[sb]).
For every j0a 2 Pa the set F(j0a) is not empty relying on the fact that R is a simulation for
T and since we have hsa, sbi 2 R and sa! j0a. Putting things together and as ba(Pa) = 1,
Theorem 21 yields the existence of a Borel ba-selection of F.
Let f : Prob[Act Sta]! Prob[Act Sta] a Borel function and P0a  Prob[Act Sta] be
a Borel set such that
ba(P0a) = 1 and f (j0a) 2 F(j0a) for all j0a 2 P0a.
Moreover, define the probability measures bb 2 Prob[Prob[Act Sta]],
bb = f](ba)
as well as jb 2 Prob[Act Sta],
jb = Barycen(bb).
We claim that sb) jb and hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt, which finally entails the theorem.
Since ba(P0a) = 1, Lemma 13 yields the existence a Borel set P0b  Prob[Act Sta] such
that P0b  f (P0a) and bb(P0b) = 1. By the definition of the set-valued function F, we obtain
P0b  f (P0a)  Enabled[sb] and therefore, sb) jb.
It remains to show hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt. As one has
Graph[ f ] \ (P0a  Prob[Act Sta])  (RAct)wgt,
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Lemma 76 yields hba, bbi 2 ((RAct)wgt)wgt. Pick a weight function for (ba, (RAct)wgt, bb),
sayWb. According to Lemma 54, there exist a Borel function g with domain Prob[Act
Sta] Prob[Act Sta] and codomain Prob[(Act Sta) (Act Sta)] as well as a Borel
set Rb  Prob[Act Sta] Prob[Act Sta] so that
Wb(Rb) = 1
and
g(j0a, j0b) is a weight function for (j0a,RAct, j0b) for all hj0a, j0bi 2 Rb.
DefineW 0j 2 Prob[Prob[(Act Sta) (Act Sta)]],
W 0j = g](Wb)
andWj 2 Prob[(Act Sta) (Act Sta)] by
Wj = Barycen(W 0j),
respectively. We claim thatWj is a weight function for (ja,RAct, jb).
For every Borel set B  (Act Sta) (Act Sta) it holds
Wj(B) =
Z
W 00(B) dW 0j(W 00) =
Z
g(j0a, j0b)(B) dWb(j
0
a, j
0
b).
From this one can easily conclude that Wj is a coupling of (ja, jb). Indeed, using the
properties ofWb and Rb, for every Borel set Ba  Act Sta it holds
Wj(Ba  (Act Sta))
=
Z
g(j0a, j0b)(Ba  (Act Sta)) dWb(j0a, j0b)
=
Z
j0a(Ba) dWb(j0a, j0b)
=
Z
j0a(Ba) dba(j0a)
= ja(Ba).
One analogously shows the corresponding identityWj((Act Sta) Bb) = jb(Bb) for
every Borel set Bb  Act Sta.
Exploiting Lemma 12 and Lemma 53, it suffices to show (Wj)out(RAct) = 1 in order to
conclude thatWj is a weight function for (ja,RAct, jb). Let B  (Act Sta) (Act Sta)
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be a Borel set such that RAct  B. For every hj0a, j0bi 2 Rb we have g(j0a, j0b)(B) = 1. As
it holdsWb(Rb) = 1, we obtain
Wj(B) =
Z
g(j0a, j0b)(B) dWb(j
0
a, j
0
b) =
Z
1 dWb(j0a, j0b) = 1.
We finally conclude thatWj is a weight function for (ja,RAct, jb). This finishes our proof
as already discussed before.
4.5 Simulations and bisimulations on finite paths
For non-stochastic systems it is easy to see that every simulation can be inductively extended
to paths: indeed, given a simulation R and states sa and sb with hsa, sbi 2 R, for every
finite path sa acta1 sa1 . . . actan san there exists a path sb actb1 sb1 . . . actbn sbn such that for
every i 2 f1, . . . , ng it holds hhactai, saii, hactbi, sbiii 2 RAct, i.e., one has actai = actbi and
hsai, sbii 2 R. This section presents a corresponding result for STSs where, one account
of the presence of probabilities and non-determinism, schedulers and their induced path
measures need to be taken into account.
The following notion is inspired by the initial sketched observation for non-stochastic
systems. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS and R  Sta Sta be a relation on its state
space. For every n 2 N we lift the relation R to finite paths of length n. Formally, for every
n 2 N the relation Rpath,n  Pathn  Pathn is given as follows: for all pˆa, pˆb 2 Pathn,
hpˆa, pˆbi 2 Rpath,n iff hsa0, sb0i 2 R and
hhactai, saii, hactbi, sbiii 2 RAct for all i 2 f1, . . . , ng
where pˆa = sa0 acta1 sa1 . . . actan san and pˆb = sb0 actb1 sb1 . . . actbn sbn. We obviously have
the identity Rpath,0 = R. The section’s main result is as follows:
Theorem 77. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a weakly Souslin STS, R be a Souslin combined simula-
tion, and ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta] be such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. Then for every ma-schedulerSa there
exists a mb-schedulerSb such that for every n 2 N it holds
hPrn[Sa],Prn[Sb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt.
y
The formal proof is presented after the following discussions. Compared to the initial
observation for non-stochastic systems, Theorem 77 requires the synthesis of a scheduler
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whose induced finite-path measures satisfy a certain condition. In Section 4.1 we have
already illustrated mathematical difficulties caused by the measurability requirements
for schedulers that motivate the notion of Souslin STSs. Invoking a measurable-selection
principle, Theorem 65 shows that every non-blocking Souslin STS has a scheduler. Our
proof for Theorem 77 basically relies on the same idea: we introduce a specific set-valued
function that represents a set of candidates for appropriate schedulers. After that we show
that the requirements of a measurable-selection principle are fulfilled that finally yields the
existence of appropriate Borel functions. The previous discussions give a very high-level
idea of our proof for Theorem 77. However, compared to Theorem 65, the mathematical
argument below is much more intricate and technical at some points.
Corollary 78. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS, R be a Souslin simulation, as well as
ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta] be such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. Then for every ma-schedulerSa there exists a
mb-schedulerSb such that for all n 2 N it holds
hPrn[Sa],Prn[Sb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt.
Proof. The claim follows from Theorem 77 together with Theorems 70 and 74.
As a preview, Theorem 77 and its Corollary 78 are object of further discussions in sub-
sequent chapters of this thesis. For instance, in Section 5.5 we prove the existence of a
mb-scheduler such that hPr[Sa],Pr[Sb]i 2 (Rpath)wgtwhere Rpath denotes the lifting of the
relation R to infinite paths. Even though the latter sketched result follows from Theorem 77
or Corollary 78, the argument is not straightforward. Besides this, in Section 7.2 we present
a much simpler argument for Theorem 77 for those Souslin STSs that are additionally purely
stochastic.
Proof of section’s main results. The remainder of this section provides the details for
our proof of Theorem 77. We start with the following very simple observation.
Lemma 79. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS and R  Sta Sta be a Souslin set. For every
n 2 N the set Rpath,n is Souslin in Pathn  Pathn.
Proof. The proof is simple and completely analogous to Lemma 53.
For the next lemma it is convenient to recall the definition of the post operator from
Section 2.1. Given measurable spaces X and Y, a probability measure m 2 Prob[X], and a
measurable function f : X ! Prob[Y], then Post[m, f ] defines a probability measure on Y
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that is intuitively obtained by averaging over all probability measures f (x) where x 2 X
with respect to the measure m, i.e., for every Borel set BY  Y it holds
Post[m, f ](BY) =
Z
f (x)(BY) dm(x).
Lemma 80. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS and s 2 Sta be a state. Denote the combined-
transition relation by). Suppose a measurable space X, a measurable set BX  X, a probability
measure m 2 Prob[X], and a measurable function f : X ! Prob[Act Sta] such that
m(BX) = 1 and s) f (x) for all x 2 BX.
Then it holds
s) Post[m, f ].
Proof. For convenience, let us introduce the following two abbreviations:
j = Post[m, f ] and b = f](m).
First of all it holds j = Barycen(b) since for every Borel set B  Act Sta one has
j(B) =
Z
f (x)(B) dm(x) =
Z
j0(B) d f](m)(j0) = Barycen(b)(B).
The set Enabled[s] is Souslin in Prob[Act  Sta] by Remark 67 and therefore, the set
Conv[Enabled[s]] is Souslin in Prob[Act Sta] by Theorem 27. The combined-transition
relation of T is closed under combining inspecting again Remark 67. To conclude the
lemma, it hence suffices to show bout(Conv[Enabled[s]]) = 1 thanks to Lemma 12.
Applying Lemma 13, it holds
bout( f (B)) = 1.
We moreover have the following inclusion:
f (B)  Conv[Enabled[s]].
Indeed, given j0 2 f (B), then there exists x 2 B such that f (x) = j0, which directly
entails s) j0. From this we conclude bout(Conv[Enabled[s]]) = 1.
Intuitively, assuming the setting as in Lemma 80, the function f assigns every element
of the measurable set BX to a combined transition enabled at the state s. The lemma then
shows that averaging over these annotated combined transitions with respect to the given
probability measure m also yields a combined transition enabled at the state s.
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Proof of Theorem 77. As usual the symbol) denotes the combined-transition relation of
the given STS T . Pick a ma-scheduler, saySa. Our task is to provide a mb-schedulerSb such
that for every n 2 N the induced finite-path measures Prn[Sa] and Prn[Sb] are related
concerning the weight lifting of the relation Rpath,n.
For every n 2 N define the function Sˆa,n : Pathn ! Prob[Act Sta],
Sˆa,n(pˆ) = Sa(pˆ)
as well as the probability measure cˆa,n 2 Prob[Pathn],
cˆa,n = Prn[Sa].
We obviously have cˆa,0 = ma. For every n 2 N the function Sˆa,n is Borel, it holds
Prn+1[Sa] = cˆa,n o Sˆa,n
and moreover, there exists a Borel set Pˆa,n  Pathn such that
cˆa,n(Pˆa,n) = 1 and Lastn(pˆa)) Sˆa,n(pˆb) for all pˆa 2 Pˆa,n.
Main claim. The key observation of this proof is summarised by the following statement.
For every n 2 N there exist a probability measure cˆb,n 2 Prob[Pathn] as well as a Borel
function Sˆb,n : Pathn ! Prob[Act Sta] such that the following three properties hold:
(a) It holds cˆb,0 = mb and for every n 2 N n f0g one has cˆb,n+1 = cˆb,n o Sˆb,n.
(b) For every n 2 N there is a Borel set Pˆb,n  Pathn with the properties
cˆb,n(Pˆb,n) = 1 and Lastn(pˆb)) Sˆb,n(pˆb) for all pˆb 2 Pˆb,n.
(c) For every n 2 N one has hcˆa,n, cˆb,ni 2 (Rpath,n)wgt.
Let us derive the theorem assuming for a moment that the previous claim is already
proven. For every n 2 N let cˆb,n and Sˆb,n as in the claim, in particular, satisfying the three
statements (1), (2), and (3). Moreover, letSb : Path<w ! Prob[Sta] [ Prob[Act Sta] be
the function such that
Sb() = mb and Sbjn = Sˆb,n for all n 2 N,
In particular, for every n 2 N and pˆb 2 Pathn it holdsSb(pˆb) = Sˆb,n(pˆb).
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As the function Sˆb,n is Borel for every n 2 N, it directly follows thatSb is Borel. An easy
induction over the natural numbers together with statement (1) show that for all n 2 N,
Prn[Sb] = cˆb,n and Prn+1[Sb] = cˆb,n o Sˆb,n.
By statement (2), it hence follows thatSb forms a mb-scheduler. Moreover, statement (3)
yields the existence of a weight function for (Prn[Sa],Rpath,n,Prn[Sb]) for every n 2 N.
Putting things together, we obtain a proof of Theorem 77.
Proof of main claim. Let n 2 N be a natural number. Suppose a probability meas-
ure cˆb,n 2 Prob[Pathn] satisfying hcˆa,n, cˆb,ni 2 (Rpath,n)wgt. Let Wn be a weight func-
tion for (cˆa,n,Rpath,n, cˆb,n). In the remainder of this proof we provide a Borel function
Sˆb,n : Pathn ! Prob[Act Sta] such that there exists a Borel set Pˆb,n  Pathn with
cˆb,n(Pˆb,n) = 1 and Lastn(pˆb)) Sˆb,n(pˆb) for all pˆb 2 Pˆb,n
and moreover, such that it holds
hcˆa,n o Sˆa,n, cˆb,n o Sˆb,ni 2 (Rpath,n+1)wgt.
Relying on an inductive argument, it is then easy to deduce the previously stated main
claim of this proof.
The following proof is comparatively long and in some of its parts also rather technical.
In a first step, we introduce an appropriate set-valued function and justify the existence
of a Borel selection. Exploiting this Borel selection, we then provide a definition of the
function Sˆb,n. After that, it remains to show that the desired properties mentioned before
are fulfilled.
Set-valued function F and BorelWn-selection. We introduce a set-valued function F and
justify the existence of a BorelWn-selection. Define F : Pathn  Pathn Prob[Act Sta],
F(pˆa, pˆb) = fjb 2 Prob[Act Sta] ; Lastn(pˆb)) jb and
hSˆa,n(pˆa), jbi 2 (RAct)wgtg.
As the probability measureWn is a weight function for (cˆa,n,Rpath,n, cˆb,n), there exists
a Borel set RW,n  Pathn  Pathn with RW,n  Rpath,n andWn(RW,n) = 1. Define the
Borel set R0W,n  Pathn  Pathn by R0W,n = RW,n \ (Pˆa,n  Pathn). As cˆa,n(Pˆa,n) = 1, we
obtainWn(R0W,n) = 1. Moreover, using that R is a combined-transition simulation, the set
F(pˆa, pˆb) is not empty for every hpˆa, pˆbi 2 R0W,n.
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The set Rel[F] is Souslin in Pathn  Pathn  Prob[Act Sta] that can be seen as follows.
Introduce the Borel function z with domainPathnPathnProb[Act Sta] and codomain
Sta Prob[Act Sta] Prob[Act Sta] as follows: for all pˆa 2 Pathn, pˆb 2 Pathn, and
jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] let
z(pˆa, pˆb, jb) = hLastn(pˆb), jb, Sˆa,n(pˆa)i.
We immediately obtain the following identity
Rel[F] = z 1(() Prob[Act Sta]) \ (Sta (RAct)wgt)).
The set (RAct)wgt is Souslin in Prob[Act Sta] Prob[Act Sta] exploiting Lemmas 53
and 75. As the STS T is required to be weakly Souslin, it follows that the set Rel[F] is
Souslin in Pathn  Pathn  Prob[Act Sta] by Remark 10 (5).
Definition of the Borel function Sˆb,n. We saw that there exists a BorelWn-selection of F, say
f . For every pˆb 2 Pathn define the function fpˆb : Pathn ! Prob[Act Sta],
fpˆb(pˆa) = f (pˆa, pˆb).
A standard argument shows that the function fpˆb is Borel for all pˆb 2 Pathn.
By the disintegration theorem (see Section 2.1), there moreover exists a Borel function
g : Pathn ! Prob[Pathn] with
Wn = gn cˆb,n.
Using the functions f and g, the function Sˆb,n : Pathn ! Prob[Act Sta] is introduced
as follows: for all pˆb 2 Pathn define
Sˆb,n(pˆb) = Post[g(pˆb), fpˆb ],
i.e., for every pˆb 2 Pathn and Borel set Bb  Act Sta it holds
Sˆb,n(pˆb)(Bb) =
Z
fpˆb(pˆa)(Bb) dg(pˆb)(pˆa).
Fubini’s theorem (see Section 2.1) justifies that Sˆb,n is a Borel function.
Compatibility with the combined-transition relation. Since f is a Borel Wn-selection of F,
there exists a Borel set R f  Pathn  Pathn such that
Wn(R f ) = 1 and f (pˆa, pˆb) 2 F(pˆa, pˆb) for all hpˆa, pˆbi 2 R f .
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The set Section[R f , , pˆb] is Borel in Pathn for all pˆb 2 Pathn (see Section 2.1). Thanks to
Lemma 15, there hence exists a Borel set Pˆb,n  Pathn such that the following properties
are fulfilled:
cˆb,n(Pˆb,n) = 1 and g(pˆb)(Section[R f , , pˆb]) = 1 for all pˆb 2 Pˆb,n.
Let pˆb 2 Pˆb,n It remains to show Last(pˆb)) Sˆb,n(pˆb). For all pˆa 2 Section[R f , , pˆb]
one has f (pˆa, pˆb) 2 F(pˆa, pˆb) and therefore, it holds
Lastn(pˆb)) fpˆb(pˆa).
Since g(pˆb)(Section[R f , , pˆb]) = 1, we can apply Lemma 80 and conclude,
Lastn(pˆb)) Post[g(pˆb), fpˆb ].
By the definition of Sˆb,n, this finally yields Last(pˆb)) Sˆb,n(pˆb).
Existence of a weight function. As f is a BorelWn-selection of the set-valued function F
and sinceWn is a weight function for (cˆa,n,Rpath,n, cˆb,n), Lemma 54 yields the existence of
a Borel function h : Pathn  Pathn ! Prob[(Act Sta) (Act Sta)] and of a Borel set
Rh  Pathn  Pathn with the following properties:
Wn(Rh) = 1 and Rh  Rpath,n
and for all hpˆa, pˆbi 2 Rh,
h(pˆa, pˆb) is a weight function for (Sˆa,n(pˆa),RAct, f (pˆa, pˆb)).
Let z be the function with domain Pathn  Pathn  (Act Sta) (Act Sta) and codo-
main Pathn+1  Pathn+1 such that for all pˆa 2 Pathn, pˆb 2 Pathn, hacta, sai 2 Act Sta,
and hactb, sbi 2 Act Sta it holds
z(pˆa, pˆb, hacta, sai, hactb, sbi) = hpˆa acta sa, pˆb actb sbi.
Moreover, defineWn+1 2 Prob[Pathn+1  Pathn+1] by
Wn+1 = z](Wn o h).
It remains to show thatWn+1 is a weight function for (cˆa,n o Sˆa,n,Rpath,n+1, cˆb,n o Sˆb,n).
We justify thatWn+1 is a coupling of (cˆa,n o Sˆa,n, cˆb,n o Sˆb,n) first. Let Pˆ0b,n  Pathn
and B0b  Act Sta be Borel sets. It holds,
Wn+1(Pathn+1  (Pˆ0b,n  B0b))
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=
Z
PathnPˆ0b,n
h(pˆa, pˆb)((Act Sta) B0b) dWn(pˆa, pˆb)
=
Z
PathnPˆ0b,n
f (pˆa, pˆb)(B0b) dWn(pˆa, pˆb)
=
Z
Pˆ0b,n
Z
fpˆb(pˆa)(B
0
b) dg(pˆb)(pˆa)

dcˆb,n(pˆb)
=
Z
Pˆ0b,n
Sˆb,n(pˆb)(B0b) dcˆb,n(pˆb)
= cˆb,n o Sˆb,n(Pˆ0b,n  B0b)
From this, we immediately obtainWn+1(Pathn+1  Pˆ0b,n+1) = cˆb,n o Sˆb,n(Pˆ0b,n+1) for all
Borel sets Pˆ0b,n+1  Pathn+1 by Carathéodory extension theorem (see Section 2.1).
Let Pˆ0a,n  Pathn and B0a  Act Sta be Borel sets. We have
Wn+1((Pˆ0a,n  B0a) Pathn+1)
=
Z
Pˆa,nPathn
h(pˆa, pˆb)(B0a  (Act Sta)) dWn(pˆa, pˆb)
=
Z
Pˆ0a,nPathn
Sˆa,n(pˆa)(B0a) dWn(pˆa, pˆb)
=
Z
Pˆ0a,n
Sˆa,n(pˆa)(B0a) dcˆa,n(pˆa)
= cˆa,n o Sˆa,n(Pˆ0a,n  B0a)
Again, thanks to Carathéodory extension, for all Borel sets Pˆ0a,n+1  Pathn+1 it holds
Wn+1(Pˆ0a,n+1  Pathn+1) = cˆa,n o Sˆa,n(Pˆ0a,n+1). Putting things together,Wn+1 is a coup-
ling of (cˆa,n o Sˆa,n, cˆb,n o Sˆb,n).
By Lemma 79, the set Rpath,n+1 is Souslin in Pathn+1  Pathn+1. Thanks to Lemma 12,
it suffices to show (Wn+1)out(Rpath,n+1) = 1 in order to finish the argument for (3). Let
RW  Pathn+1  Pathn+1 be a Borel set such that Rpath,n+1  RW . For every hpˆa, pˆbi 2
Rpath,n we obtain
RAct  Section[z 1(RW), hpˆa, pˆbi, ].
For all hpˆa, pˆbi 2 Rh it holds (h(pˆa, pˆb))out(RAct) = 1 and therefore,
h(pˆa, pˆb)(Section[z 1(RW), hpˆa, pˆbi, ]) = 1.
SinceWn(Rh) = 1, we thus obtain
Wn+1(RW) =
Z
h(pˆa, pˆb)(Section[z 1(RW), hpˆa, pˆbi, ]) dWn(pˆa, pˆb) = 1.
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This proves (Wn+1)out(Rpath,n+1) = 1. As a consequence, the probability measureWn+1
forms a weight function for (cˆa,n o Sˆa,n,Rpath,n+1, cˆb,n o Sˆb,n).
4.6 Preservation of trace distributions
We show that in Souslin STSs the simulation preorder is subsumed by the trace-distribution
preorder and accordingly, that the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence is finer than the trace-
distribution equivalence. At the end of this section, we provide two slight generalisations
of this result. Given the preparatory work carried out by the previous sections, it remains
to show the following simple observation:
Lemma 81. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS, R  Sta Sta be a relation, as well as ma, mb 2
Prob[Sta] be probability measures. Moreover, consider a ma-schedulerSa and a mb-schedulerSb
such that for all n 2 N,
hPrn[Sa],Prn[Sb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt.
Then the following identity holds:
PrTrace[Sa] = PrTrace[Sb].
Proof. Let n 2 N n f0g and A1, . . . , An be Borel subsets of Act. Define
A = A1  . . . An Actw.
as well as
Pˆ = Sta (A1  Sta) . . . (An  Sta).
Then the sets A and Pˆ are Borel in Actw and Pathn, respectively. Moreover, it is easy to see
that the set Pˆ is Rpath,n-stable. Since hPrn[Sa],Prn[Sb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt, Remark 34 yields
PrTrace[Sa](A) = Prn[Sa](Pˆ) = Prn[Sb](Pˆ) = PrTrace[Sb](A).
Thanks to Carathéodory’s uniqueness theorem (see Section 2.1), we finally obtain the
identity PrTrace[Sa] = PrTrace[Sb].
The lemma gives a simple sufficient criterion for proving that two schedulers induce the
same trace distribution. This together with the achievements of the previous sections in
this chapter yield the first main result of this thesis:
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Theorem 82. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a weakly Souslin STS. For every states sa, sb 2 Sta the
following two statements hold:
(1) sa sou,c sb implies sa tr sb.
(2) sa 'sou,c sb implies sa =tr sb.
Proof. Let sa, sb 2 Sta be states with sa sou,c sb. Moreover let R be a Souslin combined
simulation such that hsa, sbi 2 R. Suppose an sa-schedulerSa. According to Theorem 77,
there exists an sb-schedulerSb such that for all n 2 N it holds
hPrn[Sa],Prn[Sb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt.
Thanks to Lemma 81, we obtain
PrTrace[Sa] = PrTrace[Sb].
This entails sa tr sb that justifies statement (1). Obviously, (2) follows directly from
(1).
Corollary 83. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS. For every states sa, sb 2 Sta the following
two statements hold:
(1) sa sou sb implies sa tr sb.
(2) sa 'sou sb implies sa =tr sb.
Proof. The claim follows from Theorem 82 together with Theorems 70 and 74.
As a consequence, establishing a Souslin-simulation and a Souslin-bisimulation are sound
proof techniques for proving trace-distribution preorder and trace-distribution equivalence
in Souslin STSs, respectively. Standard discussions concerning linear-time and branching-
time behaviour of operational systems (see, e.g., [BK08]) show that the respective reverse
implications of Theorem 82 and its Corollary 83 do not hold in general. It can be regarded
as folklore that there are examples of finite non-stochastic systems where sa =tr sb while
neither sa  sb nor sa ' sb for some states sa and sb. However, as we see in Section 4.8, for
the subclass of Souslin STSs consisting of those systems that are deterministic and purely
stochastic the relations induced by (Souslin) simulation, (Souslin) bisimulation, and trace
distributions are the same.
It turns out that Theorem 82 and its Corollary 83 do not hold if one drops the Souslin
requirement for the STS under consideration. The following example is borrowed from
Example 9.2 in [Cat05] and basically continues our discussions from Section 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: It holds sa 'sou sb but neither sa tr sb nor sa =tr sb.
Example 84 (Example 9.2 in [Cat05]). Suppose the STS T involving the states sa and sb is
given as in Figure 4.4. Here, the reachable part from state sb is defined as in Example 63
involving a Bernstein set Bern. Thanks to Examples 63 and 66, the STS T is not Souslin
and moreover, there exists no sb-scheduler. In contrast, it is easy to see that there is a
sa-scheduler and thus, the assertion sa tr sb does not hold. However, we obviously have
sa 'sou,c sb as well as sa ' sb. As a result of this example, the thesis [Cat05] proposes a
global bisimulation notion. This approach is detailed discussed in the next section. y
Theorem 82 as well as its Corollary 83 consider only trace distributions where the initial
conditions of corresponding schedulers are given by a single state. However, the following
proposition illustrates that the main results of this section can be easily adapted for trace
distributions whose generating schedulers involve arbitrary initial distributions over the
state space:
Proposition 85. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS, R be an Souslin simulation, and
ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta] be such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. Then for every ma-schedulerSa there exists a
mb-schedulerSb such that
PrTrace[Sa] = PrTrace[Sb].
Proof. Inspecting Lemmas 81 and 81, one can apply the same argument as for Theorem 82
and its Corollary 83.
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4.7 Discussion on Cattani’s result
The measurability requirements on schedulers cause the main mathematical challenges for
a proof of Theorem 82 and its Corollary 83 stating that, besides others, trace-distribution
equivalence is finer than bisimulation equivalence under Souslin side constraints. Illustrated
by Example 84 (see also Example 9.2 in [Cat05]), the problem is that the used standard
notion for bisimulation does not distinguish between stateswith, roughly speaking, different
measurable structure. Indeed, there might be states sa and sb of an STS with sa 'sou sb such
that there exists an sa-scheduler while there is no sb-scheduler. For that reason, reflecting
our idea introduced in Section 4.1, we develop a theory based on Souslin STSs (see also
Theorem 65). In contrast, Cattani proposes another approach in his thesis [Cat05] to treat
the measurability problems caused by schedulers: instead of focusing on the classical
notion for bisimulation, Cattani regards a global variant of bisimulation. Given some side
constraints, Theorem 9.19 in [Cat05] then shows that global-bisimulation equivalence is
finer than trace-distribution equivalence. This section discusses this approach and relates
our result with that in [Cat05].
The starting point of [Cat05] is to view STSs as transformers of probabilities [KVAK10,
DMS14, AAGT15]. In the standard semantics for stochastic systems, stochastic choices
over successor states are resolved in the sense that each step continues from a single state.
However, viewing stochastic systems as transformers of probabilities, the stochastic choice
is not resolved and one continuous from a distribution over states in every step instead. This
informal description leads to the notion of the global-transition relation and corresponding
notions of (bi)simulations [Cat05, DHR08, EHZ10, Hen12, HKK14, FZ14, YJZ17].
For the following material it is appropriate to recall the definition of the post operator
from Section 2.1.
Definition 86. For every STS T = (Sta,Act,!) the global-transition relation
  Prob[Sta] Prob[Act Sta]
consists of exactly those pairs hm, ji 2 Prob[Sta]  Prob[Act Sta] that satisfy the fol-
lowing statement: there exist a Borel function S˜ : Sta! Prob[Act Sta] and a Borel set
S  Sta such that
m(S) = 1, s) S˜(s) for all s 2 S, and j = Post[m, S˜].
In this context, we refer to the pair (S˜, S) as a witness for m j. y
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Our previous definition corresponds to Definition 9.7 in [Cat05] where, however, one
refers to global transitions as hyper transitions. Whereas each transition of an STS starts
in a single state, a global transition continues from a distribution over states. Intuitively,
a global transition includes a measurable bundle of transitions that are put together by
averaging with respect to a probability measure.
s1 s2
act1[ 12 ]
act2[ 12 ]
act1[ 12 ] act2[
1
2 ]
Figure 4.5: Simple STS for the illustration of the global transition relation.
Example 87. Consider the simple STS T = (Sta,Act,!) depicted in Figure 4.5, i.e., Sta =
fs1, s2g and Act = fact1, act2g. Denote the corresponding global transition by. Let
m 2 Prob[Sta] be the probability measure such that m(fs1g) = 1/2 and m(fs2g) = 1/2.
For every j 2 Prob[Act Sta] one has m j iff the following four statements hold:
j(fact1g  fs1g) = 1/4, j(fact2g  fs1g) = 1/4,
j(fact1g  fs2g) = 1/4, j(fact2g  fs2g) = 1/4.
Consequently, for every probability measure j 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that m j one
obtains j(Act fs1g) = 1/2 = m(fs1g) and j(Act fs2g) = 1/2 = m(fs2g). Thus,
for every execution continuing from m with respect to the global-transition relation the
distribution over the state space remains invariant and is given by m. y
Relying on the global-transition relation, we introduce the following alternative notions
for the comparison of the branching-time structure of states in an STS:
ma Rwgt mb

ja
can be completed to
ma Rwgt mb
 
ja (RAct)wgt jb
Figure 4.6: Condition for a global simulation R.
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Definition 88. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS and denote the corresponding global-
transition relation by. A relation R  Sta Sta is called a global simulation if for every
probability measures ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta] and ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that
hma, mbi 2 Rwgt and ma ja,
there exists jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] with
mb jb and hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt.
A relation R  Sta Sta is said to be a global bisimulation if both relations R and its inverse
relation R 1 are combined simulations. y
Figure 4.6 illustrates the condition for a global simulation. Conceptually, Definition 9.8
in [Cat05] and Definition 88 are the same, however, while we rely on the weight lifting of
relations, [Cat05] focuses on an alternative lifting that is precised in the second part of this
section. The classical notions of simulation and bisimulation introduced in Section 3.2 are
local in the sense that only individual states and their outgoing transitions are considered.
Compared with this, global simulation and bisimulation provide a global view on the
branching-time structure of an STS such that measurability aspects are taken into account
(see also the discussions in Chapter 9 in [Cat05]).
The following notions for an STS T = (Sta,Act,!) are routine. A global simulation
R is called Souslin if the set R is Souslin in Sta Sta. Analogously, we refer to a global
bisimulation R as Souslin provided the set R is Souslin in Sta Sta. The Souslin-global-
simulation preorder sou,g and the Souslin-global-bisimulation equivalence 'sou,g are defined
in a natural fashion, e.g., for every states sa, sb 2 Sta,
sa sou,g sb iff there is a Souslin global simulation R with hsa, sbi 2 R,
sa 'sou,g sb iff there is a Souslin glob bisimulation R with hsa, sbi 2 R.
Relying on Lemma 56 as well as Theorem 58 (2), it is easy to see that the relations sou,g
and 'sou,g form a preorder and an equivalence on the state space Sta, respectively (see
also the proof of Theorem 55). In what follows we relate the introduced global notions for
simulation and bisimulation with combined simulation and bisimulation investigated in
Section 4.3 (see Definition 73).
Example 89. Considering states sa and sb of an STS, it is easy to see that the following two
statements hold:
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(1) sa sou,g sb implies sa sou,c sb.
(2) sa 'sou,g sb implies sa 'sou,c sb.
This follows directly from the fact that for every transition s! j in the STS it holds
Dirac[s] j where denotes the corresponding global-transition relation.
However, the reverse implications of (1) and (2) do not hold in general. To see this,
consider the STS T from Example 84 (see also Figure 4.4). Denote the corresponding
state and action space by Sta and Act, respectively. Moreover, let be the associated
global-transition relation. Relying on the same argument as in Example 63, there exists no
j 2 Prob[ActSta] such that Leb j. This implies that neither sasou,g sb nor sa'sou,g sb
hold. However, it is easy to see that sa 'sou,c sb. y
According to Example 66, the STS for the counterexample in the previous example in not
Souslin. In fact, if one focuses on Souslin STSs, the notions of Souslin global (bi)simulation
and Souslin combined (bi)simulation are the same:
Theorem 90. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS. For every states sa, sb 2 Sta the two
statements below hold:
(1) sa sou,g sb iff sa sou,c sb.
(2) sa 'sou,g sb iff sa 'sou,c sb.
Moreover, it even holds that every Souslin combined simulation is a Souslin global simulation and
accordingly, that every Souslin combined bisimulation is a Souslin global bisimulation. y
If one takes the setting of this chapter into account, the involved Souslin requirements of
the previous result are as expected. Relying on exactly the same argument as for Corollary 78
(or more precisely, Theorem 77), one obtains a proof for Theorem 90 that, in particular, uses
a measurable-selection principle. Nevertheless, at the end of this section, we provide some
more details on an argument. According to Example 89, the previous theorem does not
hold if one drops the Souslin assumption for the involved STS. Theorem 90 also serves as an
answer to concluding questions in Section 9.5.4 in [Cat05] where one asks, besides others,
under which conditions the combined-bisimulation relation and the global-bisimulation
relation are the same.
Corollary 91. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS. For every states sa, sb 2 Sta the two
statements below hold:
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(1) sa sou,g sb implies sa tr sb.
(2) sa 'sou,g sb implies sa =tr sb.
Proof. The claim follows directly from Corollary 83 and Theorem 90.
Discussion on Cattani’s result. In what follows we provide a detailed comparison of
Theorem 82 as well as Corollaries 83 and 91 with a main result of Cattani’s thesis [Cat05].
For this let us first remark that in [Cat05] two probability measures ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta] are
related in terms of the relation R if for every R-stable Borel S  Sta it holds ma(S) = mb(S).
According to Theorem 40, the this notion and the weight lifting are the same for smooth
relations. This insight is important in regards to the following discussion.
Proposition 92 (Theorem 9.19 in [Cat05]). Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a simple STS. Then for
every states sa, sb 2 Sta the following implication holds: if there is a global bisimulation R with
hsa, sbi 2 R and such that the relation R is smooth, then it holds sa =tr sb. y
To be more precise, the given proof of Theorem 9.19 in [Cat05] also works if one assumes
that certain regular conditional probabilities with respect to the quotient functions of a given
(not necessarily smooth) bisimulation exist. However, in applications and for concrete
examples it is difficult to determinewhether this requirement is indeed fulfilled. That is why
one typically considers smooth relations where this condition is automatically fulfilled (see
Theorem 2.12 in [Cat05] and Theorem 7.11 in [Pan09] aswell as the discussions on this topic
in Section 7.5 in [Pan09]). Besides this, Theorem 9.19 in [Cat05] in fact considers a weak
notion of global equivalence. Weak equivalences abstract from internal steps supposed to
be not observable from an external agent [SL94, BH97, PLS00, DGJP10, CSKN05, DH13b].
However, this does not affect the discussions on measurability aspects for schedulers
assuming every action is observable.
Conceptually, Corollary 91 and Proposition 92 are in the same spirit. Indeed, both
results focus on the generic model of STSs and on a global notion for the comparison
of the branching-time structure of states. However, the results differ concerning their
side constraints. While Proposition 92 holds for arbitrary STSs, Corollary 91 requires a
Souslin STS. The smoothness requirement on the global bisimulation in Proposition 92 is
stronger than the corresponding Souslin assumption in Corollary 91 (see also Remark 38).
Furthermore, Proposition 92 provides no corresponding result for global simulations and
is restricted to simple STSs.
Besides the lattermentioned facts, themain ideas of the proofs in this thesis and in [Cat05]
completely differ. Whereas [Cat05] provides a construction of schedulers based on quotient
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spaces and associated quotient functions, we conservatively extend the classical approach
for non-stochastic discrete systems using measurable-selection principles. It is moreover
not clear whether the technique in [Cat05] can be extended for the simulation preorder
as for preorders there is no natural notion concerning quotient spaces and corresponding
quotient functions.
Taking Cattani’s results into account, the precise new insights of this chapter for the
class of all Souslin STS can be summarised as follows. First of all, in Theorem 90 we
establish a connection between global simulation and combined simulation as well as for
the corresponding notions for bisimulation. Taking Theorem 90 and the result in Cattani’s
thesis, i.e., Proposition 92, we derive that for every states sa and sb of a simple Souslin STS
the following implication holds: if there is a combined bisimulation Rwith hsa, sbi 2 R and
such that the relation R is smooth, then it holds sa=tr sb. Thus, in Theorem 82 we moreover
show that the premise of the latter implication can be even relaxed by the requirement
sa 'sou,c sb (see also Theorem 70). Viewing our results from this perspective, Corollary 83
finally states that the condition sa 'sou,c sb can be replaced by the statement sa 'sou sb
considering the ordinary notion of simulation.
Besides the latter mentioned facts, compared to [Cat05], Theorem 82 and Corollary 83
also provide corresponding result for simulations.
Proof of section’s main result. Our argument for Theorem 90 does not need any new
insight. In fact, the proof constitutes a simplification of the argument for Theorem 77. It
basically remains to show the following lemma:
Lemma 93. Let X and Y be Polish spaces, R  X X be a relation, and f : X ! Y be a Borel
function. Define the relation R f  YY by
R f = fh f (xa), f (xb)i ; hxa, xbi 2 Rg.
For every probability measures ma, mb 2 Prob[X] the following implication holds:
hma, mbi 2 Rwgt implies h f](ma), f](mb)i 2 (R f )wgt.
Proof. Define the Borel function g : X X ! YY, g(xa, xb) = h f (xa), f (xb)i. Consid-
ering a weight functionW for (ma,R, mb), we introduceW 0 2 Prob[YY] byW 0 = g](W).
ThenW 0 is a weight function for ( f](ma),R f , f](mb)). Let us see why. First of all, it is easy
to see thatW 0 is a coupling for ( f](ma), f](mb)). Let R0  X X be a Borel set such that
W(R0) = 1 and R0  R. According to Lemma 13, there is a Borel set R0f  Y  Y with
W 0(R0f ) = 1 and R0f  g(R0). Since we have R0f  g(R0)  R f , we can finally conclude
that the probability measureW 0 is a weight function for ( f](ma),R f , f](mb)).
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Proof of Theorem 90. We provide a proof for claim (1). as the argument for (2) is completely
analogous. First of all, the implication stating that sa sou,g sb implies sa sou,c sb for
every states sa, sb 2 Sta follows directly from the definitions. We consider the reverse
direction now. For this let R be a Souslin combined simulation. In the remainder of this
proof, we show that R is a global simulation that finally yields a proof for claim (1). Let
ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta] and ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] be such that
hma, mbi 2 Rwgt and ma ja.
Suppose that (S˜a, Sa) is a witness for ma ja. The argument for Theorem 77 can be
easily simplified to obtain a probability measure jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that mb jb
and hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt. More precisely, inspecting this proof again, there exists a Borel
function S˜b : Sta! Prob[Act Sta] and a Borel set Sb  Sta such that
mb(Sb) = 1, and sb S˜b(sb) for all sb 2 Sb
as well as
hma o S˜a, mb o S˜bi 2 (Rpath,1)wgt.
Defining the probability measure jb 2 Prob[Act Sta],
jb = Post[mb, S˜b],
one easily derives that mbSb. Here, (S˜b, Sb) is a witness for mbSb. It remains to show
hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt. To this end define the Borel function x : StaActSta! ActSta,
x(s, act, s0) = hact, s0i.
Then one easily justifies that
x](ma o S˜a) = ja and x](mb o S˜b) = jb
as well as
RAct = fhx(pˆa), x(pˆb)i ; hpˆa, pˆbi 2 Rpath,1g.
Thanks to Lemma 93, we finally obtain hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt.
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4.8 Deterministic purely stochastic systems
It can be regarded as folklore that for non-stochastic systems whose observable branching-
time structure is deterministic the trace relation and the bisimulation relation are the same,
i.e., for every states sa and sb one has sa ' sb iff sa =tr sb. The motivation of this section is to
provide a corresponding result for the setting of this thesis. For this purpose we introduce
purely stochastic STSs first. After that, we define the property of being deterministic in
the context of purely stochastic STSs. It is then shown that for every deterministic purely
stochastic Souslin STS the relations induced by bisimulation, Souslin bisimulation, and
trace distributions are the same.
Definition 94. An STS T = (Sta,Act,!) is called purely stochastic provided there exists a
function (control law)
K : Sta! Prob[Act Sta]
such that for every state s 2 Sta and probability measure j 2 Prob[Act Sta],
s! j iff K(s) = j,
i.e., the transition relation! and the graph of the function K are the same. y
In other words, an STS is purely stochastic precisely when the set Enabled[s] is a singleton
for every state s. If an STS is purely stochastic, the corresponding control law is uniquely
determined. Vice versa, the control law of a purely stochastic STS uniquely determines
the associated transition relation. To simplify notions, we can hence safely refer to a tuple
(Sta,Act,K) including the control law K rather than the transition relation! as a purely
stochastic STS where the symbols are given as before.
Remark 95. Let T = (Sta,Act,K) be a purely stochastic STS. Then the following two
statements are equivalent:
(1) The control law K is a Borel function.
(2) The STS T is Souslin.
The claimed equivalence follows directly from Remark 10 (6). y
The definition of a purely stochastic STS involves no measurability requirement concern-
ing the control law. The previous remark shows that the class of all Souslin STSs covers
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precisely those purely stochastic STSs whose control law constitutes a Borel function. In
the context of stochastic processes, the Borel assumption on the control law is standard.
Thus, the Souslin property for purely stochastic STSs has a natural characterisation that
also provides confidence for the applicability of the key concepts of this chapter. Model-
ling formalisms from the literature that are covered by purely stochastic Souslin STSs are
presented in Chapter 7.2.
Remark 96. Let T = (Sta,Act,K) be a purely stochastic Souslin STS and m 2 Prob[Sta] be a
probability measure intuitively serving as an initial distribution. According to Theorem 65,
there exists a m-scheduler for T . Since the set Enabled[s] is a singleton for every state
s 2 Sta, there exists exactly one m-scheduler, saySm. Let n 2 N be a natural number. For
every finite path pˆ 2 Pathn it obviously holds
Sm(pˆ) = K(Lastn(pˆ)).
Consequently, for every Borel sets Pˆn  Pathn and B  Act Stawe obtain
Prn+1[Sm](Pˆn  B) =
Z
Pˆn
K(Lastn(pˆ))(B) dPrn[Sm](pˆ),
i.e., the probability measure Prn+1[Sm] is uniquely determined by the probability measure
Prn[Sm] as well as the the control law K. y
According to Remark 96, the concept of schedulers is not needed for the definition of
path measures and trace distributions of purely stochastic Souslin STS. For that reason we
simplify notions as follows. Consider a purely stochastic Souslin STS with state space Sta.
For every m 2 Prob[Sta]we write Pr[m] rather than Pr[Sm]. For every n 2 N we use Prn[m]
instead of Prn[Sm]. The notion PrTrace[m] referring to the respective trace distribution is
used analogously. For every state s 2 Stawe moreover use Pr[s] rather than Pr[Dirac[s]]
and accordingly for finite-path measures and trace distributions.
Remark 97. Let T = (Sta,Act,K) be a purely stochastic STS and R  Sta Sta be a
relation. Then the following three statements are equivalent:
(1) R is a bisimulation.
(2) R is a simulation.
(3) For every states sa, sb 2 Sta,
hsa, sbi 2 R implies hK(sa),K(sb)i 2 (RAct)wgt.
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This equivalence follows directly from the definitions. y
The notions of simulation and bisimulation are the same for the class of purely stochastic
STSs. In this chapter all the results are written from the bisimulation perspective, however,
every result can be also formulated from the simulation point of view by Remark 97. Besides
this observation, the combined-transition relation of a purely stochastic STS collapses with
the transition relation and hence, the notion of bisimulation and combined bisimulation
are also the same.
We first thought that the bisimulation relation and the trace-distribution relation are the
same for purely stochastic Souslin STS. However, our initial idea is false as the following
(standard) example illustrates:
sa
s0a s˜0a
s00a s˜00a
sb
s0b
s00b s˜
00
b
act1[ 12 ] act1[
1
2 ]
act2 act2
act3 act4
act1
act2[ 12 ] act2[
1
2 ]
act3 act4
Figure 4.7: It holds sa =tr sb but not sa ' sb.
Example 98. Consider the purely stochastic Souslin STS T illustrated by Figure 4.7. In-
specting the states sa and sb, it is easy to see that sa =tr sb. Indeed, the uniquely determined
trace distribution in these states is given by the probability measure on Actw that assigns
probability 1/2 to the traces act1 act2 actw3 and act1 act2 actw4 , respectively. However, we
have that sa and sb are not bisimilar to each other. y
The purely stochastic STS depicted in Figure 4.7 (see also Example 98) is not deterministic
from the action-based point of view on stochastic systems. Indeed, both states s0a and s˜0a
can be reached from state sa by taking the same action act1 and accordingly, the execution
of the action act2 in state s0b does not lead to an uniquely determined successor state. This
observation motivates to the following definition:
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Definition 99. A purely stochastic STS T = (Sta,Act,K) is called deterministic provided
for every state s 2 Sta there exists a Borel function fs : Act! Sta such that
K(s)(Graph[ fs]) = 1.
In this context, we refer to the function fs as a witness for the determinism in s. y
By Remark 10 (6), the graph of the Borel function fs is indeed Borel in Act Sta and
thus, we can safely consider its probability mass concerning the probability measure K(s)
in the previous definition. The intuitive role of the function fs is as follows: when the
action act is executed in the state s, the successor state is almost surely determined by the
state fs(act). Assuming the sets Sta and Act are countable, it is easy to see that the purely
stochastic STS T is deterministic precisely when for every states s, s0, s˜0 2 Sta and action
act 2 Act the following implication holds:
K(s)(factg  fs0g) > 0 and K(s)(factg  fs˜0g) > 0 implies s0 = s˜0.
This observation immediately justifies that the STS in Figure 4.7 is not deterministic.
Theorem 100. Let T = (Sta,Act,K) be a deterministic purely stochastic Souslin STS. For every
states sa, sb 2 Sta the following equivalence holds:
sa 'sou sb iff sa =tr sb.
In particular, the relation =tr is a Souslin bisimulation. y
As a consequence, establishing Souslin-bisimulation equivalence is sound and complete
for proving trace-distribution equivalence of states for the subclass of STSs under con-
sideration. Relying on Corollary 83, it suffices to show that the relation =tr is a Souslin
bisimulation. Our proof for this is technical in some points, however, relies only on basic
concepts of measure theory. Interestingly, the following argument uses the characterisation
of the weight lifting of an action lifting from Section 3.3. Indeed, this is the only place
in this thesis where we exploit the two-step view on distributions over action-state pairs
discussed in Section 3.3 in a mathematical argument.
Proof of section’s main result. Our argumentation for Theorem 100 uses the following
additional notations. Let T = (Sta,Act,K) be a purely stochastic Souslin STS. The function
KAct : Sta ! Prob[Act] results from the control law K as follows: for every state s 2 Sta
and Borel set A  Act let
KAct(s)(A) = K(s)(A Sta),
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i.e., KAct(s) is obtained by projecting the probability measure K(s) onto the action space
Act. Obviously, the function KAct is Borel since the control law K forms a Borel function by
Remark 95. We additionally define the function PrTraceFunc : Sta! Prob[Actw],
PrTraceFunc(s) = PrTrace[s].
Hence, PrTraceFunc maps every state to its uniquely determined trace distribution (see
also Remark 96). This function is needed for a careful treatment of measurability issues.
For instance, to ensure the well-definedness of integrals over specific trace distributions, we
are required to show that the function PrTraceFunc is Borel. In this context, the following
lemma can be seen as folklore:
Lemma 101. Let T = (Sta,Act,K) be a purely stochastic Souslin STS. The functionPrTraceFunc
is Borel and moreover, for every state s 2 Sta and Borel sets A  Act and B  Actw it holds
PrTraceFunc(s)(A B) =
Z
ASta
PrTraceFunc(s0)(B) dK(s)(act, s0)
Proof. We rely on a standard argumentation scheme from measure theory. Pick a Borel sets
A  Act. For every Borel set B  Actw define the function fB : Sta! [0, 1],
fB(s) = PrTraceFunc(s)(B).
LetM be the family consisting of all Borel subsets B  Actw with the following property:
the function fB is Borel and for every state s 2 Sta one has the identity
PrTraceFunc(s)(A B) =
Z
ASta
fB(s0) dK(s)(act, s0).
We show thatM and the Borel sigma algebra on the Polish space Actw are the same. By
Remark 5, it then follows that the function PrTraceFunc is Borel and by Carathéodory
uniqueness theorem (see Section 2.1), the claimed identity then follows.
The family of setsM is a monotone class, i.e., the familyM is closed under unions
of increasing chains and under intersections of decreasing chains. This follows from the
following three facts: every measure is continuous from below and above, the point-wise
limit of a convergence sequence of Borel functions is Borel, and the monotone convergence
theorem (also known as Beppo Levi’s theorem, see Satz 8.2.1 in [Sch08]).
Define G0 = fActwg and moreover, for every n 2 N n f0g let
Gn = fA1  . . . An Actw ; A1, . . . , An  Act are Borel setsg.
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Relying on an induction over the natural numbers, we show that for every n 2 N it holds
Gn M. For every state s 2 Sta it holds fActw (s) = 1 as well as
PrTraceFunc(s)(AActw) = KAct(s)(A) =
Z
ASta
1 dK(s)(act, s0)
We hence obtain G0  M. For every n 2 N, if Gn  M, then Fubini’s theorem (see
Section 2.1) yields the inclusion Gn+1 M.
The union G1 [ G2 [ . . . generates the Borel sigma algebra on Actw (see Remark 3 (5) as
well as Section 3.5 in [Bog07]). Thus, putting things together, we can apply the monotone
class theorem (see Theorem 136B in [Fre01]) and therefore, the familyM and the Borel
sigma algebra on Actw are the same.
Whereas Lemma 101 holds for arbitrary purely stochastic Souslin STSs, the following
representation of the function PrTraceFunc is adapted for deterministic systems:
Lemma 102. Let T = (Sta,Act,K) be a deterministic purely stochastic Souslin STS, s 2 Sta
be a state, and f be a witness of the determinism in s. For every Borel set B  Actw define the
function gB : Act! [0, 1],
gB(act) = PrTraceFunc( f (act))(B).
For every Borel set B  Actw the function gB is Borel and moreover, for all Borel sets A  Act,
PrTraceFunc(s)(A B) =
Z
A
gB(act) dKAct(s)(act).
Proof. Let B  Actw be a Borel set. Remark 5 immediately proves the first claim stating
that the function gB is Borel. It remains to show the claimed identity. For this purpose
define the function hB : Sta! [0, 1],
hB(s0) = PrTraceFunc(s0)(B).
Using the same argument as for the function gB, the function hB is also Borel. For every
pair hact, s0i 2 Graph[ f ] it moreover holds f (act) = s0 and therefore, gB(act) = hB(s0).
Relying on the identity j(Graph[ f ]) = 1, we hence obtainZ
A
gB(act) dKAct(s)(act)
=
Z
ASta
gB(act) dK(s)(act, s0)
=
Z
ASta
hB(s0) dK(s)(act, s0)
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= PrTraceFunc(s)(A B)
where the latter equality follows from Lemma 101.
Lemma 103. Let T = (Sta,Act,K) be a deterministic purely stochastic Souslin STS, sa, sb 2 Sta
be states, as well as fa and fb be witnesses of the determinism in sa and sb, respectively. Assume
sa =tr sb. Then the following two statements hold:
(1) KAct(sa) = KAct(sb).
(2) There exists a Borel set A  Act such that KAct(sa)(A) = 1 and for all act 2 A it holds
PrTraceFunc( fa(act)) = PrTraceFunc( fa(act)).
Proof. For every state s 2 Sta and Borel set A  Actw it holds
KAct(s)(A) = PrTraceFunc(s)(AActw).
This directly yields claim (1) since the identity PrTraceFunc(sa) = PrTraceFunc(sb) is
implied by the assumption sa =tr sb (see also Remark 96). The remainder of this proof is
devoted to claim (2). Define the probability measure a 2 Prob[Act],
a = KAct(sa).
Clearly, it also holds a = KAct(sb). Let C be a countable family of Borel sets in Actw
that generates the Borel sigma-algebra on Actw, and moreover, that is closed under fi-
nite intersections (see Remark 4). Suppose Borel sets B0, B1, B2, . . .  Actw such that
C = fB0, B1, B2, . . .g. For every n 2 N introduce the functions ga,n : Act ! [0, 1] and
gb,n : Act! [0, 1] as follows: for every act 2 Act let
ga,n(act) = PrTraceFunc( fa(act))(Bn)
as well as
gb,n(act) = PrTraceFunc( fb(act))(Bn).
For every n 2 N, thanks to Lemma 102, both functions ga,n and gb,n are Borel andmoreover,
for all Borel sets A  Act it holds
PrTraceFunc(sa)(A Bn) =
Z
A
ga,n(act) da(act)
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and analogously,
PrTraceFunc(sb)(A Bn) =
Z
A
gb,n(act) da(act).
Using again the identity PrTraceFunc(sa) = PrTraceFunc(sb), for every n 2 N and every
Borel set A  Act it followsZ
A
ga,n(act) da(act) =
Z
A
gb,n(act) da(act).
According to a standard result from measure theory (see, e.g., Folgerung 9.2.8 in [Sch08]),
for every n 2 N there exists a Borel set An  Act such that
a(An) = 1 and ga,n(act) = gb,n(act) for all act 2 An.
Define the subset AC of Act by
AC = A0 \ A1 \ A2 \ . . . .
Since the family C is countable, the set AC is Borel inAct and it holds a(AC) = 1. For every
act 2 AC the probability measures PrTraceFunc( fa(act)) and PrTraceFunc( fb(act)) agree
on C , i.e., for every n 2 N one has
PrTraceFunc( fa(act))(Bn) = PrTraceFunc( fb(act))(Bn).
Since the family C generates the Borel sigma-algebra onActw and is also closed under finite
intersection, for every act 2 AC it follows
PrTraceFunc( fa(act)) = PrTraceFunc( fb(act))
by Carathéodory extension theorem (see Section 2.1). This completes our proof.
Lemma 104. Let T = (Sta,Act,K) be a deterministic purely stochastic STS, s 2 Sta be a state,
and fs be a witness of the determinism in s. Define the function f 0s : Act! Prob[Sta],
f 0s(act) = Dirac[ fs(act)].
Then the following identity holds
K(s) = KAct(s)o f 0s .
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Proof. Note, by Example 6, the function f 0s is indeed Borel. Let A  Act and S  Sta be
Borel sets. It holds
KAct(s)o f 0s(A S) =
Z
A
Dirac[ fs(act)](S) dKAct(s)(act) = KAct(s)(A \ f 1s (S)).
Using the identity
((A \ f 1s (S)) Sta) \Graph[ fs] = (A S) \Graph[ fs],
together with K(s)(Graph[ fs]) = 1, we obtain
KAct(s)(A \ f 1s (S)) = K(s)((A \ f 1s (S)) Sta) = K(s)(A S).
Carathéodory extension theorem (see Section 2.1) finally yields KAct(s)o f 0s = K(s).
Proof of Theorem 100. Using Remarks 37 and 96, it is easy to see that the relation =tr is
smooth. In fact, for every states sa, sb 2 Sta it holds
sa =tr sb iff PrTraceFunc(sa) = PrTraceFunc(sb).
Recall, the function PrTraceFunc is Borel by Lemma 101. Thanks to Remark 38, the set =tr
is in particular Souslin in Sta Sta. Hence, thanks to Corollary 41, for every probability
measures ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta] we have
hma, mbi 2 (=tr)wgt iff PrTraceFunc](ma) = PrTraceFunc](mb).
Let sa, sb 2 Sta be states with sa =tr sb. To obtain a proof of the theorem, remembering
Remark 97, it suffices to show hK(sa),K(sb)i 2 ((=tr)Act)wgt. We rely on Theorem 52 and
hence, it suffices to show hK(sa),K(sb)i 2 ((=tr)Act)two.
Suppose witnesses fa and fb of the determinism in sa and sb, respectively. Introduce the
two functions f 0a : Act ! Prob[Sta] and f 0b : Act ! Prob[Sta] as follows: for every action
act 2 Act let
f 0a(act) = Dirac[ fa(act)] and f 0b(act) = Dirac[ fa(act)].
Lemma 104 yields the identities
K(sa) = KAct(sa)o f 0a and K(sb) = KAct(sb)o f 0b.
Invoking Lemma 103, we obtain KAct(sa) = KAct(sb) and there exists a Borel set A  Act
such that KAct(sa)(A) = 1 and so that for every act 2 A,
PrTraceFunc( fa(act)) = PrTraceFunc( fa(act)).
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From this one can easily derive that for every act 2 A,
PrTraceFunc]( f 0a(act)) = PrTraceFunc]( f 0a(act)).
For every action act 2 A, exploiting the initial observation in this proof, we therefore obtain
h f 0a(act), f 0a(act)i 2 (=tr)wgt. This implies hK(sa),K(sb)i 2 ((=tr)Act)two. As already
discussed before, the latter insight completes the proof.
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This chapter is devoted to the proof of TheoremD(seeChapter 1)where simulation preorder
and bisimulation equivalence is related to relations induced by temporal logics. For the
specification of probabilities for complex path properties the temporal logics APCTL and
its existential fragment 9APCTL yield comparable expressive temporal logics that. As
already mentioned in Chapter 1, they combine features of several logics that have been
introduced in the literature. The temporal logics APCTL and APCTL form Hennessy-
Milner-like sublogics of APCTL and 9APCTL, respectively. These sublogics are only
allowed to specify properties on direct successor distributions over action-state pairs.
To the best of our knowledge, Theorem D is the first theorem providing logical character-
isations of the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence for a general stochastic
model possibly having an uncountable state and action space in terms of a weak and an
expressive temporal logic. In view of the developed theory in Chapter 4, we emphasise
that Theorem D also identifies a subclass of (Souslin) STSs where Souslin simulation and
simulation are the same and accordingly, where the concepts of Souslin bisimulation and
bisimulation collapse.
To cover STSs whose action spaces are uncountable, the novelty of our syntax for APCTL
is that the basic atomic observables are certain subsets of the action space that are specified
by an action event family. Recall, an action space Act can be viewed as the set of all relevant
atomic observables. In particular, every action contained inAct stands for a process activity.
However, since the setAct is not restricted to be countable, it is not plausible to assume that
the occurrence of every individual action can be indeed observed, e.g., from an external
agent. Intuitively, an action event familyA is a countable family of subsets ofAct specifying
those subsets of the action space for which one can determine whether a given action is
contained or not: taking A 2 A and act 2 Act, one can provide the answer yes if act 2 A
and no otherwise.
Initially, we interpret APCTL over arbitrary STSs augmented with an action event family
and a reward function. While the given semantics is mostly standard, the probability
modality needs some care due to measurability issues caused by uncountable state and
action spaces. In fact, it turns out that specific satisfactions of APCTL formulas may not be
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Borel. To this end, we rely on the concept of outer-measure functions within the definition
of our semantics. Recall that an outer-measure function extends a probability measure
defined on some sigma algebra to the whole powerset (see Section 2.1). This approach
causes no trouble for theoretical arguments and allows us to extend classical results from
the discrete setting to the setting of this thesis.
We present a measurability condition on STSs called: Borel concerning the hit sigma
algebra. This notion in particular ensures that the outer-measure semantics and the classical
semantics for the two weak logics APCTL and APCTL are the same since corresponding
satisfaction sets can be proven to yield Borel sets. The latter fact is crucial for the applic-
ation of the techniques in [FKP17] concerning our proof of one part of Theorem D. The
mentioned measurability requirement on an STS is closely connected to the definition of
non-deterministic labelled Markov processes [DTW12, Wol12]. However, there is an seem-
ingly unimportant difference in the corresponding definitions that has crucial consequences
for our compositional framework. The motivation of the concepts also differ.
In this chapter we also provide a variant of Theorem D for simple STSs whose action
space is countable. Consequently, on the one hand, this chapter’s main result covers
the established logical characterisations for the simulation preorder and the bisimulation
equivalence for labelled Markov processes (LMPs) [FKP17] in terms of corresponding
weak modal logics (see also [BDEP97, DEP02, DGJP03, Des99, Pan09]). On the other hand,
this chapter extends the theory on LMPs by providing corresponding preservation results
for the expressive temporal logics APCTL and 9APCTL. The same discussion applies for
non-deterministic labelled Markov processes (NLMPs) [DTW12, Wol12] where, to the best
of our knowledge, the existing literature is restricted to bisimulations. Thus, as a byproduct,
Theorem D provides a first result referring to the simulation relations of NLMPs.
TheoremDalso extends [NK07] by a complete characterisation of both the simulation pre-
order and the bisimulation equivalence. Note, [NK07] solely provides a preservation result
for bisimulations of continuous-time Markov decision processes concerning an expressive
temporal logic. The main result of this chapter also covers results in [DP03] and [DGJP10]
providing a logical characterisation of the bisimulation equivalence for continuous-time
Markov processes and labelled concurrent Markov chains, respectively. We moreover em-
phasise that the logical characterisations given by Theorem D refer to a generative model in
the classification of [GSS95]. In this context, to the best of our knowledge, a generic logical
characterisation of the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence has been not
proven before. Chapter 7 provides more detailed discussions regarding related models.
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5.1 Syntax using action event spaces
This section presents the syntax of the action-based probabilistic logic APCTL and of the
corresponding sublogics 9APCTL, APCTL, and APCTL. To this end, we introduce the
notion of an action event family:
Definition 105. For every Polish spaceAct an action event family (onAct) is a countable gen-
erator A of the Borel sigma algebra on Act that satisfies the following additional property:
the family of sets A separates the points in Act, i.e., for every act1, act2 2 Act,
act1 = act2 iff for every A 2 A one has act1 2 A iff act2 2 A.
An action event space is a pair (Act,A) such that Act is a Polish space and A is an action
event family on Act. y
Let (Act,A) be an action event space. The elements of the action event family A can
be viewed as test sets to distinguish two actions act1 and act2 in Act. Indeed, act1 is not
equal to act2 precisely when there exists a test set A 2 A such that act1 2 A and act2 /2 A
or the other way round, i.e., act1 /2 A and act2 2 A. The smallest family of subsets of Act
that contains every set in A and that is additionally closed under complementation and
finite intersections is denoted by Bool[A]. The family Bool[A] is hence also closed under
finite unions. Moreover, it is easy to see that Bool[A] also yields an action event family, in
particular, constitutes a countable family of subsets of Act. For every A, A1, A2 2 Bool[A]
we write :A rather than Act n A, A1 ^ A2 instead of A1 \ A2. and accordingly for the
other boolean connectives (disjunction _, implication!, . . . ).
Example 106. Based on Examples 2 and 3, we provide examples for action event spaces:
(1) Let Act = Q be a countable set. Define AQ as the family of sets consisting of all
singletons fqg with q 2 Q. Then it is easy to see that the pair (Q,AQ) yields an
action event space.
(2) We regard the action space Act = R0 representing continuous time. SupposeAI is
the family consisting of all intervals I in R0 with rational endpoints, i.e., there are
q1, q1 2 Q0 with I 2 f(q1, q2), (q1, q2], [q1, q2), [q1, q2]g. Then the pair (R0,AI )
also forms an action event space.
(3) Consider the action space Act = Eval[Var] of all variable evaluations over some
finite set of variables Var. LetAVar be the family consisting of all conditions over Var,
i.e., AVar = Cond[Var]. Again the pair (Eval[Var],AVar) constitutes an action event
space (see also Section 3.1).
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Clearly, one can also combine the presented action event spaces. Consider for instance a
countable set Q that is disjoint from R0. Then the union AQ [AI yields an action event
family on the action space Q [R0. Moreover, fAQ  AI ; AQ 2 AQ and AI 2 AIg is
an action event family on the action space QR0. y
It is important to realise that while an action space may be uncountable an action event
family is required to be countable. From a theoretical point of view, according to Remark 4,
every Polish space gives rise to an action event space. However, the choice of a concrete
action event family can be seen as an engineering task performed while modelling the
system under consideration. The previous example illustrates that action event families
appear naturally in the modelling of stochastic systems.
The following definition provides the syntax of the action-based probabilistic modal
logic APCTL. The basic atomic building blocks are given by the sets of actions contained
in a picked action event family:
Definition 107. Let (Act,A) be an action event space. An APCTL state formula (over
(Act,A)) is formed by the following grammar:
s ::= s ^ s j :s j 9t
where t is an APCTL path-measure formula. Here, an APCTL path-measure formula (over
(Act,A)) is generated by the following grammar:
t ::= t ^ t j :t j P./q[u]
where ./ 2 f<,,=,,>g, q 2 [0, 1] \Q, and u is a APCTL path formula. An APCTL
path formula (over (Act,A)) is defined by the following grammar:
u ::= s j A j u ^ u j :u j  u j uU u j Acc[./r]
where s is an APCTL state formula, A 2 Bool[A], ./ 2 f<,,=,,>g, and r 2 Q. y
As the names in the previous definition suggest, APCTL state formulas are interpreted
over states of an STS, APCTL path-measure formulas constrain path measures induced by
schedulers, and APCTL path formulas refer to paths. The precise semantics is presented in
the next section, however, let us give a feeling for the meaning of the introduced formulas.
Considering a state s of an STS, the exists modality 9t asserts the existence of an s-scheduler
S whose induced path measure Pr[S] satisfies the formula t. For instance, assuming
t is equal to the probability modality P>q[u], the path measure Pr[S] fulfils t if the
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probability of all paths satisfying the formula u is greater than q (this needs some care
due to measurability issues). The next modality  u and the until modality u1U u2
have the same meaning as in standard linear temporal logic (see also, e.g., [BK08]). The
accumulation modality Acc[>r] asserts that the accumulated reward of a path up to the
current position is greater than the reward bound r.
For each of the three levels of APCTL the operators from propositional logic (true tt,
disjunction _, implication!, . . . ) are derived as usual. For every APCTL path-measure
formula t we moreover define the forall modality
8t = :9(:t).
The forall modality constitutes an APCTL state formula constraining every s-scheduler of
a picked state s. The eventually and the always modality are defined as in standard linear
temporal logics, i.e., for every APCTL path formula u we have
 u = ttU u and  u = :(:u).
Considering a path, the formula  u intuitively states that u holds eventually in the future
and u specifies that u holds from now on forever.
Example 108. We present properties that can be specified by APCTL. In every case the
action spaces is equipped with the corresponding action event family from Example 106.
(1) Let Act = Eval[ftempg] where the variable temp intuitively stands for the temper-
ature of room with a temperature controller . The APCTL state formula
s1 = 9P0.7[(temp18^ temp22)]
asserts the existence of a scheduler such that the temperature forever stays between
18 and 22 degree Celsius with a probability greater than or equal to 0.7.
(2) Consider an action space Actwith goal 2 Act. The APCTL state formula
s2 = 8P>0.9[Acc[0]U fgoalg]
expresses that for all resolutions of the non-determinism the accumulated reward
referring, e.g., to the available energy or the allocated resources, until reaching the
goal action never drops below zero with a probability greater than 0.9.
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(3) The following formula nests the exists modality. Regard an action space Act such
that ferror, operatingg  Act. The APCTL state formula
s3 = 8P=1[(ferrorg ! 9P>0.8[(Acc[17] ^ foperatingg)])]
specifies the following resilient condition on an adaptive control system: almost
surely, after an error has been occurred, the system fosters towards an operating
mode with probability greater than 0.8 accumulating at most 17 cost. The cost may
refer to the time that has been elapsed since the occurrence of the indicated error.
y
The remainder of this section introduces three fragments of APCTL that become im-
portant in our discussions on the logical characterisation of the simulation preorder and
the bisimulation equivalence later on in this chapter. For instance, having corresponding
results from the discrete setting in mind (see, e.g., Section 7.5 in [BK08]), one cannot expect
that the full temporal logic APCTL is preserved by the simulation preorder. This leads to
the following definition of the existential fragment of APCTL.
Definition 109. Let (Act,A) be an action event space. An 9APCTL state formula (over
(Act,A)) is formed by the following grammar:
s ::= tt j s ^ s j s _ s j 9t
where t is an 9APCTL path-measure formula. Here, an 9APCTL path-measure formula
(over (Act,A)) is generated by the following grammar:
t ::= t ^ t j t _ t j PDq[u]
where D 2 f=,,>g, q 2 [0, 1] \Q, and u is a 9APCTL path formula. An 9APCTL
path formula (over (Act,A)) is defined by the following grammar:
u ::= s j A j u ^ u j u _ u j  u j uU u j Acc[./r]
where s is an APCTL state formula, A 2 Bool[A], ./ 2 f<,,=,,>g, and r 2 Q. y
It is easy to see that the logic 9APCTL yields a fragment of APCTL. While for every
APCTL state formula s the negation :s is an APCTL state formula, the corresponding
statement does not hold for 9APCTL. In particular, in 9APCTL the forall quantification
over schedulers is missing that actually motivates the previously introduced sublogic.
Besides this, probabilities for path properties can only be bounded from below by the
probability modality.
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Definition 110. Let (Act,A) be an action event space. An APCTL state formula (over
(Act,A)) is formed by the following grammar:
s ::= tt j s ^ s j 9t
where t is an APCTL path-measure formula. Here, an APCTL path-measure formula (over
(Act,A)) is generated by the following grammar:
t ::= t ^ t j P>q[u] j P<q[u]
where q 2 [0, 1] \ Q and u is a APCTL path formula. An APCTL path formula (over
(Act,A)) is defined by the following grammar:
u ::=  (A ^ s)
where A 2 Bool[A] and s is an APCTL state formula. y
Although the boolean fragment of APCTL is restricted to conjunctions and include no
negations, the expressiveness of APCTL and 9APCTL are incomparable as in APCTL
probabilities for path properties can be also bounded from above by arbitrary probability
thresholds. Most importantly, the logic APCTL basically allows only for those APCTL
path formulas that include solely the next modality, in particular, the until modality is
missing. Consequently, there is no chance to express the eventually and the alwaysmodality
in APCTL. Intuitively, formulas of APCTL are only capable of specifying constraints
for direct action-state successors in a specific state. Besides this, the logic APCTL also
includes no accumulation modality.
Definition 111. Let (Act,A) be an action event space. An APCTL state formula (over
(Act,A)) is formed by the following grammar:
s ::= tt j s ^ s j 9t
where t is an APCTL path-measure formula. Here, an APCTL path-measure formula (over
(Act,A)) is generated by the following grammar:
t ::= t ^ t j P>q[u]
where q 2 [0, 1] \ Q and u is a APCTL path formula. An APCTL path formula (over
(Act,A)) is defined by the following grammar:
u ::= u _ u j  (A ^ s)
where A 2 Bool[A] and s is an APCTL state formula. y
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The previously introduced sublogic APCTL of APCTL is in the same spirit as the
fragment APCTL. However, compared to APCTL, the latter defined fragment involves
no form of negation, in particular, probabilities of path properties can only be bounded
from below by the probability modality and hence, APCTL yields a fragment of 9APCTL.
In comparison to APCTL, there is an additional disjunction operator for APCTL path
formulas. As we see in Section 5.4, this disjunction operator is indispensable.
5.2 Outer-measure semantics
We interpret the temporal logic APCTL over STSs that are additionally equipped with an
action event family and a reward function. Action event families have been introduced in
the previous section (see Definition 105). Reward functions are defined as expected:
Definition 112. For every Polish space Act a reward function (on Act) is Borel function
rew : Act! R mapping every action in Act to a real number (reward). y
The reward function may, e.g., specify the consumed energy or the produced utility
accompanied with the execution of an action. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS and rew be
a reward function. Intuitively, if the action act is executed, the reward rew(act) is gained. It
is therefore convenient to extend the reward function rew to the set of all finite paths (also
denoted by rew) as follows: for every state s 2 Sta let
rew(s) = 0
and for every finite path pˆ = s0 act1 s1 . . . actn sn where n 2 N with n > 0 let
rew(pˆ) = rew(act1) + . . .+ rew(actn),
i.e., rew(pˆ) records the accumulated reward along the given finite path.
Definition 113. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS, A be an action event family, and rew
be a reward function. The satisfaction relation j= for APCTL state formulas is defined as
follows where s 2 Sta is a state:
s j= s1 ^ s2 iff s j= s1 and s j= s2,
s j= :s iff s 6j= s,
s j= 9t iff there exists an s-schedulerS with Pr[S] j= t.
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The satisfaction relation j= for APCTL path-measure formulas is given below where c
denotes a probability measure on Path:
c j= t1 ^ t2 iff c j= t1 and c j= t2,
c j= :t iff c 6j= t,
c j= P./q[u] iff cout(fp 2 Path ; p j= ug) ./ q.
The satisfaction relation j= for APCTL path formulas is defined as follows where n 2 N is
a natural number and p = s0 act1 s1 . . . is an infinite path in Path:
hp, ni j= s iff sn j= s,
hp, ni j= A iff actn+1 2 A,
hp, ni j= u1 ^ u2 iff hp, ni j= u1 and hp, ni j= u2,
hp, ni j= :u iff hp, ni 6j= u,
hp, ni j= u iff hp, n+ 1i j= u,
hp, ni j= u1U u2 iff there exists i 2 N with n  i so that hp, ii j= u2
and hp, ji j= u1 for all j 2 N with n  j < i,
hp, ni j= Acc[./ r] iff rew(s0 act1 s1 . . . actn sn) ./ r.
For every path p 2 Path and APCTL path formula u we also use p j= u as a shorthand
notation for hp, 0i j= u. y
As before, let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS, A be an action event family, and rew be a
reward function. For every APCTL state formula s, path-measure formula t, and path
formula u we introduce the respective satisfaction sets by
JsK = fs 2 Sta ; s j= sg,JtK = fc 2 Prob[Path] ; c j= tg,JuK = fp 2 Path ; p j= ug.
Relying on the presented semantics, the temporal logics introduced in Section 5.1 induce the
following relations over the state space. TheAPCTL equivalence and theAPCTL equivalence
are the binary relations ' and ' over the state space Sta, respectively, given as follows:
for every states sa, sb 2 Sta,
sa ' sb iff for every APCTL state formula one has sa j= s iff sb j= s,
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sa ' sb iff for every APCTL state formula one has sa j= s iff sb j= s.
Accordingly, the 9APCTL preorder and the APCTL preorder are the binary relations 9
and  over Sta, respectively, defined as follows: for every states sa, sb 2 Sta,
sa 9 sb iff for every 9APCTL state formula one has sa j= s implies sb j= s,
sa  sb iff for every APCTL state formula one has sa j= s implies sb j= s.
In Definition 113 we rely on the outer-measure function of c for the definition of the
semantics of the probability modality P./q[u]. The reason is that we believe that the set JuK
may not be Borel in Path for arbitrary STSs. As we have no counterexample for this yet, let
us briefly sketch the difficulty. If one wants to show that JuK is Borel in Path, the idea is to
rely on an induction over the construction of formulas. Hence, one also has to show that
the sets JsK and JtK are Borel in Sta and Prob[Path], respectively. Clearly, considering for
instance the APCTL state formula s = s1 ^ s2 for some APCTL path formulas s1 and
s2, it easily follows that JsK is Borel in Sta assuming the sets Js1K and Js2K are Borel in Sta
since JsK = Js1K\ Js2K. However, the case s = 9t where t is an APCTL path-measure
formula with JtK being a Borel set in Prob[Path] is more intricate: since the semantics of
the exists modality involves an existential quantification ranging over all schedulers, we
think that one cannot expect that the set JsK is Borel in Sta. Recall, sets defined in terms of
an existential quantification are typically not Borel (see also Section 2.2). At this point, one
may ask whether the set JsK is Souslin in Sta. Indeed, we see a chance to answer the latter
question positively for every Souslin STS (see also [MS00]). Such a result needs a deeper
analysis of structural properties of the set of all path measures induced by a scheduler.
Interestingly, the presented approach to circumvent the latter mentioned problems using
outer measures causes no mathematical difficulties with regard to the main object of this
chapter concerning the logical characterisations of simulation preorder and bisimulation
equivalence. Inspecting the previous discussion carefully, it turns out that the concept
of outer measure can be omitted for PCTL formulas where the exists modality is not
nested as then all the satisfaction sets of the corresponding subformulas are Borel. This
is for instance the case for the formulas s1 and s2 in Example 108. However, compared to
that, the formula s3 in Example 108 needs some care as here, the exists modality occurs
nested. Obviously, if the state space of the STS under consideration is countable, then the
outer-measure semantics and the standard semantics are the same.
Example 114. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a non-blocking Souslin STS, A be an action event
family, and rew be a reward function. Consider the APCTL state formula
s = 9P./q[ (A ^ s0)]
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with ./ 2 f<,,=,,>g, q 2 [0, 1] \Q, A 2 Bool[A], and s0 being an APCTL state
formula. Then for every state s 2 Stawe have the following equivalence:
s j= s iff there is j 2 Prob[Act Sta] with s! j and jout(A Js0K) ./ q.
The formal argument for this claim is as follows. Let s 2 Sta be a state. Abbreviate the
APCTL path formula (A ^ s0) by u. One has JuK = Sta (A Js0K) (Act Sta)w.
For every s-scheduler S it is hence easy to see that Pr[S]out(JuK) = S(s)out(A Js0K).
Consequently, the implication from the left to the right of the claimed equivalence follows
directly from the fact that s! S(s) for every s-scheduler S. The reverse implication
is a consequence of Theorem 65. Indeed, thanks to the assumptions on the STS under
consideration, for every j 2 Prob[Act Sta]with s! j there exists an s-schedulerSwith
S(s) = j. y
Clearly, the semantics for APCTL directly transfers to the fragments 9APCTL, APCTL,
and APCTL. In this context, the previous example illustrates that the concepts of sched-
ulers and induced pathmeasures can be avoided for a direct definition of the corresponding
semantics of APCTL and APCTL. This also confirms corresponding observations in Sec-
tion 5.1 stating that APCTL and APCTL yield inexpressive sublogics of APCTL.
5.3 Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra
We present a sublcass of (Souslin) STSs such that all the satisfaction sets of APCTL
formulas and APCTL formulas are Borel. Recalling discussions in Section 3.1, the Souslin
property in the context of STSs is basically motivated by a requirement of the measurable-
selection principle given by Theorem 21. The following condition on an STS is in the spirit
of an assumption of the classical measurable-selection principle given by Theorem 18:
Definition 115. An STS T = (Sta,Act,!) is called Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra
provided for every open setO  Prob[Act Sta] the set
fs 2 Sta ; Enabled[s] \O 6= ?g
is Borel in Sta. y
In the discussions of Section 2.3 concerning Theorem 18 we have introduced the notion
of hit sigma algebras that also justifies the choice for the name of the new subclass of STSs.
Intuitively, the set fs 2 Sta ; Enabled[s] \O 6= ?g consists of those states s such that there
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exists an enabled distribution over action-state pairs that hit the given test set O. These
test sets are given by all the open subsets of Prob[Act Sta]. Definition 115 is also in the
spirit of non-deterministic labelled Markov processes [DTW12, Wol12] that is precisely
discussed in Section 7.4. The following remark establishes a connection between Souslin
STSs and those STSs satisfying the condition in Definition 115:
Remark 116. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS that is non-blocking and such that the set
Enabled[s] is closed in Prob[Act Sta]. The latter assumption in particular includes the
case where T is image finite, i.e., where the set Enabled[s] is finite for every state s 2 Sta.
By Remark 23, if T is Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra, then the STS T is Souslin.
The cited remark also shows that the reverse implication does not hold in general, i.e., the
STS T may not be Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra even though it is Souslin. y
Theorem 117. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS and A be an action event family. Assume that
the STS T is non-blocking, image-finite, and Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. Then the
following two statements hold:
(1) The set JsK is Borel in Sta for every APCTL state formula s.
(2) The set JsK is Borel in Sta for every APCTL state formula s.
Proof. We rely on Remark 19 providing a refinement of the measurable-selection prin-
ciple given by Theorem 18: there exists a sequence ( fn)n2N of Borel functions fn : Sta!
Prob[Act Sta] such that for every state s 2 Sta it holds
Enabled[s] = f fn(s) ; n 2 Ng.
Let k 2 N and define the APCTL state formula s by
s = 9(P>q0 [u0] ^ . . . ^ P>qk [uk])
where for every i 2 f0, . . . , kg, qi is a rational number in [0, 1] and ui is the APCTL
path-measure formula given by
ui =  (Ai0 ^ si0) _ . . . _  (Aiki ^ siki)
for some natural number ki 2 N, Ai0, . . . , Aiki 2 Bool[A] and APCTL state formula
si0, . . . , siki . Assume that for all i 2 f0, . . . , kg the sets Jsi0K, . . . , JsikiK are Borel in Sta.
Inspecting the syntax of APCTL state formulas and relying on an induction over the
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construction of APCTL state formulas, it suffices to show that the set JsK is Borel in Sta in
order to conclude the lemma.
For every n 2 N and i 2 f0, . . . , kg define the function gni : Sta! [0, 1],
gni(s) = fn(s)((Ai0  Jsi0K) [ . . . [ (Aiki  JsikiK)).
Inspecting Example 114, it is easy to see that
JsK = [
n2N
\
i2f0,...,kg
g 1ni ((qi, 1]).
According to Remark 5, for every n 2 N and i 2 f0, . . . , kg the function gni is Borel and
therefore, it directly follows that the set JsK is Borel in Sta. This shows statement (1).
Claim (2) follows analogously.
As a consequence, the outer-measure semantics and the standard semantics for APCTL
and APCTL are the same concerning the subclass of STSs investigated in the previous
theorem. In particular, it is not necessary to consider outer-measure functions of probability
measures for the interpretation of properties specified by APCTL or APCTL. According
to Remark 116, every STS satisfying the conditions in Theorem 117 is also Souslin.
5.4 Logical characterisation
The main object of this section is to show that the APCTL preorder  and the simula-
tion preorder  are the same and accordingly, that the APCTL equivalence ' and the
bisimulation equivalence ' coincide for a subclass of STSs. The proof below adapts the
argumentation scheme of the recent contribution [FKP17] for labelled Markov processes.
More precisely, the key ingredients for the following argumentation are given by Theor-
ems 39 and 40 whose proofs heavily rely on the techniques in [FKP17]. Moreover, as in
[FKP17], the facts that the two temporal logics APCTL and APCTL are countable turn
out to be crucial.
Theorem 118. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS and A be an action event family. Assume that
the STS T is non-blocking, image-finite, and Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. For every
states sa, sb 2 Sta the following two equivalences hold:
(1) sa  sb iff sa sou sb iff sa  sb.
(2) sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb iff sa ' sb.
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Moreover, the relation  is weakly smooth and accordingly, the relation ' is smooth. y
The proof of the theorem can be found below. As a byproduct of the presented logical
characterisation, we derive a subclass of Souslin STSs (see also Remark 116), where the
simulation preorder and the Souslin-simulation preorder are the same and accordingly,
where the bisimulation equivalence and the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence collapse.
Applying our results from Chapter 4, we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 119. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS. Assume that T is non-blocking, image-finite,
and Borel with respect to open hit sets. For every sa, sb 2 Sta the two statements below hold:
(1) sa  sb implies sa tr sb.
(2) sa ' sb implies sa =tr sb.
Proof. By Remark 4, we can safely assume some action event family on Act. Remark 116
shows that the STS T is Souslin. Consequently, the claim immediately follows Corollary 83
and Theorem 118.
It remains to show the section’s main result:
Proof of Theorem 118. The proof schema for both claimed chain of equivalences is the same.
In what follows we first show that formulas that can be formulated in APCTL and APCTL
are preserved by the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence, respectively.
In a second step, we show that the relations  and ' induced by the temporal logics are
a simulation and bisimulation, respectively. Statements (1) and (2) then easily follow as
the relations  and ' are weakly smooth and smooth, respectively. To be more precise,
relying on Theorem 117, the facts the temporal logics APCTL and APCTL are countable,
and Remark 38, the family
C = fJsK ; s is an APCTL state formulag
is a witnesses of the weakly smoothness of  and accordingly,
C' = fJsK ; s is an APCTL state formulag
yields a witnesses of the smoothness of '.
Preservation of temporal properties. Let sa, sb 2 Sta be states. We only show that sa  sb
follows from sa sb. Indeed, one analogously derives that sa' sb implies sa' sb. Consider
a simulation R with hsa, sbi 2 R. Let k 2 N and define the APCTL state formula s by
s = 9(P>q0 [u0] ^ . . . ^ P>qk [uk])
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where q0, . . . , qk 2 [0, 1] \Q are rational numbers between zero and one and u0, . . . , uk
are APCTL path-measure formulas defined as follows: for every i 2 f0, . . . , kg,
ui = (Ai0 ^ si0) _ . . . _  (Aiki ^ siki)
where Ai0, . . . , Aiki 2 Bool[A] and si0, . . . , siki are APCTL state formulas. We assume
that for every i 2 f0, . . . , kg and j 2 f0, . . . , kig the implication below holds:
sa j= sij implies sb j= sij.
Assume sa j= s. According the syntax of a APCTL state formula and relying on an
induction over the construction of APCTL formulas, it suffices to show sb j= s in order to
conclude sa  sb.
For every i 2 f0, . . . , kg and j 2 f0, . . . , kig it is easy to see that the set Aij  JsijK is
upper RAct-stable. Therefore, for every i 2 f0, . . . , kg the set Bi is upper RAct-stable where
Bi = (Ai0  Jsi0K) [ . . . [ (Aiki  JsikiK).
Applying Lemma 117, for every i 2 f0, . . . , kg the set Bi is Borel in Act Sta. Relying on
the insights in Example 114 and using the assumption sa j= s, there exists a probability
measure ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that
sa! ja and ja(Bi) > qi for every i 2 f0, . . . , kg.
Using that the relation R is a simulation with hsa, sbi 2 R, there hence exists a probability
measure jb 2 Prob[Act Sta] such that
sb! jb and hja, jbi 2 (RAct)wgt.
Thanks to Remark 34, for every i 2 f0, . . . , kg it hence holds
jb(Bi)  ja(Bi) > qi.
Applying the same argument as in Example 114, we can conclude sb j= s.
Characterisation of simulation preorder and bisimulation equivalence. To obtain a proof for
the theorem under consideration, we show that the relation  is a simulation and that
the relation ' is a bisimulation. this proof uses the following additional notions For
presentation purposes the remainder of this proof uses the following additional notions.
for every family C of subsets of Sta the relation Rel[C] over Sta is given by
Rel[C] = fhsa, sbi 2 Sta Sta ; sa 2 S implies sb 2 S for every S 2 Cg.
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and accordingly, the relation Rel'[C] over Sta is defined as
Rel'[C] = fhsa, sbi 2 Sta Sta ; sa 2 S iff sb 2 S for every S 2 Cg.
Ad (1). Let C 0 be the family of subsets of Act Sta given by
C 0 = fA JsK ; A 2 Bool[A] and s is a APCTL state formulag.
Relying on the requirements on action event families, it is easy to see that the family C 0
is countable. Moreover, according to Theorem 117, every element in C 0 is a Borel set in
Act Sta. It is easy to see that C 0 is closed under finite intersections. Indeed, for every
A1, A2 2 Bool[A] and every APCTL state formulas s1 and s2 one has
(A1  Js1K) \ (A2  Js2K) = (A1 \ A2) (Js1K\ Js2K) = (A1 ^ A2) Js1 ^ s2K.
On top of that, it holds Rel[C 0] = ()Act. Here, the inclusion Rel[C 0]  ()Act is
trivial and the reverse inclusion Rel[C 0]  ()Act follows immediately from the fact
that the action event family A separates the points in Act.
The family C is defined as the smallest family of subsets of Act Sta such that C is
closed under finite unions and so that C 0  C. It is easy to see that every set contained
in C is Borel in Act Sta. Moreover, since the family of sets C 0 is countable, the newly
introduced family of sets C is also countable. Using that C 0 is closed under finite intersec-
tions, the family of sets C is also closed under finite intersections. Additionally, it is easy
to see that Rel[C] = Rel[C 0] = ()Act.
It follows that ()Act is weakly smooth where C is a witness that is closed under
finite intersections. We are hence in the situation of Theorem 39 that yields the following
statement. For every j0a, j0b 2 Prob[Act Sta] one has the equivalence below:
hj0a, j0bi 2 (()Act)wgt iff for every B 2 C it holds j0a(B)  j0b(B).
Statement (1) can be derived as follows now. Towards a contradiction assume that the
relation  is no simulation. Hence, there are states sa, sb 2 Sta and a probability measure
ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] satisfying the following three statements:
sa  sb, sa! ja, and hja, jbi 62 (()Act)wgt for all jb 2 Enabled[sb].
As the set Enabled[sb] is required to be finite and not empty, there exists n 2 N n f0g
and jb1, . . . , jbn 2 Prob[Act Sta] with
Enabled[sb] = fjb1, . . . , jbng.
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For every i 2 f1, . . . , ng it holds hja, jbii 62 (()Act)wgt and thus, relying on the first
part of this proof, there exists a set Bi 2 C[ and a rational number qi 2 [0, 1] \Q with
ja(Bi) > qi > jbi(Bi).
Inspecting the definition of C, for every i 2 f1, . . . , ng there are a natural number ki 2
N n f0g, elements Ai1, . . . , Aiki of the action event family A, and APCTL path formulas
si1, . . . , siki such that
Bi = (Ai1  Jsi1K) [ . . . [ (Aiki  JsikiK).
For every i 2 f1, . . . , ng define the APCTL path formula ui by
ui = (Ai1 ^ si1) _ . . . _  (Aiki ^ siki).
The APCTL state formula s is introduced by
s = 9(P>q1 [u1] ^ . . . ^ P>qn [un]).
Thanks to Example 114 and Theorem 117, it follows sa j= swhile sb 6j= s. The latter insight
shows hsa, sbi 2 (Sta Sta) n  that yields a contradiction. We finally conclude that the
relation  is a simulation.
Ad (2). Our argument for (2) is similar to (1), however, relies on Theorem 40 rather than
Theorem 39. As Theorem 40 requires a family of sets that is closed under finite intersections
only (and not necessarily under finite unions), the following proof for (2) is less technical
than (1). However, the core idea is the same.
Define the family of sets C' by
C' = fA JsK ; A 2 Bool[A] and s is a APCTL state formulag.
As for C 0 in the first part of this proof, one can show that C' is countable, closed under
finite intersections, and consists solely of Borel subsets of Act Sta. Therefore, applying
Theorem 40, for every probability measures j0a, j0b 2 Prob[Act  Sta] the equivalence
below holds:
hj0a, j0bi 2 ((')Act)wgt iff j0a(B) = j0b(B) for all B 2 C.
Towards a contradiction assume that ' is no bisimulation. Thus, there are states
sa, sb 2 Sta and ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] with sa ' sb, sa! ja, and hja, jbi 62 ((')Act)wgt
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for all jb 2 Enabled[sb] or vice versa, there are states sa, sb 2 Sta and jb 2 Prob[Act Sta]
with sa ' sb, sb! jb, and hja, jbi 62 ((')Act)wgt for all ja 2 Enabled[sa]. For reasons
of symmetry it suffices to discuss the first case. Let sa, sb 2 Sta and ja 2 Prob[Act Sta]
be such that
sa ' sb, sa! ja, and hja, jbi 62 ((')Act)wgt for all jb 2 Enabled[sb].
Let n 2 N and jb0, . . . , jbn 2 Prob[Act Sta] be such that
Enabled[sb] = fjb0, . . . , jbng.
For every i 2 f0, . . . , ng there exists Ai 2 A, a APCTL state formula si, a comparison
operator ./i 2 f<,>g, and a rational number qi 2 [0, 1] \Q such that
ja(Ai  JsiK) ./i qi ./i jbi(Ai  JsiK).
Introduce the APCTL state formula s by
s = 9(P./q0 [ (A0 ^ s0)] ^ . . . ^ P./qn [ (An ^ sn)])
According to Example 114 and Theorem 117, we have sa j= s while sb 6j= s. This yields a
contradiction to sa ' sb and hence, we are done.
Whereas the logic APCTL allows for disjunction of path formulas, the logic APCTL
does not. The proof of statement (1) of the previous theorem indeed requires disjunction
of APCTL path formulas. It is natural to ask whether the argument can be adapted such
that these disjunction are no longer needed in view of obtaining a simpler logic inducing a
simulation. However, Example 4.3.4 in [Des99] shows that statement (1) of Theorem 118
does not longer hold when dropping the disjunction of APCTL path formulas. This
example provides an STS with finitely many states where disjunction of APCTL path
formulas is needed to distinguish states sa and sb where sb does not simulate sa.
5.5 Simulation and bisimulation on infinite paths
This section revisits and extends the results presented in Section 4.5. To recall these contri-
bution, consider a Souslin simulation R for some Souslin STS T = (Sta,Act,!) as well as
probability measures ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta] such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. We have proved that
for every ma-schedulerSa there exists a mb-schedulerSb such that the corresponding in-
duced finite-path measures ofSa andSb are related by appropriate weight functions. The
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following material shows that even the (infinite-)path measures induced by the schedulers
Sa andSb are related by a certain weight function. However, compared to the setting in
Section 4.5, our argument needs the stronger assumption that the simulation R is even
weakly smooth (and not merely Souslin, see also Remark 38).
Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS. Recalling Section 4.5, for every relation R  Sta Sta
and n 2 N the lifting of R to the set Pathn of all finite paths of length n is denoted by
Rpath,n. Accordingly, every relation R  Sta Sta extends naturally to the relation Rpath
over the set of all infinite paths as follows: for every infinite paths pa = sa0 acta1 sa1 . . . and
pb = sb0 actb1 sb1 . . .,
hpa,pbi 2 Rpath iff hpajn,pbjni 2 Rpath,n for every n 2 N
where the two finite paths pajn,pbjn 2 Pathn are given by pajn = sa0 acta1 sa1 . . . actan san
and pbjn = sb0 actb1 sb1 . . . actbn sbn, respectively, for every n 2 N. It obviously holds
hpa,pbi 2 Rpath precisely when both hsan, sbni 2 R for every n 2 N and actan = actbn for
every n 2 N n f0g. The following result is in the same spirit as Theorem 77.
Theorem 120. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a , R be a combined simulation, and ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta]
be such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. Assume that the relation R is weakly smooth. Then for every ma-
schedulerSa there exists a mb-schedulerSb such that
hPr[Sa],Pr[Sb]i 2 (Rpath)wgt.
y
The formal proof of the stated result is presented below. Compared to Theorem 77, the
assumption on the relation R is stronger as every weakly smooth relation is in particular
Souslin (see Remark 38). In exchange, the conclusion of Theorem 120 is stronger. Indeed,
relying on Lemma 93, it is easy to see that hPrn[Sa],Prn[Sb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt for every
n 2 N is implied by hPr[Sa],Pr[Sb]i 2 (Rpath)wgt.
Let us give an naive proof idea for Theorem 120, which yields an intuition for the
mathematical difficulties associated to the stated result. According to Theorem 77, for
every ma-schedulerSa there is a mb-schedulerSb such that for every n 2 N there exists
a weight function for (Prn[Sa],Rpath,n,Prn[Sb]), sayWn. Applying, e.g., Kolmogorov’s
extension theorem (see Corollary 7.7.2 in [Bog07]), a first naive idea is to extend these
weight functions to a single weight function for (Pr[Sa],Rpath,Pr[Sb]). However, there
is no reason why the weight functions Wn with n 2 N are compatible in some sense
as they are picked completely independent of each other. At this point, the assumption
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concerning theweakly smoothness of R comes into play. Roughly speaking, this assumption
guarantees the existence of compatible weight functions for (Prn[Sa],Rpath,n,Prn[Sb]) for
every n 2 N that give rise to a weight function for (Pr[Sa],Rpath,Pr[Sb]).
Corollary 121. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS, R be a simulation, as well as ma, mb 2
Prob[Sta] be such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. Assume that the relation R is weakly smooth. Then for
every ma-schedulerSa there exists a mb-schedulerSb such that
hPr[Sa],Pr[Sb]i 2 (Rpath)wgt.
Proof. By Remark 38, the relation R is Souslin in Sta Sta. Thus, similar to Corollary 78,
the claim is a consequence of Theorem 120 together with Theorems 70 and 74.
Proof of main results. The remainder of this section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 120.
We need the following two auxiliary lemmas. Whereas the first lemma is routine, the second
lemma formalises the given intuition for our proof of the main result.
Lemma 122. Let X be a Polish spaces and (Rn)n2N be a family of relations Rn  X X. Define
the relation R  X X by
R =
\
n2N
Rn.
Then the following two statements hold:
(1) If Rn is weakly smooth for every n 2 N, then R is weakly smooth.
(2) If Rn is smooth for every n 2 N, then R is smooth.
Proof. We only provide a proof of claim (1) as the argument for (2) is completely analogous.
For every n 2 N assume that the relation Rn is weakly smooth. For every n 2 N let Cn be
a witness for the weakly smoothness of Rn. Define the family of sets C by
C = [
n2N
Cn.
For every xa, xb 2 X it easy to see that
hxa, xbi 2 R iff for every B 2 C it holds xa 2 B implies xb 2 B.
It follows that the relation R is weakly smooth where C is a witness.
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Lemma 123. Let X be a Polish space. For every n 2 N let Rn  X  X be a weakly smooth
relation. Assume that for every n 2 N it holds Rn  Rn+1. Define the relation R  X X by
R =
\
n2N
Rn.
Then for every probability measures ma, mb 2 Prob[X] the implication below holds:
hma, mbi 2 (Rn)wgt for every n 2 N implies hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
Proof. For every n 2 N let C 0n be a witness of the weakly smoothness of Rn. For every
n 2 N define the family Cn of Borel sets in X as the smallest family of subsets of X that is
closed under both finite intersections and finite unions and such that C 00 [ . . . [ C 0n  Cn.
For every n 2 N the family C 0n is countable and consequently, for every n 2 N the family Cn
is countable. For every n 2 N and xa, xb 2 X, exploiting the assumed chain of inclusions
R0  R1  . . .  Rn, it holds
hxa, xbi 2 Rn iff for every B 2 Cn one has xa 2 B implies xb 2 B.
Hence, for every n 2 N the family of sets Cn constitutes a witness of the weakly smoothness
of Rn. For every n 2 N we additionally have the inclusion Cn  Cn+1.
Define the family C of subsets of X by
C = [
n2N
Cn.
The family of sets C is countable and for every xa, xb 2 X one also has
hxa, xbi 2 R iff for every B 2 C it holds xa 2 B implies xb 2 B.
The family C is therefore a witness of the weakly smoothness of R. Note, Lemma 122 (1)
already shows that the relation R is weakly smooth. Using that Cn  Cn+1 for all n 2 N, it
is easy to see that C also forms a lattice on X.
Let ma, mb 2 Prob[X] be such that hma, mbi 2 (Rn)wgt for every n 2 N. For every
B 2 C there exists n 2 N with B 2 Cn and therefore, Theorem 39 yields ma(B)  mb(B).
Applying again Theorem 39, we hence finally derive hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
In case the set X in the previous lemma is finite, the claim is trivial. Indeed, if X is finite,
there there exists i 2 N such that for all n 2 N with n  i it holds Ri = Rn. The latter
observation directly yields the claim. In the general setting involving an uncountable Polish
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space X, however, it might hold Rn ) Rn+1 for every n 2 N that causes the mathematical
difficulties of the presented result.
There is an alternative proof for Lemma 123 relying on Lemma 3.11 in [Les10]. The
cited lemma of [Les10] is completely analogous to our previous lemma, however, considers
relations that are closed in the product space (rather than weakly smooth). It turns out that
there is a suitable Polish topology on X such that for every n 2 N the set Rn is closed in the
corresponding product topology onXX (seeChapter 13 in [Kec95]). As the this topology
can be chosen in such a why that the induced Borel sigma algebras on X concerning the
original topology and the modified topology are the same, Lemma 123 is indeed implied
by Lemma 3.11 in [Les10]. However, instead, we exploit the nice properties of weakly
smooth relations to provide a direct argument circumventing the detour involving [Les10].
Moreover, our proof is orthogonal to [Les10] where one relies on results for converging
sequences of probability measures on Polish spaces (see also Example 2 (6)).
Proof of Theorem 120. For every n 2 N define the relation Rn  Path Path as follows: for
every paths pa = sa0 acta1 sa1 . . . and pb = sb0 actb1 sb1 . . .,
hpa,pbi 2 Rn iff hpajn,pbjni 2 Rpath,n
where the finite paths pajn,pbjn 2 Pathn are given as follows: in case n = 0 let pajn = sa0
and pajn = sb0 and in the other case where n > 0 let pajn = sa0 acta1 sa1 . . . actan san
and pbjn = sb0 actb1 sb1 . . . actbn sbn. We have Rn  Rn+1 for every n 2 N as well as
Rpath =
T
n2N Rn. Since the relation R is required to be weakly smooth, for every n 2 N
it is easy to see that the relation Rn is weakly smooth.
Let Sa be a ma-scheduler. Applying Theorem 77, there exists a mb-scheduler Sb such
that for all n 2 N,
hPrn[Sa],Prn[Sb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt.
By Lemma 123, we can conclude the claim of theorem, i.e., the statement hPr[Sa],Pr[Sb]i 2
(Rpath)wgt, provided for every n 2 N one has hPr[Sa],Pr[Sb]i 2 (Rn)wgt.
Let n 2 N be a natural number. We show hPr[Sa],Pr[Sb]i 2 (Rn)wgt now. LetWn be a
weight function for (Prn[Sa],Rpath,n,Prn[Sb]). Abbreviate
X = (Act Sta)w.
Relying on the Disintegration theorem (see Section 2.1), there exist two Borel functions
fa,n : Pathn ! Prob[X] and fb,n : Pathn ! Prob[X] with
Pr[Sa] = Prn[Sa]o fa,n and Pr[Sb] = Prn[Sb]o fb,n.
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Introduce the function fn : Pathn  Pathn ! Prob[X X],
fn(pˆa, pˆb) = fa,n(pˆa)
 fb,n(pˆa).
The function fn is Borel by Example 6. Moreover, introduce the Borel function xn with
domain Pathn  Pathn  X X and codomain Path Path as follows: for every pˆa, pˆb 2
Pathn and p˜a, p˜b 2 X let
xn(pˆa, pˆb, p˜a, p˜b) = hpˆa  p˜a, pˆb  p˜bi.
Define the probability measureW 2 Prob[Path Path] by
W = (xn)](Wn o fn).
We claim thatW is a weight function for (Pr[Sa],Rn,Pr[Sb]).
It is shown thatW is a coupling of (Pr[Sa],Pr[Sb]) first. Let Pˆa,n  Pathn and P˜a  X
be Borel sets. One has
x 1n ((Pˆa,n  P˜a) Path) = Pˆa,n  Pathn  P˜a  X
and therefore,
W((Pˆa,n  P˜a) Path)
=
Z
Pˆa,nP˜a
fn(pˆa, pˆb)(P˜a  X) dWn(pˆa, pˆb)
=
Z
Pˆa,nP˜a
fa,n(pˆa)(P˜a) dWn(pˆa, pˆb)
=
Z
Pˆa,n
fa,n(pˆa)(P˜a) dPrn(pˆa)
= Pr[Sa](Pˆa,n  P˜a).
By Carathéodory extension theorem (see Section 2.1), for every Borel set Pa  Path
it holds Wn(Pa  Path) = Pr[Sa](Pa  Path). One analogously justifies the identity
Wn(PathPb) = Pr[Sb](PathPb) for every Borel set Pb  Path. As a consequence,
the probability measureW is a coupling of (Pr[Sa],Pr[Sb]).
Thanks to Remark 38, the sets Rn and Rpath,n are Borel in Path Path and Pathn Pathn,
respectively. To conclude thatW is a weight function for (Pr[Sa],Rn,Pr[Sb]), it remains
to showW(Rn) = 1. Since
x 1n (Rn) = Rpath,n  X X,
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we immediately obtain
W(Rn) =
Z
Rpath,n
fn(pˆa, pˆb)(X X) dWn(pˆa, pˆb) = Wn(Rpath,n) = 1.
Putting things together,W is a weight function for (Pr[Sa],Rn,Pr[Sb]).
5.6 Logical characterisation extended
Whereas the logical characterisation in Section 5.4 is restricted to the two temporal logics
APCTL andAPCTL, the following generalisation of Theorem 118 includes the comparable
expressive logics 9APCTL and APCTL. Besides this, the proof goes beyond the presented
techniques in [FKP17] that yielded the key ingredients in the former Section 5.4.
Theorem 124. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS, A be an action event family, and rew be a
reward function. Assume that T is non-blocking, image-finite, and Borel concerning the hit sigma
algebra. For every states sa, sb 2 Sta the following two chains of equivalences hold:
(1) sa  sb iff sa sou sb iff sa  sb iff sa 9 sb.
(2) sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb iff sa ' sb iff sa ' sb.
Moreover, the relation  is weakly smooth and accordingly, the relation ' is smooth. y
Statements (1) and (2) are accompanied with the same difficulty as both logics APCTL
and 9APCTL involve the exists modality ranging over schedulers. To be more precise,
consider states sa, sb 2 Sta such that such that sa  sb. We show sa 9 sb by an induction
over the construction of formulas. Let t be an APCTL path-measure formula such that
sa j= 9t. Consider an sa-scheduler Sa with Pr[Sa] j= t. To derive sb j= 9t, the task is
to provide an sb-scheduler Sb such that Pr[Sb] j= t. To get a feeling for mathematical
difficulty, the same discussions as in Chapter 4 can be conducted as schedulers are required
to form Borel functions. Fortunately, Theorem 118 tells us that the simulation preorder
yields a weakly smooth relation. Consequently, we can rely on Corollary 121 to obtain a
convenient s  bscheduler. The complete proof of Theorem 124 can be found below.
Proof of section’s main result. The following first two auxiliary lemmas extend simple
observation for probability measures to the corresponding outer-measure functions.
Lemma 125. Let X be a measurable space, m 2 Prob[X] be a probability measure, and M  X be
an arbitrary set, and B  X be a Borel set. If m(B) = 1, then it holds
mout(M) = mout(M \ B).
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Proof. For every sets M1,M2  X the following inequality for outer measures is standard
(see also Lemma 1.5.5 in [Bog07]):
jmout(M1)  mout(M2)j  mout((M1 nM2) [ (M2 nM1)).
Relying on (M n (B \M)) [ ((B \M) nM) = M n B, we hence obtain
jmout(M)  mout(M \ B)j  mout(M n B).
Assuming m(B) = 1, it easily follows mout(M n B) = 0 as one has M n B  X n B as well
as m(X n B) = 0. From this we finally derive the identity mout(M) = mout(M \ B)
Lemma 126. Let X be a measurable space, ma, mb 2 Prob[X], and R  X X be a relation such
that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. Then the following two statements hold:
(1) mouta (M)  moutb (M) for every upper R-stable sets M  X.
(2) mouta (M) = moutb (M) for every R-stable sets M  X.
Proof. LetW be a weight function for (ma,R, mb). First of all, we justify that for every sets
Ma,Mb  X the following two identities hold:
Wout(Ma  X) = mouta (Ma) and Wout(XMb) = moutb (Mb).
Let Ma  X be a set. For every measurable set B  X X with Ma  X  B there exists
a measurable set Ba  X such that B = Ba  X and Ma  Ba. This insight entails
Wout(Ma  X)
= inffW(B) ; B  X X measurable set with Ma  X  Bg
= inffW(Ba  X) ; Ba  X measurable set with Ma  Bag
= inffma(Ba) ; Ba  X measurable set with Ma  Bag
= mouta (Ma).
One analogously shows the identityWout(XMb) = moutb (Mb) for every Mb  X.
The remaining proof for the lemma is as in Remark 34. Nevertheless, let us recall the
argument for statement (1). To this end let M  X be an upper R-stable set. Moreover,
suppose a measurable set R0  X  X withW(R0) = 1 and R0  R. It obviously holds
R0 \ (M X)  X M. According to Lemma 125, one moreover hasWout(M X) =
Wout(R0 \ (M X)). Putting things together, we obtain
mouta (M) = W
out(M X) = Wout(R0 \ (M X)) Wout(XM) = moutb (M).
This finishes the argumentation.
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The following lemma yields the key ingredient for our proof of Theorem 124.
Lemma 127. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS,A be an action event family, and rew be a
reward function. Then for every states sa, sb 2 Sta the following two statements hold:
(1) sa 9 sb if there is a simulation R that is a weakly smooth relation with hsa, sbi 2 R.
(2) sa ' sb if there is a bisimulation R that is a smooth relation with hsa, sbi 2 R.
Proof. We concentrate on statement (1) as the argument for claim (2) is completely ana-
logous. For this purpose let sa, sb 2 Sta be states and R be a simulation that is a weakly
smooth relation with hsa, sbi 2 R. We show sa 9 sb by an induction over the construction
9APCTL state formulas. Relying on Corollary 121 and Lemma 126, it suffices to show that
for every 9APCTL state formula s the set JsK is upper R-stable, that for every 9APCTL
path-measure formula t the set JtK is upper (Rpath)wgt-stable and that for every 9APCTL
path formula u the set JuK is upper Rpath-stable. Again, we proceed by an induction over
the construction of formulas. In what follows we regard two selected cases.
Let t be an 9APCTL path-measure formula such that the set JtK is upper (Rpath)wgt-
stable. Consider the 9APCTL state formula s = 9t. Let hsa, sbi 2 R \ (JsK Sta). It
follows sa j= s and hence, there exists an sa-schedulerSa such that Pr[Sa] j= t. According
to Corollary 121, there exists an sb-schedulerSb with
hPr[Sa],Pr[Sb]i 2 (Rpath)wgt.
Using that the set JtK is upper (Rpath)wgt-stable and as we have Pr[Sa] j= t, we conclude
Pr[Sb] j= t. It therefore follows sb j= s, i.e., one has sb 2 JsK. Consequently, the set JsK is
upper R-stable.
Let u be an 9APCTL path formula such that the set JuK is upper Rpath-stable. Consider
q 2 Q \ [0, 1] and define the 9APCTL path-measure formula t = P>q[u]. Moreover, let
hca,cbi 2 (Rpath)wgt \ (JtK Prob[Path]). We have ca j= t, i.e., it holds couta (JuK) > q.
Since the set JuK is upper Rpath-stable, Lemma 126 yields
q < couta (JuK)  coutb (JuK).
We obtain cb j= t and thus, we can conclude that set JtK is (Rpath)wgt-stable.
Proof of Theorem 124. We concentrate on statement (1) as the argument for (2) is completely
analogous. Let sa, sb 2 Sta be states. Clearly, sa 9 sb implies sa  sb. According to The-
orem 118, it suffices to show that sa  sb implies sa 9 sb. Assume sa  sb. By Theorem 118,
we also know that the relation  is weakly smooth. Hence, according to Lemma 127, we
derive sa 9 sb (see also Remark 116).
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5.7 Logics for simple stochastic transition systems
In a simple STS (Sta,Act,!) every transition involves only one action (see Section 3.1),
more precisely, for every transition s! j there exists an action act 2 Act such that
j(factg  Sta) = 1. The developed results in this chapter, in particular, Corollary 119 and
Theorem 124, clearly apply also for simple STSs. This section provides an adapted version
of these main theorems where the assumed image finiteness can be slightly relaxed:
Theorem 128. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a simple STS where the set Act is countable, A be an
action event family, and rew be a reward function. Moreover, assume that T is non-blocking, point-
wise image-finite, and Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. Then for every states sa, sb 2 Sta the
following two chains of equivalences hold:
(1) sa  sb iff sa sou sb iff sa  sb iff sa 9 sb.
(2) sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb iff sa ' sb iff sa ' sb.
Moreover, the relation  is weakly smooth and accordingly, the relation ' is smooth. y
Observe that the STS in the previous theorem may not be image finite. Indeed, the
conditions on the STS cover the case where Enabled[s] is countable for every state s 2 Sta.
Consequently, Theorem 128 yields an improvement of Theorem 124 for the subclass of
simple STSs where the action space is countable. The proof steps and involved ideas for
Theorem 128 are the same as for Theorem 124. Indeed, no essential new mathematical
ideas are required for the argument. Nevertheless, some more details are summarised at
the end of this section.
Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. Before we devote ourselves to a proof of The-
orem 128, let us investigate the property of being Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra
in the context of simple STSs. Roughly speaking, a simple STS is Borel concerning the
hit sigma algebra precisely when the corresponding condition in Definition 115 holds
point-wise, i.e., for every individual action:
Theorem 129. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a simple STS where the set Act is countable. Then the
following two statements are equivalent:
(1) T is Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra.
(2) For every act 2 Act and every open setOSta  Prob[Sta] the following set is Borel in Sta,
fs 2 Sta ; Enabled[s, act] \OSta 6= ?g.
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Proof. Our argument below requires some additional insights on the Polish topology on
Prob[X] where X is a Polish space (see also Example 2 (6)). We summarise this auxiliary
material first.
Let X be a Polish space. For every closed set C  X the set fm 2 Prob[X] ; m(C) < 1g
is open (see Corollary 15.6 in [AB06]). Besides this, as we have a metric on Prob[X], we
can safely speak about convergent sequences of probability measures. Let m 2 Prob[X] be
a probability measure and (mn)n2N be a sequence of probability measures mn 2 Prob[X].
According to the Portmanteau theorem (see Theorem 17.20 in [Kec95]), the sequences
(mn)n2N converges in Prob[X] to the limit m precisely when for every closed set C  X it
holds lim supn2N mn(C)  m(C).
Let Y is a Polish space and f : X ! Y a continuous function. Then the pushforward
function f] is continuous. This can be shown by an application of the Portmanteau theorem.
Indeed, it is easy to see that for every convergent sequence (mn)n2N in Prob[X] with limit
m 2 Prob[X] the sequence ( f](mn))n2N converges in Prob[Y] to the limit f](m).
(1) implies (2). Let act 2 Act be an action andOSta  Prob[Sta] be an open set. To obtain
the implication from (1) to (2), it suffices to provide an open set Oact  Prob[Act Sta]
such that the following identity holds:
fs 2 Sta ; Enabled[s, act] \OSta 6= ?g = fs 2 Sta ; Enabled[s] \Oact 6= ?g.
Recall, as the Polish space Act is equipped with the discrete topology (see Defini-
tion 2 (1)), the set Act n factg is closed in Act. Hence, the setOAct,act is open in Prob[Act]
where
OAct,act = fa 2 Prob[Act] ; a(Act n factg) < 1g.
Define the continuous functions xAct : Act  Sta ! Act, xAct(act0, s) = act0 as well as
xSta : Act Sta! Sta, xSta(act0, s) = s. Hence, the corresponding pushforward functions
(xAct)] and (xSta)] are continuous. It follows that the set Oact is open in Prob[Act Sta]
where we define
Oact = (xAct) 1] (OAct,act) \ (xSta) 1] (OSta).
In order to see that for every state s 2 Sta it holds Enabled[s, act] \ OSta 6= ? iff
Enabled[s] \ Oact 6= ?, it suffices to observe the following statement. Let act0 2 Act
be an action and m 2 Prob[Sta] be a probability measure. Define j 2 Prob[Act Sta] by
j = Dirac[act0]
 m. Then we have that
j 2 Enabled[s] \Oact iff m 2 Enabled[s, act] \OSta and act = act0.
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Indeed, the latter equivalence follows immediately from the observation that it holds
Dirac[act0] 2 OAct,act precisely when act = act0.
(2) implies (1). Let act 2 Act. Define the function xact : Prob[Sta]! Prob[Act Sta],
xact(m) = Dirac[act]
 m.
We show that the function xact is continuous first. To this end let m 2 Prob[Sta] as well as
(mn)n2N be a sequence of probability measures mn 2 Prob[Sta] that converges in Prob[Sta]
to the limit m. Let C  Act Sta be a closed set. Then it is easy to see that Section[C, act, ]
is closed in Sta. Using that the sequence (mn)n2N converges to m, the Portmanteau theorem
yields the inequality
lim sup
n2N
mn(Section[C, act, ])  m(Section[C, act, ]).
Applying again the Portmanteau theorem and as xact(mn)(C) = mn(Section[C, act, ]) for
every n 2 N and xact(m)(C) = m(Section[C, act, ]), the sequence (xact(mn))n2N converges
in Prob[Y] to the limit xact(m). From this we derive that the function xact is indeed continu-
ous.
LetO  Prob[Act Sta] be an open set. Define the set S  Sta by
S =
[
act02Act
fs 2 Sta ; Enabled[s, act0] \ (xact0) 1(O) 6= ?g.
For every act0 2 Act the set (xact0) 1(O) is open in Sta. Assuming statement (2) holds and
as the set Act is countable, it hence follows that the set S is Borel in Sta. Using that the STS
T is simple, we moreover have the identity
S = fs 2 Sta ; Enabled[s] \O 6= ?g.
From this it directly follows that the STS T is Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra.
Corollary 130. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a simple STS where the set Act is countable and such
that for every s 2 Sta and act 2 Act the set Enabled[s, act] is closed in Prob[Sta]. Moreover,
assume that T is Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. Then T is Souslin.
Proof. For every action act 2 Act define the set-valued Fact : Sta Prob[Sta],
Fact(s) = Enabled[s, act].
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As for every state s 2 Sta and action act 2 Act the set Enabled[s, act] is closed in Prob[Sta],
Theorem 129 together with Remark 23 yield that for every action act 2 Act the set Rel[Fact]
is Souslin in Sta Prob[Sta].
For every act 2 Act define the function xact : Sta Prob[Sta]! Sta Prob[Act Sta],
xact(s, m) = hs,Dirac[act]
 mi.
For every act 2 Act the set xact(Rel[Fact]) is Borel in Sta Prob[Act Sta] according to
Example 6 and Remark 10 (5). Since
! = [
act2Act
xact(Rel[Fact]),
the set! is Souslin in Sta Prob[Act Sta] applying Remark 10 (4). Consequently, the
STS under consideration is Souslin.
Corollary 131. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a simple STS where the set Act is countable. Assume
that T is non-blocking, point-wise image-finite, and Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. For
every sa, sb 2 Sta the two statements below hold:
(1) sa  sb implies sa tr sb.
(2) sa ' sb implies sa =tr sb.
Proof. The following argument is basically the same as for Corollary 119. By Remark 4, we
can safely assume some action event family on Act. According to Corollary 130, the STS T
is Souslin. Hence, Theorem 128 and Corollary 83 yield the claim.
Proof of section’s main result. As we have already mentioned, a proof of Theorem 128
is analogous to our argument for Theorem 124. The following material summarises some
intermediary steps. Our first lemma adapts Theorem 117:
Lemma 132. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a simple STS where the set Act is countable andA be an
action event family. Moreover, assume that T is non-blocking, point-wise image-finite, and Borel
concerning the hit sigma algebra. Then the following two statements hold:
(1) The set JsK is Borel in Sta for every APCTL state formula s.
(2) The set JsK is Borel in Sta for every APCTL state formula s.
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Proof. The following argumentation is a simple adaption of our proof for Theorem 117.
Thanks to Remark 19 and Theorem 129, for every action act 2 Act there exists a family
( fact,n)n2N of Borel functions fact,n : Sta! Prob[Sta] such that for every s 2 Sta,
Enabled[s, act] = f fact,n(s) ; n 2 Ng.
For every act 2 Act and n 2 N define f 0act,n : Sta! Prob[Act Sta],
f 0act,n(s) = Dirac[act]
 fact,n(s).
By Example 6, for every act 2 Act and n 2 N the function f 0act,n is Borel.
Let k 2 N and define the APCTL state formula s by
s = 9(P>q0 [u0] ^ . . . ^ P>qk [uk])
where for every i 2 f0, . . . , kg, qi is a rational number in [0, 1] and ui is the APCTL
path-measure formula given by
ui =  (Ai0 ^ si0) _ . . . _  (Aiki ^ siki)
for some natural number ki 2 N, Ai0, . . . , Aiki 2 Bool[A] and APCTL state formula
si0, . . . , siki . Assume that for all i 2 f0, . . . , kg the sets Jsi0K, . . . , JsikiK are Borel in Sta.
Inspecting the syntax of APCTL state formulas and relying on an induction over the
construction of APCTL state formulas, it suffices to show that the set JsK is Borel in Sta in
order to conclude the lemma.
For every act 2 Act, n 2 N and i 2 f0, . . . , kg define the function gact,ni : Sta! [0, 1],
gact,ni(s) = f 0act,n(s)((Ai0  Jsi0K) [ . . . [ (Aiki  JsikiK)).
Inspecting Example 114, it is easy to see that
JsK = [
act2Act
[
n2N
\
i2f0,...,kg
(gact,ni) 1((qi, 1]).
Using the techniques of Remark 5, for every act 2 Act, n 2 N, and i 2 f0, . . . , kg the
function gact,ni is Borel and therefore, it directly follows that the set JsK is Borel in Sta. This
shows statement (1). Claim (2) follows analogously.
The following lemma is in the spirit of Theorem 118:
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Lemma 133. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a simple STS where the set Act is countable andA be an
action event family. Moreover, assume that T is non-blocking, point-wise image-finite, and Borel
concerning the hit sigma algebra. For every states sa, sb 2 Sta the following two statements hold:
(1) sa  sb iff sa sou sb iff sa  sb.
(2) sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb iff sa ' sb.
Moreover, the relation  is weakly smooth and accordingly, the relation ' is smooth.
Proof. Using Lemma 132, the argument is exactly the same as for Theorem 118 (see also
[FKP17]). Again, the key ingredients are given by Theorems 39 and 40.
5.8 Expected values of payoff functions
Intuitively, a payoff function assigns a real number to every trace of an STS. Thus, whereas
a logical formula either hold in a state or not, expected values of payoff functions provide
quantitative information for a state. In what follows we shows that also these quantitative
properties are preserved by the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence
under the Souslin requirements under consideration. As a consequence, the modal logics
in this chapter can be extended with an expectation operator such that Theorems 124 and
128 are still maintained.
Definition 134. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS. A payoff function (for T ) is a Borel
function
pay : Actw ! R [ f ¥,+¥g.
Let pay be a payoff function. For every probability measure m 2 Prob[Sta] and m-scheduler
S theS-expected payoff (of pay) is defined by
Ex[S, pay] =
Z
pay(s) dPrTrace[S](s),
i.e., theS-expected payoff is given by the expected value of the function paywith respect
to the trace distribution PrTrace[S]. y
We remark that the S-expected payoff of a payoff function pay might be  ¥ or +¥.
However, it holds  ¥ < Ex[S, pay] < +¥ precisely when the function pay is integrable
with respect to the probability measure PrTrace[S]. For instance, provided there are real
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numbers rl , ru 2 R such that PrTrace[S](fs 2 Actw ; rl  pay(s)  rug) = 1, the
function pay is integrable with respect to the probability measure PrTrace[S], in particular,
it follows  ¥ < Ex[S, pay] < +¥. For instance, provided the STS under consideration
is augmented with a reward function, the accumulated reward until reaching a goal or
the long-run average (mean payoff) of an infinite path yield natural examples for payoff
functions. The following example of a payoff function does not involve any reward function:
Example 135. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an STS and assume that response is an action
contained in Act. Introduce the function pay : Actw ! R [ f ¥+,¥g as follows: for
every s = act1 act2 . . . define
pay(p) = supfinffj 2 N ; act1+i+j = responseg ; i 2 Ng.
Consider a state s and an s-schedulerS with the following property: the set consisting of
every trace act1 act2 . . . 2 Actw such that acti = response for infinitely many i 2 N n f0g
has probability one with respect to the trace distribution PrTrace[S]. The value Ex[S, pay]
intuitively represents the expected maximal number of steps between the response action
if the STS under consideration is governed by the schedulerS. y
Proposition 136. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a Souslin STS, pay be a payoff function, R be a
Souslin simulation, and ma, mb 2 Prob[Sta] be so that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. Then for every ma-
schedulerSa there exists a mb-schedulerSb such that
Ex[Sa, pay] = Ex[Sb, pay].
Proof. LetSa be a ma-scheduler. By Corollary 78, there exists a mb-schedulerSb such that
for every n 2 N it holds
hPrn[Sa],Prn[Sb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt.
By Lemma 81, it immediately follows PrTrace[Sa] = PrTrace[Sb]. This insight directly
yields the claim.
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6 Parallel composition based on spans and
couplings
We present a generic parallel-composition operator for simple STSs based on spans and
couplings. Our operator only refers to simple STSs for the same reasons as discussed in
Section 4.3.3 of [Seg95]. The new operator does not rely on the assumption that the STSs to
be composed are stochastically independent and covers standard composition operators by
dealing with specific spans.
The assumption that STSs to be composed behave stochastically independent of each
other is not adequate in every situation. We illustrate this continuing the running example
from Section 3.1 modelling a simple cooling system of a server. The server can operate
in different energy modes. For instance, hardware components can be shut down to save
energy costs in phases of low workloads and can be set in a high performance mode in
busy phases. Thus, the energy consumption can be adapted to meet all the service level
agreements while saving energy cost.

Intacti
Brokeni

TCool,i:
fail[1 # i]
fail[# i]
Xi
repair
replace
Low
High



TServ:
inc
dec
fail
fail
X1X2
X2X1
Figure 6.1: Cooling systems TCool,1 and TCool,2 of a server TServ.
Consider the STSs depicted in Figure 6.1 modelling two cooling systems TCool,1 and
TCool,2 dissipating the heat produced by the server TServ. A failure in the systems affects
all the components at the same time, which is formalised by means of the synchronisation
action fail. Intuitively, the action fail models a common cause failure, e.g., triggered by
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power fluctuations. When fail is executed, the components are interrupted immediately
such that the cooling system TCool,i needs to be replaces with probability # i. The cooling
system TCool,i can be repaired with probabilities 1  # i.
The behaviour of the cooling systems TCool,1 and TCool,2 is coupled by the internal power
and cooling strategy of the server TServ. In case the server operates in the energy-saving
state labelled by Low, the server typically stresses only one cooling system and internally
alternates between them. The latter ensures that the cooling components wearing out
equally during a certain time span that in turn lowers maintenance costs. As a consequence,
the common failure affects either TCool,1 or TCool,2 depending on which device is actually
working. We can thus rely on the assumption that the cooling systems behave stochastically
independent within a failure in the energy-saving mode, which is formalised by
[fail] : Low =) P(Broken1 ^ Broken2) = P(Broken1) P(Broken2).
In contrast, if the server operates in the energy-consuming state labelled byHigh, the cooling
systems are stressed equally to dissipate the increased heat. Here, it is highly probable that
a failure affects the cooling systems equally. More precisely, either both cooling systems
need to be replaced or none of them with high probability: with a probability greater than
0.9, either both cooling systems are broken or both are intact, i.e.,
[fail] : High =) P((Broken1 ^ Broken2) _ (Intact1 ^ Intact2)) > 0.9.
In our example we abstract from the precise operational behaviour of the internal power-
management strategy of the server controlling the interplay of the cooling systems. On the
one hand, we have only vague knowledge on the precise implementation of this internal
strategy and on the other hand, we want to abstract from the complex internal behaviour
to keep the model simple and manageable. Therefore, stochastic dependencies caused by
the power-management strategy are formalised in a declarative manner by the above two
symbolic expressions for the action fail.
The main feature of the span-coupling composition operator to be developed in this
chapter is that stochastic dependencies between components can be declaratively specified
by specific couplings of probability measures. In contrast to the standard composition
operator, the new operator takes all the possible couplings between components into
account instead of considering only the independent one. Thus, the new operator does not
rely on the assumption that components interact stochastically independent. To the best of
our knowledge, couplings have not been used as a declarative modelling formalism in a
compositional framework for operational systems.
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Besides couplings, our composition operator relies on spans to characterise the global
state space of the STSs to be composed. Spans allow for arbitrary sets and associated
projections functions as well as induce a generic notion for couplings. As a consequence,
our composition operator in particular covers stochastic transition systems with shared
variables. As a consequence, our framework can be instantiated in several ways so that
standard composition operators for stochastic systems are covered, e.g., [Seg95, D’A99,
DK05, CSKN05, Cat05]. Moreover, compatibility results with composition operators for
modelling formalisms from the literature such as probabilistic timed and rectangular hybrid
automata [Spr01, KNSS02, Spr11, ZSR+12, Spr15] can be obtained.
As a main result of this chapter, we show Theorem F (see Chapter 1) stating that simu-
lation preorder and bisimulation equivalence are congruences with respect to our newly
developed composition operator under some side constraints. The mathematical challenge
associated to the proof is to construct appropriate probability measures that yield a certain
span coupling and that are compatible with a specific relation. The key feature of our
proof is given by the disintegration theorem (see Section 2.1), which, roughly speaking,
makes the coupling structure of probability measures on a product space accessible from a
mathematical point of view.
6.1 Standard compositional framework
We provide a brief introduction on the standard compositional framework for simple STSs
where probability measures occurring in STSs to be composed are put together by means of
their product measure. After that, we present a first easy congruence result with respect to
the standard composition operator. The following material contains no new contributions
and can be seen as foundations for further considerations in this chapter on a general
compositional framework.
Definition 137. Two Polish spacesAct1 andAct2 are called composable provided their union
Act1 [Act2 constitutes a Polish space when equipped with the union topology. Recall, a
subsetO  Act1 [Act2 is open with respect to the union topology iff both setsO \Act1
and O \Act2 are open in Act1 and Act2, respectively. We refer to two STSs T1 and T2 as
composable provided the respective action spaces are composable. y
The previous definition is motivated by the fact that the action space in a composition
is obtained by the union of the respective action spaces of the STSs to be composed. The
requirement in the definition ensures that the action space of the resulting STS constitutes a
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Polish space. Recall, Example 2 (4) shows that the union of disjoint Polish spaces is Polish.
However, the Polish spaces Act1 and Act2 in Definition 137 are not necessarily disjoint. For
practical applications the requirement in Definition 137 is harmless that is also illustrated
by the following example:
Example 138. Let Q1 and Q2 be countable sets disjoint from R0. Then Act1 = Q1 [R0
and Act2 = Q2 [R0 form Polish spaces by Example 2 (4). Moreover, it is easy to see that
Act1 andAct2 are composable. Indeed, as the setsQ1 andQ2 are countable, we immediately
obtain that the Polish spaces Q1 and Q2 are composable. Since the union Q1 [Q2 is also
disjoint from R0, the claim follows from Example 2 (4). y
Definition 139. Let T1 = (Sta1,Act1,!1) and T2 = (Sta2,Act2,!2) be simple STSs and
Sync  Act1 \ Act2 be a set. If T1 and T2 are composable, the (standard) composition of
(T1, T2) concerning Sync is given by the STS
T1 k
,Sync T2 = (Sta1  Sta2,Act1 [Act2,!)
whose transition relation! is defined by the following three inference rules:
(1) For every act1 2 Act1 n Sync, s1 2 Sta1, s2 2 Sta2, and m1 2 Prob[Sta1]:
s1!1 hact1, m1i
hs1, s2i ! hact1, m1 
Dirac[s2]i
.
(2) For every act2 2 Act2 n Sync, s1 2 Sta1, s2 2 Sta2, and m2 2 Prob[Sta2]:
s2!2 hact2, m2i
hs1, s2i ! hact2,Dirac[s1]
 m2i
.
(3) For every act 2 Sync, s1 2 Sta1, s2 2 Sta2, m1 2 Prob[Sta1], and m2 2 Prob[Sta2]:
s1!1 hact, m1i and s2!2 hact, m2i
hs1, s2i ! hact, m1 
 m2i
.
y
When composing two STSs bymeans of the operator introduced in the previous definition,
we implicitly assume that the considered STSs are composable. Actions in Act1 n Sync and
Act2 n Sync are viewed as local and can be taken by the respective STS in an autonomous
fashion (see inference rules (1) and (2)). In particular, an execution of an action contained
in Act1 n Sync does not affect the local state of the STS T2 and accordingly for the actions
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in Act2 n Sync. In contrast to that, those action that are contained in the set Sync are
synchronisation actions meaning that they need to be performed by T1 and T2 at the same
time (see inference rule (3)). Involved distributions over the corresponding state spaces
are combined using the respective product measures. Consequently, if S1  Sta1 and
S2  Sta2 are Borel sets, the two events that the STS T1 enters a state in S1 and that the STS
T2 enters a state in S2 are stochastically independent from each other with respect to every
probability measure occurring in the standard composition of (T1, T2).
Definition 140. Let Ta = (Staa,Act,!a) and Tb = (Stab,Act,!b) be simple STSs such
that their respective action spaces are the same. A simulation for (Ta, Tb) is a relation
R  Staa  Stab with the following property: for every states sa 2 Staa and sb 2 Stab,
action act 2 Act, and probability measure ma 2 Prob[Staa] with
hsa, sbi 2 R and sa!a hact, mai
there exists a probability measure mb 2 Prob[Stab] such that
sb!b hact, mbi and hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
A relation R  Staa  Stab is called a bisimulation for (Ta, Tb) provided the relation R is a
simulation for (Ta, Tb) and its inverse relation R 1 is a simulation for (Tb, Ta). y
In the previous chapters simulation and bisimulation has been considered as a relation
between states of one single STSs (see, e.g., Definition 47 as well as Remark 49). Compared
with this, Definition 140 introduces these concepts as a relation between STSs such that the
branching-time behaviour of different STSs can be compared. In order to achieve a coherent
comparison, the STSs are assumed to involve the same action spaces. For two simple STSs
Ta = (Staa,Act,!a) and Tb = (Stab,Act,!b) as well as corresponding states sa 2 Staa
and sb 2 Stab we furthermore define
Ta, sa  Tb, sb iff there is a simulation R for (Ta, Tb) with hsa, sbi 2 R,
Ta, sa ' Tb, sb iff there is a bisimulation R for (Ta, Tb) with hsa, sbi 2 R.
The following result shows that simulation and bisimulation are congruences with respect
to the standard composition operator for STS:
Proposition 141. Consider four STSs Ta1, Tb1, Ta2, and Tb2 and denote the respective state spaces
by Staa1, Stab1, Staa2, and Stab2. Assume that the action space of Ta1 and Tb1 are given by the
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Polish space Act1 and that the action space of Ta2 and Tb2 are given by the Polish space Act2. Let
Sync  Act1 \Act2 and define the two STSs
Ta = Ta1 k
,Sync Ta2 and Tb = Tb1 k
,Sync Tb2.
For every sa1 2 Staa1, sb1 2 Stab1, sa2 2 Staa2, and sb2 2 Stab2 the two statements below hold:
(1) Ta1, sa1  Tb1, sb1 and Ta2, sa2  Tb2, sb2 implies Ta, hsa1, sa2i  Tb, hsb1, sb2i.
(2) Ta1, sa1 ' Tb1, sb1 and Ta2, sa2 ' Tb2, sb2 implies Ta, hsa1, sa2i ' Tb, hsb1, sb2i.
Proof. The argument is standard. Nevertheless, let us illustrate a proof for the two claims.
Let R1 be a simulation for (Ta1, Tb1) and R2 be a simulation for (Ta2, Tb2). Define the Polish
spaces Staa = Staa1  Staa2 and Stab = Stab1  Stab2. Introduce the relation
R = fhhsa1, sa2i, hsb1, sb2ii 2 Staa  Stab ; hsa1, sb1i 2 R1 and hsa2, sb2i 2 R2g.
Then R is a simulation for (Ta, Tb). This follows easily from the following observation. Let
ma1 2 Prob[Staa1], mb1 2 Prob[Stab1], ma2 2 Prob[Staa2], and mb2 2 Prob[Stab2]. Consider
weight functions W1 and W2 for (ma1,R1, mb1) and (ma2,R2, mb2), respectively. Then W
is a weight function for (ma1 
 ma2,R, mb1 
 mb2) whereW 2 Prob[Staa  Stab] is given
as follows (see also Carathéodory extension theorem in Section 2.1): for every Borel set
Ba1  Staa1, Bb1  Stab1, Ba2  Staa2, and Bb2  Stab2 let
W((Ba1  Ba2) (Bb1  Bb2)) = W1(Ba1  Bb1)
W2(Ba2  Bb2).
From this claim (1) immediately follows and claim (2) can be derived analogously.
The importance of a congruence result for a compositional framework like the previous
proposition is also accompanied by the question which properties are preserved by the
simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence. The material below can be seen as
folklore (see, e.g., Section 7.1.1 in [BK08] and Section 7.6 in [Pan09]). More precisely, to
rely on the preservation results presented in Chapters 4 and 5, the following observation
relating the notions in Definitions 47 and 140 is crucial.
Remark 142. Let Ta = (Staa,Act,!a) and Tb = (Stab,Act,!b) be simple STSs that have
the same action space Act. For simplicity assume that the state spaces Staa and Stab are
disjoint. The union of (Ta, Tb) is defined by the simple STS
Ta [ Tb = (Staa [ Stab,Act,!)
whose transition relation! is given by the following two inference rules:
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(1) For every sa 2 Staa, act 2 Act, and ma 2 Prob[Staa [ Stab]:
ma(Staa) = 1 and sa!a hacta, m0ai
sa! hacta, mai .
(2) For every sb 2 Stab, act 2 Act, and mb 2 Prob[Staa [ Stab]:
mb(Stab) = 1 and sb!b hactb, m0bi
sb! hactb, mbi
.
Here, m0a 2 Prob[Staa] is the probability measure induced by ma, i.e., for every Borel set
Sa  Staa it holds m0a(Sa) = ma(Sa), and analogously for m0b. Intuitively, the STS Ta [ Tb
simply combines the two STSs Ta and Tb into one.
For every states sa 2 Staa and sb 2 Stab the following two equivalences hold:
sa Ta[Tb sb iff Ta, sa  Tb, sb,
sa 'Ta[Tb sb iff Ta, sa ' Tb, sb.
Here, the relationsTa[Tb and'Ta[Tb denote the simulation preorder and the bisimulation
equivalence for the STS Ta [ Tb, respectively. A precise proof for these equivalence is
technical but easy (see also Remark 49). We omit the details here and only remark that
it suffices to show the following two observations. If R  (Staa [ Stab) (Staa [ Stab) is
a simulation for Ta [ Tb, then the relation R \ (Staa  Stab) is a simulation for (Ta, Tb).
Vice versa, if R  Staa  Stab is a simulation for (Ta, Tb), then R is also a relation in
(Staa [ Stab) (Staa [ Stab) that additionally forms a simulation for Ta [ Tb. y
Relying on the previous remark, the results of the previous chapters turn out to be
applicable for the comparison of two STSs. We illustrate this by means of the following
example. Let Ta = (Staa,Act,!a) and Tb = (Stab,Act,!b) be two Souslin STSs and
sa 2 Staa and sb 2 Stab be respective states. For simplicity assume that Staa \ Stab = ?.
Consider a simulation R for (Ta, Tb) such that hsa, sbi 2 R and so that the set R is Souslin
in Staa  Stab. Then for every sa-scheduler for Ta, saySa, there exists an sb-scheduler for
Tb, saySb, such that
PrTrace[Sa] = PrTrace[Sb],
i.e., every trace distribution in the STS Ta originating in state sa can be mimicked by a
trace distribution in the STS Tb originating in state sb. This claim follows directly from
Corollary 83 as well as Remark 142. Again, as in Remark 142, the precise argument is
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technical but easy. The basic observations are as follows: first of all, the STS Ta [ Tb is
Souslin, and moreover, the set R is Souslin in the Polish space (Staa [ Stab) (Staa [ Stab).
A similar discussion can be conducted for the results in Chapter 5 concerning the proven
logical characterisation of the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence.
6.2 Spans and span couplings
The following definition for spans is borrowed from category theory where the notion of a
span yields a generalisation of the concept of a relation between objects. Throughout this
thesis, we use spans as a modelling formalism to specify the global state space of two STSs
to be composed.
X
X1 X2
r1 r2
Figure 6.2: Illustration of a span.
Definition 143. A span is defined as a tuple
Sp = (X,X1,X2, r1, r2)
such that X, X1, and X2 are three Polish spaces as well as r1 : X ! X1 and r2 : X ! X2
are two Borel functions. y
Figure 6.2 provides an illustration of a span. For every x 2 X we also write xj1 and xj2
instead of r1(x) and r2(x), respectively. Moreover, the span relation is given by the relation
Rel[Sp]  X1  X2 defined as follows:
Rel[Sp] = fhx1, x2i 2 X1  X2 ; there is x 2 X with x1 = xj1 and x2 = xj2g.
Given two STSs T1 and T2 with state spaces Sta1 = X1 and Sta2 = X2, respectively,
the set X intuitively stands for the global state space of T1 and T2 where r1 and r2 yield
corresponding projection functions from X to Sta1 and Sta2, respectively. Thus, considering
two states s1 2 Sta1 and s2 2 Sta2, every x 2 X such that r1(x) = s1 and r2(x) = s2
represents a global state resulting from the local states s1 and s2 of the respective STSs T1
and T2 to be composed.
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Example 144. The following examples provide natural instances of spans. We remark that
all the sets appearing in the following enumeration form Polish spaces by Example 2.
(1) Let X1 and X2 be Polish spaces. Denote the natural projections from the Cartesian
product X1  X2 onto the components X1 and X2 by r1 and r2, respectively, i.e.,
r1(x1, x2) = x1 and r2(x1, x2) = x2 for every x1 2 X1 and x2 2 X2. Then the
Cartesian span for (X1,X2) is the span (X1  X2,X1,X2, r1, r2).
(2) Let X be a Polish space. Suppose that r is the identity function on X, i.e., for every
x 2 X it holds r(x) = x. The identity span for X is the span (X,X,X, r, r).
(3) Consider finite sets of variables Var1 and Var2. Let r1 and r2 be the functions project-
ing a variable evaluation over Var1 [Var2 onto Var1 and Var2, respectively, i.e., for
every e 2 Eval[Var1 [Var2] it holds r1(e) = ejVar1 and r2(e) = ejVar2 . The variable
span for (Var1,Var2) is given by (Eval[Var1 [Var2],Eval[Var1],Eval[Var2], r1, r2).
(4) Pick two finite alphabets S1 and S2. Moreover, let r1 and r2 be the functions project-
ing a word over the alphabet S1 [ S2 onto its consecutive sequences of letters in S1
and S2, respectively. Then the finite-words span for (S1,S2) is defined by the tuple
((S1 [ S2),S1 ,S2 , r1, r2).
(5) Consider a span Sp = (X,X1,X2, r1, r2). Recall, according to Remark 8 (1), the two
pushforward functions (r1)] and (r2)] are Borel. Hence, we can safely define the
probabilistic version of Sp by the span (Prob[X],Prob[X1],Prob[X2], (r1)], (r2)]).
y
The variable span for (Var1,Var2) in Example 144 (3) can be seen as a generalisation
of the spans in (1), i.e., Var1 \ Var2 = ?, and in (2), i.e., Var1 = Var2. Intuitively, the
presented definition for a variable span inherently declares the variables in Var1 \ Var2
as shared and the remaining ones contained in Var1 nVar2 or Var2 nVar1 as local. Let us
illustrate the versatility of spans by means of the following example of a span:
Example 145. Pick three different variables v1, v2, and v. Consider the variant of the
variable span given by the span (Eval[fv1, v2g],Eval[fvg],Eval[fvg], r1, r2) such that for
every e 2 Eval[fv1, v2g] it holds r1(e)(v) = e(v1) and r2(e)(v) = e(v2). Intuitively, given
two STSs that both control a variable with name v, the above span formalises the fact that v
is not shared between these two STSs, i.e., the global state space specified by the span Sp
incorporates the two copies v1 and v2 of v. y
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The definition of a span coupling is straightforward:
Definition 146. Let Sp = (X,X1,X2, r1, r2) be a span as well as m1 2 Prob[X1] and
m2 2 Prob[X2] be probability measures. A probability measure m 2 Prob[X] is called a
span coupling of (m1, m2) (concerning Sp) if the following two conditions hold:
(1) (r1)](m) = m1, i.e., for every Borel set B1  X1 one has m(r 11 (B1)) = m1(B1) .
(2) (r2)](m) = m2, i.e., for every Borel set B2  X2 one has m(r 12 (B2)) = m2(B2).
y
For every probability measure m 2 Prob[X]we use mj1 and mj2 as shorthand notations for
(r1)](m) and (r2)](m), respectively. Obviously, Definitions 146 collapses with Definition 29
considering the special case where the underlying span is a Cartesian span. Inspecting for
instance the identity span or the variable span, there may exists no span coupling of given
probability measures. In the remainder of this section we establish a connection between
the concepts of a span coupling and a weight function that finally provides an intuitive
characterisation for the existence of span couplings.
Lemma 147. Let Sp = (X,X1,X2, r1, r2) be a span, W 2 Prob[X1  X2] be a probability
measure, and B  X1  X2 be a Borel set such that B  Rel[Sp] andW(B) = 1. Then there is a
Borel set B0  X1  X2 and a Borel function f : X1  X2 ! X with the following properties:
(1) B0  B and m(B0) = 1.
(2) For every hx1, x2i 2 B0 it holds f (x1, x2)j1 = x1 and f (x1, x2)j2 = x2.
Proof. Aproof can be obtained by a standard application of ameasurable-selection principle.
More precisely, define the set-valued function F : X1  X2 X,
F(x1, x2) = fx 2 X ; xj1 = x1 and xj2 = x2g.
The function r : X ! X1  X2, r(x) = hxj1, xj2i is Borel, and therefore the set Graph[r] is
Borel in X (X1X2) (see Remark 10 (6)). From this we derive that the setRel[F] is Borel
and also Souslin in (X1  X2) X (see Remark 10 (2)). Moreover, for every hx1, x2i 2 B
the set F(x1, x2) is not empty. We can hence apply Theorem 21 that yields the existence of
a BorelW-selection of F. Thus, there are a Borel set B00  X1  X2 and a Borel function
f : X1  X2 ! X such thatW(B00) = 1 and f (x1, x2) 2 F(x1, x2) for every hx1, x2i 2 B00.
Defining B0 = B \ B00, the set B0 and the function f satisfy requirements (1) and (2).
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Theorem 148. Let Sp = (X,X1,X2, r1, r2) be a span and m1 2 Prob[X1] and m2 2 Prob[X2]
be probability measures. Then we have the following equivalence:
there is a span coupling of (m1, m2) iff hm1, m2i 2 Rel[Sp]wgt.
Proof. Define the Borel function r : X ! X1X2, r(x) = hxj1, xj2i. By Remark 10 (1), the
set Rel[Sp] is Souslin in X1  X2. Thus, relying on Lemma 13, it is easy to see that for every
span coupling m of (m1, m2) the probability measure r](m) forms a weight function for
(m1,Rel[Sp], m2). Hence, if there is span coupling of (m1, m2), then hm1, m2i 2 Rel[Sp]wgt.
This shows the first implication of the claimed equivalence.
For the reverse implication consider a weight function W for (m1,Rel[Sp], m2). Thus,
there exists a Borel set B  X1  X2 such that B  Rel[Sp] andW(B) = 1. According to
Lemma 147, there exist are a Borel set B0  X1 X2 and a Borel function f : X1 X2 ! X
such that B0  Rel[Sp] andW(B0) = 1 as well as f (x1, x2)j1 = x1 and f (x1, x2)j2 = x2 for
every hx1, x2i 2 B0. It is easy to see that f](W) is a span coupling of (m1, m2).
The previous theoremprovides a tight connection between the existence of span couplings
and weight functions concerning the span relation. This yields another nice application of
weight functions. Moreover, our foundational results in Sections 2.6 and 2.7 concerning
weight liftings of relations turn out to be applicable in the study of span couplings:
Corollary 149. Let Sp = (X,X1,X2, r1, r2) be a span, m1 2 Prob[X1], and m2 2 Prob[X2].
Consider a Polish space Y and two Borel functions f1 : X1 ! Y and f2 : X2 ! Y such that
Rel[Sp] = fhx1, x2i 2 X1  X2 ; f1(x1) = f2(x2)g.
Then the following equivalence holds:
there is a span coupling of (m1, m2) iff ( f1)](m1) = ( f2)](m2).
Proof. The claim is a consequence of Theorem 148 together with Corollary 41.
In the previous corollary we assume that the span relation is smooth (see also Remark 37).
It turns out that this requirement is harmless in the context of this chapter having for instance
a variable span in mind:
Example 150. Let Var1 and Var2 be two finite sets of variables and consider the variable
span Sp for (Var1,Var2) (see Example 144 (3)). Define SVar = Var1 \ Var2. Intuitively,
the variables in SVar represent shared variables. It is easy to see that
Rel[Sp] = fhe1, e2i 2 Eval[Var1] Eval[Var2] ; e1jSVar = e2jSVarg,
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i.e., the span relation is smooth by Remark 37. According to Corollary 149, for every
h1 2 Prob[Eval[Var1]] and h2 2 Prob[Eval[Var2]] the following equivalence holds:
there is a span coupling of (h1, h2) iff h1jSVar = h2jSVar.
As a consequence, there exists a span coupling of (h1, h2) precisely when the corresponding
restrictions onto the shared variables are the same. This is a statement one naturally expects
in the context of variables. y
6.3 Span-coupling composition operator
This section is devoted to our new composition operator for simple STSs relying on spans
and span couplings. Let T1 and T2 be STSs and denote their corresponding state spaces
by Sta1 and Sta2, respectively. To improve our notions, we drop the Polish spaces Sta1
and Sta2 from the tuple (Sta,Sta1,Sta2, r1, r2) defining a span and simply refer to a triple
(Sta, r1, r2) as a span for (T1, T2).
Definition 151. Let T1 = (Sta1,Act1,!1) and T2 = (Sta2,Act2,!2) be simple STSs,
Sync  Act1 \ Act2 be a set of actions, and Sp = (Sta, r1, r2) be a span for (T1, T2).
Provided the STSs T1 and T2 are composable, the span-coupling composition of (T1, T2)
concerning (Sp,Sync) is defined by the STS
T1 kSp,Sync T2 = (Sta,Act1 [Act2,!),
whose transition relation! is given by the following three inference rules:
(1) For every s 2 Sta, act1 2 Act1 n Sync, and m 2 Prob[Sta]:
sj1!1 hact1, mj1i and mj2 = Dirac[sj2]
s! hact1, mi
.
(2) For every s 2 Sta, act2 2 Act2 n Sync, and m 2 Prob[Sta]:
mj1 = Dirac[sj1] and sj2!2 hact2, mj2i
s! hact2, mi
.
(3) For every s 2 Sta, act 2 Act, and m 2 Prob[Sta]:
sj1!1 hact, mj1i and sj2!2 hact, mj2i
s! hact, mi .
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y
Intuitively, the set of actions Sync stands for the set of all synchronisation actions and the
span Sp specifies the global state space for the STSs T1 and T2 to be composed. As for the
standard compositional framework, the new composition operator requires that the STSs
under consideration are composable (see Definition 137). However, this assumption is
harmless (see Example 138) and is assumed implicitly when composing STSs. To simplify
notions, we write
T1 kCartSp,Sync T2, T1 kIdSp,Sync T2, and T1 kVarSp,Sync T2
provided the considered span is given by the respective Cartesian span, identity span, and
variable span, respectively (see Example 144). Clearly, if one focuses on the identity span
for (T1, T2), then the state spaces of T1 and T2 are necessarily the same.
Actions not contained in Sync are seen as local for the respective STS and can be executed
autonomously. Inspecting the inference rule in (1), the condition mj2 = Dirac[sj2] ensures
that the state space of the STS T2 is not affected when the STS T1 takes the local action act1.
The same discussion applies for the inference rule (2). As for the standard composition
operator, according to the inference rule (3), a synchronisation action can be executed if
both communication partners are ready to perform the action.
To refer to our initial motivation presented in Section 1, our composition operator intro-
duced in Definition 151 does not involve any assumptions concerning stochastic dependen-
cies between T1 and T2. Considering for instance the case where the span Sp is Cartesian,
i.e., Sta = Sta1Sta2, we obtain the following insight: if s1!1 hact, m1i and s2!2 hact, m2i
with act 2 Sync, then for every coupling m of (m1, m2) it holds hs1, s2i ! hact, mi . Hence,
we take all possible couplings of (m1, m2) into account. In comparison to that, the standard
composition operator only includes the independent coupling m1 
 m2 (see Definition 139).
However, the standard composition can be expressed by our compositional framework as
illustrated below:
Example 152. Let T1 = (Sta1,Act1,!1) and T2 = (Sta2,Act2,!2) be simple STSs and
Sync  Act1 \ Act2 be a set of actions. Assume that T1 and T2 are composable. Define
Sta = Sta1  Sta2 and Act = Act1 [Act2. Introduce the simple STS T
 = (Sta,Act,!)
whose transition relation! is given by the following inference rule: for every s 2 Sta,
act 2 Act, and m 2 Prob[Sta]:
m = m1 
 m2 for some m1 2 Prob[Sta1] and m2 2 Prob[Sta2]
s! hact, mi .
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Then we have the identity below (see also Remark 31):
T1 k
,Sync T2 = (T1 kCartSp,Sync T2) kIdSp,Act T
.
Intuitively, the STS T
 encodes the fact that all the relevant couplings in the standard
composition of T1 and T2 are given by the respective product measures. y

HeadX TailX
TX:

HeadY TailY
TY:

HeadX
HeadY
HeadX
TailY
TailX
HeadY
TailX
TailY
T :
a+ b = pX
c+ d = 1 pX
a+ c = pY
b+ d = 1 pY
toss[pX] toss[1 pX] toss[pY] toss[1 pY]
toss[a]
toss[b] toss[c]
toss[d]
Figure 6.3: Simple STSs modelling coin tosses.
Example 153. We return to our coin-tossing example from Section 2.5 that discusses differ-
ent couplings modelling a simultaneous toss of two coins. Take the notions as in Example 30
concerning a coin-toss experiment with the two coins CoinX and CoinY. The simple STSs
TX and TY depicted in Figure 6.3 model the toss of the individual coins CoinX and CoinY,
respectively. The span-coupling composition of (TX, TY), i.e., the STS T illustrated in
Figure 6.3, formally given by
T = TX kCartSp,ftossg TY,
models the experiment of tossing the two coinsCoinX andCoinY simultaneously where we
do not rely on any further stochastic information concerning their interplay. In particular,
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it is not assumed that the coins are tossed independently from each other. Note, as demon-
strated by Example 152, an additional STS may encode available stochastic information to
refine the model for the simultaneous coin toss. y
Example 154. Let Var1 = fcoolg and Var2 = ftemp, coolg. Recalling our running ex-
ample concerning a cooling system of a server (see introduction of this chapter and also
Section 3.1), the variable tempmay refer to the internal temperature of the server and the
variable coolmay represent the heat dissipated by the cooling system. Consider the STSs
T1 = (Eval[Var1],R0,!1) and T2 = (Eval[Var2],R0,!2) modelling the continuous
evolution of the cooling system and the server, respectively.
Assume the STS T1 for the cooling system is determined by the the differential inclusion
dot[cool] 2 [0, 5].
Intuitively, this means that the heat dissipated over time can be represented by every
differentiable function whose slope is between zero and five at each point in time. Formally,
for every e 2 Eval[Var] and t 2 R0 it holds e!1 ht,Dirac[e0]i if there exists a differentiable
function f : R0 ! Eval[Var1] such that for every t0 2 [0, t] one has that dot[ f ](t0)(cool) 2
[0, 5]. Here, dot[ f ] is the function with domainR0 and codomain Eval[Var1] given by the
first derivative of f concerning the time.
The STS T2 for the server is governed by the differential equation
dot[temp] = temp  cool,
i.e., for every e, e0 2 Eval[Var2] and t 2 R0 we have e!2 ht,Dirac[e0]i if there exists
a differentiable function g : R0 ! Eval[Var2] such that for every t0 2 [0, t] it holds
dot[g](t0)(temp) = g(t0)(temp)   g(t0)(cool). Again, dot[g] denotes the derivate of g
with respect to time. Note, the STS T2 includes no equation constraining the derivative of
the variable cool. Indeed, this variable is controlled and determined by the cooling system
and, roughly speaking, the server has no knowledge on how the flow of the actual cooling
system looks like relying on the principle of separation the concerns.
The span-coupling composition for (T1, T2) given by
T = T1 kVarSp,R0 T2
represents the differential inclusion system comprising of the two equations dot[cool] 2
[0, 5] and dot[temp] = temp  cool. The variable span under consideration declares the
variable cool as shared. The components synchronise over the time. y
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Although the latter example involving a variable span involves no proper distributions,
let us refer to Example 150. As a consequence of this example, a synchronisation action
of two STSs with shared variables can only be executed provided the shared variables are
affected equally.
6.4 Closure properties for Souslin and image-compact systems
We have investigated subclasses of STSs in Chapters 4 and 5. Concerning a proper theory
on composition that fits well with our previous achievements, the question whether these
subclasses are closed under composition is crucial. Besides others, we show that the
composition of two reactive Souslin STSs also yields a Souslin STS. The latter is also of great
practical importance: large and complex STSs satisfying certain measurability conditions
can be obtained by the composition of small andmanageable STSswith the specific property
under consideration.
Theorem 155. Let T1 = (Sta1,Act1,!1) and T2 = (Sta2,Act2,!2) be reactive STSs. Pick a
span Sp = (Sta, r1, r2) for (T1, T2) as well as Borel set Sync  Act1 [Act2. Define
T = T1 kSp,Sync T2.
If the STSs T1 and T2 are Souslin, then the STS T is also Souslin.
Proof. The argument is straightforward and can be easily derived from Remark 68
The previous result is related to those subclass of STSs investigated in Chapter 4 con-
cerning trace-distribution relations. In the remainder of this chapter, we provide a similar
result referring to the STSs in Chapter 5 being Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra.
Definition 156. A span (X,X1,X2, r1, r2) is called proper provided the functions r1 and
r2 are continuous and moreover, for every compact sets K1  X1 and K2  X2 the set
(r1)
 1(K1) \ (r2) 1(K2) is compact in X. y
Example 157. The requirements on a proper span are harmless in the context of this
thesis. Indeed, it is easy to see that every Cartesian span, every variable span, and every
identity span is proper (see Example 144). Moreover, the variant of the variable span in
Example 145 is also proper. Vice versa, it easy to give a span that is not proper. Consider
for instance the span Sp = (RRR,R1,R2, r1, r2) such that for every r1, r2, r3 2 R it
holds r1(r1, r2, r3) = r1 and r2(r1, r2, r3) = r2. For every compact sets K1,K2  R the set
(r1)
 1(K1) \ (r2) 1(K2) = K1  K2 R is obviously not compact and hence, the span
Sp is not proper. y
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Continuing the previous example, we remark that every Sp = (X,X1,X2, r1, r2) is
proper provided the functions r1 and r2 are continuous and the the Polish space X is
compact. Indeed, for every compact sets K1  X1 and K2  X2, using the continuity of r1
and r2, the set (r1) 1(K1) \ (r2) 1(K2) is closed in X and therefore, by the compactness
of X, also compact in X.
The following lemma shows that the probabilistic version of a proper span is proper:
Lemma 158. Let Sp = (X,X1,X2, r1, r2) be a proper span as well as P1  Prob[X1] and
P2  Prob[X2] be compact sets. Define
P = fm 2 Prob[X] ; m span coupling of (m1, m2) for some m1 2 P1 and m2 2 P2g.
Then the set P is compact in Prob[X].
Proof. The argument for the latter claim is the same as for the case where P1 and P2 are
singleton sets (see also the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [Les10]). In fact, the claim basically
follows from Prokhorov’s theorem characterising the relatively compact subsets of probab-
ility measures (see Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 in [Bil99]). Recalling the theorem, given a Polish
space Y and a subset PY  Prob[Y], Prokhorov’s theorem states that the set PY is compact
in Prob[Y] precisely when for every # 2 R>0 there is a compact set KY  Y such that for
every m 2 PY it holds m(KY)  1  #.
Since the functions r1 and r2 are continuous, the pushforward functions (r1)] and (r2)]
are continuous as well (see introduction of the proof of Theorem 129). It holds
P = (r1) 1] (P1) \ (r2) 1] (P2).
Consequently, the set P is closed in Prob[X]. To show that P is compact in Prob[X], it
hence remains to show that P is relatively compact in Prob[X]. Let # 2 R>0. According to
Prokhorov’s theorem theorem, there are compact sets K1  X1 and K2  X2 such that for
every m1 2 P2 and m2 2 P2,
m1(K1)  1  #2 and m2(K2)  1 
#
2
.
Define the set K  X by
K = (r1) 1(K1) \ (r2) 1(K2).
As the span Sp is proper, the set K is compact in X. Moreover, for every m 2 P it holds
m(X n K)
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= m((r1)
 1(X1 n K1) [ (r2) 1(X2 n K2))
 m((r1) 1(X1 n K1)) + m((r2) 1(X2 n K2))
= mj1(X1 n K1) + mj2(X2 n K2)
 #
Consequently, applying Prokhorov’s theorem, the set P is relatively compact in Prob[X]
and therefore, compact in Prob[X].
The span-coupling composition operator takes all the possible couplings of components
into account and hence, the composition of two reactive point-wise image-finite STSs is
not image-finite in general. The following definition weakens the condition on the image-
finiteness that yields a class of STSs related to Theorem 128 of Chapter 5 that is closed
under composition
Definition 159. An STS T = (Sta,Act,!) is called point-wise image-compact if for every
state s 2 Sta and action act 2 Act the set Enabled[s, act] is compact in Prob[Sta]. In
particular, every point-wise image-finite STS is point-wise image-compact. y
Theorem 160. Let T1 = (Sta1,Act1,!1) and T2 = (Sta2,Act2,!2) be reactive STSs such
that the sets Act1 and Act2 are countable. Pick a proper span Sp = (Sta, r1, r2) for (T1, T2) as
well as set Sync  Act1 [Act2. Define
T = T1 kSp,Sync T2.
Provided the STSs T1 and T2 are point-wise image-compact and Borel concerning the hit sigma
algebra, the STS T is also point-wise image-compact and Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra.
Proof. Let act 2 Act. As the set Act is countable, we can rely on Theorem 129. It hence
suffices to show that for the set valued function Fact : Sta! Prob[Sta],
Fact(s) = Enabled[T , s, act]
the following two properties hold: First, the set-valued function Fact is Borel concerning
the hit sigma algebra, i.e., the set fs 2 Sta ; Fact(s) \O 6= ?g is Borel in Sta for every open
set O  Prob[Sta] and second, the set Fact(s) is compact in Prob[Sta] for every s 2 Sta.
Here, Lemma 18.4 in [AB06] shows that Fact is Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra and
moreover, Lemma 158 provides a proof for the fact that Fact(s) is compact in Prob[Sta] for
every s 2 Sta.
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Remark 161. Inspecting Lemma 18.4 in [AB06] carefully, we even obtain the following
result where the notions are as in Theorem 160. The STS T is Borel concerning the hit
sigma algebra provided the following two statement holds:
(1) For every state s1 2 Sta1 and action act1 2 Act1 the set Enabled[T1, s1, act1] is closed
in Prob[Sta1] and accordingly, for every state s2 2 Sta2 and action act2 2 Act2 the set
Enabled[T2, s2, act2] is closed in Prob[Sta2].
(2) For every s1 2 Sta1, s2 2 Sta2, and act 2 Sync the set Enabled[T1, s1, act] is compact
in Prob[Sta1] or the set Enabled[T2, s2, act] is compact in Prob[Sta2].
Thus, the compactness requirement only appears for synchronisation actions and even
here, only one of the corresponding sets is assumed to be compact. However, assuming
just the previous properties (1) and (2), we cannot conclude that the STS T is point-wise
image-compact in general. y
6.5 Construction of span couplings
Xa Xb
Xa1 Xa2 Xb1 Xb2
ra1 ra2 rb1 rb2
R
R1 R2
Figure 6.4: Schematic overview of the section’s setting.
The following material provides a sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of
span couplings with specific properties. To be more precise and to illustrate the motivation
of this section, let Spa = (Xa,Xa1,Xa2, ra1, ra2) and Spb = (Xb,Xb1,Xb2, rb1, rb2) be spans
as well as R1  Xa1  Xb1 and R2  Xa2  Xb2 be relations. Define the relation
R = fhxa, xbi 2 Xa  Xb ; hxaj1, xbj1i 2 R1 and hxaj2, xbj2i 2 R2g.
Moreover, pick probability measures ma 2 Prob[Xa], mb1 2 Prob[Xb1], and mb2 2 Prob[Xb2]
with the following two properties:
hmaj1, mb1i 2 (R1)wgt and hmaj2, mb2i 2 (R2)wgt.
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We refer to Figure 6.4 for an overview on the introduced notions. Intuitively, the relations R1,
R2, and R connect the components of the two spans under consideration where the relation
R yields a lifting of two relations R1 and R2. In this section we focus on a condition that
ensures the existence of a probability measure mb 2 Prob[Xb] that satisfies the following
two conditions:
mb is a span coupling of (mb1, mb2) and hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
Roughly speaking, we are hence interested in a condition such that the span coupling
ma with respect to the span Spa can be transferred to a span coupling mb with respect to
the span Spb while respecting the given relations. The special case where ma = Dirac[xa],
mb1 = Dirac[xb1], and mb2 = Dirac[xb2] for some xa 2 Xa, xb1 2 Xb1, and xb2 2 Xb2
motivates the following definition of a compatibility criterion:
Definition 162. Let Spa = (Xa,Xa1,Xa2, ra1, ra2) and Spb = (Xb,Xb1,Xb2, rb1, rb2) be
spans and R1  Xa1  Xb1 and R2  Xa2  Xb2 be relations. We say that the relations R1
and R2 are compatible with Spa and Spb provided the following property holds: for every
xa 2 Xa, xb1 2 Xb1, and xb2 2 Xb2 such that
hxaj1, xb1i 2 R1 and hxaj2, xb2i 2 R2
there exists xb 2 Xb with
xbj1 = xb1 and xbj2 = xb2.
y
Theorem 163. Let Spa = (Xa,Xa1,Xa2, ra1, ra2) and Spb = (Xb,Xb1,Xb2, rb1, rb2) be spans
as well as R1  Xa1  Xb1 and R2  Xa2  Xb2 be relations. Define the relation
R = fhxa, xbi 2 Xa  Xb ; hxaj1, xbj1i 2 R1 and hxaj2, xbj2i 2 R2g.
If the relations R1 and R2 are compatible with Spa and Spb, then for every probability measures
ma 2 Prob[Xa], mb1 2 Prob[Xb1], and mb2 2 Prob[Xb2] the two statements below are equivalent:
(1) hmaj1, mb1i 2 (R1)wgt and hmaj2, mb2i 2 (R2)wgt.
(2) There exists a span coupling mb of (mb1, mb2) such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
y
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A precise proof of the theorem can be found below. The result provides a characterisation
of the existence of a specific span coupling under a compatibility assumption. It even turns
out that the involved compatibility assumption given by Definition 162 is best possible
by means of the following observation: assuming that for every probability measures
ma 2 Prob[Xa], mb1 2 Prob[Xb1], and mb2 2 Prob[Xb2] the statements (1) and (2) of
Theorem 163 are equivalent, then it easily follows that the relationsR1 andR2 are compatible
with Spa and Spb. Indeed, given xa 2 Xa, xb1 2 Xb1, and xb2 2 Xb2 as in Definition 162,
then one can simply consider the assumed equivalence of (1) and (2) for the corresponding
Dirac measures.
Corollary 164. Let Spa = (Xa,Xa1,Xa2, ra1, ra2) and Spb = (Xb,Xb1,Xb2, rb1, rb2) be spans
as well as R1  Xa1  Xb1 and R2  Xa2  Xb2 be two relations. Define
R = fhxa, xbi 2 Xa  Xb ; hxaj1, xbj1i 2 R1 and hxaj2, xbj2i 2 R2g.
If the span Spb is Cartesian, then for every probability measures ma 2 Prob[Xa], mb1 2 Prob[Xb1],
and mb2 2 Prob[Xb2] the following two statements are equivalent:
(1) hmaj1, mb1i 2 (R1)wgt and hmaj2, mb2i 2 (R2)wgt.
(2) There exists a span coupling mb of (mb1, mb2) such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
Proof. Assuming the span Spb is Cartesian, it directly follows that the relations R1 and R2
are compatible with Spa and Spb and thus, Theorem 163 directly yields the claim.
In the previous corollary we restrict ourselves to the important case where the span Spb is
Cartesian. We emphasise that even a direct proof of the corollarywithout using Theorem163
is not immediate. Indeed, the main challenge of constructing a specific coupling as sketched
in the introduction of this chapter remains and hence, a direct argument basically avoids
technicalities we deal with in our proof of the general theorem below.
Let us present a sketch how to obtain a convenient span coupling for (2) assuming
statement (1) holds. This also provides a feeling for the proof of the general result given
by Theorem 163. Consider the notions as in Corollary 164. Assume statement (1) and
let W1 and W2 be weight functions for hmaj1, mb1i 2 (R1)wgt and hmaj2, mb2i 2 (R2)wgt,
respectively. According to the disintegration theorem (see Section 2.1), there are two Borel
functions f1 : Xa1 ! Prob[Xb1] and f2 : Xa2 ! Prob[Xb2] such that
W1 = maj1o f1 and W2 = maj2o f2.
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Based on the functions f1 and f2, define the function f : Xa ! Prob[Xb],
f (xa) = f1(xaj1)
 f2(xaj2).
By Example 6, the function f is Borel and hence, we can safely define the probability
measuresW = ma o f , i.e., for every Borel sets Ba  Xa and Bb  Xb,
W(Ba  Bb) =
Z
Ba
f (xa)(Bb) dma(xa),
and mb = Post[ma, f ], i.e., for every Borel sets Ba  Xa,
mb(Bb) =
Z
f (xa)(Bb) dma(xa).
Thus, for every Borel set Bb  Xb it holds mb(Bb) = W(Xa  Bb). It turns out that mb
is a span coupling of (mb1, mb2) that additionally satisfies hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. The latter is
precisely proven below. From this statement (2) of Corollary 164 follows.
Roughly speaking, to recapitulating the previous argument, the disintegration theorem
makes the coupling structure of the weight functionsW1 andW2 accessible from a math-
ematical point of view. Note, a similar construction is applied in the illustrated proof of the
gluing lemma in Section 3.4.
Proof of section’s main result. The following lemma summarises the presented key
observation for Corollary 164 presented above:
Lemma 165. Let Spa = (Xa,Xa1,Xa2, ra1, ra2) and Spb = (Xb,Xb1,Xb2, rb1, rb2) be spans
and R1  Xa1  Xb1 and R2  Xa2  Xb2 be relations. Define
R = fhxa, xbi 2 Xa  Xb ; hxaj1, xbj1i 2 R1 and hxaj2, xbj2i 2 R2g.
For every probability measures ma 2 Prob[Xa], mb1 2 Prob[Xb1], and mb2 2 Prob[Xb2] the
following two statements are equivalent:
(1) There are Borel functions f1 : Xa1 ! Prob[Xb1] and f2 : Xa2 ! Prob[Xb2] satisfying the
two conditions below:
a) The probability measure maj1o f1 is a weight function for (maj1,R1, mb1) and accord-
ingly, maj2o f2 is a weight function for (maj2,R2, mb2).
b) There exists a Borel set Ba  Xa such that ma(Ba) = 1 and so that for every xa 2 Ba
there is a span coupling of ( f1(xaj1), f2(xaj2)).
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(2) There exists a span coupling mb of (mb1, mb2) such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
Proof. (1) implies (2). Let f1 : Xa1 ! Prob[Xb1] and f2 : Xa2 ! Prob[Xb2] be Borel func-
tions as well as Ba  Xa be a Borel set as in (1). Defining
W1 = maj1o f1 and W2 = maj2o f2,
the following properties hence hold: W1 andW2 are weight functions for (maj1,R1, mb1)
and (maj2,R2, mb2), respectively, as well as one has ma(Ba) = 1 and for every xa 2 Ba there
is a span coupling of ( f1(xaj1), f2(xaj2)).
Define the function f 0 : Xa ! Prob[Xb1] Prob[Xb2],
f 0(xa) = h f1(xaj1), f2(xaj2)i.
According to Lemma 13, there exists a Borel set P0  Prob[Xb1] Prob[Xb2] such that
P  f 0(Ba) and ( f 0)](ma)(P) = 1.
Here, as P  f 0(Ba), for every hm0b1, m0b2i 2 P there exists a span coupling of (m0b1, m0b2).
Applying Lemma 147, there are a Borel function g : Prob[Xb1] Prob[Xb2] ! Prob[Xb]
and a Borel set P0  Prob[Xb1] Prob[Xb2] such that the following properties hold:
P0  P and ( f 0)](ma)(P0) = 1
as well as for every hm0b1, m0b2i 2 P0,
g(m0b1, m
0
b2) is a span coupling of (m0b1, m0b2).
Based on the Borel functions f 0 and g, define the Borel function f : Xa ! Prob[Xb],
f (xa) = g( f 0(xa)).
Introduce the probability measure mb 2 Prob[Xb] by mb = Post[ma, f ], i.e., for every Borel
set Bb  Xb,
mb(Bb) =
Z
f (xa)(Bb) dma(xa).
We show that the probability measure mb is a span coupling of (mb1, mb2) that additionally
satisfies the condition hma, mbi 2 Rwgt that finally shows (2).
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Let x1 : Xa  Xb ! Xa1  Xb1 and x2 : Xa  Xb ! Xa2  Xb2 be given as follows: for
every xa 2 Xa and xb 2 Xb let
x1(xa, xb) = hxaj1, xbj1i and x2(xa, xb) = hxaj2, xbj2i.
Define the probability measureW 2 Prob[Xa  Xb] by
W = ma o f .
Then, the following two identities hold:
W1 = (x1)](W) and W2 = (x2)](W).
Let us see why. Suppose Borel sets Ba1  Xa1 and Bb1  Xb1. Relying on the identity
x 11 (Ba1  Bb1) = r 1a1 (Ba1) r 1b1 (Bb1), we obtain
(x1)](W)(Ba1  Bb1) =
Z
r 1a1 (Ba1)
f (xa)(r 1b1 (Bb1)) dma(xa).
Recalling the properties of the set P0, for every pair hm0b1, m0b2i 2 P0 we have the identity
g(m0b1, m
0
b2)j1 = m
0
b1. Thus, for every xa 2 ( f 0) 1(P0) it holds g( f 0(xa))j1 = f1(xaj1). Since
ma(( f 0) 1(P0)) = ( f 0)](ma)(P0) = 1, we therefore obtain
(x1)](W)(Ba1  Bb1) =
Z
r 1a1 (Ba1)
f1(xaj1)(Bb1) dma(xa).
and consequently,
(x1)](W)(Ba1  Bb1) =
Z
Ba1
f1(xa1)(Bb1) dmaj1(xa1) = W1(Ba1  Bb1).
Carathéodory uniqueness theorem (see Section 2.1) therefore yields (x1)](W) = W1. The
second statement (x2)](W) = W2 can be proven in the same way.
Relying on the obtained identities, we show that mb is a span coupling of (mb1, mb2). For
every Borel set Bb1  Xb1 it holds
W(Xa  r 1b1 (Bb1)) = W(x 11 (Xa1  Bb1)) = W1(Xa1  Bb1) = mb1(Bb1)
and therefore, we obtain
mbj1(Bb1) = mb(r 1b1 (Bb1)) = W(Xa  r 1b1 (Bb1)) = mb1(Bb1).
One analogously justifies mbj2 = mb2 and hence, mb is a span coupling of (mb1, mb2).
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It remains to show thatW is a weight function for (ma,R, mb). Clearly,W is a coupling of
(ma, mb). Let R01  Xa1  Xb1 and R02  Xa2  Xb2 be Borel sets so that
W1(R01) = 1, R
0
1  R1, W2(R02) = 1, and R02  R2.
Define
R0 = x 11 (R
0
1) \ x 12 (R02).
It holds W(x 11 (R01)) = W1(R01) = 1 and W(x 12 (R02)) = W1(R02) = 1. From this we
concludeW(R0) = 1. It is easy to see that R0  R. Consequently,W is a weight function
for (ma,R, mb). This finishes the proof of the implication from (1) to (2).
(2) implies (1). Let mb be a span coupling of (mb1, mb2) such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. Suppose
a weight functionW for (ma,R, mb). As in the first part of the proof introduce the Borel
functions x1 : Xa  Xb ! Xa1  Xb1 and x2 : Xa  Xb ! Xa2  Xb2 as follows: for every
xa 2 Xa and xb 2 Xb let
x1(xa, xb) = hxaj1, xbj1i and x2(xa, xb) = hxaj2, xbj2i.
Define the probability measuresW1 2 Prob[Xa1  Xb1] andW2 2 Prob[Xa2  Xb2] by
W1 = (x1)](W) and W2 = (x2)](W).
Using Lemma 13, it is easy to see thatW1 andW2 are a weight functions for (maj1,R1, mb1)
and (maj2,R2, mb2), respectively. Relying on the disintegration theorem (see Section 2.1),
there are three Borel functions f1 : Xa1 ! Prob[Xb1], f2 : Xa2 ! Prob[Xb2], and f : Xa !
Prob[Xb] so that
W1 = maj1o f1, W2 = maj2o f2, and W = ma o f .
To conclude statement (1), it suffices to show that there exists a Borel set Ba  Xa with
ma(Ba) = 1 and such that for every xa 2 Ba the probability measure f (xa) is a span
coupling of ( f1(xaj1), f2(xaj2)) .
Let Gb1 be a countable generator of the Borel sigma algebra on Xb1 such that Gb1 is closed
under finite intersections (see Remark 4). Pick Borel sets Bb1,0, Bb1,1, Bb1,2, . . . of Xb1 such
that Gb1 = fBb1,0, Bb1,1, Bb1,2, . . .g. Moreover, define the family of sets
Ba = fr 1a1 (Ba1) ; Ba1  Xa1 is a Borel setg.
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It is easy to see that Ba is a sigma algebra on Xa that is contained in the Borel sigma
algebra on Xa. Hence, ma can be also viewed as probability measure concerning the newly
introduced sigma algebra Ba on Xa.
SinceW1 = (x1)](W),W1 = maj1 o f1, andW = ma o f , for every n 2 N and every
Borel sets Ba1  Xa1 it holdsZ
r 1a1 (Ba1)
f (xa)j1(Bb1,n) dma(xa) =
Z
r 1a1 (Ba1)
f1(xaj1)(Bb1,n) dma(xa).
Thus, by a standard result from measure theory (see Folgerung 9.2.5 in [Sch08]), for every
n 2 N there exists a set Ba,n 2 Ba with ma(Ba,n) = 1 and such that for every xa 2 Ba,n the
following identity holds:
f (xa)j1(Bb1,n) = f1(xaj1)(Bb1,n).
Define
B0a =
\
n2N
Ba,n.
As for every n 2 N the set Ba,n is Borel in Xa, we have that the set B0a is Borel in Xa. It
holds ma(B0a) = 1, Moreover, Carathéodory uniqueness theorem (see Section 2.1) yields
the identity f (xa)j1 = f1(xaj1) for every xa 2 B0a.
One analogously proves the existence of a Borel set B00a  Xa such that ma(B00a ) = 1 and
f (xa)j2 = f2(xaj2) for every xa 2 B00a . Defining Ba = B0a \ B00a , we obtain ma(Ba) = 1 and
moreover, f (xa) is a span coupling of ( f1(xaj1), f2(xaj2)) for every xa 2 Ba.
Proof of Theorem 163. The implication from (2) to (1) follows immediately from Lemma 165.
The reminder of this proof is devoted to the reverse implication. Assume statement (1)
holds. LetW1 andW2 beweight functions for (maj1,R1, mb1) and (maj2,R2, mb2), respectively.
By the disintegration theorem (see Section 2.1), there are Borel functions f1 : Xa1 !
Prob[Xb1] and f2 : Xa2 ! Prob[Xb2] such that
W1 = maj1o f1 and W2 = maj2o f2.
Consider Borel sets R01  Xa1  Xb1 and R02  Xa2  Xb2 so that
W1(R01) = 1, R
0
1  R1, W2(R02) = 1, and R02  R2.
Sections of Borel sets in product spaces are Borel (see Section 2.1). According to Lemma 15,
there hence exists a Borel set Ba1  Xa1 so that
maj1(Ba1) = 1 and f1(xa1)(Section[R0, xa1, ]) = 1 for every xa1 2 Ba1.
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Analogously, there exists a Borel set Ba2  Xa2 with
maj2(Ba2) = 1 and f2(xa2)(Section[R0, xa2, ]) = 1 for every xa2 2 Ba2.
Define
Ba = r 1a1 (Ba1) \ r 1a2 (Ba2).
Then we have ma(Ba) = 1.
It remains to show that for every xa 2 Ba there is a span coupling of ( f1(xaj1), f2(xaj2)).
Let xa 2 Ba. Define the set Bb  Xb1  Xb2 by
Bb = Section[R01, xaj1, ] Section[R02, xaj2, ].
Since R01 and R02 are Borel sets in Xa1  Xb1 and Xa2  Xb2, respectively, the set Bb is Borel
in Xb1 Xb2 (see also Section 2.1). It follows f1(xaj1)
 f2(xaj2)(Bb) = 1. Moreover, using
the assumptions of the corollary, we have the inclusion Bb  Rel[Spb]. It therefore follows
that f1(xaj1)
 f2(xaj2) is a weight function for ( f1(xaj1),Rel[Spb], f2(xaj2)). According to
Theorem 148, there exists a span coupling of ( f1(xaj1), f2(xaj2)).
6.6 Congruence property of simulation and bisimulation
This section provides results stating that the simulation preorder and the bisimulation
equivalence are congruences with respect to the span-coupling composition operator.
Throughout this section we consider the four simple STSs
Ta1 = (Staa1,Act1,!a1), Ta2 = (Staa2,Act2,!a2),
Tb1 = (Stab1,Act1,!b1), Tb2 = (Stab2,Act2,!b2).
Note, the action spaces of the STSs Ta1 and Tb1 are the same and accordingly, the action
spaces of Ta2 and Tb2 coincide.
Theorem 166. Consider a set Sync  Act1 \Act2, a span Spa = (Staa, ra1, ra2) for (Ta1, Ta2),
as well as a span Spb = (Stab, rb1, rb2) for (Tb1, Tb2). Moreover, let R1 and R2 be a simulations
for (Ta1, Ta2) and (Tb1, Tb2), respectively. Assume that the relations R1 and R2 are compatible
with Spa and Spb. Define the two STSs
Ta = Ta1 kSpa,Sync Ta2 and Tb = Tb1 kSpb,Sync Tb2.
Then the relation R is a simulation for (Ta, Tb) where
R = fhsa, sbi 2 Staa  Stab ; hsaj1, sbj1i 2 R1 and hsaj2, sbj2i 2 R2g.
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Proof. Assume that the relations R1 and R2 are compatible with Spa and Spb. Let sa 2 Staa,
sb 2 Stab, act 2 Act1 [Act2, and ma 2 Prob[Staa] be such that
hsa, sbi 2 R and sa!a hact, mai.
Our task is to show that there exists a probability measure mb 2 Prob[Stab] with the two
properties sb!b hact, mbi and hma, mbi 2 Rwgt.
We consider the case where act 2 Sync first. It follows saj1!a1 hact, maj1i and saj2!a2
hact, maj2i. As R1 and R2 are simulations for (Ta1, Tb1) and (Ta2, Tb2), respectively, there
are mb1 2 Prob[Stab1] and mb2 2 Prob[Stab2] such that
sbj1!b1 hact, mb1i and hmaj1, mb1i 2 (R1)wgt,
sbj2!b2 hact, mb2i and hmaj2, mb2i 2 (R2)wgt.
By Theorem 163, there exists a span coupling mb of (mb1, mb2) such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. It
moreover holds sb!b hact, mbi
Assume act 2 Act1 n Sync now. Then it holds saj1!a1 hact, maj1i and maj2 = Dirac[saj2].
Since R1 is a simulation for (Ta1, Tb1) and as we have hsaj1, sbj1i 2 R1, there is a probability
measure mb1 2 Prob[Stab1] such that
sbj1!b1 hact, mb1i and hmaj1, mb1i 2 (R1)wgt.
Relying on the identity maj2 = Dirac[saj2], we derive hmaj2,Dirac[sbj2]i 2 (R2)wgt. We can
hence apply Theorem 163 that yields a span coupling mb of (mb1,Dirac[sbj2]) such that
hma, mbi 2 Rwgt. It moreover holds sb!b hact, mbi. The remaining case where the action
act is contained in Act2 n Sync can be treated as the previous case.
Relying on the established general theorem, we obtain the following result for the
Cartesian case without any further side constraints:
Corollary 167. Let Sync  Act1 \Act2 and define the two STSs
Ta = Ta1 kCartSp,Sync Ta2 and Tb = Tb1 kCartSp,Sync Tb2.
For every sa1 2 Staa1, sb1 2 Stab1, sa2 2 Staa2, and sb2 2 Stab2 the two implications below hold:
(1) Ta1, sa1  Tb1, sb1 and Ta2, sa2  Tb2, sb2 implies Ta, hsa1, sa2i  Tb, hsb1, sb2i.
(2) Ta1, sa1 ' Tb1, sb1 and Ta2, sa2 ' Tb2, sb2 implies Ta, hsa1, sa2i ' Tb, hsb1, sb2i.
Proof. The claim is a direct consequence of Theorem 166 (see also Corollary 164).
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6.7 Declarative modelling of stochastic dependencies
As discussed in the introduction of this chapter by means of an example of two cooling
systems dissipating the heat produced by an energy-adaptive server (see also Figure 6.1),
there are situations where one wants to abstract from the precise operational behaviour
causing specific stochastic dependencies. We present an application of the span-coupling
composition operator illustrating how to include additional stochastic information in a
declarative manner.
Definition 168. Let AP be a finite set. Given an STS T with state space Sta, an AP-labelling
function (for T ) is a Borel function Lab : Sta AP. y
Intuitively, the elements of AP stand for atomic proposition expressing facts known
about states of the STS under consideration. An AP-labelling function assigns those atomic
propositions to a state that are satisfied in that state. To keep the theory in this section
simple and to avoid extensive measure-theoretic considerations, we only focus on finite sets
of atomic propositions. As a consequence, the powerset of AP is finite and hence, trivially
forms a Polish space whose induced Borel sigma algebra is given by the discrete sigma
algebra (see Example 3 (1)). It in particular follows that a function Lab : Sta AP is Borel
if for every atomic proposition ap the set fs 2 Sta ; ap 2 Lab(s)g is Borel in Sta.
Compositions based on coupling-constraint functions. Let T1 = (Sta1,Act1,!1) and
T2 = (Sta2,Act2,!2) be two simple STSs as well as Sync  Act1 \Act2. Moreover, let AP
be a finite set as well as Lab1 and Lab2 be AP-labelling functions for T1 and T2, respectively.
Define the Borel function Lab : Sta1  Sta2 AP,
Lab(s1, s2) = Lab1(s1) [ Lab2(s2).
Moreover, pick a function
C : 2AP  Sync Prob[2AP]
to which we also refer as a coupling-constraint function. The function C represents the
additional stochastic information caused by the interaction of T1 and T2. To be more
precise, given transitions s1!1 hact, m1i and s2!2 hact, m2i with act 2 Sync, only those
couplings of (m1, m2) are considered in a composition of T1 and T2 with respect to C that
are compatible with some probability measure contained in the set C(Lab(s1, s2), act). As
in Example 152, this additional available stochastic information is encoded in a third STS
controlling the interplay of the STSs T1 and T2: introduce the simple STS
TC = (Sta1  Sta2,Act,!C)
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whose transition relation !C is given by the following inference rule: for every states
s1 2 Sta1 and s2 2 Sta2, action act 2 Act, and probability measure m 2 Prob[Sta],
act 2 Sync and Lab](m) 2 C(Lab(s1, s2), act)
hs1, s2i !C hact, mi
.
Following Example 152, this leads to the following definition:
Definition 169. The notions are given as before. Then the coupling composition of (T1, T2)
concerning (C,Sync) is given by the STS
T1 kC,Sync T2 =
 T1 kCartSp,Sync T2 kIdSp,Sync TC.
y
Roughly speaking, stochastic information referring to the interaction of T1 and T2 are
encoded by the third STS TC, which sorts out all the couplings being not compatible with
the coupling-constraint function C under consideration. Thus, stochastic information
concerning the interaction of T1 and T2 are specified declaratively by the function C. We
demonstrate this by means of the following example:
Example 170. We continue our running example from the introduction of this chapter
involving two cooling systems modelled by the STSs TCool,1 and TCool,2 dissipating the heat
produced by the server TServ (see Figure 6.1). Let
Sync = ffailg
be the set of synchronisation actions as well as
AP = fLow,High, Broken1, Broken2, Intact1, Intact2g
be the set of atomic propositions. In the introduction of this chapter, depending on the
actual performance mode of the server, we have already specified a coupling-constraint
function C concerning (AP,Sync) in a symbolical way: indeed, the set C(fLowg, fail)
contains precisely those z 2 Prob[2AP] where
z(Broken1 ^ Broken2) = z(Broken1)  z(Broken2)
and accordingly, the set C(fHighg, fail) consists precisely of those probability measures
z 2 Prob[2AP] such that
z((Broken1 ^ Broken2) _ (Intact1 ^ Intact2)) > 0.9,
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Moreover, for every B 2 2AP n ffLowg, fHighggwehaveC(B, fail) = Prob[2AP]. Recall, if
the server operates in the low mode, the cooling systems behave stochastically independent
after a failure. In contrast, there is a stochastic dependence when the server is in the high
power mode. The composition of the cooling systems and the server with respect to the
available stochastic information is given by the STS
T =  TCool,1 kCartSp,Sync TCool,2 kC,Sync TServ.
When composing the cooling systems in a first step, we do not rely on any stochastic
assumptions and take all the possible couplings into account. However, when adding the
STS for the server in a next step, we include the available stochastic information induced by
the internal power-management strategy of the server. y
Our approach allows for a systematic system design, facilitate the interchangeability and
reusability of components, and thus also eases the maintainability. For instance, if there is
another device using the batteries with an alternative internal power-management strategy,
we can use the STSs TCool,1 and TCool,2, solely adapt the STS TServ and the corresponding
coupling-constraint function.
Congruence result. We extend our congruence property from Section 6.6 to the coupling
composition operator relying on a specific coupling-constraint function. For this purpose
we consider the four simple STSs
Ta1 = (Staa1,Act1,!a1), Ta2 = (Staa2,Act2,!a2),
Tb1 = (Stab1,Act1,!b1), Tb2 = (Stab2,Act2,!b2).
Let AP be a finite set as well as Laba1, Labb1, Laba2, and Labb2 be AP-labelling functions
for Ta1, Ta2, Tb1, and Tb2, respectively. Moreover, let R1 be a simulation for (Ta1, Tb1) and
R2 be a simulation for (Ta2, Tb2). Assume that for every states sa1 2 Staa1, sa2 2 Staa2,
sa1 2 Stab1, and sa2 2 Stab2,
hsa1, sb1i 2 R1 implies Laba1(sa1) = Labb1(sb1),
hsa2, sb2i 2 R2 implies Laba2(sa2) = Labb2(sb2).
Intuitively, the latter requirements on R1 and R2 ensure that only those states are related
where the same atomic propositions hold. In a state-based setting for simulation and
bisimulation, the latter condition is standard (see, e.g., [BK08]). We obtain the following
congruence result:
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Proposition 171. The notions are given as before. Consider a set Sync  Act1 \Act2 as well as
a function C : 2AP  Sync Prob[2AP]. Define the STSs
Ta = Ta1 kC,Sync Ta2 and Tb = Tb1 kC,Sync Tb2.
as well as the relation
R = fhsa, sbi 2 Staa  Stab ; hsaj1, sbj1i 2 R1 and hsaj2, sbj2i 2 R2g.
Then the relation R is a simulation for (Ta, Tb).
Proof. According to Theorem 166, the relation R is a simulation for (T 0a , T 0b ) where
T 0a = Ta1 kCartSp,Sync Ta2 and T 0b = Tb1 kCartSp,Sync Tb2.
Define the sets Staa = Staa1  Staa2 and Stab = Stab1  Stab2. Introduce the func-
tions Laba : Staa  AP, Laba(sa1, sa2) = Laba1(sa2) [ Laba2(sa2) and Labb : Stab  AP,
Labb(sb1, sb2) = Labb1(sb1) [ Labb2(sb2). Clearly, for every hsa, sbi 2 R we have the iden-
tity Laba(sa) = Labb(sb). To conclude that R is a simulation for (Ta, Tb), it hence suffices
to show that for every probability measures ma 2 Prob[Staa] and mb 2 Prob[Stab] the
following implication holds:
hma, mbi 2 Rwgt implies (Laba)](ma) = (Labb)](mb).
Let ma 2 Prob[Staa] and mb 2 Prob[Stab] be such that hma, mbi 2 Rwgt as well as B  2AP
be a set. Since Laba(sa) = Labb(sb) for every hsa, sbi 2 R, we obtain
R \ ((Laba) 1(B) Stab) = R \ (Staa  (Labb) 1(B)).
Inspecting the argument in Remark 34, this yields
ma((Laba) 1(B)) = mb((Labb) 1(B))
that finally justifies (Laba)](ma) = (Labb)](mb).
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The following material summarises the contribution of this thesis for prominent model-
ling formalisms from the literature. Despite the measurability requirements investigated
throughout this thesis, our investigations extend existing frameworks properly.
We discuss consequences for discrete stochastic systems first covering probabilistic auto-
mata [Seg95], discrete Markov decision processes [Put94], and discrete-time as well as
continuous-time Markov chains [BHHK03, DP03]. Moreover, as discrete STSs allow for
non-deterministic choices between a countable number of alternatives, discrete STS also
include continuous-time Markov decision processes [Put94, NK07], interactive Markov
chains [Her02], and Markov automata [EHZ10].
Having considered discrete STSs, we focus on purely stochastic STSs (see also Section 4.8)
that in particular cover continuous-time Markov chains [BHHK03], semi Markov process
[Whi80, LHK01, GJP06], and discrete-time stochastic hybrid automata [AKLP10, AKM11,
SA13]. The Souslin condition for purely stochastic as well as the property of being Borel
concerning the hit sigma algebra appear natural in the context of purely stochastic STSs
(see also Remark 95) and hence, the above mentioned examples of models are covered by
the main results of Chapters 4 and 5.
Labelled Markov processes (LMPs) [BDEP97, Des99, DEP02, Pan09] as well as non-
deterministic labelled Markov processes (NLMPs) [DTW12, Wol12] yield other prominent
subclasses of simple STSs. Assuming the underlying action space is countable, our results
of Chapters 4 and 5 are applicable for point-wise image-finite NLMPs and thus also for
LMPs. This in particular extends the existing literature by a logical characterisation for the
simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence in terms of comparable expressive
modal logics. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, simulations has been not considered
for NLMPs before. Besides this, we provide an example showing that the class of all
NLMPs is not closed under parallel composition. This also influences the investigations on
a compositional framework for NLMPs [DLM16].
The stochastic-hybrid-system model in [Hah13, HH13] has an NLMP-like semantics, in
particular, the unfolded STS is Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. A similar discussion
applies forHmodest [BDHK06, HHHK12], a powerful modelling language for stochastic
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hybrid systems covering several prominent models from the literature (see Table 4 in
[BDHK06] and Table 3 in [HHHK12]). The latter yield a nice and powerful modelling
language for subclasses of STSs.
Stochastic optimal control [DIY79, BS96] aims to design a strategy for input variableswith
respect to the presence of stochastic noise satisfying a specified objective while maximising
or minimising a given cost functional. This functional may refer to the energy or utility
accumulated along sample paths (see also Section 5.8). Stochastic control problems appear
in many areas of economy and engineering for the design of, e.g., portfolios of safe and
risky assets, consumption-investment strategies, acceleration behaviours for the steering of
vehicles, and strategies for job-scheduling scenarios.
A convenient and prominent formalism formodelling the underlying stochastic process of
a stochastic control problem is given by controlled Markov processes (CMPs). Interestingly,
CMPs are prominent in both the mathematics community, e.g., [DIY79, BS96], and the
computer-science community, e.g., [ZEM+14, TMKA16]. CMPs are also formalised in
terms of controlled discrete-time stochastic hybrid automata [APLS08, AKLP10, SA13,
TMKA13, ZEM+14, TMKA16]. The latter cited articles provide approximate verification
techniques, model-checking approaches, as well as corresponding practical experiments.
The case studies rely, e.g., on the software tool Faust2 [SGA15] that allows for exporting
abstracted models to the prominent probabilistic model checker Prism [KNP11].
We show that CMPs are covered by Souslin STSs andmoreover, that for continuous CMPs
the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence and the bisimulation equivalence are the same and
accordingly, for simulations. This provides an important connection to our contributions of
Chapter 4 and, to the best of our knowledge, enables a trace-distribution result for CMPs
that has been not known before.
Dynamics obtained by interaction of (digital) sensors with the (continuous) environment
lead to hybrid systems. A well-known modeling formalism for hybrid systems is given
by hybrid automata [ACH+95, Hen96] consisting of a discrete control structure and flow
functions that model the evolution of continuous variables when time passes. The research
on stochastic extensions of hybrid automata [Spr01, Pla08, HHHK12, ZSR+12, Hah13]
are motivated, e.g., by imperfect sensors that deliver vague information. Undecidability
results for stochastic hybrid automata initiate the research on subclasses of the powerful
formalism. For instance, the subclass consisting of all (probabilistic) rectangular hybrid
automata play an important role within the theory of hybrid systems since many decision
problems, e.g., the reachability problem, turn out to be decidable undermild side constraints
[ACH+95, Hen96, Kop96, Spr01].
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In the last part of this chapter, we introduce stochastic rectangular hybrid automata
(SRHAs) and show that such an automaton can be unfolded into a Souslin STSs exploiting
the mean value theorem. As a consequence, due to the expressiveness of SRHAs, it follows
that manymodelling formalisms from the literature are covered by Souslin STSs. This yields
a foundation for further work investigating other classes of systems and their respective
behavioural relations.
7.1 Discrete stochastic transition systems
We emphasise that the action space for discrete STS is not restricted to be a countable set.
The precise definition is as follows:
Definition 172. We call an STS T = (Sta,Act,!) discrete provided it is image finite and
the set Sta is countable. y
Discrete STSs cover probabilistic automata [Seg95], discrete Markov decision processes
[Put94], and discrete-time as well as continuous-time Markov chains [BHHK03, DP03].
Moreover, since discrete STSs include uncountable action spaces andfinite non-determinism,
discrete STS include continuous-time Markov decision processes [Put94, NK07], interact-
ive Markov chains [Her02], and Markov automata [EHZ10]. Continuous-time Markov
decision processes serve, e.g., as a semantical model for stochastic Petri nets [CMBC93].
By Remark 10, it is easy to see that every discrete STS is Souslin. Moreover, we also obtain
that every discrete STS is Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. This yields the following
summary of our results:
Proposition 173. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a non-blocking discrete STS, A be an action event
family, and rew be a reward function. For every sa, sb 2 Sta the following statements hold:
(1) sa  sb iff sa sou sb iff sa  sb iff sa 9 sb.
(2) sa  sb implies sa tr sb.
(3) sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb iff sa ' sb iff sa ' sb.
(4) sa ' sb implies sa =tr sb.
Moreover, the relation  is weakly smooth and accordingly, the relation ' is smooth.
Proof. The proposition follows directly from Corollary 119 and Theorem 124.
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Clearly, for certain subclasses of discrete STSs the previous proposition is not new such
as for probabilistic automata and Markov chains. However, we emphasise that the result
covers the generative model in the classification of [GSS95] and in this context, to the best
of our knowledge, a generic logical characterisation of the simulation preorder and the
bisimulation equivalence has been not proven before. Besides this, as the model under
consideration includes uncountable action spaces, the result in [NK07] is extended by a
complete characterisation of both the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence.
Moreover, Proposition 173 (together with Proposition 136 concerning the preservation of
expected values) also covers results in [DP03] providing a logical characterisation of the
bisimulation equivalence for continuous-time Markov processes.
7.2 Purely stochastic systems
According to Theorem 100, the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence and the trace-distribution
equivalence are the same for every deterministic purely stochastic Souslin STSs. Thanks
to the theory developed in Chapter 5 concerning relations induced by temporal logics,
we can extend the latter mentioned result. Recalling Remark 95, a purely stochastic STS
T = (Sta,Act,K) is Souslin precisely when the corresponding control law K constitutes a
Borel function. It is easy to see that the latter statement holds precisely when T is Borel
concerning the hit sigma algebra. Hence, we are in the situation of Theorem 124 that finally
enables the following result:
Proposition 174. Let T = (Sta,Act,K) be a purely stochastic Souslin STS,A be an action event
family, and rew be a reward function. For every sa, sb 2 Sta the following statement holds:
(1) sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb iff sa ' sb iff sa ' sb.
(2) sa ' sb implies sa =tr sb.
Moreover, the relation is weakly smooth and accordingly, the relation' is smooth. The implication
in statement (2) is an equivalence if the purely stochastic Souslin STS T is deterministic.
Proof. Every purely stochastic Souslin STS is non-blocking, image-finite, and Borel concern-
ing the hit sigma algebra. Therefore, Theorem 100, Corollary 119 as well as Theorem 124
yield the claims.
Focusing on purely stochastic Souslin STSs, every satisfaction set of an APCTL is Borel
and hence, one can drop the outer-measure function in Definition 113 where we declare
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the satisfaction relation for APCTL path-measure formulas. The reason is that for purely
stochastic Souslin STSs there exists exactly one s-scheduler for every state s (see Remark 96)
and moreover, the function that maps every state s to the corresponding path measure
Pr[s] turns out to be Borel (see also Lemma 101). Thus, one can rely on an easy induction
over the construction of APCTL formulas in order to show that all the corresponding
satisfaction sets are Borel.
Embedding models from the literature. The model of (deterministic) purely stochastic
Souslin STS serve as a semantical model for prominent stochastic-hybrid-system modelling
formalisms from the literature. In what follows we provide an short overview on some
important examples:
Stochastic timed automata. The stochastic extension of classical timed automata [AD94]
given by stochastic timed automata (STAs) [BBB+14, BBCMar] is subsumed by purely
stochastic STSs, i.e., the unfolding of every STA forms a purely stochastic Souslin STS.
The behaviour of an STA is determined by clocks whose values increase with slope one
when (continuous) time passes. Invariant conditions in locations and guards of edges
between locations constrain the values for clocks. In an STA both delays in locations and
discrete choices over enabled actions are made randomly. Provided the different edges
from one location in an STA are labelled by distinct actions, the induced purely stochastic
STS obtained by an unfolding is even deterministic.
Semi Markov processes. The residence times in locations of a semi Markov process
(SMP) [Whi80, LHK01, GJP06] follow an arbitrary distribution, in particular, SMPs cover
continuous-time Markov processes. A SMP induces a purely stochastic Souslin STS with an
action space Act = R0 and a naturally given control law K. Intuitively, the real number
K(s)([t, t] S) stands for the probability of moving from state s to a state contained in the
set S with a delay of at least t and at most t time units.
Discrete-time stochastic hybrid automata. purely stochastic Souslin STSs cover the stochastic
extension of hybrid automata given by discrete-time stochastic hybrid automata (DTSHAs)
[AKLP10, AKM11, SA13]. Every DTSHA comprises a discrete control graph with locations
and jumps in-between as well as real-valued variables. In a location the values of the vari-
ables are governed by a stochastic flow, e.g., specified by discrete-time stochastic differential
equations. Within a jump, variables can be updated instantaneously with respect to an
arbitrary continuous distribution.
Pure jumpMarkov processes. purely stochastic Souslin STSs subsume themodel in [EMA16]
called pure jump Markov processes (PJMPs). A PJMP evolves in continuous time and has
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instantaneous discrete movements with exponential distributed random times.
Stochastic differential equations. Assuming certain regularity assumption, it is well-known
that the solution of a stochastic differential equation (SDE) can be represented by a function
f : RR0 ! Prob[R] satisfying certain requirements, e.g., the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation. Assuming the current state is given by r, the value f (r, t)(B) stands for the
probability of entering a state contained in the Borel set B after exact time t elapsed. Suppose
a Borel function g : R ! Prob[R0]. Intuitively, the probability measure g(r) specifies the
residence time in state r 2 R that might be, e.g., exponential distributed. The composition
of the functions f and g yields a single Borel function K : R ! Prob[R0 R] (see also
Lemma 1.38 [Kal02]) forming a control law of a purely stochastic Souslin STS. Roughly
speaking, the function K combines the stochastic evolution of states specified by f and the
stochastic timing given by g. Consequently, purely stochastic Souslin STS cover general
stochastic hybrid automata [BL04, BLB05] (see also [BSA04]), which can be seen as a
continuous-time analogue of DTSHAs where the stochastic flows of variables in the discrete
locations are specified by SDEs.
Revisiting Proposition 174. The major difficulties in proving that the bisimulation equi-
valence is finer than the trace-distribution equivalence arises from themeasurability require-
ments on schedulers (see discussions in Chapter 4). Recall, we exploit measurable-selection
principles to treat these measurability issues. In purely stochastic STSs non-determinism is
absent and hence, schedulers can be omitted for the resolution of the non-determinism. It
turns out that this fact can be used to substantially simplify the argument for showing that
the bisimulation equivalence is subsumed by the trace-distribution equivalence.
Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be a a purely stochastic Souslin STS, sa, sb 2 Sta be states, and R
be a bisimulation such that hsa, sbi 2 R. According to Theorem 118, we can safely assume
that the relation R is smooth. The following material provides a direct argument showing
that sa =tr sb without using Corollary 119. In particular, a measurable-selection principle is
avoided and thus, we obtain a simpler argument for Proposition 174 (2).
To conclude sa =tr sb, relying on Lemma 81 as well as Remark 96, it suffices show that
for every n 2 N it holds
hPrn[sa],Prn[sb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt.
We perform a induction over the natural numbers. The induction base follows trivially
since it holds Pr0[sa] = Dirac[sa], Pr0[sb] = Dirac[sb], and Rpath,n = R. Let n 2 N and
assume hPrn[ma],Prn[mb]i 2 (Rpath,n)wgt as an induction hypothesis. As R is smooth and
relying on Remark 37, it is easy to see that the two relations Rpath,n and RAct are smooth.
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Moreover, there are two Polish spacesY and Z as well as two Borel functions f : Pathn ! Y
and g : Act Sta ! Z such that the following statements hold: for every finite paths
pˆa, pˆb 2 Pathn,
hpˆa, pˆbi 2 Rpath,n iff f (pˆa) = f (pˆb)
and accordingly, for every action-state pairs hacta, sai, hactb, sbi 2 Act Sta,
hhacta, sai, hactb, sbii 2 RAct iff g(acta, sa) = g(actb, sb).
The Borel function h : Pathn+1 ! Y  Z is introduced as follows: for every finite path
pˆ 2 Pathn, action act 2 Act, and state s 2 Sta let
h(pˆ act s) = h f (pˆ), g(act, s)i.
Obviously, for every finite paths pˆa, pˆb 2 Pathn+1 it holds
hpˆa, pˆbi 2 Rpath,n+1 iff h(pˆa) = h(pˆb).
In particular, relying again on Remark 37, the relation Rpath,n+1 is smooth.
Let BX  X and BY  Y be Borel sets. Using that the relation R is a bisimulation and
applying Corollary 41 as well as Remark 97, for every finite paths pˆa, pˆb 2 Pathn it holds
hpˆa, pˆbi 2 Rpath,n implies K(Last(pˆa))(g 1(BY)) = K(Last(pˆb))(g 1(BY)).
The set f 1(BX) is R-stable. Thus, relying on a standard argument from measure theory
concerning point-wise approximations of Borel functions by sequences of step functions
(see, e.g., Teil III in [Sch08]), for every Borel function x : Pathn  Pathn ! [0, 1] it holds
(see also Remark 34):Z
f 1(BX)Pathn
x(pˆa, pˆb) dWn(pˆa, pˆb) =
Z
Pathn f 1(BX)
x(pˆa, pˆb) dWn(pˆa, pˆb).
Putting things together, we hence obtain
Prn+1[sa](h 1(BX  BY))
=
Z
f 1(BX)
K(Last(pˆa))(g 1(BY)) d Prn[sa](pˆa)
=
Z
f 1(BX)Pathn
K(Last(pˆa))(g 1(BY)) dWn(pˆa, pˆb)
=
Z
Pathn f 1(BX)
K(Last(pˆb))(g 1(BY)) dWn(pˆa, pˆb)
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=
Z
f 1(BX)
K(Last(pˆb))(g 1(BY)) d Prn[sb](pˆb)
= Prn+1[sb](h 1(BX  BY)).
According to Carathéodory uniqueness theorem (see Section 2.1), we derive
h](Prn+1[sa]) = h](Prn+1[sb]).
Thus, Corollary 41 yields hPrn+1[ma],Prn+1[mb]i 2 (Rpath,n+1)wgt. As discussed before,
this shows sa =tr sb.
7.3 Labelled Markov processes
The original paper [BDEP97] on labelled Markov processes (LMPs) provide fundamental
contributions regarding stochastic systems with uncountable state and action spaces. The
theory has been adapted and extended in various directions [DEP02, DGJP03, DDLP06,
DTW12, FKP17], and is aggregated in the thesis [Des99] as well as the textbook [Pan09].
This section summarises our contributions regarding the theory on LMPs. Let us first recall
the definition of the model:
Definition 175. A non-blocking simple STS T = (Sta,Act,!) is called a labelled Markov
process (LMP) provided there are a family (Lact)act2Act of Borel functions
Lact : Sta! Prob[Sta]
and a family (Sact)act2Act of Borel sets
Sact  Sta
such that for every s 2 Sta, act 2 Act, and m 2 Prob[Sta] it holds
s! hact, mi iff s 2 Sact and Lact(s) = m.
y
An important difference concerning the standard literature on LMPs is given by the
fact that we focus on probability measures rather than sub-probability measures. Here, a
measure m˜ on the Polish space Sta is called a sub-probability measure provided one has
m˜(Sta)  1. Hence, to be precise, our definition of an LMP covers only those systems from
the LMP literature that only include sub-probability measures with m˜(Sta) 2 f0, 1g. One
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motivation of sub-probability measures is that one wants to make a distinction between
states where a specific action is enabled andwhere not (see, e.g., Section 7.4 in [Pan09]). For
instance, considering a sub-probability measures m˜ with m˜(Sta) = 0 such that s! hact, m˜i,
then this intuitively means that the action act is not enabled at s. This kind of distinction
between states is also included within our formalism since the set Enabled[s, act]may be
empty that is precisely the case when s /2 Sact.
Proposition 176. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an LMP such that the action space Act is countable.
For every states sa, sb 2 Sta the following four statements hold:
(1) sa  sb iff sa sou sb iff sa  sb iff sa 9 sb.
(2) sa  sb implies sa tr sb.
(3) sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb iff sa ' sb iff sa ' sb.
(4) sa ' sb implies sa =tr sb.
Moreover, the relation  is weakly smooth and accordingly, the relation ' is smooth.
Proof. According to Theorem 129, every LMP with a countable action space is Borel con-
cerning the hit sigma algebra. As a side remark, thanks to Corollary 130, every LMP with a
countable action space is hence also Souslin. The proposition under consideration is thus a
summary of Theorem 128 and Corollary 131.
Let us first note that the notions of simulation and bisimulation used throughout this
thesis and the corresponding definitions in the LMP literature coincide. The simple reason
is that according to Proposition 176 the simulation relation  is weakly smooth and the
bisimulation relation ' is smooth and thus, the characterisations of Theorems 39 and 40
are applicable. The latter observation indeed directly implies that the settings of this thesis
and the LMP literature are the same. In this thesis the state space of an LMP is required to
form a Polish space and hence, we also derive that event bisimulation [DDLP06] and the
bisimulation notion of this thesis are the same if the underlying action space of the LMP
under consideration is countable.
The recent contribution [FKP17] provides elegant proofs showing that for every states
sa and sb of an LMP it holds sa  sb iff sa  sb and accordingly, sa ' sb iff sa ' sb. In
particular, the facts that the relations and' are weakly smooth and smooth, respectively,
are also not new. In fact, the part of Chapter 5 where we provide a charactersation of
the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence in terms of the weak modal
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logics APCTL and APCTL, respectively, heavily rely on the techniques in [FKP17] (see
Section 5.4 and also Section 5.7). Having the special structure of LMPs in mind, APCTL
and APCTL and the corresponding modal logics in [FKP17] are basically the same besides
the fact that the probability modality in [FKP17] can only be bound probabilities from
below. We also refer to Chapter 4 of the thesis [Des99] providing various examples and
intuitive explanations of the considered logics for LMPs. To the best of our knowledge,
apart from the previous mentioned results, the remaining implications in Proposition 176
properly extend the up to now developed theory for LMPs.
7.4 Non-deterministic labelled Markov processes
The theory for LMPs has been conservatively extended in [DTW12, Wol12, DLM16] for
non-deterministic labelled Markov processes that include internal non-determinism. The
definition of the latter mentioned model is as follows:
Definition 177. A non-blocking simple STS T = (Sta,Act,!) is called a non-deterministic
labelled Markov process (NLMP) provided for every action act 2 Act the following two
conditions hold:
(1) Enabled[s, act] is Borel in Prob[Sta] for every state s 2 Sta.
(2) For every Borel set P  Prob[Sta] the following set is Borel in Sta,
fs 2 Sta ; Enabled[s, act] \ P 6= ?g.
y
The requirements for NLMPs are closely connected to the property for an STS of being
Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra (see Theorem 129). Regarding this issue, let us first
state the following remark.
Remark 178. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an NLMP where the action space Act is countable.
According to Theorem 129, the NLMP T is Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. By
Corollary 130, the NLMP T is Souslin provided for every s 2 Sta and act 2 Act the set
Enabled[s, act] is closed in Prob[Sta]. As a consequence, the class of all Souslin STSs covers
image-finite NLMPs with countable action spaces. y
It is easy to see that image-finite NLMPs cover LMPs (see also Proposition 4.2 in [Wol12]).
We refer to Chapter 5 in [Wol12] where modelling formalisms from the literature with an
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NLMP semantics are presented. This discussion in particular includes stochastic automata
[D’A99, BD04, DK05], probabilistic guarded command language [MM04], and a class of
stochastic hybrid systems [FHH+11, Hah13].
Proposition 179. Let T = (Sta,Act,!) be an image-finite NLMP such that the set Act is
countable. For every states sa, sb 2 Sta the following four statements hold:
(1) sa  sb iff sa sou sb iff sa  sb iff sa 9 sb.
(2) sa  sb implies sa tr sb.
(3) sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb iff sa ' sb iff sa ' sb.
(4) sa ' sb implies sa =tr sb.
Moreover, the relation  is weakly smooth and accordingly, the relation ' is smooth.
Proof. By Remark 178, the proposition is a summary of Theorem 128 and Corollary 131.
For the same reasons as in Section 7.3 the bisimulation notion of this thesis and the
corresponding one in the NLMP literature are the same for every image-finite NLMPwhere
the action space is countable. This also implies that bisimulation equivalence and the equi-
valence induced by event bisimulation [DTW12, Wol12] are the same for the mentioned
subclass of NLMPs. The result that APCTL characterises the bisimulation equivalence can
be already found in [DTW12, Wol12] (see also our discussions in Section 7.3). However,
the remaining implications in Proposition 179 are new. In particular, whereas existing
NLMP literature focus on bisimulation relations only, Proposition 179 also includes cor-
responding results for the simulation preorder. Moreover, we identified an important
class of STSs where the Souslin-simulation preorder and the simulation preorder are the
same and accordingly, for the corresponding relations induced by Souslin bisimulation and
bisimulation.
The second condition on an NLMP in Definition 177 is closed connected to our property
on STS of being Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra. However, whereas condition (2) in
Definition 177 takes all the Borel subsets of Prob[Sta] into account, the corresponding con-
dition in this thesis regards only the open subsets of Prob[Sta] (see also Theorem 129). This
seemingly small difference has serious consequences (see also the discussion in Section 18.1
in [AB06] concerning different measurability notions for set-valued functions). First of
all, the whole theory in [DTW12, Wol12] heavily relies on the fact that condition (2) in
Definition 177 indeed includes all the Borel subsets of Prob[Sta]. For instance, this is already
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important for the definition of the semantics of the modal logics in [DTW12, Wol12]. In
this sense, we completely rework this existing theory with the weakened assumption (see
Theorem 128). Moreover, whereas NLMPs are not closed under composition, a corres-
ponding closure result holds for STSs being Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra (see
Theorem 160). The latter is illustrated by the following example:
Example 180. Consider the simple STSs T1 = (Sta,Act,!1) and T2 = (Sta,Act,!2)
where Sta = [0, 1] and the set Act is a singleton, say Act = factg for some symbol act, and
the transition relations!1 and!2 are given as follows:
!1 = fhs,Dirac[act]
Dirac[s]i ; s 2 Stag,
!2 = fhs,Dirac[act]
Dirac[s0]i ; s, s0 2 Stag.
It is easy to see that T1 and T2 are NLMPs. According to Remark 178, the STSs T1 and T2
are hence Borel concerning the hit sigma. Define the STS
T = T1 kCartSp,Act T2.
Thanks to Theorem 160, we have that the STS T is also Borel concerning the hit sigma
algebra. Indeed, for every s 2 Sta the set Enabled[T1, s, act] is a singleton and hence
compact and moreover, the set Enabled[T2, s, act] is equal to Prob[Sta] and thus compact
(see Theorem 17.22 in [Kec95]).
Although T is Borel concerning the hit sigma algebra, the STS is noNLMP. Let us provide
an argument for this claim. According to Remarks 10 (1) and (2), there exists a Borel set
B  Sta Sta such that the set M is not Borel in Stawhere
M = fr 2 R ; there exists r0 2 R with hr, r0i 2 Bg.
Defining the set
Dirac[B] = fDirac[r1]
Dirac[r2] ; hr1, r2i 2 Bg,
we have that Dirac[B] is Borel in Prob[Sta  Sta] (see, e.g., Corollary 4.5 in [Wol12]).
However, the following set is not Borel in Sta Sta,
fhs1, s2i 2 Sta Sta ; Enabled[T , hs1, s2i, act] \Dirac[B] 6= ?g = M Sta.
As M Sta is not Borel in Sta Sta, it follows that T is no NLMP. Our example involves
no stochastic and hence, it also applies for the standard composition operator. y
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7.5 Controlled Markov processes
This section focuses on controlled Markov processes, in particular, it is shown that every
controlled Markov process induces a Souslin STS. We moreover provide a subclass of
controlled Markov processes where the Souslin-simulation preorder and the simulation
preorder as well as the Souslin-bisimulation equivalence and the bisimulation equivalence
are the same, respectively. As a consequence, our results of Chapter 4 concerning trace-
distribution relations are applicable for the model under consideration. The definition
below is borrowed from [TMKA16].
Definition 181. A controlled Markov process (CMP) is given by a tuple
M = (Sta,Act,U,Ctr,Adm)
comprising of the following components:
(1) Sta is a Polish space (called state space).
(2) Act is a Polish space (called action space).
(3) U is a Polish space (called input space).
(4) Ctr : StaU ! Prob[Act Sta] is a Borel function (called control law).
(5) Adm : Sta U is a set-valued function whose induced relation Rel[Adm] is a Souslin
set in StaU.
y
Roughly speaking, the space U consists of all possible inputs controlled by an external
agent, the function Ctr formalises the control law of the CMP, and the set-valued function
Adm represents the set of all admissible controls in a state, i.e., an input u 2 U is admissible
in a state s 2 Sta provided u 2 Adm(s). In the context of stochastic control problems,
this section focuses solely on modelling purposes of the operational behaviour of the
underlying stochastic systems. Hence, the introduced formal model for an CMP includes
neither reward functions nor cost functionals to be optimised. However, the formalism
can be extended in this direction in a natural way (see also Section 5.8). We introduce the
following subclass of CMPs satisfying additional topological properties for the involved
spaces and functions.
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Definition 182. We call a CMP (Sta,Act,U,Ctr,Adm) continuous provided the following
four conditions are fulfilled:
(1) The Polish space U is a compact.
(2) The function Ctr is continuous.
(3) The set Rel[Adm] is closed in StaU.
(4) The set-valued functionAdm is lower hemicontinuous, i.e., for every open setO  U
the set fs 2 Sta ; Adm(s) \O 6= ?g is open in Sta.
y
Whereas requirements (1), (2), and (3) are adopted from Definition 1 of [TMKA16],
requirement (4) yields an additional constraint for the formalism studied in [TMKA16].
In fact, lower hemicontinuity is a condition that appears natural in the study of constrained
maximisation problems represented by set-valued functions (see, e.g., Sections 17.2 and
17.5 in [AB06]). In examples where the set-valued function Admmodels global constraints
for control decisions, the lower-hemicontinuity condition is harmless:
Example 183. Consider a CMPM = (Sta,Act,U,Ctr,Adm) such that the function Ctr is
continuous and where the input space is given by
U = [0, 1] [0, 1],
Consider a continuous function f : Sta! [0, 1] such that for every state s 2 Sta it holds
Adm(s) = fhu1, u2i 2 U ; u1 + u2 = f (s)g,
i.e., the function Admmay represent possible weightings for the share of resources such
as energy, memory, or bandwidth depending on the actual grading formalised by f . In
many situations the function f is even constant with f (s) = 1 for every s 2 Sta (see also
the example on a small power network in Section 2.2 of [TMKA16]).
We have that the CMPM under consideration is continuous. Clearly, the Polish space
U is compact. By the continuity of the function f , it is moreover easy to see that the set
Rel[Adm] is closed in StaU. Moreover, it easily follows that the set-valued function Adm
is lower hemicontinuous. y
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The control law Ctr of an CMP depends on the actual state of the system and the given
input. Intuitively, assuming the actual state of the system is s and an input u admissible
in s, the successor state of the system is determined by the probability measure Ctr(s, u).
More precisely, the semantics of a CMP is defined as follows:
Definition 184. LetM = (Sta,Act,U,Ctr,Adm) be a CMP. The semantics ofM is given
by the STS
JMK = (Sta,Act,!)
such that for all s 2 Sta and j 2 Prob[Act Sta] the following equivalence holds:
s! j iff there exists u 2 U such that u 2 Adm(s) and j = Ctr(s, u).
y
The introduced STS may involve uncountable non-determinism as every admissible
control in a state induces a distribution over action-state pairs. The actions can be seen as a
labelling of the corresponding transitions. If all the inputs in U are observable, one may
consider CMPs (Sta,Act,U,Ctr,Adm) where Act = U and Ctr(s, u)(fug  Sta) = 1 for
every state s 2 Sta and control u 2 U.
Proposition 185. LetM = (Sta,Act,U,Ctr,Adm) be a CMP. Then the STS JMK is Souslin.
If the CMP M is continuous, then for every states sa, sb 2 Sta the following four statements
concerning the simulation preorder and the bisimulation equivalence of the STS JMK hold:
(1) sa  sb iff sa sou sb.
(2) sa  sb implies sa tr sb.
(3) sa ' sb iff sa 'sou sb.
(4) sa ' sb implies sa =tr sb.
Moreover, the sets  and ' are closed in Sta Sta.
Proof. The argument showing that the STS JMK has the Souslin property is straightforward.
Nevertheless, let us present the details. Denote the transition relation of the STS JMK by
!. Define the set M  StaU  Prob[Act Sta] by
M = Graph[Ctr] \ (Graph[Adm] Prob[Act Sta])
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As Ctr is a Borel function, the set Graph[Ctr] is Souslin in StaU  Prob[Act Sta] (see
Remark 10 (6)). By the definition of CMPs, the set Graph[Adm] is Souslin in Sta  U.
It follows that the set M is Souslin in Sta  U  Prob[Act  Sta] (see Remark 10 (4)).
Moreover, it holds
! = fhs, ji 2 Sta Prob[Act Sta] ; hs, u, ji 2 M for some u 2 Ug.
Applying Remark 10 (5), we conclude that the STS JMK is Souslin.
Assume that the CMPM is continuous. Let sa, sb 2 Sta be states and R be a simulation
for JMK. Denote the topological of the set R in Sta Sta by R¯. In the remainder of this
proof, we show that R¯ is a simulation for JMK. Indeed, this suffices to conclude the
remaining claims of theorem: first of all, if the topological closure of a simulation is also
a simulation, it follows that the simulation preorder  is a closed set in Sta Sta. As
every closed set in Sta Sta is in particular Souslin in Sta Sta (see Remark 10 (2)), we
immediately obtain statement (1). This together with Corollary 83 yield statement (2).
The corresponding claims for the bisimulation equivalence can be proven analogously.
For the remainder of this proof denote the metric onU inducing the corresponding Polish
topology on U by dist. For every u 2 U and # 2 R>0 the open ball in U concerning dist
centered at u with radius # is denoted by Ball(u, #), i.e., we have
Ball(u, #) = fu0 2 U ; dist(u, u0) < #g.
Let hsa, sbi 2 Sta and ja 2 Prob[Act Sta] be such that hsa, sbi 2 R¯ and sa! ja. By the
definition of R¯, there exists a sequence (hsa,n, sb,ni)n2N of pairs hsa,n, sb,ni 2 R converging
in Sta Sta to the limit hsa, sbi. As we have sa! ja the semantics of CMPs yields a control
ua 2 U such that ua 2 Adm(sa) and ja = Ctr(sa, ua).
Clearly, for every n 2 N the set Ball(ua, 1/n) is an open set inU. Note, for every n 2 N
we have that Adm(sa) \ Ball(ua, 1/n) 6= ?. Using that Adm is upper hemicontinuous, for
every n 2 N the set fs0a 2 Sta ; Adm(s0a)\ Ball(ua, 1/n) 6= ?g is open in Sta. This insight
and the fact that the sequence (sa,n)n2N converges in Sta to the limit sa yield the following
statement: there is a natural number N 2 N and a sequence (ua,n)n2N of elements in U
such that for every n 2 N with n  N it holds ua,n 2 Adm(sa,n) and dist(ua,n, ua)  1/n.
It follows that the sequence (ua,n)n2N converges inU to the limit ua and for every n 2 N
with n  N we moreover have that sa,n! Ctr(sa,n, ua,n).
As R is a simulation, there exists a sequence (ub,n)n2N in U such that for every n 2 N
with n  N it holds sb,n! Ctr(sb,n, ub,n) and hCtr(sa,n, ua,n),Ctr(sb,n, ub,n)i 2 (RAct)wgt.
Using that U is compact, there exists a strictly increasing function f : N ! N such that
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the sequences (ub, f (n))n2N converges in U. Let ub 2 U be the limit of the sequence
(ub, f (n))n2N. Since the set Rel[Adm] is closed in StaU, it follows ub 2 Adm(sb). We
therefore obtain sb! Ctr(sb, ub).
It remains to show hCtr(sa, ua),Ctr(sb, ub)i 2 (R¯Act)wgt. Since the function Ctr is con-
tinuous and as for every n 2 N with n  f (N) it holds
hCtr(sa, f (n), ua, f (n)),Ctr(sb, f (n), ub, f (n))i 2 (RAct)wgt  (R¯Act)wgt,
it suffices to show that the set (R¯Act)wgt is closed in Prob[Act Sta]  Prob[Act Sta].
However, as RAct is closed in (Act Sta) (Act Sta), the latter is stated in Lemma 3.9
in [Les10]. The mentioned lemma is a consequence of general results referring to the con-
vergence of probability measures such as Prokhorov’s theorem characterising the relatively
compact subsets in Prob[Act  Sta] (see also Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 in [Bil99]) and the
Portmanteau theorem (see also Theorem 17.20 in [Kec95]).
To the best of our knowledge, the established results referring to trace-distribution
relations of an CMP are new and extend existing literature.
7.6 Stochastic hybrid systems
We introduce stochastic rectangular hybrid automata (SRHAs) where we follow the stand-
ard schema for hybrid automata [Hen96]. It turns out that every SRHAadmits a Souslin-STS
semantics. As SRHAs cover, e.g., probabilistic timed and hybrid automata [Spr01, KNSS02,
Spr11, ZSR+12, Spr15] as well as stochastic automata [D’A99, BD04, DK05], this section
provides a powerful high-level modelling formalism for Souslin STSs.
Given a finite set Var of variables, the set Update[Var] denotes the set of all Borel func-
tions with domain Eval[Var] and codomain Prob[Eval[Var]]. Intuitively, every function
in Update[Var] represents an update for variables: given upd 2 Update[Var] and a vari-
able evaluation e for Var, a new variable evaluation e0 for Var is sampled according to the
probability measure upd(e).
Definition 186. A stochastic rectangular hybrid automaton (SRHA) is a tuple
R = (Loc,Var,Act,Flow, Inv, Jump)
comprising of the following components:
(1) Loc is a countable set (location space),
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(2) Var is a finite set of variables,
(3) Act is a countable set (action space) disjoint from R0,
(4) Flow : Loc! Cond[Var] is a function (flow function),
(5) Inv : Loc! Cond[Var] is a function (invariant function),
(6) Jump is a countable relation (jump relation) where
Jump  Loc Cond[Var]ActUpdate[Var] Prob[Loc].
Furthermore, for every l 2 Loc the sets Flow(l) and Inv(l) are required to be convex. Here,
a condition cond 2 Cond[Var] is convex if for every r 2 [0, 1] and e, e0 2 Eval[Var] such that
e j= cond and e0 j= cond it holds e00r j= condwhere the variable evaluation e00r 2 Eval[Var]
is defined by e00(v) = r  e(v) + (1  r)  e0(v) for every v 2 Var. y
LetR be an SRHA as before. Intuitively, when times passes in a location l, then the vari-
ables evolves according to a differentiable function whose derivative satisfies the condition
Flow(l) for every point in the considered time span. Time can advance in a location l as
long as the evaluations of the variables satisfy the invariant Inv(l). Assuming the current
location and variable evaluation of the SRHA are given by l and e, respectively, a jump
hl, guard, act,upd,li is enabled if e j= guard. Here, when invoking this jump, the action
act is executed, the variable evaluation is updated according to the function upd, and the
successor location is sampled according to l. The formal semantics is as follows:
Definition 187. LetR = (Loc,Var,Act,Flow, Inv, Jump) be an SRHA. The semantics ofR
is given by the simple STS
JRK = (Loc Eval[Var],R0 [Act,!)
where the transition relation! is given as follows: for every location l 2 Loc, variable
evaluation e 2 Eval[Var], action act0 2 R0[Act, and probabilitymeasure m 2 Prob[Loc
Eval[Var]] we have
hl, ei ! hact0, mi
precisely when one of the two conditions below is satisfied:
(1) There are t 2 R0 and a function f : [0, t]! Eval[Var] such that act0 = t, f (0) = e,
m = Dirac[hl, f (t)i], f (t0) j= Inv(l) for all t0 2 [0, t] andmoreover, f is differentiable
on (0, t) with dot[ f ](t0) j= Flow(l) for all t0 2 (0, t).
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(2) There are act 2 Act, guard 2 Cond[Var], l 2 Prob[Loc], upd 2 Update[Var], and
h 2 Prob[Eval[Var]] such that act0 = act, e j= guard, h 2 upd(e), m = l
 h, and
moreover, hl, guard, act,upd,li 2 Jump.
y
Inspecting the definition of the transition relation! again, it is possible that a jump of
the SRHA leads to a state hl, ei with e 6j= Inv(l). However, no time can pass in such a state.
Regarding this issue, we also refer to the notion of weak-invariant semantics, also used
and discussed in [HHHK12]. Simple syntactical restrictions for an given SRHA ensure
that the underlying STS always enters a state hl, ei satisfying e j= Inv(l). For instance, one
may require that for every jump hl, guard, act,upd,li 2 Jump and e 2 Eval[Var] such that
e j= Inv(l) ^ guard the following condition holds: for every location l0 2 Loc,
l(fl0g) > 0 implies h(Inv(l0)) = 1.
Proposition 188. For every SRHAR the STS JRK is Souslin.
Proof. LetR = (Loc,Var,Act,Flow, Inv, Jump) be an SRHA. Denote the transition relation
of the STS JRK by! and moreover, define
Sta = Loc Eval[Var] and Act0 = R0 [Act.
We additionally introduce the sets
!R0 = fhs, t, mi 2 StaR0  Prob[Sta] ; s! ht, mig,
!Act = fhs, act, mi 2 StaAct Prob[Sta] ; s! hact, mig.
Our task is to show that the STS JRK is Souslin. According to Remark 68, it suffices to
show that the sets!R0 and!Act are Souslin in StaR0  Prob[Sta] and StaAct
Prob[Sta], respectively.
The set!R0 is Souslin. We show that the set!R0 is Souslin in StaR0  Prob[Sta].
Define the Polish space
XR0 = Eval[Var] StaR0  Prob[Sta]
The following argument relies on the mean value theoremwell-known from undergraduate
analysis courses. Introduce the function g : Eval[Var] StaR0 ! Prob[Sta],
g(slope, hl, ei, t) = Dirac[hl, e+ t  slopei].
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Relying on Example 6, it is easy to see that g is a Borel function. Thus, the set Graph[g] is
Borel in XR0 by Remark 10 (6). As the set Loc is countable, it is easy to see that B is Borel
in XR0 where
B =
[
l2Loc
Flow(l)  flg  Inv(l)R0  fDirac[hl, e0i] ; e0 j= Inv(l)g.
As the sets Flow(l) and Inv(l) are convex for every l 2 Loc, the mean value theorem yields
the following equivalence for every s 2 Sta, t 2 R0, and m 2 Prob[Sta]:
hs, t, mi 2 !R0 iff there exists slope 2 Eval[Var]
such that hslope, s, t, mi 2 Graph[g] \ B.
Finally, applying Remark 10 (1), the set!R0 is Souslin in StaR0  Prob[Sta].
The set!Act is Souslin. It remains to show that!Act is Souslin in StaAct Prob[Sta].
Define the Polish space
XAct = Loc Prob[Loc] Eval[Var] Prob[Eval[Var]]Act.
Every jump 2 Jump induces a Souslin subset Mjump of XAct as follows:
Mjump = flg  flg  (Graph[upd] \ (guard Prob[Eval[Var]])) factg
where jump = hl, guard, act,upd,li. By Remark 10 (6), the set Mjump is indeed Souslin in
XAct. Define M  XAct by
M =
[
jump2Jump
Mjump
Since every SRHA includes only countably many jumps, the set M is Souslin in XAct by
Remark 10 (4). Introduce the function h : XAct ! StaAct Prob[Sta],
h(l,l, e, h, act) = hhl, ei, act,l
 hi.
The function h is Borel by Example 6. According to Remark 10 (5) and as we have
!Act = h(M),
we finally obtain that the set!Act is Souslin in StaAct Prob[Sta].
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In this thesis we have investigated STSs including both an uncountable state space and
an uncountable action space (see Chapter 3). Using measurable-selection principles and
techniques from descriptive set theory, we have shown that under a Souslin side constraint
the simulation preorder is subsumed by the trace-distribution preorder and the bisimulation
equivalence is finer that the trace-distribution equivalence (see Chapter 4). This, together
with the presented logical characterisation of simulation and bisimulation concerning a
weak and a strong modal logic, provide a complete picture on behavioural relations for a
large subclass of STSs (see Chapter 5). In order to obtain a logical characterisation covering
STSswith uncountable action spaces, the key idea is the new concept of action event families
specifying the basic atomic building blocks of the introduced logics.
Furthermore, we have introduced a new parallel-composition operator for STSs appropri-
ate to model stochastic dependencies between components declarative fashion relying on
the notion of couplings (see Section 6). Our framework is convenient in situations where
one wants to abstract from vaguely or unknown operational behaviour causing specific
stochastic dependencies. We have proved that simulation preorder and bisimulation equi-
valence are congruences with respect to our newly developed parallel operator where the
challenge is to construct specific (span) couplings. For this, we have heavily exploited the
disintegration theorem.
Our research covers many prominent modelling formalisms from the literature and
extend existing contributions for those (see Chapter 7), in particular, for labelled Markov
processes, discrete-time stochastic hybrid automata, and controlled Markov processes. Our
results yield the basis of many possible directions for further research that are briefly
summarised next.
It would be interesting to know whether one can weaken or even drop the (Souslin)
assumptions for the main results in Chapters 4 and 5. Regarding this aspect, the following
question arises: given a Souslin STS T and states sa and sb with sa ' sb, does it hold
sa 'sou sb, i.e., does there exist a Souslin bisimulation R for T with hsa, sbi 2 R? An
analogous question is relevant for simulations. By the main result in Chapter 5, we have
already identified a large subclass of Souslin STSs for which the latter question can be
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answered positively. An interesting question is whether results from Chapter 5 can be in
particular extended for a subclass of STSs that goes beyond image-finite systems. Here,
one may focus on, e.g., image-compact STSs in a first step. In this context, the article
[Ter15] is also interesting where a not image-finite NLMP is presented whose bisimulation
equivalence forms a Souslin set, however, no Borel set.
This thesis focused on exact notions for simulation and bisimulation. However, it would
be interesting to extend our results for weak simulation and bisimulation, approximation
notions thereof, as well as behavioural metrics. Regarding this issue, there already exists
many literature focusing on subclasses of STSs. For instance, the recent work [BA17] shows
that for approximate bisimilar states of a labelled Markov chain the induced finite-trace
distributions are close with respect to the total variation distance (see also [HAV16]).
Besides approximate notions, there are also metrics for stochastic models to escape from
the fragility of exact equivalences. For instance, the contributions for labelledMarkov chains
[CvW12], for concurrent labelledMarkov chains [CGPX14], LMPs [Des99, DGJP03, Pan09],
generalised semi-Markov processes [GJP04], as well as the abstract coalgebraic setting
[BBKK14] yield an excellent starting point for the study of behavioural metrics for (Souslin)
STSs (see also [DD09] for a survey).
Weak equivalences abstract from internal steps that are supposed to be not observable
from an external agent, e.g., [SL94, BH97, PLS00, DGJP10, Cat05, CSKN05, DH13b]. Weak
notions for simulations and bisimulations have been for instance already discussed in
the context of trace-distribution relations of STSs [Cat05] (see also Section 4.7) as well as
concerning a logical characterisation of the bisimulation equivalence of labelled concurrent
Markov chains [DGJP10].
Our congruence results for the span-coupling composition operator focused on the
relations induced by simulation and bisimulation. It is well known that trace-distribution
equivalence is not a congruence with respect to (standard) composition for subclasses of
STSs [Seg95, LSV07]. Regarding this issue, it seems plausible to combine ideas of the latter
cited articles with the developed techniques in this thesis to extend the results concerning
probabilistic contexts in [LSV07] for (Souslin) STSs.
In statistics there is the concept of copulas [Nel06], i.e., specific functions convenient
for the specification of dependencies between real-valued random variables. Adapting
and extending (statistical) techniques referring the analysis and synthesis of copulas to
STSs and our developed compositional framework would be another interesting idea left
as future work. As a first simple starting point, one may consider coupling-constraint
functions that are induced by appropriate (parametric) families of copulas.
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The presented compositional framework for STSs in this thesis yields a basis for our
composition operator presented at [GBK16] covering a generic model for stochastic hybrid
systems called stochastic hybrid motion automata. In this new model the progressing flow
is recorded within states and the adaption of flows depends on executing commands rather
than happening on arbitrary occasions. As a next step, one may extend this class of hybrid
systems by allowing for stochastic flows, i.e., flows where stochastic choices can be made
continuously over time (see also [BL04, BLB05, BL06]). The presented algebraic theory
on behavioural relations then needs to be extended for this expressive class of stochastic
hybrid systems.
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